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PREFACE

The second edition of Just-in-Time Accounting demonstrates for the controller or
chief financial officer how to streamline an accounting system so that transac-
tions can be processed with minimal errors and staff time, resulting in high lev-
els of efficiency that result in more time for other activities.

Part One of the book uses a multistep approach to improving accounting sys-
tems. The first step describes and charts an existing process, focusing on the in-
puts, processing steps, and outputs associated with each transaction. Also
included, if necessary, is an analysis of wait times and paper movement among
employees and departments, in order to differentiate this labor from the labor
needed to complete the actual transaction.

Second, a number of suggestions are advanced for reducing the work at vari-
ous steps, including:

• Apply new technology to the process.

• Eliminate redundant or unnecessary control points.

• Reduce the number of people involved in processing transactions.

• Remove from the transaction any steps that can be handled in advance.

• Automate control points.

Each chapter outlines the effects on accounting controls of the suggestions for
improvement. Ways to replace the existing controls with other control points or
new controls are suggested. It is usually possible to reinforce a deleted control
point with controls at another point.

Each chapter also lists the quality issues resulting from the proposed revisions.
Quality in this book is defined as error-free accounting, so a number of suggestions
are made regarding ways to keep errors to a minimum. Each chapter contains sam-
ples of cost /benefit analyses that can be used as models when creating actual
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cost /benefit analyses for justifying the implementation of revised systems. Special
problems with identifying costs and associated savings are described.

Streamlining the accounting function eliminates some of the old accounting
reports. However, new reports are required to control the new systems. Sample
reports are described in detail in each chapter. These samples can be used to de-
sign actual reports for a new accounting system. In addition, new performance
measurements are provided to compare the performance of the systems. Finally,
implementation problems that may occur when installing new systems are noted,
along with solutions.

This multistep approach applies to Chapters 2 through 8, covering transac-
tions in the following areas: cash, sales and accounts receivable, inventory, ac-
counts payable, cost accounting, payroll, and the budget.

Part Two of the book discusses other accounting areas that either require
streamlining or are needed in the streamlining effort: Internet and intranet ac-
counting applications (new to this edition) in Chapter 9, electronic data inter-
change in Chapter 10, advanced data collection and storage systems (new to
this edition) in Chapter 11, the quick close of the accounting records in Chapter
12, outsourcing the accounting department (new to this edition) in Chapter 13,
process documentation in Chapter 14, and the effect of change on employees in
Chapter 15.

The introductory chapter contains an overview of how to properly organize a
new accounting department to achieve maximum levels of efficiency, so that
there is less need to alter the department’s activities at a later date. The activities
addressed include the creation of job descriptions, performance reviews, work
calendars, policies and procedures, training programs, and capacity planning—
all basic “blocking and tackling” issues that are all too frequently completely ig-
nored by accounting managers.

This book is intended for use by the accounting or finance manager who wants
to improve the performance of the accounting department. It surveys best prac-
tices culled from the accounting literature and the author’s experience and de-
scribes how to install changes successfully and justify them to upper
management. The performance improvements that one can realize by implement-
ing the changes described in this book can lead to remarkable increases in oper-
ating efficiencies.

STEVEN M. BRAGG

Englewood, Colorado
June 2001
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1

PA R T  ON E

Traditional
Accounting Areas

The first half of this book describes ways to increase the speed of operations in
several key areas—cash, sales and accounts receivable, inventory, accounts
payable, cost accounting, payroll, and the budget. Each chapter details the steps
of a typical accounting function and methods for shortening the process by such
means as reducing the number of controls, automating procedures, and reducing
paperwork transfers among employees.

There are always problems associated with changing systems, and the remain-
der of each chapter deals with those problems. Topics covered are control issues
that arise as a result of specific changes, quality problems, samples of cost /bene-
fit analyses for each suggested change, new reports that are needed to support the
changes, technology that can be used to support the changes, ways to measure the
altered systems, and possible implementation problems. The intent of these chap-
ters is to provide readers not only with a description of methods for speeding up
accounting functions but also with a guide for implementing them.
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3

1
SETTING UP THE

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT

Before we can dig into the minutia of how to improve each of the various account-
ing functions, it is first necessary to set up the infrastructure that will ensure that
the accounting department will function in a reliable manner. These basic tasks are
ignored all too frequently when first setting up an accounting department.

In many instances, accountants are given a pile of work to complete, with no
hint as to the priority of each item or how they interrelate. The result is a daily
scramble to complete whatever is “hot” on that day. Assignments of accounting
staff members are often changed with excessive regularity, so that no one ac-
quires an area of expertise in which he or she can improve skills and overall level
of confidence. As a direct result of this unstructured work pattern, the number of
transactional errors is extremely high; employees do not have the expertise to
“lock in” the procedures and related training that will keep errors from occur-
ring. Once errors are found, staff time must be reallocated to the task of fixing
them, which requires large amounts of time. Thus, we enter into a vicious circle
of constant daily problems, with the department always struggling to keep up
with the work load. The simple organizational techniques outlined in this chapter
can resolve many of these problems.

CASH FORECAST

The top priority for any accounting department is forecasting the flow of cash.
Without money to pay employees or suppliers, a company will very quickly find
itself out of business. All other considerations are secondary to this issue. Ac-
cordingly, there should be a weekly cash forecast update, such as the one shown
in Exhibit 1.1. This format can vary considerably by type of business, and may be
automated in some computerized accounting systems.
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6 TRADITIONAL ACCOUNTING AREAS

The forecast in Exhibit 1.1 starts with a sales forecast for each main customer,
showing detailed expectations by week for the first six weeks of the forecast,
after which the following three months’ worth of forecasted sales are listed in a
monthly format. Next is a breakdown of the largest accounts receivable items by
expected date of cash receipt, as well as a single line item that describes, in lump
sum, all other cash receipts from smaller accounts receivable. The next section
lists all expected cash outflows from accounts payable and payroll, with the
largest expense categories being individually listed. The bottom of the spread-
sheet lists the rolling cash balance at the end of each reporting period.

This forecast should be verified with the sales staff, collections personnel,
and purchasing employees to ensure that the numbers are accurate. The main
area in which the numbers tend to be inaccurate is in the sales forecast. The
payables area is of less concern, since these figures are more directly under
the control of management, and can be managed to some extent to fit the re-
quirements of the forecast.

This type of report reveals the time periods when there may be cash difficulties,
which enables management to plan for additional financing or other activities that
will ensure that the company safely passes through the danger period unscathed.
The report is hand-delivered to the proper recipients every week, discussing any
key problem areas. Leaving the report on someone’s desk to be reviewed alone is an
invitation for future trouble, since he or she may not see the prime indicators of a
cash shortfall that are so evident to the person who prepared it.

LEGAL AGREEMENTS

A complete examination of all unexpired legal agreements ranks high on the pri-
ority list for anyone reorganizing the accounting department. These may contain
any number of requirements for cash expenditures or receipts that should be in-
cluded in the cash forecast, such as a balloon payment on a copier lease. Another
example is a periodic minimum royalty payment, either to or from the company.
If not carefully tracked, these issues can result in very unpleasant and sudden
crises, as well as missed opportunities to collect additional funds.

Rather than just reviewing legal agreements in a cursory manner, it is better
to organize them into a summary-level format, such as the one shown in Exhibit
1.2. This summary should be included in the standard calendar of department
activities, so that actions can be scheduled based on the agreements. In Exhibit
1.2, the manager can quickly determine the dates when payments are due, when
key contractual dates occur, and with whom the contracts have been written.
These are the key factors to be aware of when incorporating legal agreements
into the accounting department’s activities. Organize the filing system for the
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SETTING UP THE ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT 7

legal documents that are referenced in the summary so that anyone who needs to
can quickly access the original document. The summary may not be sufficiently
clear about a particular legal point. This is in contrast to the more common ap-
proach of merging legal documents into other accounting agreements, so that they
are both difficult to find and in perpetual danger of being disposed of along with
other accounting documents during the annual archiving process. Not only should
they be segregated, but they should also be locked in a fireproof safe.

Proper custody and knowledge of the contents of legal agreements is a funda-
mental requirement for the proper management of an accounting department.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS

Accounting staffs often do not know precisely what they are supposed to do. In-
stead, they are hired, trained briefly in a few key tasks, and then left alone. They
do not know if there are any additional tasks that are expected to be completed less
frequently (a common problem), nor do they know when tasks are to be completed,

Exhibit 1.2 Sample Format for Legal Summary

Party Name Start/Stop Dates
Revenues or 
Expenditures Description

Acme Leasing 1/01–12/03 $304.52/mo, due on
15th of month.

Copier lease.
Requires balloon
payment of $2,400
on 12/31/03.

GEM Leasing Ongoing $128.15/mo, due on
10th of month.

Storage trailer lease.
Ongoing. Review
quarterly to ascer-
tain continued need
for trailer.

Bartony Design Co. 6/01/05 Renewal 8% of sales on Kid-
Jump product, due
on 20th of month.

Royalty on KidJump
product, payable as
long as there are
sales on this prod-
uct. Licensing
agreement is up for
renewal on 6/01/05.

Play & Go Inc. Lifetime franchise 4% of sales, incom-
ing franchise fee,
due on 5th of
month.

Franchise fee paid
by operator of Play
& Go store, based
on a percentage of
net sales.
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8 TRADITIONAL ACCOUNTING AREAS

or what constitutes a good job. This has several ramifications. First, it is impos-
sible to review the work of such a person when there is no baseline against which
to judge; this makes the periodic performance review a time of considerable con-
fusion. Second, key tasks that are performed infrequently tend to be completely
ignored, because no one knows who is supposed to do them. Third, it is difficult
to determine what an employee has been doing after he or she leaves if there is no
record of specific activities. Furthermore, it is difficult to determine the correct
pay scale for an individual if no one is completely sure of the boundaries of that
person’s job. Finally (and perhaps most incredibly), many employees do not
know for certain to whom they report. There is no clear listing of a supervisory
relationship, so they do not know who to talk to about problems. All of these fac-
tors present a strong case in favor of creating a job description for every em-
ployee as soon as possible.

An example of a job description is shown in Exhibit 1.3, which lists the fol-
lowing main categories of information:

• Job title. There is no listing of the employee’s name, but rather a job title.
By focusing on creating job descriptions by title, the number of job de-
scriptions that must be created is greatly reduced.

• Effective date. This is a very necessary item, because job descriptions
change over time. There may be confusion during the performance review
process if the manager doing the review is basing an evaluation on a job de-
scription that has a different effective date (and description) than the one
that has been used by the employee.

Exhibit 1.3 Sample Job Description

Job Description for: Cost Accountant

Effective Date: 7/15/01

Supervisor: Assistant Controller

Responsibilities: 1. Calculate job costs.
2. Monitor inventory cycle counts.
3. Verify standard product and component costs.
4. Create costing data collection systems.
5. Maintain activity-based costing system.
6. Determine the divisional cost of capital.
7. Calculate transfer prices to downstream divisions.
8. Investigate the causes of variances from standard.
9. Supervise assistant cost accountant positions.

Review Dates: January 5
April 5
July 5 (Pay Review)
October 5
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SETTING UP THE ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT 9

• Supervisor. The title of the person to whom the employee reports should
be listed.

• Responsibilities. This section itemizes every task for which the employee
is responsible. This section should also list the employee positions over
which this person has direct supervisory responsibility, since this person is
also responsible for the work of these additional employees.

• Performance and pay review dates. The last section should itemize the
exact dates on which both performance and pay reviews will be conducted.
Quarterly performance reviews are highly recommended over annual ones,
if only because they increase the amount of feedback to the employee. In
Exhibit 1.3, the four quarterly reviews are listed, with the one in bold being
the annual pay review date as well as a performance review date.

PERFORMANCE REVIEWS

The job description does not provide a sufficient amount of detail about exactly
what level of performance is expected to conduct a performance review. To use the
job description in Exhibit 1.3 as an example, item number four is “create costing
data collection systems.” Does this mean that all possible systems must be created
to give the cost accountant a good review, or is some lesser achievement accept-
able? If something less is okay, how will this translate into a salary adjustment? If
neither the supervisor nor the employee knows the answers to these questions, the
performance review can be quite tense; the expectations of both parties to the
meeting may be quite far apart, resulting in anger and confusion.

To resolve this problem, it is necessary to precisely define expected perfor-
mance levels in advance. This information should be developed as soon as the job
description is complete, and then be reviewed with the employee in detail to
make sure that there is no confusion about the expectations for each item. The
description of these performance levels take a considerable effort to develop, and
they are the basis for a great deal of ensuing employee activity that is vital to the
operation of the department.

One way to write performance level expectations is to list them in terms
of low performance, average performance, and exceptional performance. Each of
the three categories should be thoroughly described. Exhibit 1.4 contains a re-
view that is based on item 4 in Exhibit 1.3—for the cost accountant to create data
collection systems.

Exhibit 1.4 will take a great deal of time to complete if all other job functions
are described in a similar manner. Nonetheless, this level of detail is needed to
convey to the employee the exact expectations for the job. Since job require-
ments will change, the manager must review and adjust these written expectations
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10 TRADITIONAL ACCOUNTING AREAS

frequently. Each time a change is made, the manager must review the changes
with employees.

The performance review format can also be expanded to include the precise
amount of pay change that can be expected as a result of meeting each objective.
For example, the low performance category in Exhibit 1.4 might have listed
alongside it a pay decrease of 1%, with average performance worthy of no
change, and a 2% pay increase associated with the exceptional performance
level. Using this approach, an employee can tell precisely how much of a pay
change will be occurring before a pay review even begins, which takes all of the
tension and uncertainty out of the process. However, this approach can result in
excessively high or low pay changes if the person preparing the document does
not pay enough attention to the difficulty of completing those tasks against which
automatic pay changes are listed.

WORK CALENDARS

Even with a job description, an employee does not know when tasks are to be
completed. It may be necessary to always complete a report on a Monday, so that
it is available for a Tuesday meeting, or perhaps one employee has to complete a
deliverable so that it can be used as input to some other process by a different em-
ployee on the following day. These are issues that have a major impact on the ef-
ficiency of the entire department.

A good way to handle the timing of work steps is to schedule them on an indi-
vidual work calendar that is handed out to each employee. There should be two cal-
endars—one that lists the major tasks to be completed on a monthly basis, and
another that itemizes the daily tasks within each month. An example of a monthly

Exhibit 1.4 Example of Performance Level Expectations

Performance Expectations:

1. Create costing data collection systems.

a. Low performance. The cost accountant creates no additional data collection
systems beyond those already in place, but may create plans for new ones.

b. Average performance. The cost accountant creates new data collection sys-
tems, but the level of data accuracy is not increased by more than 10% or
the amount of labor required to collect the data does not decrease by more
than 20%.

c. Exceptional performance. The cost accountant creates new data collection
systems that result in data accuracy of more than 10% and reduction in data
collection labor of more than 20%.
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SETTING UP THE ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT 11

calendar is shown in Exhibit 1.5. This calendar itemizes those tasks that are not
necessarily repeated constantly, such as government reports that need only be cre-
ated once a year (such as the VETS-100 report in August that lists the number of
employees who are veterans), and which could easily be forgotten if not itemized.

A monthly calendar of activities contains all of the tasks noted on the annual
calendar, plus all of the continuing daily activities that are repeated within the
department. An example is shown in Exhibit 1.6. Of the two calendars, this one is
used much more frequently; it becomes a daily reference for every employee.

Though the concept of the calendar is an extremely simple one, it is highly ef-
fective, for it ensures that the accounting staff completes its assigned tasks on

Exhibit 1.5 File Calendar

January

1st Commissions

10th Calc. Denver
Sales Tax

10th 1099 Forms

15th NM Sales Tax
Report

20th NV Sales Tax

20th Merker &
Sons Royalty

20th UT Annual
Sales Tax Return

February

1st Commissions

20th Merker & Sons
Royalty

28th Property Taxes

28th Trademark
Review

March

1st Commissions

15th 401(k) En-
rollment

20th Merker & Sons
Royalty

22nd Audit Begins

April

1st Commissions

10th Calc. Denver
Sales Tax

15th Property Dec-
laration Due

20th Merker & 
Sons Royalty

20th NV Sales Tax

May

1st Commissions

20th Merker &
Sons Royalty

31st Trademark
Review

June

1st Commissions

15th 401(k) Enroll-
ment

20th Merker & Sons
Royalty

28th Property Taxes

July

1st Commissions

10th Calc. Denver
Sales Tax

15th NM Sales Tax
Report

20th Merker & Sons
Royalty

20th NV Sales Tax

August

1st Commissions

10th VETS-100
Report

20th Merker & 
Sons Royalty

31st Trademark
Review

September

1st Commissions

15th 401(k) En-
rollment

20th Merker &
Sons Royalty

October

1st Commissions

10th Calc. Denver
Sales Tax

20th - NV Sales Tax

20th Merker & Sons
Royalty

November

1st Commissions

20th Merker & Sons
Royalty

30th Budget

30th Trademark
Review

December

1st Commissions

15th 401(k) En-
rollment

20th Merker & 
Sons Royalty

30th Issue W-9
Mailing
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SETTING UP THE ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT 13

time, every time. However, this degree of effectiveness will continue only if the
accounting manager constantly updates these calendars so that they remain ef-
fective. This typically means that a new calendar should be issued to all account-
ing employees at the end of every month.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Job descriptions and work calendars tell an employee what to do and when to do
it, but they do not contain any details regarding how to perform any tasks. This is
not a problem for an employee who has been working in the department for a long
time. However, new employees or those who are filling in on unfamiliar tasks on
a short-term basis need assistance.

One possibility is to assign an experienced employee the task of providing
training to anyone who needs it, but this is a very expensive proposition, and
will not work well if there are too few employees who possess a comprehensive
knowledge of procedures. A better approach is to document all accounting poli-
cies and procedures in a manual that is issued to all members of the department.
This codifies all information needed to complete the daily tasks of the depart-
ment. It can be posted online for ready access by employees, where its text can
also be more readily updated.

This manual will take a considerable amount of time to complete, since each
person in the department must be carefully interviewed regarding his or her
work, which must then be translated into both text and a flowchart that ade-
quately explains what he or she does. Also, this information requires constant up-
dating, since procedures change over time. Despite the time required for these
activities, it is highly profitable to have up-to-date policies and procedures man-
uals available to the accounting staff at all times.

EMPLOYEE TRAINING

All of the groundwork for running an effective accounting department has now
been laid—job descriptions, performance criteria, work calendars, and a policies
and a procedures manual. However, employees may lack the skills required to use
these tools to the fullest degree. There are two types of training that will over-
come these issues:

1. Orientation training for new employees or those who are transferring to a
new position. This relatively short seminar presents each person with the
various tools already described in this chapter. Conducted one-on-one, this
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14 TRADITIONAL ACCOUNTING AREAS

training ensures that an employee gets up-to-speed as soon as possible.
There should also be a series of one-on-one follow-up training sessions for
the first few weeks of each person’s new job, so that any questions regard-
ing unfamiliar tasks can be adequately answered. A vital part of these on-
going sessions is the development of a training plan by the trainer that
identifies the weaknesses in each employee’s job knowledge; this training
plan is then used as the foundation for the second type of training, skills
enhancement.

2. Skills enhancement training should be very specifically designed to elimi-
nate any weaknesses in each employee’s package of skills, rather than
being a broad-based set of training requirements that all employees must
complete (as is much more commonly the case). For example, rather than
requiring all employees to attend a seminar on the legal requirements of re-
porting on foreign exchange transactions (which is primarily of interest to
a select few in the financial reporting area of the department), some em-
ployees may attend a remedial English class, while others will need im-
provement in the use of specific electronic spreadsheet skills, others will
need training in elementary bookkeeping, and still others will require as-
sistance in the use of the accounts payable function within packaged soft-
ware that is used to complete transactions. These are much more basic
issues than the high-level topics that are typically taught in an accounting
department.

Determining training requirements at this much more basic and individualized
level requires time to evaluate the requirements of each employee. It is also diffi-
cult to create training programs that are specifically tailored to the needs of each
person. There is no solution to the first issue, just a dedication to the ongoing
training needs of the staff. The second issue can be remedied through any of the
following training options:

• College degree classes. This option is generally not recommended because
it implies that an employee requires a massive amount of additional train-
ing to complete his or her currently assigned tasks. If a person requires a
high level of additional training, there is a clear mismatch between the per-
son’s skills and the requirements of the position. However, a small number
of carefully selected classes can prepare an employee for an advanced po-
sition at a later date, or such classes may be an incentive to keep a key em-
ployee with the company for as long as possible.

• Continuing professional education (CPE). A much less expensive option
is to allow employees to take any of the classes now available that are used
as credit toward professional certification, such as the Certified Public
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SETTING UP THE ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT 15

Accountant, Certified Management Accountant, and Certified Internal
Auditor classifications. The topics covered by these classes occupy such
narrow niches that there are almost certainly ones available that will cover
particular areas of employee weakness. Also, it is not necessary that an em-
ployee be certified to take these courses; their providers are quite happy to
sell them to anyone. Examples of CPE course providers are the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (www.aicpa.org), the Institute of
Management Accountants (www.imanet.org), Continuing Academics for
Accountants (9830 Kingsley, Dallas TX 75238), and Professional Educa-
tion Services (800-990-2731).

• One-on-one training. If there are sufficient resources available, this form
of training is best because an instructor can directly observe a trainee’s
comprehension of a topic and revise the training method as necessary to en-
sure that the most complete level of comprehension is achieved. Unfortu-
nately, this typically means that an experienced member of the department
must do the training. One approach to this type of training is to assign a
junior staff person to a senior one in a training/mentoring relationship and
make the success of this linkage a point of discussion during an employee’s
periodic performance reviews.

• Seminars. Everyone receives brochures in the mail about seminars that
will be held in their city. These seminars tend to cover wide ranges of top-
ics. Unfortunately, only part of their content may address your specific
need. Seminars can be inexpensive, however, the combination of minimal
topical interest and wasted employee time generally makes the seminar a
bad training choice.

• Specially designed in-house classes. If there is an in-house training de-
partment, the accounting manager can request that courses be designed that
can be taught to the accounting staff. This is not a commonly used option
unless the accounting staff is large, for it is not cost-effective to have the
training staff create a course that will only be taught to a small number of
people. It may be justified, however, if the topic covers an area in which the
company occupies a particular niche in the industry; for example, a com-
pany that sells to the federal government may be justified in creating a
comprehensive course that covers all accounting aspects of dealing with the
government.

• Trade association training. There are a number of trade associations that
publish a large number of specialized books, many of which will be appli-
cable to a company’s training needs. Examples are the American Produc-
tion and Inventory Control Society (www.apics.org), the Harvard Press
(www.hbsp.harvard.edu), and the Institute of Internal Auditors.
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16 TRADITIONAL ACCOUNTING AREAS

Unfortunately, there can be considerable resistance to all of these types of
training by employees, who often feel that they do not have enough time available
for any type of training. This issue is best dealt with by creating a formal train-
ing tracking system that records the hours spent on training, as well as any re-
sulting test scores. These training results can then be incorporated into each
employee’s ongoing performance reviews. Also, if the accounting manager is re-
sponsible for updating each employee’s monthly calendar of activities, then this
person can add the training sessions to the calendars. Continuing attention to
these issues is necessary to ensure that employees become fully trained in all
areas of responsibility.

CAPACITY PLANNING

Once all of the preceding issues have been implemented, it is still necessary to
ensure that a sufficient number of personnel are available to complete the sched-
uled number of tasks. There are a wide variety of accounting tasks to be com-
pleted throughout the month, and they do not occur in a steady stream—requiring
more people on some days than others. There are several ways to predict person-
nel capacity problems, as well as ways in which to deal with it. However, there
are no analytically precise ways to ensure that the exact amount of trained per-
sonnel are available as needed—the core of good management, involving a mix of
experience, statistics, and guesses to arrive at an approximately correct solution.

One way to predict personnel needs is through statistics. For example, if one
person can process 125 invoices in a day, then this number can be extrapolated
over a larger number of invoicing clerks to determine how many of these people
should be employed. However, this number is most accurate when averaged over
a large number of clerks, and much less accurate when used for just a few people.
Clerks who work on multiple tasks, as is the case in smaller organizations, are
usually less efficient because they switch from task to task, requiring time to get
up to maximum capacity in each task. There is some setup time associated with
each task—the longer the “production run” (in this instance, the number of in-
voices created), the smaller the amount of the setup cost on a per-invoice basis.
Thus, an accountant who creates only a few invoices at a time must spread the
setup cost of doing so across just a few invoices, which makes the per-unit cost
more expensive. Consequently, statistics should only be used to determine the
amount of labor needed per transaction, with a considerable knowledge of how
the transactions are processed within an organization.

Another method for predicting personnel usage is through observation. One
can watch, however, this method can make employees uncomfortable, resulting in
incorrect conclusions. A better form of observation is to review the work backlog
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SETTING UP THE ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT 17

for each position. If work cannot be completed as needed, then this is certainly an
indication of capacity overload or underload.

It is also possible to have the employees form their own review group to ascer-
tain the need for more or less employees. Though there is always some reluctance
to recommend a cut in their own ranks, such a group can achieve surprisingly ac-
curate estimates of projected capacity.

The final method of capacity problem analysis is the most common—to period-
ically review a trend line of overtime hours worked. Even if employees are paid on
a salaried basis, they can still be asked to complete timesheets that will reveal the
amount of overtime worked. If the level of overtime is excessive, then it is probable
that more employees are needed. However, by itself, this can be an inaccurate
method; employees may simply go home after a certain number of overtime hours
are complete, no matter how much work is left—they have nonwork obligations and
work may pile up. Hourly employees may take as much advantage of overtime pay
as they can, even if the amount of work on hand does not justify it. Also, the
recorded time of salaried personnel tends to be quite inaccurate.

All of the preceding methods can be used, preferably in combination, to arrive
at some reasonable estimate of future headcount needs. This is a difficult man-
agement task and should involve as many different methods of estimation as pos-
sible to provide the best input to the decision.

Dealing with capacity-related problems presents a different set of manage-
ment challenges. There are almost always some areas of the department in which
employees appear to be seriously over- or underworked at various times of the
month, and perhaps at all times. This can be dealt with in a variety of ways,
including:

• Live with it. The nature of accounting is that some transactions absolutely
must be completed at certain times of the month, so that there will be
surges in transaction volume that will result in extra work. Employees can
be told that overtime will be required to get through these periods.

• Share work. If the accounting department is sufficiently compartmental-
ized, there will be situations where some employees are working less than
others. If so, those who are working less can be cross-trained in the tasks of
the employees who have a heavier work load. This can result in less effi-
ciency by the newly cross-trained personnel, since they will have minimal
experience in their new tasks. It may also cause resentment if the people to
whom work is being added are of the opinion that the people they are help-
ing are not working hard enough, or if they perceive the work to be beneath
their skill level.

• Create a queue. An excellent approach for dealing with capacity prob-
lems is to break down the work load of each person and determine which
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18 TRADITIONAL ACCOUNTING AREAS

tasks can be safely delayed a few days or weeks. These tasks are then put on
hold during periods of heavy transaction volume and completed at a later
date. The main problem here is that the work in queue may never be done if
the volume of work rises more than expected, which eventually results in a
crisis situation until the work load can be brought back under control.

• Use temporary employees. If there are periods of the year or month when
the work load increases significantly, such as with a seasonal business, it
may make sense to bring in temporary employees to help complete the
extra work. However, the level of expertise of temporary personnel is prob-
lematic, requiring an excessive degree of training, and likely resulting in a
high level of transactional error. Consequently, it is best to assign these
people to those tasks that require an absolute minimum of training, and en-
sure that they are closely supervised. For these reasons, the use of tempo-
rary employees should be considered a reasonable solution only for a
limited number of tasks.

• Hire new employees. When all of the preceding options are no longer suffi-
cient, it is time to hire extra employees. Unfortunately, many managers do not
first go through the previous steps before doing this, so they end up with ac-
counting departments where the work load is very uneven, and which there-
fore are less efficient.

SUMMARY

The steps described in this chapter for setting up the accounting department may
seem quite obvious; yet the accounting manager who has gone through these
steps and regularly revisits them is a rare one. The main reason why such basic
organizational steps are not done is that they require a great deal of time. Those
managers who feel that they do not have time for these steps should revisit their
own job descriptions; they will find that organizing the department is the pri-
mary task of a true manager—other activities are secondary to the activities that
will make the accounting department run with the greatest possible degree of
efficiency and effectiveness.
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2
CASH

This chapter reviews a typical cash receipts and disbursements system. It com-
pares the typical system to a modified system that allows a company to process
cash inflows and outflows more rapidly. The modifications include the use of
lockboxes, overnight investing, zero balance accounts, and modem access to a
bank database to review cleared checks. In addition, the type of controls is shown
to vary with the method of cash receipt and disbursement (e.g., whether cash is
received over the counter or through an electronic funds transfer) and the form of
cash received (e.g., whether it is cash, check, or credit card charge information).

The modified system is then reviewed for control weaknesses and ways to im-
prove the quality of its output. A detailed cost /benefit analysis is presented, which
can be used as a model to determine if a company’s cash systems should be con-
verted to the modified system. The chapter concludes with a discussion of reports
to be expected from the modified system, potential implementation problems, the
effect of new technology on the system, and ways to measure its performance.

CURRENT SYSTEM

Cash transactions have been burdened with more controls than any other type
of transaction, because cash is easily removed from the company premises and
liquidated. This section describes those controls for both cash receipts and dis-
bursements. This information is used later in the chapter to design a cash re-
ceipts and disbursements system that involves fewer control points than a
traditional system. Fewer controls translate into quicker transaction speed.

The processing of cash receipts for a typical organization generally involves
the following steps:

1. All incoming mail not addressed to a specific individual is opened in the
mail room.
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2. Any remittances are logged on a daily remittance sheet prepared in tripli-
cate. The name, check number, date, and amount are recorded.

3. One copy, with the envelopes and remittance slips, is forwarded to the
cashier; the second goes to the auditor, treasurer, or controller; and the third
is retained in the mail room.

4. The cashier records the cash received via mail on a daily cash sheet, indi-
cating the nature of the receipt along with any other receipts from other
sources. This cash record is subsequently sent to the accounting depart-
ment for posting (details as well as summary), after the cashier has made a
summary entry in the records.

5. The deposit slip is prepared in quadruplicate. The cashier retains one copy.
Three copies go to the bank for receipting: one is retained by the bank, the
second is returned to the cashier as evidence that the bank received the
funds, and the third is sent to the auditing department or controller’s office.

6. The deposit slips are then compared in total, and occasionally in detail,
with the daily cash register. The remittance sheet is also test-checked
against the deposit slip. (For control purposes, the cashier does not have
access to the accounts receivable records or the general ledger and is not
allowed to handle disbursements.)

7. Later, when the monthly statement is received from the bank, an accoun-
tant compares the book balance to the bank balance and investigates any
variances.

8. The deposit slips are filed by date, and the bank statements are filed by
month.

A flowchart for the traditional system of cash receipts (checks only) is shown in
Exhibit 2.1. This traditional cash receipts processing system requires a great
many paperwork transfers among employees. The move and wait times thus intro-
duced greatly slow the cash receipts process. Also, every time a piece of paper is
transferred, the potential exists for loss or misinterpretation. These two prob-
lems—time added and loss of altering of the information—are the same problems
encountered on the factory floor when building a product. Since there is a strong
similarity, perhaps a review of the existing cash system based on a manufacturing
value-added analysis would be appropriate. The value-added analysis shown in
Exhibit 2.2 lists each step in the process and the time required to complete each
step. One caveat to consider is that there are not really any value-added steps in
any accounting process, because the accounting function does not directly add
value to the final product. Thus, in the present analysis, a value-added item is con-
sidered to be one that brings the cash transaction closer to conclusion.
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Exhibit 2.1 Cash Receipts: Checks Only
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The table shows optimistic wait times while paperwork waits in employees’
mailboxes. In reality, a statistical analysis will reveal a small number of much
longer wait times (because of employee absence) that will appreciably affect the
completion time of the transaction.

Exhibit 2.3 provides a summary of the value-added analysis. It shows that only
5% of the steps bring the cash transaction closer to conclusion (depositing the
cash at the bank); the remaining activities are related to moving paperwork from
person to person or making file copies. Several steps exist only to cross-check
the information that has been transferred between employees. In terms of time
required, the value-added step can be concluded in 5 minutes, while the moving,
waiting, and non-value-added steps take up over 4 hours. In short, the action
needed to conclude the transaction is only a small part of the total process.

Exhibit 2.2 Cash Processing Value-Added Analysis

Time Required
Step Activity (Minutes) Type of Activity

1 Receive customer cash in mail room. 1 Non-value-added
2 Wait—accumulate until all mail opened. 15 Wait
3 Prepare daily remittance sheet. 5 Non-value-added
4 File copy of remittance sheet. 1 Non-value-added
5 Hand-deliver checks and remittance 5 Move

sheet to cashier.
6 Checks wait in cashier ’s work queue. 60 Wait
7 Cashier prepares deposit slip. 2 Non-value-added
8 Cashier compares deposit slip to 1 Non-value-added

remittance sheet.
9 Cashier files copy of deposit slip. 1 Non-value-added

10 Cashier sends copy of deposit slip to 1 Move
accounting mailbox.

11 Cashier gives checks and deposit slip to 1 Non-value-added
bonded employee.

12 Bonded employee takes checks to bank. 15 Move
13 Bonded employee deposits checks at 5 Value-added

bank.
14 Bonded employee brings receipts back 15 Move

to company.
15 Bonded employee leaves copies of bank 1 Non-value-added

receipts in mailboxes of cashier and
accounting department.

16 Wait for employees to check mailboxes. 60 Wait
17 Employees carry receipts to desks. 1 Move
18 Receipts wait in employees’ work queues. 60 Wait
19 Employees compare receipt to deposit slip. 1 Non-value-added
20 Employees file receipt with deposit slip. 1 Non-value-added
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Cash can enter the company in several forms, and by other means than mail.
Other forms of cash and methods of receipt are over-the-counter cash sales, credit
card sales, and electronic funds transfers (EFTs).

In over-the-counter sales, the primary difference in control as compared with
receiving a check in the mail is that the recipient creates a receipt that is given to
the customer. This receipt is a substitute for the remittance sheet that was cre-
ated by the mail room employees for checks received in the mail. Instead of re-
viewing the control sheet for discrepancies, the internal audit team reviews the
sequence of invoice numbers, looking for missing invoices. A flowchart for cash
receipts (cash only) is shown in Exhibit 2.4.

Credit card sales are similar to over-the-counter cash sales in that the recipient
must create a receipt and give it to the customer, with the company copy of the
receipt being reviewed later for control purposes. The primary difference is that
cash is received from the credit card bank in a lump sum rather than as a large
number of small cash receipts spread over many transactions. A flowchart for
cash receipts (credit cards only) is shown in Exhibit 2.5.

Electronic funds transfers are quite different from cash, credit card, and
check transactions, not because the transactions are electronic but because the
cash is received and retained by the company’s bank. Since the bank has respon-
sibility for retaining the cash, the number of controls needed for an EFT trans-
action is appreciably lower than the number used for all other types of cash
transaction. For example, control lists of checks received, as well as controls over
invoices issued for over-the-counter sales, are not required for EFT transactions.
A flowchart for cash receipts (EFTs only) is shown in Exhibit 2.6.

Besides cash receipts procedures, the controller must also consider the dis-
bursement of cash (Exhibit 2.7). A typical disbursements system generally in-
volves the following steps:

1. Obtain supervisory approval of a supplier invoice.

2. File invoice by payment date.

Exhibit 2.3 Summary of  Cash Processing Value-Added Analysis

Type of No. of Percentage No. of Percentage
Activity Activities Distribution Hours Distribution

Value-added 1 5% .08 2%
Wait 4 20% 3.25 77%
Move 5 25% .62 15%
Non-value-added 10 50% .25 6%

Total 20 100% 4.20 100%
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Exhibit 2.4 Cash Receipts: Cash Only
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Exhibit 2.5 Cash Receipts: Credit Cards Only
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26 TRADITIONAL ACCOUNTING AREAS

3. When due, group invoices for a supplier, and pay for the group of invoices
with one check.

4. Record the check in a check register.

5. Forward the check and attached documentation to an authorized check
signer, who reviews the supporting documentation and (presumably) signs
the check. If there is a problem, the check is returned unsigned, and the ac-
counting staff investigates the problem.

6. Mail the check to the supplier.

7. Stamp the supporting documentation with a PAID stamp and file it.

Exhibit 2.6 Cash Receipts: Electronic Funds Transfers Only
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Exhibit 2.7 Cash Disbursements
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Most businesses pay for incidental expenses with petty cash funds. The typi-
cal petty cash fund operates on an imprest fund basis, so the balance is fixed. At
any time, the cash plus the unreimbursed vouchers should equal the amount of the
fund. Numerous funds of this type may be necessary in corporate branch offices.
A typical petty cash system generally follows these steps:

1. Obtain a signed voucher from the employee, written in ink (to prevent sub-
sequent changes).

2. Issue cash equaling the amount of the voucher to the employee.

3. When cash amount drops below a certain level, write a check made out to
“petty cash” that brings the fund up to its prearranged maximum level.

In summary, the series of actions required to complete a cash receipt or dis-
bursement transaction is complex because of the high risk of theft or inappropri-
ate use of funds. A review of the flowcharts for each type of receipt reveals that
the steps required to process an electronic funds transfer are far fewer than those
required to process the other types of receipts. In the case of cash disbursements,
the number of steps required to process a petty cash transaction are far fewer
than those required to process a disbursement by check. This information is used
in the next section to design a cash receipts and disbursements system that re-
quires fewer steps to complete than the traditional system.

REVISED SYSTEM

While the foregoing controls may seem burdensome for a company that does not
deal with large volumes of cash, they are needed in some industries where the
volume of cash being handled is so large that the risk of loss is substantial. The
trouble is that controllers tend to implement the complete set of cash controls
even when the cash volume is so low that any losses would be minimal. In reality,
the number of controls required varies significantly, from many for a casino to
few for a company that transacts all business through barter exchange. In this
section, we discuss how to break away from using the complete set of cash con-
trols and begin using the fewest number of controls appropriate for the company,
thereby increasing the speed of cash transactions. An ancillary discussion is how
to speed up the flow of cash into the company by using bank lockboxes, area con-
centration banking, and zero balance accounts.

The single most important way to speed up the processing of cash is to implement
a lockbox system. The lockbox system involves establishing depository bank ac-
counts in geographical areas of large cash collections so that remittances from cus-
tomers will take less time in transit—preferably not more than one day. Customers
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mail remittances to the company at a locked post office box in the region served by
the bank. The bank collects the remittances and deposits the proceeds to the ac-
count of the company. Funds in excess of those required to cover costs are periodi-
cally transferred to company headquarters. Supporting documents accompanying
remittances are mailed by the bank to the company. Collections are thus acceler-
ated through a reduction in transit time, with resultant lower credit exposure.
Lockboxes are usually viewed in terms of faster cash deposits into the company’s
bank account, which improve interest income. However, in terms of faster cash
processing, lockboxes allow the company to avoid virtually all controls associated
with handling the cash, since responsibility for the cash has now been shifted to
the bank. Specifically, the controller can now avoid the following tasks:

• Having the mail room staff create a control list of all checks received.

• Stamping checks “Deposit to Account.”

• Preparing a deposit slip.

• Sending the deposit to the bank.

• Comparing the deposit slip to the mail room’s control list of checks
received.

• Comparing the information recorded by the mail room staff, cashier, and
accounting department in search of errors.

The controls used in a lockbox system are shown in Exhibit 2.8. Notice the re-
duced number of controls compared with Exhibit 2.1, which shows the process-
ing of checks received by the company’s mail room staff.

Once the controller has set up a lockbox system, the next task is to move as
much cash as possible through the lockbox instead of the company’s mail room.
This is accomplished by contacting all customers and asking them to switch their
mailing address for the company to the lockbox address. Including follow-up,
this usually takes a number of months.

An extension of the lockbox system is area concentration banking. Under this
system, company subsidiaries collect remittances (possibly through lockboxes)
and deposit them in local banks. From the local banks, usually by wire transfers,
expeditious movement of funds is made to a few regional banks. Funds in excess
of compensating balances are automatically transferred by Automated Clearing
House (ACH) transaction to the company’s banking headquarters. This technique
reduces the in-transit time of receivables as well as the mail f loat involved with
mailing checks to corporate headquarters; however, it has no effect on reducing
the processing time for cash transactions.

The controller can also maintain a zero balance account. With this system, the
clearing account is kept at a zero balance. By prior authorization, when checks
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are presented for payment, the bank transfers funds from the corporate general
account to cover the items. Similarly, the treasurer can make wire transfers to the
zero bank account on notification of items being presented for payment. This sys-
tem allows the company to earn interest on funds retained in an interest-bearing
account rather than in a non-interest-bearing checking account; however, it has no
effect on the speed of cash transaction processing.

The controller may not be able to take full advantage of the zero balance and
cash concentration systems because of compensating balance agreements with
banks. These are agreements requiring a company to keep a minimum balance in
an account at a bank that has agreed to lend the company money. And drop below
this minimum balance incurs penalties. The compensating balance is an indirect
way of charging more interest than is shown on a loan agreement, since part of

Exhibit 2.8 Revised Cash Receipts System
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the loan is retained by the bank for its own investment purposes. The employee
handling daily cash transactions must factor in the compensating balance before
authorizing cash movement between accounts and banks. This is not efficient and
leads to the recommendation of eliminating compensating balance agreements
with all banks. Since a bank uses the compensating balance to earn additional
profits, it is likely that the bank will then increase the interest rate on any loans
to the company as an alternative source of profits. However, this merely brings
the true cost of the loan into the open and eliminates the need to track compen-
sating balances every day.

Several control steps are integrated into the processing of a check used to pay
a supplier; some of these steps may be avoided by implementing electronic data
interchange (EDI) to automatically pay trading partners as services or goods are
received. This requires two transactions, one EDI transaction to the trading part-
ner as notification of the transfer and an ACH transaction to a bank to move the
money to the trading partner’s account. The EDI transfer allows a company to
receive full remittance information and apply it automatically against accounts
receivable balances. To ensure that the company can reconcile the EDI transac-
tion containing remittance information to the electronic funds transfer (EFT)
that was processed by the bank, the trading partner sending the money includes a
reference number in the EFT transaction that references the EDI transaction;
this allows the receiving company to match the two transactions when the bank
passes along the reference number. By using EDI cash transfers, the controller
can now avoid the following steps:

• Approving invoice for payment.

• Reviewing invoice for premature payment.

• Reviewing sequence of check numbers for missing numbers.

• Writing the check.

• Recording check information in a check register.

• Attaching the unsigned check to supporting documentation.

• Signing the check.

• Filing the check and supporting documentation.

Of course, the controller can also use EDI to receive cash from trading partners.
When cash is received via EDI, the bank is responsible for the cash and several as-
sociated control steps. The following steps can now be avoided by the company:

• Having the mail room staff create a control list of all checks received.

• Stamping checks “Deposit to Account.”

• Preparing a deposit slip.
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• Sending the deposit to the bank.

• Comparing the deposit slip to the mail room’s control list of checks
received.

Money can also be moved between trading partners overnight by using a book
transfer, the movement of money between accounts at the same bank. If an ACH
transfer is used, the transfer takes one day. If a paper check is used, the transfer
takes one or two days. An EDI remittance advice transaction can transfer money
in one day.

In many companies, the controller can safely cut down the number of approvals
required before a check will be signed. In an extreme (and unfortunately common)
case, approval is required on a purchasing requisition document, a purchase order,
the supplier invoice, and the check. The controller can require management ap-
proval on purchase requisitions and implement strong controls over the use of pur-
chase requisition forms (to prevent authorization forgeries), and skip the
remaining approvals (for the purchase order, supplier invoice, and check). An al-
ternative control with the same effect is to require approval of all purchase orders
but not of the requisition, supplier invoice, and check. The manual signing of
checks is avoided by using a signature plate. There are some exceptions to approv-
ing only at the requisition stage, since some items do not have requisitions (such as
emergency services and payments for long-term contracts). The controller can
even skip all approvals when the dollar amounts are so low that the cost of sending
invoices for review is more than the cost of the resulting payment.

Also, since the petty cash system has far fewer controls than a disbursement
system that uses checks, it behooves the controller to shift as many payments as
possible to the petty cash system. These payments are typically the smaller ones
that are too expensive in terms of processing effort to pay for with checks.
Though petty cash is typically used to reimburse employees, it can be used to
pay suppliers on the spot for small amounts; this means the controller will be ad-
vocating a voluntary cash-on-delivery system with the company’s suppliers, but
the total amount of C.O.D. payments will not be large enough to noticeably affect
the company’s overall cash position.

Finally, the controller can shift disbursements to a computerized accounting
system. Computerized systems can track the sequence of check numbers auto-
matically (eliminating manual review of check numbers), print only those in-
voices that are due for payment (eliminating manual review of invoices to deter
early payment), and print checks automatically (eliminating manual typing of
checks). For those companies that need to print just one check at a time on a
fairly regular basis, it may be worthwhile to have a check-printing workstation
permanently set up in a locked room, so that single checks can be printed from
the computer system. This allows the computer to automatically log new checks
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into the system, thus avoiding the risk of not recording a check until the bank
statement arrives. A flowchart of a revised cash disbursements system is shown
in Exhibit 2.9.

In summary, the controller can divert incoming checks to a bank lockbox,
thereby reducing the number of controls. Similar control reductions can be
achieved by receiving and disbursing funds with electronic funds transfers. Also,
reducing the number of approvals required to process a check for an expenditure
will appreciably speed up the cash disbursement cycle (an analysis of the cost
saving is provided later in this chapter). Since fewer controls are involved, dis-
bursing a larger proportion of payments through the petty cash fund instead of
through the check disbursement system reduces the overall effort required and
increases processing speed. Finally, shifting cash disbursements from a manual
to an automated system speeds up the accounting process.

CONTROL ISSUES

There are many control issues related to cash. For example, if the controller
were to eliminate controls performed by the mail room employees, the risk of
cash payments being intercepted by dishonest employees would increase. Simi-
larly, removing controls over the approval of invoices prior to payment would
increase the risk of paying for materials not received. This section contains ex-
amples of what would happen if various cash controls were removed in order to
increase the speed of cash transactions, and it suggests possible solutions to the
resulting control problems. These examples pertain to the changes suggested
previously for a revised cash system. Each lists the change and possible revised
controls.

Mail Room Stops Recording Checks Received

Having the mail room staff record received checks is a control on the intercep-
tion of checks. If they are recorded the moment they are received in the mail, the
controller has a record that can be verified against the checks later deposited at
the bank. If this control is not used, then for example, the cashier could remove
checks and attempt to deposit them to a personal bank account.

Move Receipts Away from Mail Room. The controller can work with the
treasurer to have checks go to a lockbox at the bank, thereby eliminating the
check interception problem completely. Of course, some work will be required to
notify customers of the change of address, so that all checks are mailed to the
lockbox. This may take several months to accomplish.
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Exhibit 2.9 Revised Cash Disbursements System
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Change the Type of Cash. Only checks move through the mail room. The
controller can work to have a greater proportion of payments sent directly to the
bank via wire transfers, thereby avoiding the mail room. Also, payments can be
made by credit card, with the check from the credit card company going straight
to a lockbox or being wired to the company’s bank account. In either case, the
risk of cash interception has been eliminated.

Checks Are Not Stamped “Deposit to Account”

This control is used to prevent an employee from cashing a check to a personal ac-
count. If the control is removed, the check could be taken out of the group of checks
being deposited and put in an employee’s account with a similar payee name.

Receive the Cash Elsewhere. If the cash is deposited in a lockbox, no de-
posit stamp is needed. Also, if the type of cash is changed from check to credit
card or wire transfer, no deposit stamp is needed.

Invoice Reviews Are Not Required

Management approval of invoices is used to verify that payments are being made
for services or materials actually authorized and received. If invoice reviews are
eliminated, the risk of paying for goods or services that are unauthorized or not
received goes up.

Enforce Earlier Approvals. Most companies require management approval
of purchase requisitions or purchase orders, so earlier approvals may already be
included in the system. As long as all purchases are authorized with a signed pur-
chase order, the risk associated with invoice approval is reduced. However, there
are usually a moderate number of invoices that have no associated purchase req-
uisition or purchase order—these are for long-term contracts at a set fee (such as
lawn care) or emergency service (such as computer repairs) for which it would
have been detrimental to take the time to procure a purchase order. For invoices
for emergency service, the invoice approval should be retained, since it is the
only control point in the process. Invoices for long-term contracts should also be
reviewed regularly, because they are subject to a particular hazard—the payables
staff can become so used to paying the same amount each month that they neglect
to note the termination date of the contract and continue to pay past that date.

Use Dollar Limits. Many invoices are for negligible amounts. The con-
troller can set a dollar limit below which all invoices are automatically approved
for payment. Invoices for smaller amounts are not worth the review cost. In case
many small invoices were being used to circumvent the dollar limit approval
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level, the controller could review the total number of payments made to suppliers
to see if a disproportionate amount were being paid to individual suppliers with-
out management authorization.

Checks Are Not Reviewed for Premature Payment

This control is used to keep the payables department from paying invoices prior
to their due dates. This is a minor control, since the only loss is the investment
value of the money during the period when it would normally have been retained.
A nearly identical control is reviewing invoices to ensure that early payment is
being made on invoices that allow early payment discounts.

Use Computerized Date Tracking. Most computerized accounting systems
have a feature that lists all invoices needing to be paid early in order to claim dis-
counts as well as invoices that are currently due for payment—all other invoices
in the system are excluded from the report until they become due for payment.

Sequence of Check Numbers Is Not Reviewed

This control is used to verify that no checks have been removed from the check
stock and improperly issued. If the review is no longer conducted, a check could
be removed from the check stock with no risk of detection and written to an
unauthorized payee.

Use Computerized Sequencing of Numbers. The check numbers can be
stored in a register in a computerized accounting program, so that the next num-
ber is automatically assigned to a blank check by the computer. Of course, the
check stock must still be safeguarded so that unnumbered checks are not stolen.
Also, access to the computer software voids the control (since anyone can then
print a check), so access to the software must be guarded, either physically or
with passwords.

Complete the Bank Reconciliation. A carefully completed bank reconcili-
ation will reveal the presence of checks outside of the normal sequence of check
numbers. However, this control is after the fact; the check will have already been
cashed, so the controller can only investigate and hope to collect the money from
the offending party.

Checks Are Not Manually Signed

This is the last control before a check is mailed to a payee, since the check signer
is assumed to be reviewing the checks and any accompanying documentation. If
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checks are not manually signed (being printed by a computer printer or an imprint-
ing device), it is possible for checks to be improperly issued to the wrong parties.

Enforce Earlier Approvals. Management approval of purchase requisitions
or purchase orders (and sometimes invoices as well) makes the review by the
check signer redundant.

Batch Payables. If early approvals are used as a control solution, then only
invoices with an approval stamp should be paid. To prevent checks from being is-
sued for unapproved invoices, all approved invoices should be processed in
batches with a control sheet that summarizes the approved invoices in the batch.
If the check register varies from the total on the batch summary, the variance
should be investigated to ensure that an unapproved check has not been inserted
into the batch.

Petty Cash Is Used To Pay for More Transactions

Petty cash is less controllable than payment with checks because it tends to fall
outside tight controls like purchase requisitions and purchase orders. More use of
petty cash can lead to large volumes of cash being paid out in small increments.

Obtain Supervisor Approval. If supervisory approval is required before
petty cash is disbursed, the risk of inappropriate disbursement is reduced.

Obtain Audit Review. The internal audit department should review the
types of disbursements being made, especially those that, on a cumulative
basis, add up to a large sum. These expenditures may indicate that cash is being
spent on items that should be subject to greater review through the check au-
thorization process.

In short, none of the preceding control changes involve simply removing a con-
trol, because the risk of loss would increase dramatically. Instead, they call for
shifting the type of cash to one that requires fewer controls, shifting to a differ-
ent method of receipt or disbursement, or moving controls to a different point in
the process.

These changes are minimal when compared to the long list of cash controls
that are still necessary in nearly all corporate environments. The following con-
trols should be maintained to avoid the potential increase in risk associated with
their elimination.
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Divide Responsibility

The controller can assign one person to handle all cash-related transactions but
then runs the risk of cash losses. For example, if one person writes checks, signs
them, and performs the bank reconciliation, that person could write a check to
a personal account and hide all traces of the transaction. Thus, the responsibil-
ity for cash transactions should be divided among employees on the general
principle that whoever handles cash should not be allowed to record cash trans-
actions. For example, whoever opens the mail should not be the person who ap-
plies payments against receivables records. In addition, the person who approves
payables for payment should not be the person who creates checks. Finally, the
person who performs the bank reconciliation should not sign checks or approve
payments.

Shift Jobs Frequently

Nearly all the controls mentioned in this chapter can be circumvented by the col-
lusion of two or more employees. The best way to prevent collusion is to continu-
ally shift job responsibilities among employees, so that collusions will, at best,
be short-lived.

Enforce the Taking of Vacations

Often, embezzlement can only be continued if the perpetrator is on site at all
times. For example, if a payroll clerk keeps nonexistent employees on the payroll
and then pockets the payroll checks, a vacation during the next pay period will
reveal the error, for some checks will be left over and unpocketed.

Use Periodic Audits

Many controls do not have to be performed continually. Instead, they are con-
ducted on a “spot” basis; these are ideal tasks for the internal audit group. The
following items, as well as many of the other controls listed in this section, can
be assigned to the internal auditors.

Review Supplier Relations. The company’s internal audit group should pe-
riodically review contracts with long-term suppliers to verify the amount of pay-
ments made, as well as their bona fide existence, and any relations with or
ownership by company employees.

Compare Cash Register Totals to Cash Counts. It is possible that cash re-
ceipts are not being logged in via the cash register. To detect this problem, the
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cash count should be compared to the register total and cash register procedures
should be reviewed.

Verify Cash Sales against Inventory Records. Except for service indus-
tries, when a cash sale occurs, inventory is given to the customer in exchange for
cash. Therefore, the internal audit group can compare inventory issuance amounts
and dates to the amounts and dates of cash receipts to uncover variances.

Compare Mail Room Control Totals to Deposit Slips. This comparison
reveals any discrepancies between the total amount of checks received and the
amount deposited. Variances indicate that checks are being removed prior to
being deposited at the bank.

Compare Payroll Reports to Actual Headcount. A payroll clerk can easily
hand out checks to the staff and cash any that are left over. This ploy can con-
tinue for some time if the same clerk has control over when someone is deleted
from the company payroll. The internal auditors can match workers to paychecks,
and look for leftover checks. If payroll checks are mailed directly to employees
or are direct-deposited, the auditors can look for multiple checks going to the
same address or bank account number.

Trace Cash Receipts to Related Receivables. A receivables clerk who also
has control over cash received can divert funds by crediting funds received from
one customer against another account from which cash has been diverted earlier
(called “lapping”). Tracing specific cash receipts to customer receivables bal-
ances (and paying particular attention to the dates on which accounts were cred-
ited) will spot this control problem.

Review Value of Trade-Ins. Some companies accept trade-ins of old equip-
ment when new equipment is purchased by customers. In these situations, sales-
people can inflate the value of trade-ins to the company and pocket the cash
difference between the price paid and the value of the trade-in as represented to
the customer. To control this problem, the internal audit group can compare the
recorded value of trade-ins to independent appraisals of their values. Another
control measure is to verify the amount of the cash sale with the customer.

Deposit All Checks Daily

If checks are only sent to the bank infrequently, the checks that are stored on site
until the next deposit are subject to theft. This is also bad cash management,
since the funds would otherwise be earning interest. The proper control is to de-
posit checks every day or to avoid the procedure entirely by setting up a lockbox.
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Always Issue Receipts

Require all employees who receive cash (e.g., salespeople, tellers, store clerks) to
issue receipts to customers for the cash received. A duplicate is always retained,
so that the internal audit staff can reconcile the amount of cash received to the
amount listed on the receipts. A variance may indicate that cash was withheld by
the employee. This can be a weak control, since the employee may neither create
a receipt nor turn in the collected money. Among the most difficult forms of theft
to detect is one where no receipt is issued in exchange for a check made out to
“cash.” In this case, the bank will always cash the check and pay the employee; if
the check had been made out to the company, the bank might have notified the
company of potential wrongdoing.

Even when receipts are issued to customers, the salesperson may later write in
a discount, which is then withheld from the company. The best controls for this
are reviews of receipt copies for evidence of tampering and follow-up calls with
customers to compare company sales records to their receipt records.

Closely Review Accounts Converted to Bad Debts

The controller should thoroughly review requests to write off bad debts. Though
this may appear to be a control over accounts receivable, it is also a control over
cash; an employee can write off an account as a bad debt and then pocket the
check when it arrives. When reviewing the bad debt request, the controller should
not only review the probability of collection but also the number of bad debt re-
quests submitted by the receivables clerk—a clerk who is pocketing customer
checks may have submitted a disproportionate number of requests to convert ac-
counts receivable into bad debts.

Closely Review Requests for Refunds

Requests for refunds may not be coming from customers; they may be coming from
clerks within the company. To guard against this, a request for refund should be on
the letterhead of the customer, which provides some guarantee regarding the
source of the request. Of course, an enterprising employee could have letterhead
created especially for the refund request, so a follow-up call to the customer is
usually the best control over false refund requests.

Follow Up on Expected Miscellaneous Cash Receipts

Cash can be received for such miscellaneous items as the sale of company assets,
insurance refunds, and legal settlements. The controller should track the dates
and amounts of expected cash receipts and follow up on the cash settlements.
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Otherwise, these receipts may be pocketed. There is an additional danger with
miscellaneous cash receipts, because they tend not to arrive in the mail room and
be logged in with the checks mailed from regular customers. Instead, legal set-
tlements may be delivered directly to the in-house counsel, asset sale payments
may go to the office manager, and insurance refunds may be mailed to the in-
house risk manager. Because of the method of delivery, they may not be listed on
the mail room control sheet and will thereby inadvertently skirt the company’s
cash control system.

Mutilate Voided Checks

The typical company voids a considerable number of checks each year. If not mu-
tilated, these checks may be improperly cashed. A VOID perforation or a similar
mark in writing will eliminate this risk.

Require Extra Authorizations for Bank Transfers

One wire transfer can easily move more money out of a company than thousands
of separate petty cash thefts. Consequently, depending on the size of the trans-
fer, multiple approvals may be required by senior management before any trans-
fer is allowed to take place.

Mark or Mutilate Paid Invoices

It is not only likely but quite common for invoices to be paid more than once. To
avoid this problem, invoices should be marked or mutilated in some manner that
clearly identifies them as having been paid.

Lock Up the Signature Plate

If a signature plate is used to automatically affix a signature to checks, then it
can be used to create improperly signed checks. Therefore, the signature plate
should be locked up when not in use.

Fill in Empty Spaces on Checks

There is a danger that checks can be altered after they are signed so that the
amounts paid are more than they should be. This can be avoided by having all
checks printed by a computer, which automatically fills in all empty spots on the
payment line with a meaningless symbol like an asterisk. Another control is to have
the check signer seal the envelopes (an unlikely task!) and deliver them directly to
the mail room.
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Review Vouchers for Duplicate Submissions

Employees can resubmit vouchers for reimbursement in successive expense re-
ports. This can be controlled by reviewing voucher dates for old vouchers that
could have been submitted with previous expense reports and then checking pre-
vious reports for attached copies of those vouchers.

Update Signature Cards

All too often, people leave a company but can still sign checks months later be-
cause signature cards at the bank were not revised to reflect the departure. This
can be controlled by immediately contacting the bank when an authorized check
signer leaves the company to remove the person’s signature from the list of valid
check signers.

Do Not Disburse Large Sums with Cash

Large disbursements should be made with checks, since check transactions can
be tracked with check registers and bank statements. Also, checks are safer than
cash, since they are invalid until signed (whereas cash is already signed by the
Secretary of the Treasury).

Do Not Allow Checks Made Payable to the Company
To Be Deposited to Petty Cash

If checks made payable to the company are deposited into the petty cash account,
the possibility exists that large quantities of cash can go into the petty cash ac-
count—and be withdrawn as well. The proper control is to allow only deposits of
checks made payable to the petty cash fund.

Fill Out Petty Cash Vouchers in Ink

An employee can alter the amount on a petty cash voucher and pocket the differ-
ence. Requiring that vouchers be filled out in ink makes the forging task more dif-
ficult. The controller can then periodically review the vouchers for alterations.

Audit Petty Cash

Employees (primarily those in charge of petty cash) can take money from petty
cash with the intention of returning it at a later date. This can be controlled by
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auditing petty cash without notice, so that missing money cannot be returned to
the cash fund by the employee before the audit has been completed.

In summary, most cash-related controls cannot be changed without seriously
weakening a company’s control structure. However, shifting the company’s cash
activities into different modes of receipt or disbursement and types of cash can
reduce the number of control steps used in a typical cash-related transaction.

QUALITY ISSUES

Accounting transactions are slowed considerably by the introduction of mistakes
into the process, since the accounting staff must then track down the mistake,
correct it, discern the reason for the error, and fix that problem as well. Thus,
high-quality cash processing is defined as processing with the smallest number
of mistakes. This section notes the most common cash processing mistakes and
suggests ways to keep them from happening.

Incorrect Application of Cash Receipt against Receivable

A common error is to incorrectly apply received cash against a customer’s ac-
counts receivable record, requiring later research to correct the problem.

Incorrect Deposit Amount Recorded on Books

The cashier sometimes miscounts the amount of cash deposited and records an
incorrect deposit amount. This not only requires later correction but also gives
the company an inaccurate cash balance on its books, which may interfere with
its cash management.

Premature Payment

An accounting clerk may enter an invoice date incorrectly, resulting in a one-
time payment to the supplier on the wrong date. Alternatively, the clerk may in-
correctly enter a supplier’s payment terms into the supplier’s master record,
resulting in permanent payments on the wrong date.

Incorrect Amount of Payment

The incorrect amount may be entered for payment, resulting in later disputes
with the supplier that causes strained supplier relations as well as extra work to
solve the problem.
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Duplicate Payment

A supplier invoice may be paid more than once. This causes additional work,
since the supplier must be contacted and arrangements made for crediting the ad-
ditional amount paid.

No Record of a Petty Cash Disbursement

Petty cash transactions may not have any supporting documentation, resulting in
continuing petty cash shortages. If documentation is not included, the controller
can only guess at the nature of the expense to be booked, or have a clerk contact
all petty cash users to try to find some evidence of the expense for which the cash
was used.

A number of techniques can be used to improve the quality of both incom-
ing and outgoing cash transactions. To improve the quality of transactions, the
controller does not want to add effort to the process by requiring supervisory
reviews or data entries by a second person, since these methods are simply re-
viewing transactions for errors that have already been made. The best method
is to keep the errors from occurring in the first place by reducing, eliminating,
or simplifying the manual (error-prone) labor required to complete the 
processing.

Automate the Application of Cash to Receivables

An electronic funds transfer can include information about the allocation of the
remittance to specific invoice line items. The processing of each EFT transaction
should be fully automated, so that this incoming line item information can be
offset against receivables in the recipient’s computer system and automatically
reduce the receivables balance. This is a good quality improvement measure be-
cause the errors caused by rekeying remittance information into the computer are
avoided. A misapplied cash payment can cause considerable trouble to fix, since
personnel from both companies must confer and review their records to deter-
mine where the problem occurred.

Have the Bank Record Deposits

Using a lockbox shifts to the bank the problem of incorrectly recording deposit
amounts. Of course, the bank can also make mistakes, but a properly completed
bank reconciliation each month (which should be completed anyway) should dis-
cover these errors.
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Use a Computer or Folder To Calculate the Payment Date

Nearly all computerized accounting systems will tell the user when to pay
checks. For a manual system, incoming checks can be left in folders that are des-
ignated for specific weekly check runs—when the day’s date equals the date on
the folder, the check is paid.

Let the Computer Match Purchase Order
Amounts to Invoice Amounts

A computerized accounting system can match supplier invoice amounts to the
amounts listed on the initial purchase order and warn the accounting staff if the
invoice amount varies from the originally agreed-upon price.

Only Pay the Amount on the Purchase Order

A new approach to making payments is not to bother with an invoice at all—just
pay a supplier based on the unit price established in a purchase order (which
should already be entered in the computer system) and base the quantity-delivered
information on the amount recorded by the receiving department. This method has
the advantage of using a price on the purchase order that may have been used mul-
tiple times in the past for previous deliveries, so that any errors in the purchase
order price would probably have already been spotted and corrected. In contrast,
an invoice is entered for every receipt from a customer, so the number of (error-
prone) data entries are larger for invoices than for purchase orders.

Use EDI Invoices

Connect to key trading partners with EDI, so that information flows electroni-
cally from the computer systems of one company directly into those of the other
company. Since the manual rekeying of data is eliminated, the quality of data re-
ceived goes up. Of course, information may still be incorrect when it is first en-
tered into the computers of one of the trading partners, but once the error is
found and corrected, it never has to be manually re-entered, so the error rate goes
down over time.

Let the Computer Spot Duplicate Invoices

When a payables department pays an invoice for a second time, it is probably
not because the invoice became detached from the check and was paid again;
rather, it is because the supplier sent an extra invoice (typically because the
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first invoice was not paid on time). To spot duplicate invoices, the company’s
accounting software should have a field in which the clerk must enter the sup-
plier’s invoice number; any duplicate invoice numbers will then be brought to
the attention of management by the software. A further (and less common) con-
trol is for the software to match identical supplier invoice amounts and flag
them for operator review.

Store Petty Cash in a Cash Register

Petty cash is frequently stored in a small lockbox or even in a desk drawer, and
money can be taken from it with little regard for recording the transaction. By
moving the cash to a cash register, it is locked up at all times, and a transaction
amount must be printed on the register tape in order to open the cash drawer,
which therefore leaves a trace of the amount of money taken, though not of its use.

Train with Audit Backup

Even the most experienced staff needs follow-up training to update them on the
latest procedures needed to process transactions without making any errors.
Since they usually don’t believe they need the training (especially the more ex-
perienced staff ), it helps to show them the results of internal audits that list the
errors they have made while completing transactions.

In summary, the quality of cash transactions can be improved by using EDI
transactions to avoid manual rekeying of information. In addition, the computer
can automatically perform a number of quality checks, such as flagging invoices
for payment only when due, noting differences between invoice amounts and pur-
chase order amounts, and spotting duplicate invoice numbers and amounts. Also,
errors can be avoided by simply eliminating the invoice (and the associated data
entry) entirely and paying from the purchase order instead. Finally, ongoing
training on how to complete error-free cash transactions should be conducted,
along with feedback from the internal audit team regarding the number of errors
occurring.

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

This section contains an overview of how to prepare cost /benefit analyses for 
implementing lockboxes, area concentration banking, electronic data interchange,
reduced payment approvals, and corporate credit cards. In these examples, ex-
pected revenues and costs are as realistic as possible.
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Use a Lockbox

The banker of Mr. Longfellow, president of Poetic Moments (a publisher of po-
etry books), has convinced him to use a lockbox for processing incoming checks.
As a long-time controller, you are skeptical that the lockbox is worth the effort.
Your research reveals that the bank charges $30 per month to keep a lockbox
open as well as a processing fee of 20 cents per check received. In a typical day,
80 checks would be received at the lockbox. An average daily deposit is $38,500,
and the interest earned by Poetic Moments on its investments is 5%. The com-
pany would save one day of mail f loat by having checks sent to the lockbox. Inter-
nally, the mail room and accounting department staff are all hourly employees
and earn an average of $13 per hour. It is company policy to send employees home
when there is no work to do. The mail room staff person could be sent home a
half-hour early if the incoming check control sheet no longer had to be prepared.
Also, the cashier could save a half-hour per day by not having to prepare the de-
posit slip, and an accountant could save 15 minutes per day by not having to com-
pare the control sheet to the deposit slip. Is it worthwhile to implement a lockbox?

Solution. The annual cost is $360 for the lockbox fee and $3,520 to process
a year’s worth of receipts [20 cents � 80 checks/day � 220 business days], re-
sulting in a total annual cost of $3,880. The total annual savings are as follows:

Additional Interest Earned

Average daily deposit $38,500
Interest /day � .014% [5% � 365 days]
Total interest /day $005.39
No. of business days/yr � 220
Total interest /yr $01,186

Labor Savings

Mail room .50 hr
Cashier .50 hr
Accountant .25 hr
Total savings/day 1.25 hrs
No. of business days/yr � 220
Total savings/yr 275 hrs
Hourly rate � 13
Total savings/yr $03,575

Thus, total annual cost is $3,880, and total annual savings are $4,761, resulting in
savings of $881 per year. Based on the cost /benefit analysis, the lockbox should
be installed.
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Area Concentration Banking

The chief financial officer of Jiggers & Spinners, Inc., a manufacturer of fishing
tackle, is concerned that the cost of compensating balances at subsidiaries is ex-
cessive. Currently, there are five subsidiaries around the country, each with
$100,000 lines of credit, which on average require compensating balances of
$20,000 in non-interest-bearing accounts. The CFO would like to know what
change in cost would occur if cash were handled centrally through area concen-
tration banking, thereby eliminating each subsidiary’s compensating balance.
You investigate the matter and find that money can be borrowed centrally with a
15% compensating balance, that the current investment rate is 6% for excess
funds, and that the cost of a wire transfer between the accounts of subsidiaries
and headquarters is $1 per transaction. You estimate there will be one wire trans-
action per business day per subsidiary. There are 220 business days in a year.
What is the cost of decentralized financing compared with the cost of centralized
financing, and what should you recommend to the CFO?

Solution. By centralizing funds, the compensating balance on a total of
$500,000 of lines of credit drops from 20% to 15%. This allows the difference,
5%, to be invested at the market rate of 6%, achieving savings of $1,500 per year.
Offsetting the savings will be 220 wire transfers for each of the five companies, or
1,100 transfers. Since each transfer costs $1, the total offsetting cost is $1,100,
which is less than the savings. The net gain is $400. Based on the cost /benefit
analysis, the area concentration system should be implemented.

Electronic Data Interchange

Mr. Smedley, the founder of Deck Chairs, Inc., wants to tie his computerized
order entry system to the payment system of the company’s largest customer, 
K-Wal Department Stores. Currently, 50% of the company’s business is with
K-Wal. The company’s revenues last year were $12 million. The average payment
is $1,000 and takes 15 minutes to enter into the company’s cash application sys-
tem. The fully burdened cost of a company cash receipts clerk is $12 per hour.
The company’s internal auditor estimates that, based on selected samples, the
company lost $20,000 last year because cash receipts were entered incorrectly
into the system. The cost of purchasing EDI software is $3,000. You decide to use
a value-added network (VAN) to transfer EDI transactions from K-Wal. The
charge per transaction by the VAN is 50 cents. The MIS director estimates that
programming the interface between the EDI software and the company’s ac-
counting software will take four months of a programmer’s time. The fully bur-
dened cost of the programmer is $38,000 per year. Should EDI be implemented?
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Solution. The cost savings are from eliminating losses based on cash re-
ceipts being incorrectly entered (a loss of $20,000) and from eliminating the
labor associated with the cash application.

Order Entry Labor Savings

Amount of K-Wal business/yr $6,000,000
Average order size � $1,000
No. of K-Wal payments/yr 6,000
Time to enter one receipt � .25 hr
Time/yr to enter K-Wal receipts 1,500 hrs
Cost of receipts clerk/hour � $12
Total savings/yr $0,018,000

Cost of EDI Implementation

Cost /yr of programmer $38,000
Four months’ work � 3
Total programming cost $12,667
Cost of EDI software $03,000
Total EDI implementation cost $15,667

Cost of EDI Transactions

No. of K-Wal orders/yr 6,000
Cost /EDI transaction � $.50
Cost /yr of transactions $3,000

Since the total cost of $18,667 and the total benefit is $38,000, the cost /benefit
analysis indicates that an EDI system should be implemented.

Reduce the Number of Payment Approvals

A key supplier has called the president of Tender Tissues, a maker of non-
allergenic tissue paper, and complained that payments are extremely late. The
president informs Mr. Underling, the controller, that this is unacceptable. In-
vestigation by Mr. Underling reveals that several suppliers have been paid so
late that they have forced Tender Tissues to accept C.O.D. terms, which carry a
5% surcharge; these payments account for 10% of the company’s total annual
purchases of $2,600,000. Internally, payments are made as soon as approved in-
voices are returned by supervisors to the accounts payable department. How-
ever, the time required to obtain signatures on invoices can take up to a month,
since supervisors travel constantly. The solution appears to be the elimination
of supervisor approval of supplier invoices and the strict enforcement of
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purchase requisition sign-offs. To enforce purchase requisition sign-offs, Mr.
Underling estimates that a staff person (annual salary $32,000) must be as-
signed to the task full-time for four months. In addition, an internal auditor (an-
nual salary $36,000) must review the purchase requisition controls for two
weeks every year to report on any deviations from the control system. Is elimi-
nating control over invoices worthwhile to the company?

Solution. The costs and benefits of reducing the number of payment ap-
provals are as follows:

Cost of Enforcing Requisitions

Cost /yr of staff $32,000
Four months’ work � 3
Cost of staff $10,667

Cost /yr of auditor $36,000
Two weeks’ work � .038
Cost of auditor $01,368

Total salary cost $12,035

Benefit of Stopping C.O.D. Payments

Purchases/yr $2,600,000
C.O.D. payments � 10%
C.O.D. payments/yr $,0260,000
C.O.D. surcharge � 5%
C.O.D. surcharge/yr $,0013,000

Since the total cost of eliminating invoice approvals is $12,035 and the benefit
is $13,000, the cost /benefit analysis indicates that invoice approvals should be
eliminated.

Use Corporate Credit Cards

As the controller of Wimpy Spinach factory, you are concerned that too much
accounting effort is being expended on paying for small-dollar items. Research
reveals that 80% of all checks are for less than $150 and of these one half are
made out to three companies, dealing in office supplies, shop supplies, and jan-
itorial supplies. None of these suppliers allow purchases with credit cards, but
the company’s business can be switched to three other suppliers who do accept
payment with credit cards but whose products are on average 1% more expen-
sive than those of the current suppliers. Total company expenditures per year
are $1,500,000, and on average 1,800 checks are written per year. A recent 
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activity-based costing study has noted that the cost to process a check is $8.50. Is
it worthwhile to purchase small-dollar items with credit cards?

Solution. The costs and savings in this example are as follows:

Cost of Multiple Check Payments

Total expenditures/yr $1,500,000
Small-dollar payments � 80%
Small-dollar payments/yr $1,200,000
Payments to three suppliers � 50%
Payments/yr $0,600,000
Cost to change suppliers � 1%
Total change cost /yr $00,06,000

Benefit of Using Credit Cards

Checks written/yr 1,800
Small-dollar checks � 80%
Small-dollar checks/yr 1,440
Checks to three suppliers � 50%
Checks/yr 720
Cost per check written � $8.50
Total savings from not writing checks $6,120

With costs of $6,000 and benefits of $6,120, the cost /benefit analysis indicates
that it is profitable to purchase small-dollar items with a corporate credit card,
thereby reducing the number of payments to 12 credit card checks per year.

In summary, the preceding cost /benefit examples can be used to develop real-
life analyses, especially in terms of the line items used. The dollar amounts of
the costs and benefits in these examples were taken from the author’s experi-
ence; however, readers’ cost and benefit projections should use amounts derived
from readers’ specific situations, not from these examples.

REPORTS

A company usually already has cash reports related to cash receipts, cash expen-
ditures, and actual bank balances versus required balances. The changes noted in
this chapter do not require changing any of those reports. However, some addi-
tional information is needed, depending on the changes being implemented.
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Electronic Funds Transfer

When cash is transferred by (EFT), the specific receivables line items that add
up to the total of the cash transfer must be listed. This information is used by the
company to offset the receivables balances in its records. It usually arrives in the
form of an EDI transaction.

Corporate Credit Cards

Credit card companies should submit monthly reports that detail not only what
items were purchased but also who purchased it. This report allows the company
to allocate costs to the correct general ledger accounts and to list purchasing ac-
tivity by individual user, so that potential abuses can be spotted after the fact.

Cash Volume

The company should create a report that sorts cash receipts and expenditures by
volume of transaction (see Exhibits 2.10 and 2.11). This is used to highlight the
company’s top trading partners in terms of cash transactions and tells the con-
troller which trading partners might be prospects for links with EDI. The exist-
ing cash forecast will become more accurate when EDI is used, because the
company knows precisely when funds will be transferred to suppliers or from
customers, thereby eliminating the variability of the mail f loat and check clear-
ing float.

In short, existing cash reports are not altered by the revised cash system, but
new reports can be created that give details about purchases using corporate
credit cards or about high-volume trading partners who should be converted to
EDI transactions.

Exhibit 2.10 Cash Volume by Customer, Sorted by Sales Volume

Customer YTD Cash
Code Customer Received YTD Sales

PARROT Parrot Ink Supply Company $3,000,009 $3,215,000
COLORS Colors Are Us 2,100,452 2,467,000
MIXMAT Mix ‘n Match, Inc. 1,111,109 1,111,109
B&W Black and White Partners 902,113 942,333
MAUVE Mauve Associates 833,001 844,909
SKYBLU Sky Blue Designs Company 641,056 700,319
DESERT Desert Sand Associates 421,098 601,001
REDBRI Red Brick Construction Company 308,722 549,765
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TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

Several recent innovations can improve the cash-processing function.

Corporate Purchasing Cards

This is a new use of familiar technology—the credit card. In essence, a company
contracts with a credit card company to provide credit cards to key employees
who are responsible for purchasing large quantities of low-priced goods. The
purchasing limits on the cards are set low to prevent overspending abuses. The
cards can also be limited to purchases from specific suppliers, thereby ensuring
that only certain classes of goods are purchased. Some credit card companies
send itemized billing statements back to the companies for easy processing
against appropriate account numbers. Corporate purchasing cards are useful for
reducing the time spent creating purchase requisitions and purchase orders for
small-dollar items as well as the accounting time spent processing many small-
dollar invoices.

Electronic Data Interchange

This can no longer be considered a new technology, for EDI has been in use since
the 1970s. However, it has been used most frequently for processing invoices and
purchase orders, not cash transfers. As it relates to cash, a customer sends an EDI
transaction to a supplier, advising of a payment authorization going to the bank at
the same time via electronic funds transfer. The EDI transaction includes an
itemization of what the cash transfer is paying for, so that the supplier can use
the EDI information to charge the cash receipt off against specific receivables
line items. The transaction is helpful in reducing receivables balances earlier

Exhibit 2.11 Cash Volume by Supplier, Sorted by Order Volume

Supplier YTD Cash YTD
Code Supplier Paid Ordered

DUMONT DuMont Chemicals $4,003,622 $4,101,022
ACCESS Access Chemicals 2,098,555 2,222,098
INTERF Interferon Petroleum 1,993,005 2,100,001
INTKER Interstate Kerosene Supplies 1,702,113 1,803,000
INTLOX International Lox Distributors 1,508,422 1,599,044
MIXING Mixing Equipment Company 1,109,888 1,208,900
HRDUNN H.R. Dunn Manufacturing Supplies 992,073 1,000,030
FOSS Foss’ Chemical Nullifiers 840,156 913,498
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than with payment by mail, thereby reducing the number of collection calls made
for overdue receivables. Also, if a large enough discount is used to entice the cus-
tomer, a supplier can request same-day payment for delivered goods, thereby re-
ducing working capital requirements. EDI can also be used to instruct a bank as
to the exact date on which funds will be released to a supplier. This assists both
the customer and the supplier in their cash forecasting, since they know the pre-
cise date on which money will move into or out of their accounts.

Bar-Coded Prices

One of the controls used to prevent theft of cash is to involve more than one em-
ployee in a cash transaction, so that collusion is required to steal the cash. For
example, in a retail clothing store, the sales clerk gives a sales ticket to the cus-
tomer, who takes it to a cashier to pay for the clothes. However, to improve the
speed of the transaction, the controller may want to concentrate both functions in
one person. A means of centralizing the functions while maintaining control is to
bar-code the price and allowing the sales clerk to scan the bar code into the cash
register. The preprinted bar code does not allow the clerk to enter any amount be-
sides the amount on the tag, thereby avoiding the problem of having the employee
enter a different amount into the cash register and pocketing the difference.

Positive Pay

A very recent innovation that slows down the cash-processing function but nearly
eliminates check fraud is positive pay. In this process, the company sends the
bank a daily list of checks issued. This allows the bank to reconcile the com-
pany’s list of checks with the checks presented for payment and to spot any dis-
crepancies. The bank can also reverse the process by making available a list of
each day’s cleared checks, which the company can then reconcile to its list of
printed checks.

Chemically Treated Checks

Though it has no effect on the speed of cash transactions, a recent innovation is
to purchase check stock that has been treated with special chemicals that deface
the check if it is chemically tampered with or photocopied. This is an improved
control over standard check stock, since the bank will realize that a check has
been tampered with if someone tries to cash a disfigured check.

In summary, several technological advances in the last two decades con-
tribute to quicker cash transactions and more control over cash transactions.
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These innovations are essential to the revised cash receipts and disbursements
systems outlined in this chapter.

MEASURING THE SYSTEM

Different types of measurements are needed to determine the efficiency of the
streamlining suggestions mentioned in this chapter for improving the speed of
cash flow, reducing the transaction-processing work of the accounting staff, and
reducing the time required to complete a transaction.

Improving the Speed of Cash Flow

This item relates to the use of lockboxes, area concentration banking, and zero
cash balances. At a high level, the easiest measurement of faster cash flow is days
of receivables outstanding. However, this measurement includes other factors be-
sides faster cash flow, such as the creditworthiness of customers. Instead, to
measure the speed of cash flow, the controller can use the customer’s check date
as a baseline and track how quickly this money clears the bank from the time 
it was sent to the company by the customer. This tracking can be very time-
consuming, since the check date and clearing date are not listed in the databases
of most computerized accounting systems. The controller can also track the per-
centage of cash in interest-bearing accounts, which shows how well (or not)
money is being kept out of non-interest-bearing accounts and concentrated into
interest-bearing investments.

Reducing the Transaction-Processing Work Load

This item relates to the use of petty cash, corporate credit cards, and EDI trans-
actions. The controller should measure the time required by each employee to
perform a task, both before and after one of the recommended changes has been
implemented. This is not an ongoing performance measurement but rather one
that may be periodically measured during an activity-based costing review or by
internal audit staff during a scheduled review.

Reducing the Time Required To Complete a Transaction

This item relates primarily to the elimination of invoice approvals. The
measurement needed is to track the number of days between the date an invoice
was received in the mail by the accounts payable department and the date all
paperwork related to the payable (including the invoice, purchase order, and 
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receiving documentation) was completed. By eliminating the approval of in-
voices, this measure should drop by at least one day and possibly by as much as
several weeks (especially in the case of a multioffice company with a centralized
accounts payable department).

In summary, most of the performance measurements advocated in this chapter
are not the standard ones included in typical accounting systems; the controller
must decide if it is worthwhile to assign staff to track this information. A com-
promise is to track this information on a sample basis periodically to determine
if performance is changing appreciably over time. This may be a task for the in-
ternal audit department.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

A number of problems relating to change management may arise when revised
cash receipts and disbursements systems are installed (see Chapter 15). The fol-
lowing problems can be expected when implementing revised cash systems.

Lockbox System

When customers are asked to start sending their checks and remittance advices
to a lockbox, at least half of them on average will not switch on the first request.
Instead, the controller must be prepared to wage a year-long campaign of letter
writing, phone calls, and contacts by company management with the management
of the customer before the company’s address will be changed in the databases of
all customers. Reasons for this are misroutings of the mailed request at the cus-
tomer location, intransigent staff, or a supplier management that realizes a lock-
box system will reduce its mail f loat. Also, the controller must be sure to change
the mail-to address on the company’s invoices or affix a new address label onto
the old invoice form.

Area Concentration Banking

When a multilocation company switches to area concentration banking, the
biggest problem is getting the banks that service each location to regularly shift
funds into a central account. This is partly due to the unwillingness of a bank to
shift money (on which it is earning interest) immediately into the account of 
another bank as well as to the lack of daily account tracking and wire transfer
capabilities at some of the smaller banks (though this is increasingly rare). The
solution is to use one of the national banks that have branches or affiliates in
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most parts of the country. These banks actually encourage area concentration
banking, since they garner fees no matter where the funds go within their far-
flung systems.

Electronic Data Interchange

It is relatively easy to install EDI as a stand-alone system. However, if the com-
pany wants to have EDI cash transactions automatically offset accounts receiv-
able records in the company’s accounting database, an interface between the
received transaction set and the accounting system must be constructed. Such an
interface can be quite difficult to construct. There is no way to get around this
problem, but the controller should consult the management information systems
(MIS) manager to get an estimate of the time and cost required to complete the
work. This information should be obtained early in the project, so that the com-
pany will not have erroneous expectations for the completion date.

Reducing the Number of Payables Approvals

A memo from management can easily stop the additional approvals that are fre-
quently used in the cash disbursements process. However, the reason so many ap-
provals were originally required was that not all expenditures were preapproved
during the purchase requisition phase. Many companies have a leaky purchasing
system, in which items can be ordered by nearly any employee without the con-
trol imposed by a purchase requisition. Consequently, before eliminating man-
agement approval of supplier invoices, the controller should work with the
internal audit department to stop the leaks in the purchasing system. This means
tracking down who ordered items without a purchase requisition and reprimand-
ing them, informing all company suppliers that only parts and services accompa-
nied by purchase orders will be paid for, and continually reviewing purchase
requisitions to ensure that the appropriate level of authority has signed off on
every requisition or purchase order.

Petty Cash

When the controller allows large numbers of small disbursements to be paid for
out of petty cash, it is likely that the number of disbursements will be unac-
counted for, since the petty cash clerk is bound to make mistakes as the volume
of transactions grows. Two ways to avoid this problem are to install a cash reg-
ister for petty cash (which provides a record of disbursements with the cash
register tape), and to provide extra training to the petty cash clerk to reinforce
the petty cash accounting procedure. Periodic reporting of petty cash errors by
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the internal audit department will reinforce the need for care when processing
petty cash transactions.

Computerized Accounting System

All the problems associated with any major system changover can be expected
when converting from a manual to a computerized accounting system. Of partic-
ular concern to the controller is the integrity of the accounting data. With that
goal in mind, the controller should pay particular attention to the conversion of
the manual database to the computer database, including testing the converted
data for accuracy. To keep the data accurate, the controller should enforce a def-
inite conversion date, so that employees are not using old data from the manual
system when they should be using and modifying the data in the new database.
Finally, proper training in the use of the new system will help to keep the data
from being corrupted by improper use.

In short, implementation problems may occur when switching to the faster
cash accounting transactions outlined in this chapter. These problems are caused
by intransigent employees and suppliers, conversions to new computer software,
and tightening the new controls that need to replace the old ones.

SUMMARY

The maze of controls that surround the processing of cash are there for a good
reason—to prevent the loss of cash by ineptitude or embezzlement. Except for rec-
ommendations to eliminate the review of supplier invoices and checks to suppli-
ers, this chapter has not advocated getting rid of any of the traditional controls.
However, cash can be converted to other forms that require fewer controls, or it
can be received through alternative channels that require fewer controls. Conse-
quently, this chapter has focused on changing the type of cash to electronic (elec-
tronic funds transfer, credit cards) and on having cash enter and depart the
company’s bank without flow through the company. This chapter has also sug-
gested disbursing high-volume, small-dollar payments through the petty cash fund
in order to avoid the many controls surrounding check disbursements; the same
goal can be achieved by reducing the number of cash transactions into a small
number of large payments with corporate credit cards. By using these various
means to reduce the number of controls surrounding cash receipts and disburse-
ments transactions, the speed of accounting for cash transactions will increase.
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3
SALES AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

This chapter discusses the entire sales cycle, since it is difficult to separate ac-
counts receivable from the whole sales cycle. A typical sales and receivables sys-
tem has an extraordinary number of controls related to separating various duties
in the process, all designed to make sure that no one can manipulate reported
sales volumes or steal incoming payments for accounts receivable. As transac-
tions wend their way from one person to the next, it is very easy for the transac-
tion to be halted for any number of reasons, each of which contributes to slowing
the transaction. The only way to increase transaction speed appreciably is to
consolidate the control functions with fewer people, but this interferes with the
desired separation of duties. So how does one reduce the number of controls
safely in order to increase the speed of the accounting transactions? This chapter
describes a typical set of sales and accounting transactions and shows how to im-
prove the speed while maintaining proper control by using entirely new transac-
tion methods.

The modified system is then reviewed for control weaknesses and ways to
improve the quality of its output. A detailed cost /benefit analysis is presented,
which can be used as a model to determine if a company’s systems should be
converted to the modified system. The chapter concludes with a discussion of
reports to be expected from the modified system, potential implementation
problems, the effect of new technology on the system, and ways to measure its
performance.

CURRENT SYSTEM

This section describes a typical sales and receivables transaction, and notes the
flow of information between employees. A value-added analysis chart shows how
much time is taken by each of the steps in the transaction. Later sections recom-
mend various techniques for speeding up the process.
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The sales transaction begins when a customer purchase order arrives in the
company mail room. Unlike cash, purchase orders are not logged in by the mail
room staff. Instead, they are accumulated and placed in the mail slot of the
order-processing clerk, who is normally located in the sales department.

The order-processing clerk uses the information on the purchase order to cre-
ate a sales order. The sales order is simply a revised form of the purchase order,
restated so that, for example, the company-assigned part numbers for the parts
being ordered are listed. The sales order also lists check-off spaces for such
items as credit approval, entry into the production schedule, and shipping.

The sales order then moves to a credit analyst, who is usually located in either
the treasury or the accounting department. If a customer is already set up in the
system with an unused credit line, the sales order is approved and quickly moved
to the next step. If the credit line has been used or if the customer is new, the
credit analyst must review the customer’s financial condition by checking credit
reports and financial statements. This step may require some delay while the cus-
tomer sends information about itself to the company. If the credit information is
good, the analyst assigns a credit amount to the customer, approves the sales
order, and passes it along to the production control department.

The order enters into the production and warehousing area, which falls out-
side the analysis of this chapter. After the parts have been picked from stock, or-
dered and received from a supplier, or produced, they are sent to the shipping
department.

The shipping department reviews the sales order to ensure that the credit ana-
lyst has approved the order. If so, the parts are shipped. If not, the parts stay in the
shipping department until credit approval has been given. Realistically, credit ap-
proval should not have to be checked in the shipping department, because the sales
order should not have been released to the production department unless credit was
approved. However, many companies perform this last-minute check to ensure that
goods are not sent to a customer that may not be able to pay for them.

When the order is ready to ship, the shipping department creates a bill of lad-
ing to go with the shipment. The shipment is listed in a shipping register that
shows the sales order number, freight carrier name, ship date, and customer
name. A copy of each day’s shipping register is then forwarded to the accounting
department, which compares the shipping register to the sales order, customer
purchase order, and any change orders. The accounting department applies any
discounts based on purchasing volumes or special deals, and issues the invoice. If
shipments are related to a long-term contract or are being sent to a government
entity, a review of the related contract for pricing terms may also be necessary. It
is best not to have the sales department issue invoices, since the sales department
may be tempted to improperly issue invoices to increase reported sales levels.
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After the invoices are created, a daily batch total is entered into a sales journal,
which is later summarized and entered into the general ledger for the accounting
period. A typical sales transaction is shown in Exhibit 3.1.

The sale now becomes a receivable. Many companies include it in a monthly
statement that is sent to all customers. After the due date has passed, the com-
pany’s collections clerk calls the customer’s payables department to ascertain
the status of payment for the invoice. The collections clerk may have to send ad-
ditional information to the customer, such as proof of shipment or a copy of the
invoice. Dunning letters may also be sent to the customer.

After the customer pays for the invoice, the received cash is used to reduce the
balance of the customer’s account. Normally, the customer payment includes a re-
mittance advice listing all the invoices being paid. This information is used to re-
duce specific line items in the customer’s account record. If the payment detail
does not accompany the payment, the customer’s accounts payable department
must be called to find out what is being paid for by this payment. A typical ac-
counts receivable process is shown in Exhibit 3.2.

A mismatch that commonly occurs between the accounts receivable depart-
ment and the credit collections staff is that the accounts receivable records may
not be updated quickly enough, resulting in collection calls to customers who
have already paid the company.

A large amount of paperwork is involved with sales and receivables transac-
tions. The customer purchase order is rekeyed into a sales order, to which are
added a bill of lading and an invoice. A credit memo may be added to the trans-
action as well as a notice of back-order. The customer may later be sent a
monthly statement of outstanding invoices as well as various dunning notices.
This flow of paper is noted in Exhibit 3.3.

A review of the flowcharts reveals a great deal of movement of paperwork be-
tween various departments. The move and wait times thus introduced into the
process greatly slow it down. Also, every time papers are moved, the potential
exists for loss or misinterpretation.

The value-added analysis shown in Exhibit 3.4 lists each step in the process
and the time required to complete each step. A value-added item is considered to
be one that brings the sales/receivables transaction closer to conclusion. This
analysis shows optimistic wait times while paperwork waits in employees’ mail-
boxes. A statistical analysis of an actual situation will reveal a small number of
much longer wait times (because of employee absence) that will appreciably af-
fect the completion time of the transaction.

Exhibit 3.5 provides a summary of the value-added analysis. It shows that
only one-quarter of the steps bring the sales/receivables transaction closer 
to conclusion; the remaining activities are related to moving paperwork from
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Exhibit 3.1 Typical Sales Transaction
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person to person or making copies for the files. In terms of time required, the
value-added steps can be concluded in 1.1 hours, while the moving, waiting,
and non-value-added portions of the transaction take up nearly 2.5 business
days. In short, the actions needed to conclude the transaction make up only a
small part of the total process.

When alternatives for speeding up the process are discussed in the next section,
the proposed changes are not confined to the move, wait, and non-value-added
steps. Even the value-added steps are reviewed for possible changes or elimination.

In summary, the traditional sales and accounts receivable process is burdened
by a large number of controls that require paperwork to move through many 

Exhibit 3.2 Typical Receivables Process
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Exhibit 3.3 Paperwork in the Sales/Receivables Process
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Exhibit 3.4 Sales/Receivables Value-Added Analysis

Time Required
Step Activity (Minutes) Type of Activity

1 Receive customer purchase order (PO) 1 Value-added
in mail room.

2 Wait—accumulate in pile until mail 15 Wait
finished.

3 Carry to mail slot. 1 Move
4 Place POs in employee mail slots. 1 Non-value-added
5 Wait for employee to check mail slot. 120 Wait
6 Carry PO to desk. 1 Move
7 Prepare sales order (SO). 10 Value-added
8 Wait while other POs in batch are 60 Wait

converted to SOs.
9 Move to copier machine. 1 Move

10 Make copies of PO. 1 Non-value-added
11 Move back to desk. 1 Move
12 File copy of PO. 2 Non-value-added
13 Carry PO and SO to mail slot. 1 Move
14 Place PO and SO in employee mail slot. 1 Non-value-added
15 Wait for employee to check mail slot. 120 Wait
16 Carry PO and SO to desk. 1 Move
17 Review customer credit records. 10 Value-added
18 Call customer to request information. 5 Value-added
19 Wait for customer information to arrive. 480 Wait
20 Review customer-supplied information. 10 Value-added
21 If acceptable, sign off on SO. 1 Value-added
22 Move to copier. 1 Move
23 Make copies of PO and SO. 1 Non-value-added
24 Move back to desk. 1 Move
25 File copies of PO and SO. 2 Non-value-added
26 Move to mail slot. 1 Move
27 Place PO and SO in mail slot. 1 Non-value-added
28 Wait for employee to check mail slot. 120 Wait
29 Move PO and SO to desk. 1 Move
30 Write down order on production schedule. 5 Value-added

[Production occurs and product is shipped.]
31 Move to copier. 1 Move
32 Make copies of PO, SO, and bill of lading. 1 Non-value-added
33 Move to desk. 1 Move
34 File copies of PO, SO, and bill of lading. 1 Non-value-added
35 Move to mail slots. 1 Move
36 Place PO, SO, and bill of lading in 1 Non-value-added

mail slot.
37 Wait for employee to check mail slot. 120 Wait
38 Move PO, SO, and bill of lading to desk. 1 Move
39 Prepare invoice. 5 Value-added

(continued)
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departments, introducing the risk of lost or misinterpreted information. The fol-
lowing section reviews ways to bypass several traditional accounting controls,
thereby allowing faster transactions to occur. In addition, several methods are
discussed for reducing the risk of losing or altering key information related to
sales and accounts receivable.

Exhibit 3.4 (Continued)

Time Required
Step Activity (Minutes) Type of Activity

40 Wait for other invoices in batch to be 60 Wait
prepared.

41 Move to copier. 1 Move
42 Make copies of PO, SO, bill of lading, 1 Non-value-added

and invoice.
43 Move to desk. 1 Move
44 File copies of PO, SO, bill of lading, and 1 Non-value-added

invoice.
45 Move to mail room. 1 Move
46 Mail invoice. 1 Value-added

[Payment from customer is received.]
47 Mail room staff withdraws payments 1 Value-added

from letters.
48 Wait for all envelopes to be opened. 15 Wait
49 Mail room staff records check 5 Value-added

information on register.
50 Move checks to mail slot. 1 Move
51 Place checks in mail slot. 1 Non-value-added
52 Wait for employee to check mail slot. 1 Wait
53 Move to desk. 1 Move
54 Contact customer about incorrect or 10 Value-added

unidentified payment amounts.
55 Post payment to customer account. 5 Value-added
56 File invoice. 1 Non-value-added

Exhibit 3.5 Summary of Sales Receivables Value-Added Analysis

Type of No. of Percentage No. of Percentage
Activity Activities Distribution Hours Distribution

Value-added 13 23% 1.10 6%
Wait 10 18% 18.52 91%
Move 19 34% .32 2%
Non-value-added 14 25% .27 1%

Total 56 100% 20.21 100%
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REVISED SYSTEM

To complete the sales and receivables cycle requires a considerable amount of
time and the participation of a great many employees. This section reviews ways
to speed up the cycle by cutting the paperwork move and wait time, eliminating
some staff involved in the process, and eliminating steps from the process.

One solution to speeding up the sales and receivables process seems simple
enough—just concentrate all the functions with one person to avoid the move and
wait intervals, and have that person complete all the steps. Such a system is
shown in Exhibit 3.6.

However, concentrating all the steps with one employee violates a number
of key control issues. For example, a salesperson assigned responsibility for all of
these tasks might grant credit to all customers in order to maximize commissions.

Exhibit 3.6 Concentration of Accounting Functions in One Person
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Or, someone who prepares and mails the invoice should not log the payment into
the accounts receivable system, since a dummy invoice for an excessive amount
could be sent to the customer and the excess amount pocketed upon receipt. Fi-
nally, there is the risk that a shipment could be sent to a fake company owned by
an employee who can authorize credit for the shipment. In short, control prob-
lems do not allow the controller to centralize all sales and receivables functions
with one person, despite the obvious efficiencies that would result. Other means
must be found to improve the transaction speed.

One method is to transfer sales and receivables information between employ-
ees using electronic mail. Though this is rarely done, it would be possible to com-
plete a processing step and then move the entire set of electronic documents into
the electronic mailbox of the next person who is supposed to review it. For exam-
ple, as shown in Exhibit 3.7, a customer purchase order can be physically con-
verted into a sales order by an order entry clerk, and all transaction steps from
that point on can be transferred from employee to employee by electronic mail.

Exhibit 3.7 Use of Electronic Mail in the Sales Transaction
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This allows the staff to save documents electronically and eliminates the move
time associated with carrying documents between employees. However, just be-
cause a person’s electronic mail is accessible from that person’s computer termi-
nal does not mean that it will be accessed any more quickly (though the wait time
is generally reduced) than would be the case if the materials were left in a com-
pany mail slot. Also, a problem with using electronic mail to transfer documents
between employees is that sometimes an employee must attach an approval to the
document; this requires an access password that must be changed regularly, or
else it may be copied and used by an unauthorized person. In short, electronic
mail introduces some automation to the sales/receivables process but does not
change the basic process.

Another approach to speeding up the process is preapproving customer credit.
Nearly all companies allow their salespeople to pursue customers and procure 
orders before checking on the credit of the customers. This leads to excessive
pressure on the credit analyst, who must now collect credit information about the
customers and make decisions about the amount of credit (if any) to be extended.
Meanwhile, pressure is brought to bear on the credit analyst by the salesperson,
since the latter wants to hurry through the purchase orders that translate into
commission income for the salesperson. Overall, the situation causes orders to be
delayed, since it may take more than a day to procure credit information and
reach a decision, and sometimes leads to bad credit decisions, since the sales de-
partment is determined to book the orders. An alternative approach is to team
with the sales department in advance, go over the credit records of potential cus-
tomers, and assign them credit before the salesperson ever makes a sales call.
This speeds up the sales/receivables process in two ways: first, it takes the credit
information collection step out of the process (though incoming purchase orders
must still be checked against a list of preapproved customers). Second, the new
procedure keeps the company away from potential customers with bad credit
records, which reduces the time required to collect receivables from customers
that are unable to pay. Since credit status changes over time, it is important to re-
view the records of current customers on a regular basis. In short, by preapprov-
ing the credit of target customers, the company can reduce the time required to
process a sales order and the effort needed to collect overdue receivables.

Another method for reducing processing time is handing the customer an invoice
when the product is delivered. This eliminates the time needed to create an invoice
at the company location, mail it to the customer, and wait for the mail to be deliv-
ered to the customer. The best approach is to have the invoice information stored
on a portable computer; after the customer’s receiving department inspects the
shipment, the delivery person can input any changes into the computer and print
out an adjusted invoice on the spot. Alternatively, the delivery person can hand
over a diskette that contains the invoice information. Since most customers are not
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equipped to handle electronic invoices, a paper-based invoice is the more common
approach. This is only a viable option when the company has its own in-house
freight carrier, since third-party carriers are not authorized to modify and deliver
invoices.

A way to reduce the work load of the accounts receivable department is elimi-
nating the mailing of month-end statements. Many accounts payable departments
do not have the time to review these statements and simply throw them out without
comparing the information on them to the records. Furthermore, a periodic state-
ment is not an invoice, so a customer cannot pay the company from the statement
anyway—the customer must call the company and request an invoice for any items
listed on the statement that are not in its records. Very few accounts payable de-
partments have the time to follow up on statements in this manner. Thus, it is best
to eliminate the printing and mailing of periodic customer statements.

The dunning process that is an integral part of the accounts receivable depart-
ment can be speeded up by immediately updating receivables records. When cash
is received, a primary task is to log the cash receipt against the receivables
record. This information must be readily accessible to the employees who issue
dunning notices or make credit collection calls. Otherwise, they will waste time
trying to collect money that has already been received; this slows down the over-
all collection process because a fixed amount of employee time is being spread
over too many collection calls and letters. The best way to ensure that receivables
records are immediately updated is emphasizing the recording of cash receipts as
top-priority and using a computerized accounting system that updates receiv-
ables records in real time. This combination will reduce the work load of the
company’s collection personnel and speed up the collection of receivables.

Eliminating duplicate receivables and collection systems can also speed up
transactions because payments sent to the wrong system require time-consuming
reconciliations between systems. One study discovered that the average company
has 4.6 accounts receivable systems and 3.6 credit and collections systems per bil-
lion dollars of revenue.1 Clearly, consolidating these systems into a single system
will improve efficiency.

Another way to improve the speed of collections work is creating an automated
collection tickler file. This is a computer program that is tied to the due dates on the
company’s accounting software and tells the collections department when an in-
voice is overdue. The collections staff can type contact information into the tickler
record, which is stored and available the next time the record is used by someone.
Each record in the tickler file should have a default number of days between cus-
tomer contacts, so that the delinquent account will be brought to the attention of

1 Hackett Group, AICPA/THG Benchmark Study: Results Update and Analysis, 1994.
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the collections clerk on a regular basis. The clerk should also have an option to
type in the number of days before the next contact, in case a longer or shorter pe-
riod than the default amount is more appropriate. This system allows the collec-
tions employees to make more calls, since they are not wasting time searching for
information about overdue accounts—the correct information is presented to them
in the tickler file. The tickler file speeds up the collection process by eliminating
the work to relocate and refile collections papers. It is now possible to obtain this
level of functionality through a commercially-available software package called
GetPAID, which can be reviewed at www.getpaid.com. This software requires cus-
tomized interfaces to the existing accounting software, so that it can extract in-
formation about customers and unpaid invoices. It then sorts all invoices by collec-
tions person, so that each of these people will only see those invoices for which
they are responsible. This information is further subdivided, so that the largest
overdue amounts are shown first, or the oldest, or those for which customers have
missed promised payment dates. The software will also note all contact informa-
tion on a single screen, including the results of previous conversations with each
customer. If a fax router is available, a collections person can even send an invoice
copy to the customer without ever leaving his seat. The system will also automati-
cally fax out reminder messages to customers when due dates arrive, and can pri-
oritize collection calls by time zone, so that those customers in time zones that are
outside of normal business hours will not be called. This type of solution is partic-
ularly useful for those companies that are in a hurry to improve their collections
capabilities, and who cannot wait the months or years that it will take to develop
the same functionality with custom-programmed solutions.

A way to speed up the invoicing process is sending invoices to customers using
electronic data interchange (EDI) (see Chapter 9). Briefly, the company sends an
electronic invoice to a central clearinghouse via modem, where the invoice is
stored. The customer accesses the clearinghouse regularly by modem and can re-
ceive the electronic invoice at that time. Since an acknowledging EDI transmis-
sion is sent back to the company by the customer, the company will know that the
invoice has not been lost. The mail f loat associated with a mailed invoice is also
eliminated, since the transmission can reach the customer in moments (if there
is a direct connection). The real improvement from using EDI has little to do with
the method of transmission, however. Rather, the sales/receivables cycle is
speeded up by linking it to the company’s shipping system, so that invoices are
prepared and sent automatically. This eliminates manual invoice preparation and
thereby shrinks the sales/receivables transaction cycle. In short, EDI allows the
company to eliminate a processing step and delete the mail time normally needed
to transmit an invoice to the customer.

The customer’s accounting department may have an invoice recorded in the
accounting database but may not have the invoice. This is because invoices are
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usually sent out to supervisors for approval, and an invoice may be lost by a su-
pervisor. If an invoice is lost, the customer’s accounting department has no way
of knowing about it until a collections call is made for an overdue invoice; by the
time a replacement invoice has been sent, even more time will have gone by. To
avoid this problem, the company’s collections staff can call customers’ payables
departments prior to the invoice due date to ensure that the invoice is approved

Exhibit 3.8 Revised Sales/Receivables Transaction
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for payment. This allows the collections staff enough time to send out a replace-
ment invoice and still collect the payment in a timely manner.

A company that ships to a customer on a just-in-time basis may be able to elim-
inate all invoices by having the customer pay the company based on the number of
the company’s products used in the customer’s final product. In other words, the
company ships a small number of its products to the customer often. The com-
pany is the only supplier of that product to the customer. When the product ar-
rives at the customer’s production facility, it is immediately included in the
production process. When the customer’s product is completed, the customer’s
accounts payable system can calculate the amount due to the company based on
the number of its parts in the customer’s finished product. This system has no
need for invoices. Instead, payments will be sent to the company periodically; the
remittance advice attached to the payment will list the customer’s purchase order
number as a reference instead of the usual invoice number—the company’s ac-
counting systems must be reprogrammed to handle this change of information. In
short, the invoice creation process can be avoided entirely if the company’s cus-
tomers pay the company based on their production records.

In summary, the sales and receivables transaction cycle can be speeded up by
cutting out functions, reducing the causes of slowdowns in the process, handling
certain processes in advance, and using technology to speed up the flow of infor-
mation. When all these methods are combined, transactions will f low through
the company much more swiftly. A flowchart of the revised sales/receivables
cycle is shown in Exhibit 3.8. The following section reviews the control issues as-
sociated with these changes.

CONTROL ISSUES

There are many control issues related to the sales and receivables transaction
cycle. For example, if the controller were to eliminate controls related to granting
credit to customers, the risk of shipping products to nonpaying customers would
increase. Similarly, removing controls over the frequency of collections calls to
delinquent customers would probably increase the number of bad debts. This sec-
tion shows what would happen if various sales and receivables controls were re-
moved and suggests possible solutions to the resulting control problems.

Documents Are Not Manually Transferred
between Departments

Having the credit department manually stamp approval on an incoming cus-
tomer order is a control on the granting of credit to customers. If the control
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were removed, orders could be shipped without the approval of the credit depart-
ment, which might result in shipments to unqualified customers who will not be
able to pay.

Require an Electronic Approval Code. The computer system can freeze a
customer order if it does not have an electronic approval code from the credit de-
partment attached to it. Of course, such approval codes can be stolen, so the code
must be changed regularly and strictly limited to the use of the credit depart-
ment staff.

Customer Credit Is Preapproved

Reviewing a customer’s credit at the time the order arrives is a control over the
current credit situation of the customer. Preapproving customer credit means that
some customer credit information may change for the worse between the time the
credit is approved and the customer places the order.

Periodically Update Customer Credit Information. The credit rating of
the typical customer does not change very frequently; if bankruptcy occurs, it is
usually the result of a long-term slide into insolvency that can be predicted based
on a periodic review of the credit records. Consequently, a review of customer
credit information two or three times a year is sufficient to cover any changes in
the financial condition of the customer. If a customer requires more frequent re-
views because of worsening financial condition, the company should eliminate
credit for that customer anyway.

Month-End Statements to Customers Are Eliminated

Sending a monthly statement to customers is an additional means of ensuring that
they will pay their bills. Eliminating the statement means that customers are re-
ceiving one less notification of the level of their indebtedness to the company,
which may reduce the likelihood of payment.

Contact Customers Prior to Invoice Due Dates. The company can replace
the passive contact with the customer (month-end statements) with a more active
contact that is more likely to bear fruit, such as contacting the customer prior to
invoice due dates to discuss any possible problems with payment. This actually
strengthens control over receivables collection, since the company’s credit clerks
are actively contacting customers to discover payment problems in advance
rather than hoping that someone will review the periodic statement.
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Invoices Are Eliminated

Sending an invoice to a customer ensures that the customer has received notifica-
tion of payment and will therefore be more likely to pay. Eliminating the invoice
presents a serious risk that payment to the company will not be forthcoming,
since the customer has no notification of how much to pay.

Plan with the Customer in Advance. It is extremely uncommon for cus-
tomers to pay suppliers with no invoice, and many companies are not sure how to
handle such payments. Because of the unusual nature of this transaction, the
company and its customers must be very careful to go over all aspects of delivery
and payment in advance as well as to test the new system prior to trying it out
with real shipments and payments.

Record Production and Shipment Information. In case the customer does
not pay for a shipment, there must be a fallback set of information to rely on in
pressing a claim for payment. This information should be a detailed record of
production, backed up by shipping documents that prove the delivery was made
to the customer. Thus, two other sets of information will be retained that can be
used to create an invoice if this becomes necessary.

Sign a Contract. Payments based on shipments instead of invoices are usually
for long-term deliveries of parts at a set price under a blanket purchase order. If so,
the company should  have a signed long-term contract with each customer, so that
it can be used to settle disputes regarding payment if they should arise.

Invoices Are Delivered by the Delivery Person

Segregating the invoice generation task from the shipping staff is designed to
prevent the shipping department’s keeping a portion of each shipment while still
billing the customer for the full balance. If the invoice generation task is given to
the delivery driver, it is possible for invoices to be altered.

Generate the Invoice in Advance. By the time the delivery driver is given
the invoice information, it will already have been calculated by the accounting de-
partment—after all, that is how the information got into the portable computer.
Since the accounting department already has the correct shipment quantity in its
records, any deviation from the original invoice will be flagged when the delivery
person brings the final invoice back from the customer. The accounting depart-
ment can then follow up on any significant variances. Also, these variances can
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be tracked over time by the accounting department to see if there are any negative
variance trends for individual drivers.

Obtain the Agreement of the Customer. Since the customer is being
handed a copy of the invoice by the driver, it appears reasonable that the customer
must agree that the quantity delivered is correct or else it would not agree to take
the invoice. Thus, the customer acts as a control over the alteration of the invoice
by being an independent reviewer of the delivered quantity.

In short, all the preceding changes result in control problems, but those prob-
lems are reduced or eliminated by the imposition of new practices that result in
the same or stronger control during the transaction cycle.

These changes are minimal when compared to the long list of sales and re-
ceivables controls that are still necessary in nearly all corporate environments.
The following controls should be maintained to avoid the potential increase in
risk associated with their elimination.

Divide Responsibility

The majority of tasks in the sales and receivables transaction cycle must still be
divided among a large number of people to avoid the risk of modification of sales
and receivables information by unethical employees. This means that duties
should be separated for the preparation of sales orders, credit approval, issuance
of merchandise from stock, shipment, billing, approval of sales returns and al-
lowances, and authorization of bad debt write-offs.

Use Periodic Audits

Many controls do not have to be performed continually. Instead, they are con-
ducted on a spot basis; these are ideal tasks for the internal audit group. The fol-
lowing items, as well as many of the other controls listed in this section, can be
assigned to the internal auditors.

Check Invoice Prices against Price Lists. Employees may charge cus-
tomers the wrong price for a variety of reasons. The audit team can compare
charged prices to official prices periodically to determine if there is a continuing
problem in this area. Problems most frequently arise when the pricing structure
is complicated—when prices are based on volume or special deals.

Confirm Receivables Balances. A confirmation request to a customer may
reveal that an employee is not correctly applying cash received. However, a con-
firmation is frequently not returned by the customer, who is too busy to attend to
the request.
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Confirm That Credit Approval Is Required To Ship. By various means,
customer orders may bypass the credit approval process and be shipped without
approval. The audit staff can examine the paperwork of company orders to dis-
cover if this is occurring.

Differentiate between Consignment and Regular Sales. Products can be
shipped to customers and still be the property of the company if there is a con-
signment sales agreement with the customer. This has an effect on the reported
revenue number. The audit team can discover this problem by confirming sales
agreements with customers and by reviewing internal sales agreements and cus-
tomer purchase orders.

Look for Bill and Hold Transactions. Products can be billed to the cus-
tomer but retained at the company’s location. This causes serious revenue recog-
nition concerns, since products are supposed to be shipped before revenue is
considered to be earned. The audit staff can compare billings to the shipping log
to find this problem, as well as review finished goods in the company warehous-
ing facilities.

Confirm That Invoices Are Always Issued. If there were collusion between
the shipping and accounting departments, products could be shipped to a false
address without an invoice being generated, resulting in employee ownership of
the product. This can also occur if products are shipped without an entry in the
shipping log, which does not require collusion. The audit team can look for this
problem by examining inventory variances, comparing bills of lading to the ship-
ping log, and comparing bills of lading or the shipping log to invoices issued.

Compare Bad Debt Write-Offs to Cash Received. An employee with con-
trol over bad debt write-offs and cash receipts can write off accounts that are
collectible and then pocket the money when it arrives. The audit team can find
this problem by comparing bad debt write-off amounts to the cash receipts record
maintained by the mail room or by reviewing the receipts record related to the
company lockbox.

Confirm That Invoices Are Issued in the Correct Amount. An employee
with control over both the invoicing and cash receipts functions could invoice a
customer more than the correct amount, record the correct amount in the general
ledger, and pocket the excess amount of cash when it arrives. The audit team can
find this problem by reviewing canceled checks to ensure that they are being
cashed into the company’s account, comparing individual invoice copies to the
sales journal, and independently calculating the correct amount of invoices based
on the shipping log and comparing this to the amounts actually invoiced.
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Reconcile Detail to General Ledger

In many companies, the detail balance does not match the general ledger balance
more often than it does match. One ploy that may arise in this area is when an
employee falsely increases the general ledger receivables balance or issues false
invoices in order to present a large borrowing base to the company’s bank, which
then issues a loan to the company based on the size of the borrowing base. A
monthly reconciliation of the two amounts may reveal that incorrect or inappro-
priate changes to either balance are being made.

Require Approval of Discounts, Returns, and Allowances

It is possible for an employee to issue an unauthorized discount to a customer in
exchange for a kickback. Alternatively, this may be a way to collect the amount
of the discount when payment is received from the customer (though this requires
collusion with the person recording cash receipts or the combination of the two
functions with one person). This problem is avoided if supervisory approval is re-
quired in order to process a discount, return, or allowance.

Require Some Review of Customer Credit

Despite the suggestion earlier in this chapter for preapproving customer credit,
it is still necessary to review customer credit in some manner at some point be-
fore the product is shipped to the customer. At a minimum, the computer sys-
tem must compare the amount of a new order to the amount of remaining credit
assigned to each customer and flag those orders that exceed their designated
credit levels.

Review the Period-End Cut-off

The company may report an incorrect amount of revenue in a period if items are
billed that have not been yet shipped. The company can avoid this problem by com-
paring invoicing records to the shipping log at the end of each reporting period and
moving invoices into the next reporting period if they have been issued prema-
turely. This procedure also discovers items that have been shipped but not billed.

In summary, most controls related to the sales and receivables cycle cannot be
changed without seriously weakening a company’s control structure. However,
using technology or alternative processing steps can reduce the number of control
steps used in a typical transaction.
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QUALITY ISSUES

The introduction of mistakes into the accounting process can slow it down con-
siderably because staff must then take the time to track down the mistake, cor-
rect it, discern the reason for the error, and fix that problem as well. Thus,
high-quality sales and receivables processing is defined as including the fewest
mistakes. This section lists the most common sales and receivables processing
mistakes and suggests how to prevent them.

When accounting transactions are sent electronically to an employee for ap-
proval or review, it is possible for the transactions to be delayed if the employee
does not access electronic mail for a variety of reasons—sickness, vacation, or
termination. When this happens, the transaction cannot move further along in the
chain of transaction steps. To avoid the problem, some electronic mail systems
will notify the sender of the electronic mail message if the message has not been
accessed within a specific time period. Another backup method is to have the
electronic mail routed to both a primary recipient and a secondary recipient, so
that the likelihood of action being taken is doubled.

When computerized accounting systems are used throughout the company to
process shipment information, create invoices, and record cash receipts against
receivables records, there is a risk that the entire staff will not be able to function
if the hardware fails. This problem can be avoided by using uninterruptible power
supplies, power surge suppressers, daily backups of the entire system, multiple
tape backups, off-site tape backup storage, and mirrored hard drive storage.

When invoices are eliminated, the company can be harmed financially if
it does not keep perfect records of shipments: it would have to depend on cus-
tomers’ records to receive correct payment for shipments received. In addition,
if a customer does not pay for any reason, the company has no way to prove its
claim regarding the amount of product shipped. To solve this problem, the com-
pany must maintain a shipping log. To further ensure that the shipping records
are kept up, the company’s internal audit team should periodically compare
the company’s production records to the shipping log to look for any major 
discrepancies.

The most common error in the sales and receivables transaction cycle is to not
invoice the customer. This happens when there is a weak link between the ship-
ping department and the accounting department; shipping information does not
necessarily reach the accounting staff. This can occur when the shipping log is
not sent to the accounting staff at all (forgetfulness on the part of the shipping
staff ), when the shipping information is lost in transit between the shipping de-
partment and the accounting department, and when the accounting department
neglects to create and mail the invoice. The necessary link between the shipping
and accounting departments can be eliminated by automation—the shipping staff
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types shipment information directly into a terminal, and the information is auto-
matically conveyed to the accounting department by the computer system. If
there is a projected ship date on a customer order in the computer system, a re-
port can be created that lists the orders in the system with overdue ship dates or
no invoices (see Exhibit 3.9). This report f lags orders that may have been shipped
but not invoiced. The controller can print out such a report once a week and in-
vestigate any possible problems.

Another problem that may arise in the link between the shipping and account-
ing departments is when the shipping staff does not enter the shipment into the
shipping log at all. The best way to avoid this is to tie the creation of the bill of
lading to the automatic creation by the computer system of an entry in the ship-
ping log. Since the freight company will not accept a shipment without a bill of
lading, this ensures an entry in the shipping log.

Another error is the shipment of products to customers whose requests for
credit have been turned down. This is caused by a breakdown in procedures,
because no orders should be shipped until credit approval has been given. One
way to fix this problem is approving credit in advance. Another method is to en-
force the credit /shipping procedure by regular reviews of the system by the inter-
nal audit department. Also the system can be automated so that the computer will
not allow a customer order to be listed on the production schedule unless a credit
approval code has been entered for that order.

When the customer sends in a purchase order, it is possible for the purchase
order to be lost by the company before it even enters the sales/receivables transac-
tion cycle, resulting in a lost sale or a very dissatisfied customer. An order can ar-
rive in the mail, over the phone, at the fax machine, or by hand. The order can be
lost at any of these points of arrival. To solve the problem, the fax machine can be
set up in the order entry department, thereby reducing the chance of an order’s
being lost by someone outside of the department. The fax machine can also have a
considerable amount of memory, so that documents are stored in the fax machine’s
memory even if there is no paper in the machine. If an order is delivered by phone,
the reception staff must route the call to a central order entry phone number that

Exhibit 3.9 Orders in the System with No Invoices

Amount Projected
Customer Order No. ($) Ship Date

Able Phone Systems 0001123 14,321 10/10/96
Bosch Tissues Inc. 0001127 9,267 10/08/96
Cummins Lighting Co. 0001097 8,401 09/30/96
Dorfman Thermometers 0001092 3,232 08/31/96
Englehart Shipping Lines 0001199 9,461 10/03/96
Finley Truck Lines 0001204 1,001 10/02/96
Grimm Kid’s Games, Inc. 0001207 2,003 09/22/96
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has a voicemail backup, so the order can be stored in voicemail even if no one is
there to take the call. If the order is delivered by mail, the company can install a
scanner in the mail room, so that purchase orders are entered into the system prior
to delivery of the paper document to the order entry department. This means that a
digital record is kept of the purchase order, even if the paper record is lost. Finally,
if an order is delivered by hand, it should be routed through the mail room first, so
that the document can be scanned (the same procedure as used for documents de-
livered by mail) prior to being delivered to the order entry department through the
interoffice mail system. In short, the risk of losing purchase orders can be miti-
gated by installing backup systems that keep a record of the order.

In summary, most of the errors common to the sales/receivables transaction
cycle can be counteracted by various fail-safe measures that back up the primary
transaction, so that a second person or the previous person involved in the trans-
action is warned if further action is not taken. Other measures involve eliminat-
ing the faulty transaction step through automation. When these measures are
implemented, the incidence of errors drops dramatically.

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

This section demonstrates cost /benefit analysis for electronic mail, preapproval
of customer credit, the elimination of month-end statements, an automated col-
lections tickler file, electronic data interchange, calls prior to invoice due dates,
and the elimination of all invoices. In these examples, expected revenues are as
realistic as possible.

Use Electronic Mail To Move Transactions

The management of TechnoStuff, a distributor of electronic supplies, wants to in-
crease the speed of accounting transactions by using electronic mail to move
transactions between employees. The company’s MIS director, however, claims
that this would require a “monstrous” amount of programming time and major
changes in the company’s packaged accounting software, which would have to be
made every time the company purchased an upgrade to the accounting software.
Further investigation reveals that for $150,000 an accounting software package
can be purchased that incorporates electronic mail approvals into its accounting
functions. The data conversion, implementation, and training costs equal the pur-
chase cost. The savings to be gained relate primarily to the competitive advantage
secured by shrinking the order-processing time from three days to 4 hours. The
sales department estimates that it can secure a sales increase of 5% by advertising
the high-speed ordering system. The company’s annual sales are $23,000,000,
and its gross margin is 30%. Should transactions be conducted by e-mail?
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Solution. The cost of installing e-mail transactions is the cost of purchasing
and implementing a new accounting software package that incorporates the e-mail
feature. The savings relate to sales gained from the competitive advantage of
having a faster order-processing time.

Cost of Installing E-Mail

Purchase cost of software $150,000
Data conversion, implementation, and training

costs 150,000
Total software cost $300,000

Benefit of E-Mail

Company sales volume/yr $23,000,000
Increase in volume resulting from e-mail � 5%
Increase in volume/yr $01,150,000
Gross margin on sales � 30%
Incremental margin on sales increase $0,0345,000

With costs of $300,000 and benefits of $345,000, the cost /benefit analysis indi-
cates that the software should be purchased.2

Preapprove Customer Credit

Adi Pinkerson, the CFO of the CD Warehouse distribution center, is concerned
about the time spent qualifying CD retail stores for credit after orders have been
placed. She notes that many of the company salespeople are disappointed when
they pursue potential customers and close deals, only to have their credit turned
down by the credit department. She decides to look into switching over to pre-
approved credit before the salespeople make any sales calls. The sales depart-
ment estimates that 2 hours of the sales manager’s time will be needed each
month to collect lists of potential new customers from the sales staff and pass
along that information to the credit department. The sales manager earns
$85,000 per year ($40.87 per hour). The list will contain an average of 40 new
customers. The collections staff must take an hour to collect and review credit in-
formation about each potential customer. The average hourly pay for each collec-

2 This is a difficult cost justification for many companies, since the software cost is quite
high. When estimating sales increases based on the competitive advantage of having
faster order-processing speeds, considerable caution (if not skepticism) should be used.
A survey of customers, asking them how a faster order turn-around time will affect the
size and frequency of their orders, is helpful in making this determination.
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tions clerk is $8.90. Ms. Pinkerson estimates that this advance work will keep
the credit department from turning down an average of five customers per month
while saving the sales staff an average of 8 hours to secure each of the five or-
ders. The average sales employee earns $45,000 per year ($21.63 per hour).
Should customer credit be preapproved?

Solution. The savings come from having fewer credit checks to turn down
and a significant decrease in the work of the sales department, while the addi-
tional cost primarily comes from having to prequalify a large number of potential
customers who may not even place an order with the company.

Cost of Preapproving Customer Credit

Sales manager time/month to collect information 2 hrs
Months/yr � 12
Hours/yr 24 hrs
Sales manager cost /hour � $40.87
Total sales manager cost /yr $00,981

Credit clerks time/month to review customer
credit 40 hrs

Months/yr � 12
Total hour/yr 480 hrs
Credit clerk cost /hour � $8.90
Total credit clerk cost /yr $04,272

Total cost /yr of preapproving customer credit $05,253

Benefit of Preapproving Customer Credit

Time/month saved by avoiding credit reviews 5 hrs
Months/yr � 12
Hours of credit reviews avoided 60 hrs
Credit clerk cost /hour � $8.90
Total savings/yr from avoiding credit reviews $0,0534

Customers turned down/month for bad credit 5
Months/yr � 12
Customers turned down/yr 60
Salesperson time to secure an order � 8 hrs
Salesperson time/yr to secure bad credit orders 480 hrs
Salesperson cost /hour � $21.63
Total cost /yr of unnecessary sales calls $10,382

Total savings/yr preapproving customer credit $10,916

With costs of $5,253 and savings of $10,916, it is evident that the change should
be made. The key reason for the change (in terms of cost /benefit) is that it saves
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the time of the sales department, which is more expensive per hour than the cost
of the collections department.3

Eliminate Month-End Statements

Ms. Bentley, the controller of Ancient Autos Warehousing, is concerned that
month-end statements are not generating any savings for the company, which
sends out 1,250 statements per month to its customers. After a three-month test
period when no month-end statements were sent, the company’s days receivables
measure increased from 50 days to 51 days, an increase of 2%. The company
charges each customer an average of $200 per month to store his expensive car.
The company earns 9% on its investments. Ms. Bentley spends $250 per month
on statement forms and another $0.75 in labor and mailing costs to send out each
statement. Should the company eliminate month-end statements?

Solution. The cost savings come from the materials, postage, and labor
costs associated with a period-end statement mailing. These savings are offset by
a slight worsening of the company’s receivables balance.

Cost of Deleting Period-End Statement Mailing

No. of customers 1,250
Average balance/customer � $200
Total average receivables balance $250,000
Increase caused by lack of statements � 2%
Amount of increase $005,000
Investment rate of interest � 9%
Interest cost of excess receivables $0,00450

Benefit of Deleting Period-End Statement Mailing

Cost /month of statement forms $0,00250
Months/yr � 12
Cost /yr of statement forms $003,000

No. of customers 1,250
Months/yr � 12
Invoices mailed/yr 15,000
Mailing cost /statement � $.75
Statement mailing cost /yr $011,250

Total savings/yr from deleting mailing $014,250

3 The reduction in the work f low caused by removing the credit check does not even enter
into the cost /benefit calculation, since the largest cost savings do not relate to a quicker 
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The cost of eliminating monthly customer statements is $450, versus printing and
mailing savings of $14,250. This cost /benefit analysis indicates that customer
statements should be eliminated.4

Deliver Invoice with Shipment

John Walker, president of Walkers Deluxe, manufacturers of top-quality hiking
shoes, wants to reduce the time needed to invoice customers. One possibility is
to have the company’s delivery drivers carry portable computers that are
loaded with invoicing information. The CFO, David Slog, reviews the costs and
benefits of installing such a system. Each of the company’s ten delivery drivers
would be equipped with a portable computer costing $2,200 and a $300 printer.
In addition, each of the drivers would need an hour of training. The average
driver wage is $16 per hour. By delivering the invoices at the same time as the
products, Mr. Slog estimates, invoices would be paid two days sooner than
usual. Since the current days’ receivables statistic for the company is 41 days,
this would be a drop of 4.9%. Walkers Deluxe has an average outstanding re-
ceivables balance of $3,450,000 and earns 8.5% on its investments. Should this
system be adopted?

Solution. The cost savings are from reducing the company’s receivables
balance. These savings are primarily offset by the cost of computers and printers.

Cost of Delivering Invoice with Shipment

Cost of portable computer $02,200
Cost of printer 300
Computer hardware cost $02,500
No. of drivers � 10
Total computer hardware cost $25,000

No. of drivers 10
Training time required/driver � 1 hr
Total training time required 10 hrs
Driver pay/hour � $16
Total cost of training $,00160

Total cost of delivering invoice with shipment $25,160

order-processing function. However, a cost /benefit analysis could include the competi-
tive advantage offered by having a fast order turn-around time.
4 Efficiencies associated with shifting accounting staff to other functions are more diffi-
cult to document but could be added to this analysis.
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Benefit of Delivering Invoice with Shipment

Current receivables balance $3,450,000
Reduction in receivables with new system � 4.9%
Amount of receivables reduction $0,169,050
Corporate return on investments � 8.5%
Savings from delivering invoice with shipment $0,014,369

The cost of delivering invoices with the shipment is $25,160, which is counter-
acted by savings of $14,369. With a payback of 1.75 years, it appears reasonable
to proceed with the project.5

Install Automated Collections Tickler File

Dudley Anderson, the collections supervisor at Smith & Smith Gunsmiths, goes to
a collections conference and hears about automated collections tickler systems. He
wants one. As the controller, you review the marketplace and find that such a sys-
tem must be designed, not bought, since the only way to purchase one is as part of
a complete accounting package. It is too expensive to switch accounting packages
just for the automated tickler file. To build one in-house, the programming staff re-
quires 2,200 hours for design, programming, testing, and documentation. The aver-
age programmer earns $22 per hour. In addition, a total of 8 training hours will be
needed for a collections clerk, plus 20 hours more for her to meet with the pro-
gramming staff initially and go over requirements for the new system. Once the
system is installed, Mr. Anderson believes, the collections staff will virtually
eliminate its record-keeping time, which will allow him to cut one staff person
(who earns $16,500 per year, or $7.93 per hour) while still increasing the number
of collections calls by 30%. The increase in calls should reduce the company’s
days of receivables from 47 to 42, which is a 10.6% decrease. The company’s aver-
age total receivables balance is $4,525,000, and its borrowing rate of interest is
8%. Should the collections supervisor get his system?

5 When the cost /benefit analysis is based on an estimate of receivables reduction, it is
best to try a pilot test with a small number of customers to see if the receivables de-
crease is really going to happen. If not, then the controller will have avoided the much
greater expense of a full implementation without sufficient payback.
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Solution. The cost savings come from reducing the receivables balance as
well as from reducing the number of staff members needed in the collections
department.

Cost of Installing Tickler System
Programming time required 2,200 hrs
Programming cost /hour � $22
Total programming cost $48,400

Collections time required 28 hrs
Collections clerk cost /hour � $7.93
Total collections cost $0,0222

Total cost of creating tickler system $48,622

Benefit of Installing Tickler System

Eliminate one clerk position $0,016,000
Receivables balance $4,525,000
Balance decrease with tickler system � 10.6%
Decrease in receivables balance $0,479,650
Borrowing rate of interest � 8%
Interest earned on reduced capital needs $00,38,372

Total savings after installation $00,54,372

With a cost of $48,622 and savings of $54,372 in its first year of operation, the
cost /benefit analysis indicates, the automated collections tickler system should
be implemented.

Use Electronic Data Interchange

Ms. Stuart, the founder of Old-Tyme Furniture, Inc., wants to electronically bill
her customers. The company has 34 large customers, and another 122 mom-and-
pop customers with no computerization. The average invoice is for $1,000 and
requires 5 minutes to generate manually. The fully burdened cost of an invoicing
clerk is $13 per hour. The cost of purchasing EDI software is $2,500. A value-
added network (VAN) would transfer the transactions to the 34 largest cus-
tomers. The charge per transaction by the VAN is $0.50. The average customer is
sent 17 invoices per year. The MIS director estimates that programming the in-
terface between the EDI software and the company’s accounting software will
take three months of a programmer’s time. The fully burdened payroll cost of the
programmer is $38,000. The average mailed invoice is received in 45 days, and
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invoices will be received in 33 days if EDI is used, since there will be no missing
receivables transactions to track down. The company’s total average receivables
amount outstanding per month is $492,000 from its 34 largest customers, and the
interest rate on its bank debt is 9%. With the EDI system in place, the work load
of the collections clerk will be reduced by one-third. The collections clerk earns
$22,000 per year. Should EDI be used?

Solution. The cost savings are from eliminating the labor associated with
the invoices as well as from reduced interest costs because of quicker collection
of receivables and reduced collection costs.

Cost of EDI Implementation

Cost /yr programmer $38,000
Three months’ work � .25
Total programming cost $09,500
Cost of EDI software $02,500
Total EDI implementation cost $12,000

Cost of EDI Transactions

No. of customers with EDI 34
Annual transactions/customer/yr � 17
EDI transactions/yr 578
Cost /transaction � $.50
Total transactions cost /yr $289

Labor Savings With EDI

No. of customers with EDI 34
Invoices/customer/yr � 17
Invoices/yr 578
Time to create invoice � .083 hr
Total time to create invoices 48 hrs
Clerical cost /hour � $13
Total savings from no invoices $0,0624

Cost of collections clerk/yr $22,000
Time savings with EDI � .33
Total savings with EDI $07,260

Interest Savings With EDI

Average receivables days outstanding 45
Average days outstanding with EDI � 33
No. of days reduction in A/R 12
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Average receivables balance $492,000
Percentage reduction in A/R balance � 27%
Reduction in receivables balance $132,840
Interest rate on bank debt � 9%
Total savings from reduced receivables $011,956

Since the total cost is $12,289 and the total benefit is $19,840 for one year of
operation, the cost /benefit analysis indicates that an EDI system should be
implemented.6

Call Customers Prior to Invoice Due Dates

As the CFO of Fundamental Dynamics, Inc., you are concerned that many of
your company’s invoices are lost in the midst of your customers’ approval
processes. This problem is aggravated by the large size of the invoices for the
capital equipment that the company sells. As a result, the collections staff is con-
stantly faxing invoices to customers or sending invoice copies by overnight mail.
The collections manager estimates that one-third of all customers lose their in-
voices (either temporarily or permanently) in the approval process and require
new invoice copies. This results in a drastic lengthening of the days of receiv-
ables, from 42 days to 54 days (a 29% increase). The company’s average total
receivables balance is $3,150,000. The interest rate on the company’s debt is
10%. The collections manager estimates that it will require an extra collections
clerk to contact all customers in advance of their invoice due dates in order to
figure out which one-third of the total customer base has lost its invoices. The
collections clerk will cost $20,800. The company sends 129 invoice copies per
year to customers by overnight mail. The per-piece overnight mail cost is $7.
Should prior calls be implemented?

Solution. The cost savings are from reducing the days of receivables out-
standing and reducing overnight mail costs, whereas the labor cost associated
with the extra phone calls offsets the savings.

6 If the analysis is carried forward several years, the only continuing cost is for each
VAN transaction, whereas the benefits continue to pile up. Thus, a multiyear analysis
will yield even more convincing results.
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Cost of Calling Customers Prior to Invoice Due Dates

Cost of collections clerk $20,800

Benefit of Calling Customers Prior to
Invoice Due Dates

Average receivables balance $3,150,000
Percent of balance due to lost invoices � 29%
Amount of receivables due to lost invoices $0,913,500
Interest rate on company debt � 10%
Interest cost due to lost invoices $0,091,350

No. of invoices sent by overnight mail 129
Cost /overnight mail package � $7
Total cost of overnight mail $00,0,0903

Total savings from early customer contacts $0,092,253

Since the total cost is $20,800 and the savings are $92,253, the cost /benefit
analysis indicates that customers should be called in advance.7

Eliminate All Invoices

Mike Barrie, owner of Pan Pizza Equipment, Inc., has been contacted by several
customers who would like to start paying the company based on their produc-
tion. Pan Pizza produces the rollers that are used to move partially cooked piz-
zas through a baking oven. The customers will build the rollers into their baking
machines, which require one week to build, and then pay Pan Pizza within two
additional weeks. This means that payment will occur in three weeks instead of
the usual 30 days (a reduction of 30%). The customers proposing this change
make up 65% of Pan Pizza’s total sales volume. Its average receivables balance is
$1,560,000. The controller feels that there will be difficulty matching customer
payments to any internal documents for control purposes and proposes having
some customized programming work done that will match payments received to the
company’s cumulative record of materials sent to each customer. The programming
staff estimates that this project will require four months of programmer time (at an
average salary of $38,000). The controller is also concerned that, without invoices,
the company may have some difficulty proving to the auditors that it has booked

7 The proportion of invoices lost in this example is accurate for capital equipment, be-
cause so many signatures are required for large invoices, resulting in invoices being lost
as they are routed to collect signatures. However, an analysis for smaller invoices would
yield a much lower percentage of lost invoices.
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the correct revenue each year. The controller decides to bring in the auditors for a
review of the proposed transactions; this consulting work will cost $4,000. Also,
the customized software will not automatically link to the company’s packaged ac-
counting software, so a one-day reconciliation must be manually performed each
month by the assistant controller between the results of the customized software
and the standard software. The assistant controller earns $48,000. Pan Pizza earns
8% on its investments. Should this new system be implemented?

Solution. The proposal has costs related to tracking the incoming payments
and matching those payments to the company’s sales. These costs are offset by
greatly reduced accounts receivable balances.

Cost of Eliminating Invoices

Cost /yr of programmer $38,000
Four months’ work � 3
Cost of programmer $12,667

Cost of auditor review $04,000

Cost /yr of assistant controller $48,000
No. of business days/yr � 280
Cost /day assistant controller $171.43
No. of reconciliation days/yr � 12
Cost of reconciliation $02,057

Total cost of eliminating invoices $18,724

Benefit of Eliminating Invoices
Average receivables balance $1,560,000
Percentage reduction in receivables � 30%
Dollar reduction in receivables $0,468,000
Interest rate � 8%
Total savings from reduced receivables $0,037,440

With costs of $18,724 and savings of $37,440, the cost /benefit analysis indicates
that the company should adopt a no-invoice system.8

8 The analysis does not include the effect of reducing the amount of invoicing work, be-
cause many companies do not have accounting software that can handle payments with-
out invoices. If a company were able to account for such payments without having to
generate invoices, it could also reduce the labor needed to produce invoices. Also, many
customers will not give preferential payment terms when switching over to a no-invoice
system. In that case, the company can only save money by reducing the labor of the in-
voicing clerk, which may require considerable programming time to accomplish. Thus,
the payback period is greatly lengthened.
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In summary, cost /benefit analyses can prove that the changes advocated in
this chapter will be worthwhile to the company. However, the analyses are usu-
ally founded upon cost savings that do not relate to the speed of the transaction,
since transaction speed is difficult to quantify. Thus, the controller must fre-
quently rely on other “incidental” savings when trying to justify changes whose
primary objective is to streamline the accounting operation.

REPORTS

The changes discussed in this chapter require several new reports. For example, a
preapproved customer list is needed as well as collections tickler file reports,
lists of unacknowledged EDI invoice transmissions, and lists of customers to call
about upcoming invoice due dates. All these reports contribute to the efficient,
high-speed functioning of the accounting department.

A preapproved customer list that includes the amount of total credit and avail-
able credit is useful for management review, since it highlights those customers
with low credit and whose credit has been almost fully utilized. It should not be
used each day by the staff to check against incoming purchase orders, since the re-
port may become outdated quickly. It is better to have the order entry staff use on-
line credit information in order to have the most up-to-date data. A preapproved
customer credit list is shown in Exhibit 3.10.

An appropriate use of computerization is the automation of the daily call list
for the collections staff. The computer system can automatically update the over-
due accounts list as money is received by the company, and also add overdue ac-
counts to the list as they become overdue. An automated collections report is
shown in Exhibit 3.11.

Exhibit 3.10 Preapproved Customer Credit List

Total Total Amount of
Credit Credit Unused Percentage Overdue

Granted Used Credit of Unused Invoices
Customer ($) ($) ($) Credit ($)

Albatross Mining 40,000 20,000 20,000 50% 2,000
Brass Refinishing 10,000 8,000 2,000 20% 4,000
Cards R Us 5,000 0 5,000 100% 0
Davidson Metals 12,000 1,000 11,000 92% 0
End Run Printing 15,000 14,000 1,000 7% 10,000
Gore Minerals 62,000 60,000 2,000 3% 50,000
Highway Counters 33,000 13,000 20,000 61% 4,500
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The controller needs to know about any EDI invoice transmissions for which
acknowledgments have not been received. This information allows the company
to contact the customer to verify that the invoice was received, so that it will be
paid on time. An EDI invoice acknowledgment report is shown in Exhibit 3.12.

A good way to avoid overdue invoice payments is to call customers in advance
to ensure that the invoice was received and that it has been approved and is ready
for payment. If either of these has not occurred, then the collections department
can work on getting the proper information to the customer before the due date.
A call report for upcoming invoices due is shown in Exhibit 3.13.

In summary, the sample reports shown in this section support bypassing steps
in the normal sales transaction, reducing the work required to complete existing
steps, and spotting problems as they occur, so that they can be fixed without
delay. When used as part of the overall improvements mentioned in this chapter,
these reports contribute to the increased speed of the sales and receivables trans-
action cycle.

Exhibit 3.11 Call List for Collections

Contact Invoice Amt Due
Customer Phone No. Name No. ($) Comments

Englehart Co. 719-112-6784 Evelyn 6742 567.21 Faxed invoice
Fop & Mop

Corp. 508-231-4795 George 6751 330.33 Claims goods 
damaged

Grady’s Ltd. 303-312-5678 Frank 6702 7,555.00 Needs shipping 
trace

Honcho & Son 202-331-0932 Bill 6631 921.12 Claims goods 
damaged

Jobson & Clark 212-113-9074 Martha 6522 888.77 Faxed invoice
Killiwary Birds 308-222-3322 Mabel 6780 469.42 Paying on 

installment
Lanterns Plus 415-333-1111 Liz 6411 902.01 Refuses to pay

Exhibit 3.12 Unacknowledged EDI Invoices

EDI Invoice Date of
Customer Transaction No. Invoice No. Amt ($) Transmission

Englehart Co. 1001 567231 1,213.00 5/12/98
Fop & Mop Corp. 1003 567233 542.13 5/13/98
Grady’s Ltd. 0999 567229 600.11 5/11/98
Honcho & Son 1000 567230 9,045.14 5/12/98
Jobson & Clark 1006 567236 13.11 5/14/98
Killiwary Birds 1008 567238 154.98 5/15/98
Lanterns Plus 0998 567228 2,333.00 5/10/98
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TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

This section examines the ways in which recent advances in technology can
speed up the sales and receivables transaction cycle. These advances include the
transfer of transactions between employees by electronic mail and the delivery
of invoice information to the customer on a diskette or portable computer. The
first method reduces the amount of time required to move transaction-related
paperwork between employees, and the second reduces conflicts with customers
over the content of deliveries, which speeds payment.

Paperwork related to sales transactions can be passed from employee to em-
ployee by electronic mail. This avoids problems with paper-based transactions
being lost when they are moved from person to person. For example, a typical cus-
tomer order moves from the mail room to an order entry clerk, to a credit clerk, to
the production scheduling department. If the paperwork is lost during any of these
transfers, the order will not be processed, and the company will lose revenue. To
avoid this problem, the order entry clerk enters the order into the accounting data-
base, which safely stores the record in the centralized data storage location so
that it cannot be lost. Once this is done, the software searches the order record to
see if the customer requires approval from the credit department. If so, the soft-
ware sends an electronic message to the credit department, asking for a review of
the order. The credit clerk then accesses the record directly from the electronic
message and enters a credit approval code in the record, which is still stored in the
accounting database. The key point is that the order information cannot be lost; it
stays in one place while the software sends messages out to the employees via the
company’s computer network, requesting updates to the record. Most computer-
ized accounting packages do not yet include this feature, so considerable cus-
tomization may be required to include it in a company’s existing software.

Exhibit 3.13 Call List for Upcoming Invoice Due Dates

Contact Invoice Invoice Invoice
Customer Person Phone No. No. Amt ($) Due Date

Englehart Co. Evelyn Gregson 719-112-6784 6742 567.21 5/31/98
Fop & Mop

Corp. George Anders 508-231-4795 6751 330.33 5/30/98
Grady’s Ltd. Frank Horton 303-312-5678 6702 7,555.00 5/27/98
Honcho & Son Bill Matthews 202-331-0932 6631 921.12 5/28/98
Jobson & Clark Martha Davis 212-113-9074 6522 888.77 5/29/98
Killiwary Birds Mabel Smith 308-222-3322 6780 469.42 5/31/98
Lanterns Plus Liz Jones 415-333-1111 6411 902.01 5/30/98
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Invoice information can be given to customers on diskettes or portable com-
puters. The delivery person carries a hand-held device that can print the invoice
on the spot or a diskette containing the delivery information. In either case, the
data include part numbers and descriptions, quantities, and prices. The cus-
tomer’s receiving personnel can count the incoming parts or accept the shipment
without review, depending on whether there has been a history of accurate ship-
ments. If there are count differences, the delivery person inputs the change into
the portable computer, prints out a revised invoice, and gives it to the receiving
staff. The delivery person then delivers the diskette back to the company’s ac-
counting department, which processes the revised invoicing information but does
not have to send an invoice to the customer. This eliminates the time otherwise
needed to bring the shipment information back to the company, transfer it to the
accounting department, create and print an invoice, and mail it back to the cus-
tomer. Also, if the diskette already contains all the information listed on an in-
voice except the price, and the price has been negotiated in advance, the need for
an invoice has been eliminated. The customer does not need a printed invoice,
just the delivered quantity information. In either case, this option is usually only
available if the company delivers products via its own staff instead of through a
third-party carrier.

In summary, the use of technology can speed up the sales and receivables
transaction cycle by shrinking move and wait times and by eliminating the time
needed to create and mail invoices to customers.

MEASURING THE SYSTEM

The suggestions for improvement in this chapter relate to improving the speed of
the sales/receivables transaction cycle and reducing the transaction processing
work of the accounting staff.

Measurements To Track Speed of
Sales/Receivables Transactions

Time from Receipt of Order to Production Scheduling. This covers the
time period in the sales transaction that applies to processing the incoming cus-
tomer order. The best ways to improve this measure are to eliminate any move
and wait times in the process and to bypass or automate as many other steps as
possible. A final option is to perform functions in advance of the transaction
(such as prequalifying customer credit).
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Number of Days’ Sales Outstanding. This covers the time period between
when the product has been shipped but before the payment has been received,
and tracks the speed of collection. The best ways to improve this measure are to
rigorously reject the orders of those customers with bad credit records, review in-
voice approvals with customers prior to payment due dates, and accelerate the
transmission of invoices to customers with overnight delivery services (if
the size of the invoice warrants the cost).

Time from Receipt of Cash to Updating of Receivables Records. This
covers the final phase of the sales and receivables transaction cycle. The best
ways to improve this measure are to adopt an accelerated delivery of checks from
the mail room to the accounting department, and to use a computerized account-
ing system to offset cash receipts against receivables records.

Number of Value-Added Steps in the Transaction Cycle as a Percentage
of the Total Number of Steps. This covers the entire transaction cycle and is
an excellent measure of the efficiency of the entire process. Only about 10% of
the steps in a typical transaction cycle are value-added. If the number of steps
can be streamlined so that the ratio exceeds 50%, the process is extremely effi-
cient. A ratio of 80% or better is world-class.

Of the preceding measurements, only number of days’ sales outstanding has a
commonly accepted formula:

Average no. of days’ sales outstanding � � 365

For example,

� � 365 � 51 days’ sales
outstanding

A well-managed collections operation should maintain a days’ sales outstand-
ing figure that is about one-third beyond the terms of sale. For example, if in-
voices are due in 30 days, an acceptable days’ sales outstanding figure would be
40 days. If the days’ sales outstanding appears to be abnormally long, the con-
troller should verify that only receivables from commercial accounts (not receiv-
ables for officer notes or taxes) are included in the receivables total. Removing
noncommercial receivables from the total will improve the ratio. Another under-
lying problem causing a long days’ receivables ratio is giving especially long pay-
ment terms to customers. Special payment terms, paradoxically, are commonly

$204,510,000/12
���
$122,220,000 � $98,400

Average receivables
���
Annual sales on credit

Average receivables
���
Annual sales on credit
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given to the worst customers, who cannot afford to pay under the company’s nor-
mal payment terms. Eliminating these special deals will improve the ratio and
probably reduce the need for a bad debt reserve at the same time.

Measurements To Track Reduction of
Work of Accounting Staff

The controller should formulate and compile these costs periodically on a project
basis to see if any changes in the costs are occurring. These costs are not ratios
with specific formulas; the detail costs that make up each measure will vary by in-
dustry. However, the following can be used as a starting point for most businesses.

Cost To Process an Incoming Order. Divide these costs by the number of
incoming orders to derive the cost per order:

• Mail room labor to open mail and forward purchase orders.

• Labor to create a sales order based on the purchase order.

• Labor to conduct a credit check of the customer.

• Phone cost of contacting the customer about credit information.

• Labor cost of entering the order in the production system.

• Labor for filing of paperwork.

• Cost of physical storage.

Cost per Invoice Issued. Divide these costs by the number of invoices is-
sued to derive the cost per order:

• Labor to record shipping information in the shipping log.

• Labor to create an invoice based on the shipping information.

• Cost of the invoice paper and mailing materials.

• Cost of postage.

• Cost of mail room labor to mail the invoice.

Cost of Cash Application. Divide these costs by the number of payments
received to derive the cost per receipt.

• Mail room labor to open mail and forward checks.

• Labor to apply cash against receivables records.

• Labor to contact customers about application problems.
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• Phone cost to contact customers.

• Labor to file invoice and payment information.

• Cost of physical storage.

Cost of Collection per Invoice. Divide these costs by the total number of
invoices outstanding to derive the cost per invoice.

• Labor to contact customers.

• Cost of phone calls to customers.

• Cost of overnight or fax transfer of information to customers.

• Labor for document filing.

• Cost of physical storage.

The cost per invoice issued, according to a recent study,9 varies widely by
type of industry and size of firm. For example, the cost to issue an invoice in
the service industry is $0.33, whereas it more than doubles, to $0.78, in the
manufacturing area. However, those costs only relate to the isolated case of cre-
ating an invoice. When the entire sales and receivables transaction cycle is
taken into account, the benchmark rises to $4.60, versus $15.00 for the Fortune
100 companies.10

In summary, most of the performance measures advocated in this section are
not the standard ones included in most accounting systems; the controller must
decide if it is worthwhile to assign staff to track these new measurements. A
compromise solution is to track these measurements on a sample basis periodi-
cally to determine if performance is changing appreciably over time. This may be
a task for the internal audit department.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

A number of problems relating to change management may arise when revised
sales and receivables systems are installed (see Chapter 15). The following
problems can be expected when implementing revised sales and receivables 
systems.

9 Hackett Group, AICPA/THG Benchmark Study: Results Update and Analysis, 1994.
10 Steve Coburn, Hugh Grove, and Cynthia Fukami, “Benchmarking with ABCM,” Man-
agement Accounting, January 1995, p. 59.
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Electronic Mail

Implementing the movement of accounting transactions with electronic mail is
extremely difficult, because accounting transactions must be taken out of the ac-
counting system, sent to user mailboxes, modified, and sent back to the account-
ing system. Since one of the primary elements of an accounting system is
security, most packages do not allow this. There are two ways to avoid the prob-
lem. First, customized programming can alter the software code. This option is
very expensive and time-consuming, and also means that if the accounting soft-
ware is purchased, then updates to the software may destroy any changes made to
the software. In short, this is a difficult option to implement. The better option is
to use one of the newer accounting packages that incorporates the use of elec-
tronic mail into its operations. Even when such a package is purchased, however,
the company must still endure a (usually) painful and (always) expensive conver-
sion from its current accounting system to the new system. Because of the ex-
pense related to the transition, the controller will usually need to find additional
reasons for switching software than just the addition of transaction transfers by
electronic mail.

Preapproval of Customer Credit

The problem most frequently encountered when requiring preapproval of cus-
tomer credit is persuading salespeople to work with the credit department in ad-
vance. Many salespeople resent having too many procedures forced upon them
when they can be out in the field selling and earning commissions. The best way
to sell them on this change is to point out the reduction in processing time that
occurs when credit approval is taken out of the sales transaction. Since the sales-
people may be skeptical about this, it may be worthwhile to implement a pilot
project with the most willing salesperson and track the actual time reduction for
the transactions of that salesperson’s customers. Once this information is made
public, the other salespeople should be more willing to accept the procedural
change.

Many credit collections employees do not operate with computer terminals;
instead, they call customers based on paper files of receivables records. If the
controller changes the cash recording system so that receivables balances are
reduced the moment cash is collected, it still does not improve the efficiency of
the collections staff unless they have access to this information immediately—
the best way to do this is to provide the entire collections staff with computer ter-
minals. A less desirable solution is to print out paper reports for the collections
staff immediately after cash is applied to receivables balances each day.
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Calling Customers’ Payables Departments
Prior to Invoice Due Dates

This procedure is a considerable change for both the collections staff and the
customers. The customers are not used to being contacted when there may be
nothing wrong with the invoice and related paperwork, sometimes resulting in
annoyed payables clerks at customer sites. This problem can be avoided by con-
tacting the managers of customer accounts payable departments to explain the
new system and to point out who will be calling. An introductory phone call from
the collections clerk is also helpful. The company’s collections staff will also
protest the change, since they will rightfully claim that there is not enough time
to make collections calls about overdue payments, much less to the customers
whose payments are not yet due. One way around this problem is to temporarily
use outside collections agencies to collect the most troublesome overdue accounts
while the in-house staff switches to calling the customers with invoices that are
not yet due. Another, but less useful, approach is to hire more staff to make the
additional calls—the problem with this approach is that, in the long term, the
number of collections staff needed will decline, so the newly hired staff must
then be either let go or reassigned within the company. The better solution is
temporarily using outside help.

Eliminating All Invoices

The elimination of invoices presents some tricky implementation issues. One
problem is that some computerized accounting systems require invoices to be
printed before they will process sales transactions, so the controller must be pre-
pared to print invoices even if the invoices are not going to be mailed to the cus-
tomers. This printing of invoices adds an unnecessary step, which slows down the
overall process. Another issue is that it can be extremely difficult to match the
company’s record of shipments to the payments by customers, since the cus-
tomers no longer match payment amounts to invoice numbers on the remittance
advice. The most common way in which the customer identifies payments under a
no-invoice system is to reference the purchase order number under which the
parts were procured. Since the customer is using the purchase order number,
it makes sense for the company also to record shipments by referencing the
purchase order number. Unfortunately, very few accounting software packages
allow this, so the only options are to customize the software package, manually
track the shipment of goods and their related payments, or purchase entirely new
software that does allow tracking of payments by purchase order number. A
cheap alternative is to select an unused field in the accounting database and in-
clude the purchase order number in that field. Minor programming changes can
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then effect the use of that field to match payments to shipments; of course, when-
ever updates to packaged software are made, the programming changes will have
to be redone because the update may have deleted the programmed changes.

In summary, there will be problems with implementing nearly every change
advocated in this chapter. Some implementation problems are severe enough to
require the replacement of an entire accounting software package, while other
changes require a change of attitude by the departments involved—sometimes the
personnel problems are more difficult to deal with than the technical issues.

SUMMARY

This chapter has highlighted a number of new and old technologies, reports, and
measurement systems that, when used together, will increase the processing
speed of the sales and receivables transaction cycle. These changes involve re-
ducing the move and wait times associated with the transaction cycle, reducing
or forestalling the number of errors in the process, eliminating processing steps,
and automating portions of the process. When all these changes are in place, the
accounting staff will find that sales and receivables transactions can be com-
pleted more quickly and with fewer errors.
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4
INVENTORY

The process of speeding up inventory-related transactions must be undertaken
carefully, for inventory is frequently the largest current asset listed in a com-
pany’s financial statements and usually the current asset that is most likely to be
incorrectly valued. Thus, any changes in accounting for inventory will have an
appreciable effect on the value of a company’s largest current asset. This chapter
examines the transactions most commonly used to track inventory as well as to
conduct inventory counts, and then reviews several techniques that reduce both
the cycle time and the processing costs associated with inventory transactions.

CURRENT SYSTEM

Inventory transactions begin when a part arrives at the receiving dock. At that
time, the part is reviewed against minimum quality standards and checked to en-
sure that it is the correct type of part and that the quantity is correct. Then its ar-
rival is recorded in a receiving log. The part is then moved to the warehouse; a
warehouse employee signs for the part, puts it in a warehouse bin, and records
the transaction. A warehouse employee later assembles (kits) several parts to-
gether in accordance with a bill of materials or sales order and moves the parts to
the production area. A production employee signs for the materials on a prenum-
bered issuance ticket. Additional parts may be requisitioned from the warehouse
small parts counter, and excess materials may be returned to the warehouse after
a job has been completed; these “excess” transactions require similar paperwork.
The preceding transactions may be recorded in a computer database or a manual
database (e.g., on cards), or not recorded at all.

The common problem associated with this process is that a large number of
transactions are required to bring a part to the production area. Each transaction in-
creases the possibility of a record-keeping error, and a great deal of labor is needed
to record the transactions without any value being added to the final product. Also,
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Exhibit 4.1 Sequence of Inventory Transactions
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recording the transactions lengthens the time needed to bring a part to the pro-
duction area and requires a battalion of accounting clerks to get it there.

If the manufacturing operation is a process flow (e.g., a petroleum refinery),
there may be no transactions at all. However, most traditional inventory systems
follow this flow (see Exhibit 4.1).

Once an item reaches the production area, a cost accountant uses actual job
costing to determine the total cost of the project. This involves collecting infor-
mation from the warehouse about parts issued to or returned from the job, from
the production staff about hours worked on the job (usually on time cards), and
from several sources regarding scrapped materials. A team of accounting clerks
then summarizes this information, applies an overhead rate based on one or more
rate bases (e.g., the total production labor cost), and issues an interim job cost re-
port periodically or a summary report when the job is completed. This process is
shown in Exhibit 4.2. The traditional method of recording job costs requires con-
siderable time on the part of the production staff (to record hours worked and ma-
terials scrapped) and the accounting staff (to record the job-related information

Exhibit 4.2 Actual Job Costing Process
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created by the production and warehouse staffs). This reduces the productive
time of the production, warehouse, and accounting staffs.

Another time-consuming process is taking period-end inventory. Typically
managed by the controller or an assistant controller, it begins with a definition 
of the roles of counting teams, early segregation of customer-owned inventory,
partitioning the warehouse into counting areas, and designing and distributing
inventory-taking forms. Then production must be stopped, items on the shipping
and receiving docks segregated, and items counted (with a count tag left on the
item counted). Next, a review team spot-checks the inventory counts, the count
tags are collected, and the prenumbered tags are reviewed to verify that all tags
have been collected; if not, then the warehouse is searched for the missing tags.
Then the period-end counts are reviewed against perpetual inventory records (if
any), and large variances are investigated. Finally, the inventory is valued, and
items are reviewed for errors before a final period-end inventory report is re-
leased. A flowchart of the process is shown in Exhibit 4.3.

The physical inventory count is subject to a great many errors, such as mis-
counts, incorrect units of measure, incorrect counts by nonwarehouse employees
who misidentify parts, and incorrect tag information entered by clerks into a
summary database. Also, the production process is stopped while the inventory
count is conducted, which may lead to lost revenue.

Another set of problems is associated with multiple inventory databases (see
Exhibit 4.4), which must be combined to derive total inventory value. For exam-
ple, a company may have a physical inventory, a separate perpetual inventory sys-
tem (e.g., a card file) to track the movement of the inventory quantities in and out
of the warehouse, a database of inventory costs that is not linked to inventory
quantities, and a general ledger that is not linked to any of the other information.
This kind of scattered information causes many problems when information
changes must be recorded in the separate databases. All of the following prob-
lems result in book-to-physical adjustments:

• An item can be physically issued from the warehouse but not deleted from
the physical inventory database. Alternatively, an item can be deleted from
the database but still be in the warehouse.

• An item can be received in the warehouse but never added to the physical
inventory database. Alternatively, an item can be added to the database but
not received in the warehouse.

• The cost of an item may have changed, but the new cost is not applied
against the quantity in inventory. Alternatively, an item can be removed
from the warehouse, and its old cost will still be reflected in the cost
database.
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Exhibit 4.3 Sequence of Physical Inventory Events
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• All the preceding changes can occur but never be recorded in the general
ledger, or they may be recorded in the general ledger even though they
never occurred.

A review of the previous flowcharts reveals a great many paperwork transfers
between various employees, which add time and the risk of lost or misinterpreted
information to the inventory process. An inventory value-added analysis is shown
in Exhibit 4.5. In this analysis, a value-added item is considered to be one that

Exhibit 4.4 Multiple Inventory Databases
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Exhibit 4.5 Inventory Value-Added Analysis

Time Required
Step Activity (Minutes) Type of Activity

[Parts arrive at receiving dock.]
1 Inspect parts for quality, quantity, 10 Non-value-added

description.
2 Report problems to supervisor, who 3 Non-value-added

accepts/rejects order.
[Shipment is accepted.]

3 Move problem items to a parts review 2 Move
area.

4 Store problem items in a parts review 2 Non-value-added
area.

5 Summarize quantity of remaining items 5 Non-value-added
on receiving form.

6 Move to copier. 2 Move
7 Make two copies of completed receiving 1 Non-value-added

form.
8 Move to mailboxes. 1 Move
9 Put one copy of receiving form in 1 Non-value-added

accounting department mailbox.
10 Move back to receiving department. 2 Move
11 Move remainder of received shipment 4 Move

to warehouse.
12 Warehouse clerk inspects received 5 Non-value-added

shipment.
13 Warehouse clerk signs receiving document 1 Non-value-added

and takes possession of inventory.
14 Receiving clerk files signed copy of 1 Non-value-added

receiving document.
15 Warehouse clerk files copy of receiving 1 Non-value-added

document.
16 Warehouse clerk generates part number 10 Non-value-added

labels, and labels all new inventory.
17 Warehouse clerk moves new inventory 2 Move

to warehouse storage area.
18 Warehouse clerk puts inventory in 12 Non-value-added

warehouse bins.
19 Warehouse clerk records location and 2 Non-value-added

quantity of all new inventory.
20 Warehouse clerk moves to computer 1 Move

terminal.
21 Warehouse clerk enters inventory item 5 Non-value-added

number, bin location, and quantity into
computer.

22 Stored items wait until needed for [5 days] Wait
production.
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brings the inventory transaction closer to conclusion. The table contains esti-
mated wait times from kitted inventory and stored inventory parts. In actual sit-
uations, this wait time can stretch to many more days, depending on inventory
turnover and how rapidly the production crew is processing current jobs.

Exhibit 4.6 provides a summary of the value-added analysis. It shows that none
of the steps bring the inventory transaction closer to conclusion; all are related to
moving paperwork from person to person, inspecting the inventory, or making

Exhibit 4.5 (Continued)

Time Required
Step Activity (Minutes) Type of Activity

[Production begins that requires inventory.]
23 Warehouse clerk receives pick list from

production control department. 1 Non-value-added
24 Warehouse clerk picks requested 

inventory items from shelf. 20 Non-value-added
25 Warehouse clerk moves to computer

terminal. 1 Move
26 Warehouse clerk enters picking

information into computer to take
inventory items from perpetual inven-
tory database and charge against
production job. 8 Non-value-added

27 Picked items wait until needed by
production staff. [1 day] Wait

28 Production staff compares pick list
quantities to amount kitted by
warehouse clerk. 5 Non-value-added

29 Production staff signs pick list. 1 Non-value-added
30 Warehouse clerk files signed pick list. 1 Non-value-added

Exhibit 4.6 Summary of Inventory Value-Added Analysis

Type of No. of Percentage No. of Percentage
Activity Activities Distribution Hours Distribution

Value-added 0 0% 0 0%
Wait 2 6% 64.00 97%
Move 8 27% .25 0%
Non-value-added 20 67% 1.58 3%

Total 30 100% 65.83 100%
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file copies. When the only value-added step is getting the inventory to the pro-
duction area, all these steps merely delay that move. In terms of time required,
the process can be entirely eliminated, while the moving, waiting, and non-value-
added steps take up over eight days. In short, the actions needed to conclude the
transaction are a zero proportion of the total process.

In summary, many transactions are required to move a part from the receiving
dock to the warehouse, and from there to the production area. In addition, infor-
mation must be collected to track job costs while an item is being produced, and
yet another set of transactions is needed to conduct a physical inventory at pe-
riod-end. All these transactions combine to slow down the accounting and manu-
facturing processes. The next section discusses a revised inventory system.

REVISED SYSTEM

Many of the transactions noted in the previous section can be eliminated by link-
ing the cost and quantity databases as well as by removing the receiving and
warehousing functions from the production process. Also, using accurate bills of
materials reduces the number of inventory-related transactions. Thus, by elimi-
nating entire transactions rather than focusing on speeding them up, the con-
troller will find that inventory-related accounting can be completed very quickly
and with less effort.

The controller can combine the quantity and actual cost databases involved
with inventory, so that the accounting staff is not burdened with the chore of
manually linking information and cross-checking it for accuracy. In addition, in-
ventory calculation time shrinks to the time required to print out an inventory re-
port and scan it for obvious errors (such as no cost being posted for an inventory
item). A combined system of this type does not eliminate all reconciliation prob-
lems, but it does reduce them to just two items: physical inventory transactions
that are not recorded in the centralized database, and transactions recorded in the
centralized database that never happened in the physical inventory.

Many commercial packages link the actual cost (defined as either the invoiced
cost or the purchase order cost) and the inventory quantity, but customized soft-
ware may require considerable programming effort to create this link. Controls
should be built into the software, so that the cost database is referenced when an
inventory item is entered in order to discover items with no associated cost. Un-
less these items are flagged by the computer system, the costed inventory may
have a number of items with no cost. An example of a centralized database is
shown in Exhibit 4.7.

Eliminating or reducing the receiving and warehousing functions reduces the
number of transactions that must be recorded and the time it takes for received
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parts to reach the production area. The following methods can be used to shrink
the receiving and warehousing functions.

Move Fasteners to the Production Area

All low-value fittings and fasteners should be moved out of the warehouse and
into the production area. This reduces the scope of cycle counting, since as much
as half of an inventory’s total number of parts can be fittings and fasteners. Also,

Exhibit 4.7 Centralized Inventory Database
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the number of counts for inventory audits can be reduced, since the total number
of parts in stock has been reduced. Finally, suppliers can review the bins in the
production area and fill the bins themselves without anything more than a blan-
ket purchase order; this reduces the quantity of purchasing paperwork and elim-
inates the receiving functions for these items.

Pay Suppliers Based on Production Records

Suppliers are usually paid based on receiving records, and this is one of the main
reasons for the existence of a receiving department. If the basis of payments is
moved downstream to the production department, there is less need for a receiv-
ing department. Paying based on receiving records requires precertification of
suppliers for part quality and delivery times as well as very accurate bills of ma-
terials (since they are used to calculate the quantities of parts used).

Require a Purchase Order for Incoming Items

If all received items must have an associated purchase order, those incoming
items without one can be segregated immediately for review. This procedure
immediately isolates any customer-owned items, since they are not linked to pur-
chase orders. By identifying and segregating customer-owned inventory immedi-
ately upon arrival, the controller can avoid considerable effort needed to identify
such items when they have already been mixed into company-owned inventory.

Also, the reason for a cut-off procedure is to prevent items from being
recorded in inventory without an associated cost (or vice versa). If all incoming
items must have a purchase order number (which is already listed in the com-
pany’s computer system with a related cost), then all inventory items must, by
definition, have an associated cost that will automatically be rolled up into the
general ledger. This means that the period-end cut-off procedure can be re-
moved without any notable effect on the company’s income statement or bal-
ance sheet.

Eliminate Obsolete Inventory

Every company must set aside an obsolete inventory reserve but often does not
actively identify and eliminate items in inventory that are responsible for the re-
serve. By focusing on the number of items in inventory and setting goals to
shrink it, the company can reduce inventory to only the most essential items,
thereby cutting the number of cycle counts required, the number of inventory
audit counts needed, and the number of inventory items to keep track of in the
accounting database.
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Use Just-in-Time Manufacturing Techniques

A completely implemented just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing system reduces or
eliminates the inventory and warehousing functions by keeping only enough ma-
terials in stock for the daily production schedule; all parts for production are de-
livered daily by suppliers.

If all of the preceding methods are implemented, the set of transactions used
to move parts from the receiving dock to the production area changes to the flow
shown in Exhibit 4.8.

The controller may invest a large number of resources in recording the costs
attached to work-in-process (WIP) production. Rather than collecting a large
number of materials and labor costs from the warehouse and production areas, it
is easier to use highly accurate bills of materials to cost products and get rid of
much of the transaction reporting associated with accumulating actual job costs.
The controller can focus on keeping the bills of materials (BOMs) accurate, so
that any differences between accumulated job costs and the BOMs are minimal.
This removes a great deal of data entry from the accounting function and allows
the production crew to manufacture products instead of reporting on them. Best of
all, the cost accountant can review the bills of materials before a product is even
produced, to determine where costs can be saved. Actual job costing does not
allow the cost accountant to do this, since cost reports focus on costs that have al-
ready been incurred, which places the cost accountant in a reactive mode instead
of a proactive mode. Job costing using bills of materials is shown in Exhibit 4.9.

If perpetual inventory records are maintained with high accuracy, no physical
inventory should be conducted. An increasing number of companies are turning
to this method for the following reasons.

Avoid Wasted Time

Staff time is not efficiently utilized during the physical inventory process, be-
cause the employees could be involved in other activities. Also, the production
facility is shut down, preventing revenue-generating products from being
manufactured.

Improve Product Delivery Performance and
Reduce Freight Costs

Accurate inventory records allow the company to promise shipments to cus-
tomers with greater confidence, because products can be built without delays due
to missing parts. Also, rush charges for missing parts are avoided.
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Exhibit 4.8 Reduced-Transaction Receiving Process
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Achieve Higher Accuracy with Ongoing Counts

Inventory counts should be done by the experts—the warehouse staff—and
should be done at their leisure, which ensures higher count accuracy. If a com-
plete plantwide physical inventory is performed, accuracy drops because of
counts by less experienced nonwarehouse staff and the short time period avail-
able to complete the count.

Exhibit 4.9 Job Costing Using Bills of Materials
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Avoid Year-End Surprises

Many companies have been unpleasantly surprised by unexpected changes in in-
ventory levels at year-end. These surprises can be avoided by constantly moni-
toring inventory levels with a perpetual inventory system.

Use Data To Reduce Inventory and Cut Costs

The transaction history that is a by-product of a perpetual inventory system al-
lows the materials manager to make informed decisions regarding deletions of
parts from stock. This is of value to the controller, since cash requirements for
additional inventory are reduced and can be enhanced as inventory is sold back to
suppliers. As inventory is reduced, the staff needed to track it and the insurance
needed to insure it can both be reduced, thereby improving the company’s cash
flow a second time.

The controller should realize that a perpetual inventory system requires con-
stant review to keep it accurate. Thus, even after the system has been installed,
cycle counting and inventory audits must become a daily or weekly part of the
warehouse and auditing departments’ work load.

In summary, the controller can greatly reduce the number of inventory-related
transactions by maintaining highly accurate bills of materials to cost products
and pay suppliers, and using purchase orders to identify customer-owned inven-
tory, eliminate the period-end cut-off procedure, and automatically cost inven-
tory. A variety of techniques can be used to eliminate or reduce the inventory,
thereby reducing the number of transactions related to the warehousing function.
Though it is not always possible to completely eliminate the receiving and ware-
housing functions, a simple reduction in the number of transactions associated
with them will allow the controller to focus more attention on the smaller num-
ber of transactions that are being used as well as to divert accounting resources
into other, more critical activities.

CONTROL ISSUES

Many control issues are related to inventory. For example, if inventory were not
physically controlled with an inventory cage, employee pilfering might occur, re-
sulting in write-downs. Similarly, removing controls over the recording of inven-
tory receipts increases the risk of inventory being pilfered before it even reaches
the warehouse storage area. This section contains examples of what would hap-
pen if various inventory controls were removed in order to increase the speed of
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inventory transactions, and it suggests possible solutions to the resulting control
problems. These examples pertain to the changes suggested previously for a re-
vised inventory system.

Do Not Conduct a Physical Inventory

This control is used to verify that the company’s book inventory balance matches
the physical inventory balance. If it were removed, the risk of the company’s
book balance varying appreciably from the physical balance would be high.

Create a Perpetual Inventory System. A perpetual system allows the com-
pany to keep inventory balances up-to-date and matched to the physical inventory
amounts at all times. Since the inventory is being tracked constantly and re-
viewed with cycle counting and periodic inventory audits, there is no need for a
physical inventory count. This method eliminates one of the more common forms
of inventory-related fraud, which is the mislabeling of parts, use of wrong units
of measure, and counting of empty boxes as legitimate inventory—continual au-
dits discover these practices quickly and tend to discourage them.

Use a JIT System To Reduce Inventory. If there is no inventory, then one
does not have to count it. A JIT manufacturing system tends to reduce the amount
of inventory on hand, which may eventually result in an inventory so small that it is
numerically insignificant and does not require periodic inventory counts.

Stop Valuing Inventory with Standard Costs

Standard costs provide a valuation baseline for all parts recorded in the inven-
tory. If the control is removed, the potential exists for some items to have 
a zero cost. On the other hand, standard cost can be abused since it is subject
to change by any authorized user. For example, a controller who wants to im-
prove reported company profits could incrementally alter a large number of
items so that individual costs look reasonable but summarize into a large in-
crease in the inventory balance, resulting in a smaller cost of goods sold and a
larger profit.

Use Actual Costs. By linking the purchase order cost database to the inven-
tory quantity database, actual costs are already recorded for each item before it
is received (since the purchase order must be completed before the item can be
ordered). Thus, the cost is not subject to arbitrary change by a user, and all parts
will be costed.
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Stop Including Floor Stock in Inventory

Floor stock turns over constantly and usually involves low-cost items. It is very
difficult to include in a perpetual inventory, since it is hard to keep an accurate
count of the items. If the control is removed, pilfering of stock becomes easy—
after all, no one is reviewing the amount of inventory that is left out in the open,
within easy reach of all production staff.

Conduct a Cost/Benefit Analysis. Some floor stock items are so expensive
that they must be kept in a locked area. However, most f loor stock items (e.g.,
nuts, bolts, and washers) are so inexpensive that it is easier for the company to
order them in large quantities and leave them out in the open, giving everyone ac-
cess to the materials. A simple analysis will conclude that it is cheaper to leave
low-cost items in the open than to track individual inventory transactions every
time a floor stock item is used.

Stop Reviewing Inventory for Customer Ownership

Accountants are often called upon to review the inventory and ensure that no
items included in the inventory compilation actually belong to someone else. If
the review never occurs, employees could mix this inventory into company-
owned inventory, thereby artificially increasing the inventory balance and lower-
ing the cost of goods sold.

Create a Segregated Area for the Goods. Create a locked area for cus-
tomer-owned materials, into which goods are taken directly from the receiving
area. This prevents customer-owned inventory from being mixed into company-
owned inventory.

Shift Control to the Receiving Function. As usual, one of the best ways to
eliminate a control is to create a new control somewhere else that offsets the loss
of the first one. It is nearly impossible to determine ownership once customer-
owned inventory has been placed in the warehouse. A more appropriate (and less
time-consuming) control point is to enforce the receipt of goods with purchase
orders. If an incoming item has no purchase order (which should include virtu-
ally all materials owned by someone else—after all, the point of a purchase order
is to establish the company’s intent to buy the product), it should be set aside for
review by the internal audit or accounting staffs, who can quickly determine
whether it is customer-owned. The item can then be marked as customer-owned
and moved directly to a segregated area for customer-owned materials. This
eliminates one of the more common types of inventory fraud, which is recording
customer-owned inventory as though it were the property of the company.
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Eliminate the Warehouse

A warehouse has two uses: it tracks excess materials, and it provides information
to the controller about actual materials costing in the form of issuance tickets for
all items withdrawn from the warehouse. If the warehouse were to be eliminated,
there would be no custodial control over inventory, and the controller would not
have any materials costing information.

Eliminate Excess Materials. If the company can eliminate unused items, re-
turn excess items to suppliers, and move fittings and fasteners out to the shop
floor for easier access by the production staff, there is no need for a centralized
storage facility. Very expensive items that cannot be ordered on a just-in-time
basis should still be stored in a locked facility, but the company’s overall storage
needs should still shrink considerably.

Use Bills of Materials. If the company has accurate bills of materials, 
it already knows the cost of materials used in its products and has no need 
for warehouse records regarding materials issuances to specific jobs. How-
ever, the bills must be highly accurate for this kind of costing system to work
effectively.

Stop Collecting Actual Work-in-Process Costs

Actual work-in-process costs are used to summarize a job or production run after
it has been completed, so that management can review costs and decide if any ac-
tion is needed to improve the situation if the production will occur again. This
cost summary would not be possible if the data collection were to stop.

Use Bills of Materials. Tasks should only be completed once. Since nearly
all companies are (or should be) completing a bill of materials for each product
manufactured, the information in a job costing summary is already available. An
objection might be that this bill of materials information is a theoretical stan-
dard, which is not comparable to actual production costs. However, bills of mate-
rials are constantly updated with information about actual scrap rates, missing
parts, and excess parts returned to the warehouse. These updates must occur,
since the bill of materials must be accurate enough to use for purchasing, kitting,
and (if used) a materials requirements planning (MRP) system. As for labor
rates, the bill of materials is also used to determine production capacities (espe-
cially if a manufacturing resources planning system is used), so the bill of mate-
rials should also reflect accurate labor quantities. In short, an accurate bill of
materials should yield costs similar to those of an actual production cost collec-
tion system.
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Stop Receiving

The receiving function is critical for ensuring that the correct quantity and type
of items are received, and that their quality meets company standards. This de-
partment also logs receipts into the computer system; since the logged-in receipts
may be automatically matched with purchase order prices and scheduled for pay-
ment, the receiving function becomes especially critical. Thus, if the function
were to be eliminated, the controller would have some difficulty ensuring that
items were received and that a proper period-end cut-off had occurred.

Certify Suppliers. The engineering and purchasing departments can certify
suppliers for quality, on-time shipping reliability and the correct number of parts
delivered. Once suppliers are certified, one need only check received items oc-
casionally to ensure their quality.

Pay Suppliers Based on Production Records. In accordance with just-in-
time manufacturing concepts, the company should have suppliers deliver parts
directly to the production process. Then, once production is completed, the com-
pany can determine the number of supplier parts used by multiplying the number
of finished goods by the part quantities listed on the bill of materials. A key to
this process is not having any excess parts delivered, since this back-flushing
technique ignores any extra parts that were not used to produce finished goods.

Stop Reviewing the Period-End Cut-off

In a traditional accounting system, adherence to a strictly defined cut-off date at
the end of each accounting period is mandatory. The accounting staff spends a
considerable amount of time each period ensuring that this cut-off is being ob-
served. The reason for this cut-off is that if an item is received into inventory at
month-end but its related invoice is not recorded, inventory would increase with-
out a related cost, which would reduce the cost of goods sold and therefore in-
crease profits. Alternatively, an item might not be added to inventory though its
related supplier invoice might be logged in as an expense, thereby increasing the
cost of goods sold and decreasing profits. However, the period-end cut-off does
not need to be reviewed by the accounting staff in a revised inventory system.

Only Receive Items If a Purchase Order Already Exists. The company’s
computer system must only allow items to be received if a purchase order (with
a unit cost) already exists in the system. Then, as long as the controller strictly
enforces the entry of receiving information into the computer system, it will be
impossible for items to be received into inventory without a matching cost auto-
matically being recorded at the same time by the computer software. Even if the
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period-end cut-off is being followed in a sloppy manner, there will be no effect
on profits. This eliminates fraud related to recording the inventory item but not
the related payable in order to increase the inventory valuation. However, the
controller must still watch for items that may be double-counted if they are in
transit between two company locations (the risk is best avoided if there is a sin-
gle inventory database for both locations).

All inventory controls should not be eliminated. Some controls are still nec-
essary, since they preserve the segregation of duties, affect the completeness of
accounting paperwork, ensure that management reviews key transactions, or en-
sure the physical segregation of inventory. In particular, the following controls
should be maintained to avoid the potential increase in risk associated with their
elimination.

Establish Physical Control over Inventory

Unless a company decides to eliminate inventory with a just-in-time manufactur-
ing system, the inventory must be controlled in a fenced-in, locked area. In addi-
tion, an employee must be given total responsibility for the accuracy of the
inventory (as well as for any inventory shortages in the warehouse), including being
in charge of recording all movements of stock into and out of the inventory area.
Otherwise, too many people will be able to enter inventory transactions into the
company’s inventory records, usually resulting in inaccurate information. Some
warehouse operations even require a signature from the warehouse staff person
who handles each transaction, though a more automated approach is to record the
user identification of a computer operator each time a transaction is entered. Fi-
nally, only warehouse personnel should be allowed into the warehouse, with visi-
tors requiring an escort—this keeps inventory pilferage to a minimum.

Track Obsolete Inventory

The controller must be aware of the number and cost of items in the inventory
that may be obsolete. A good way to derive this information is to track the last
time an inventory transaction occurred for an inventory item (a data element
commonly found in a perpetual inventory system). A report dealing with this
issue is shown in Exhibit 4.13.

Audit the Inventory

The controller should institute reviews of the inventory information by someone
who does not report to the inventory manager. The ideal person would be an in-
ternal auditor; in the absence of such a person, the cost accountant or another
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inventory-knowledgeable person should conduct the reviews. If a perpetual in-
ventory is available, the review should be conducted weekly. The reviewer should
take a random sample from the inventory report (sorted by location and including
extended costs) and review the following:

• Items physically in stock are listed on the report.

• Items listed on the report are physically in stock.

• Units of measure are correct.

• Large-dollar items are correct (sample 100% of these items).

The inventory report from the previous week should also be retained, so that the
following can be reviewed:

• The total number of part numbers in stock does not vary much from the
previous week; if it does, such variances can be identified and explained.

• The total dollar value of inventory does not vary much from the previous
week; if it does, such variances can be identified and explained.

Segregate the Purchasing and
Inventory-Keeping Functions

It is important to continue to segregate these functions, for otherwise an em-
ployee could purchase an item and then divert the incoming materials for per-
sonal use.

Account for the Sequence of Purchasing Documents

For companies who rely on the purchase requisition or purchase order form as
the primary control over the purchase of materials or services, the theft of either
of these forms is a serious breach of control. These forms could be used by unau-
thorized staff to purchase materials in the name of the company, with shipment
to some other location. The company would only discover the theft after being
billed by the supplier for the goods.

Authorize Purchasing Documents

A case can be made for reducing the number of approvals for materials (espe-
cially for low-cost items). However, some approval must be maintained for the
more expensive items to prevent employees from purchasing items that may
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impede the company’s cash flow or even require an excessive amount of corpo-
rate financing to purchase.

Review Parts Costs by Supplier

Under a just-in-time manufacturing system, inventory is minimized and conse-
quently the risk of fraud is greatly reduced. However, to avoid collusion between
buyers and suppliers (who no longer have to bid for work), the controller should pe-
riodically review supplier costs versus a sample of costs from other suppliers. The
controller should also review prices charged by suppliers versus contracted prices.

Use a Receiving Log

A key control item is the receiving log. Every received item must be listed in it. If
an item is not noted in the receiving log, the controller has no way of knowing if an
item has been received and therefore cannot pay a supplier for the item without
first receiving a proof-of-delivery document from the shipper (a time-consuming
process that does not engender good relations with a company’s suppliers). A
computerized receiving department would enter the receiving information into a
computer database rather than manually into a paper log.

Conduct Closed Job Reviews

One of the more useful control techniques is the after-the-fact review of closed
jobs or production runs. Aided by a summary of costs, the management team
should review each project and summarize the items needing improvement; this
information is useful if the job is to be repeated. This technique is useful for
keeping management mistakes from occurring a second time. The controller has
a central role in this process, since the accounting department must provide all
relevant project costs to the review team.

Use Accurate Bills of Materials

One of the most critical records is the bill of materials, which lists the amounts
and types of parts needed to build a product. When accurately maintained, it al-
lows a company to predict the correct types and quantities of parts to purchase
for an upcoming production run (e.g., MRP). More important, it allows a com-
pany to remove items from its perpetual inventory records once a product has
been completed (called back-flushing). If the bills of materials are incomplete,
MRP and back-flushing cannot be used.
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To control the bill of materials information, cross-check additional items that
are requested from stock during a job’s production or returned to stock following
a job’s production. These transactions indicate that a product’s bill of materials
is incorrect. Also, distribute forms to the production and kitting staffs, who can
report on missing or duplicate parts. Finally, a review committee can systemati-
cally review all bills of materials for inaccurate quantities, part numbers, and
units of measure. Since the controller bases year-end inventory projections on
product costs, which in turn are based on bills of materials, correcting the bills
can eliminate the annoyance of large year-end inventory variances.

Use Accurate Scrap Information

Of particular concern when using a bill of materials to back-flush an inventory is
the assumed scrap rate built into the bill of materials—if it varies a lot from the ac-
tual scrap rate, actual inventory may vary substantially from the book balance.
Also, if a company’s bill of materials software only allows one scrap rate for
everything listed in a bill, then back-flushing may result in incorrect inventory bal-
ances, because scrap rates usually vary by component within a bill of materials.

In summary, controls surrounding the storage and movement of inventory can
greatly increase the time required to complete inventory-related transactions.
However, by adopting new systems such as a perpetual inventory, just-in-time
techniques that bypass the receiving and warehouse functions, and replacing ac-
tual cost collection with accurate bills of materials, the controller can reduce the
time required to process inventory-related transactions.

QUALITY ISSUES

Inventory-related accounting transactions can be slowed considerably by the in-
troduction of mistakes into the process. Thus, high-quality inventory processing
is defined as processing with the smallest number of mistakes. This section notes
the most common inventory-related mistakes and suggests how to prevent them.
Some errors listed here are not necessarily caused by accounting personnel, but
they may have to be researched and fixed by the accounting staff, so they are in-
cluded in this section.

Incorrect Recording of Units of Measure

Different departments prefer different units of measure for parts. For example,
the warehouse may prefer to count sheet metal in sheets, but the purchasing 
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department may order it in pounds, and the engineering department may list it in
square feet on product drawings. Thus, if an unauthorized person accesses an in-
ventory record and changes the unit of measure, the quantity on hand can change
drastically. For example, a 400-pound sheet of metal that costs $825 can become
400 sheets of metal that cost $330,000.

Incorrect Recording of Quantities

A simple input error can result in an incorrect quantity in the inventory database.
This error can be made by either the warehouse or receiving staffs. The worst re-
sult of this is not having enough parts on hand when they are needed, thereby de-
laying production while more are procured.

Incorrect Recording of Locations

When an inventory location code is incorrectly input into the inventory database,
the inventory is “lost” even though it is still in the warehouse. If the warehouse 
is very large, it may be more cost-effective to reorder the lost part rather than 
undertake an extensive search for it. Cycle counting or a random audit check will
eventually find the part, but this may take a long time.

Incorrect Recording of Purchase Order Costs

A part cost may be incorrectly input into the purchase order database, which may
then be used to cost the inventory. This is not an error that usually stays uncorrected,
because the supplier will call to complain if the cost is too low. However, the supplier
may not complain if the cost is too high and he is therefore paid too much money.

Incorrect Recording of Changes to
Bills of Materials

There are two errors related to bills of materials (BOMs): changes are made to
the BOM database that are not reflected in actual usage, and changes are made to
the product without updating the BOM database. The first error results in extra
parts being purchased based on the incorrect BOM data, and the other results in
items not being purchased, since the information is not listed in the BOM. The
first error results in extra parts arriving at the warehouse, and the other error re-
sults in production delays while parts are procured on a rush basis.

The quality of inventory-related transactions can be improved in various ways.
Supervisory reviews or duplicate data entry are not very useful ways to improve
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quality, because these methods simply review transactions for errors that have al-
ready been made. The best method is to keep the errors from occurring in the first
place by reducing, eliminating, or simplifying manual, error-prone labor. The fol-
lowing procedures will improve the quality of inventory-related transactions.

Limit Access to Unit of Measure Information

Only an authorized engineer and a direct supervisor should have access to the
computer database records for parts, thereby preventing unauthorized changes of
units of measure.

Provide Multiple Units of Measure for Parts

Some manufacturing software provides a table for listing multiple units of mea-
sure for each part. For example, sheet metal can be listed in sheets, pounds, or
square feet. No matter which unit of measure is used, the transaction will still be
accurate.

Description Unit of Measure Quantity

Sheet, Stainless, 316L, 7 GA lbs 378
sheet 1
sq ft 48

Eliminate the Entry of Any Inventory Quantities

The best way to avoid transaction errors is not to have any transactions. This
can be achieved by having incoming shipments sent directly to the production
area for immediate inclusion in products, thereby avoiding the receiving and
warehouse functions. Suppliers are paid based on the number of units produced
by the company, which implies that only the supporting bill of materials must
be accurate. All other receipt, issue, and cycle count adjustment entries are
avoided.

Use Bar Codes for Data Entry

Arrangements can be made with suppliers to mark quantities on parts shipments
with bar codes, so that the receiving and warehouse clerks can scan the informa-
tion directly into the computer database without risk of causing a transaction
error. Also, warehouse location codes can be set up as bar codes, so that key-
punch errors can be avoided in this area as well.
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Use Computer Limit Checks

The computer can be programmed to reject transactions if information falls out-
side of preset ranges. For example, purchase order costs can be rejected if they
vary notably from previous costs already in the database. Quantities can be lim-
ited based on reasonableness (e.g., if a quantity being entered would overload the
entire warehouse and spill onto the street, then it should be rejected). Issue trans-
actions can be rejected if they would result in negative inventory quantities. Re-
ceipt transactions can be rejected if they sum to an amount greater than the
quantity listed on the referenced purchase order. Finally, location codes can be
rejected if they are for locations that do not exist.

Cost Accountant Review of Planned Costs

The cost accountant should be part of the team that designs products, with input
into the process regarding parts costs that sum to the total product cost. The cost
accountant can then review costs on purchase orders, thereby checking for cost
input errors. After products have been designed, a key role of the cost accountant
is to continue to review purchase orders to ensure that suppliers are charging the
costs that were planned when the product was designed. This review ensures that
purchase order costs are not input incorrectly.

Limit Access to Bills of Materials Information

Only an authorized engineer and a direct supervisor should have access to the
computer database records for bills of materials, thereby preventing unautho-
rized changes from occurring.

Create Overlapping Bills of Materials Change Sources

Changes to bills of materials can be reported to the bill of materials engineer by
the engineer in charge of the product, by the warehouse staff that receives excess
materials back into the warehouse, by the warehouse staff that issues additional
parts to the production department to complete a product, and by the production
staff during their assembly of a product. By creating these multiple sources of in-
formation, the bill of materials information can be kept up-to-date.

In summary, inventory-related transaction errors can be avoided by limiting
access to key database records and creating multiple review sources for key in-
formation that feed changes back to authorized personnel. Also, information can
be entered into the computer via bar codes, and the software can contain auto-
matic field limit checks and multiple units of measure for each part. Finally,
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transactions can be avoided entirely by using just-in-time manufacturing tech-
niques and using bills of materials to record receiving information.

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

This section demonstrates how to conduct cost /benefit analyses for implement-
ing a perpetual inventory system, removing floor stock from the warehouse,
eliminating the review of customer-owned inventory, eliminating the warehouse,
stopping collection of actual work-in-process costs, eliminating the receiving
function, and eliminating the period-end cut-off procedure. In these examples,
expected revenues and costs are as realistic as possible. All costs or benefits are
treated as though they occur in just one year; this avoids the complication of mul-
tiyear cost /benefit examples.

Implement a Perpetual Inventory System

Bill Sweet, president of the Slow Times Syrup Company, wants to convert to a
perpetual inventory system. He asks the controller, Mr. Honeycut, to analyze the
costs and benefits related to the conversion. Mr. Honeycut finds that the com-
pany has had an average unexplained inventory write-down of $53,000 in each of
the last five years after the year-end physical inventory was conducted. An ex-
tensive review of the bills of materials indicates that they are accurate and have
been accurate in the past. Also, the purchasing department calculated that it
spends an extra $12,000 per year on rush freight charges to bring in materials
that were supposedly in the warehouse but could not be located. The warehouse
must be enclosed for the perpetual inventory; it will cost $8,000 to fence in the
warehouse area, plus $4,500 to install a computer and link it to the accounting
software on the company network. In addition, two warehouse clerks must be
hired at salaries of $18,000 each, plus a 10% overtime premium for the clerk
working the second shift. Finally, two hourly employees must be assigned to the
warehouse for three months to help with arranging the inventory, tagging it, and
logging it into the computer; each of these employees is paid $14 per hour. Is it a
good idea to install a perpetual inventory system?

Solution. The cost of installing a perpetual system versus the cost of not in-
stalling one must be determined.

Cost of Not Installing a Perpetual Inventory

Cost of unexplained inventory write-down $53,000
Cost of rush freight charges 12,000
Total cost of nonperpetual system $65,000
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Cost of Installing a Perpetual Inventory

Cost of fencing in warehouse $08,000
Cost to install a computer linked to network 4,500
Cost /yr of first-shift warehouse clerk 18,000
Cost /yr of second-shift warehouse clerk 19,800

$50,300

Cost /hour of employees for system setup $00,014
No. of employees for setup � 2
Hours in three-month setup period � 520 hrs
Total cost of employees for setup $14,560

Total installation cost $64,860

In short, the cost of not having a perpetual inventory is $65,000, whereas the cost
of installing one is $64,860, which indicates that having a perpetual inventory is
a worthwhile project. Since the cost of installing the system is only a one-time
occurrence, the benefit in future years will be greater than in the first year.

Remove Floor Stock from Warehouse

Mrs. Toadstool, the warehouse manager, has been ordered to cut her budget for
the next fiscal year by 20%, which is a $10,000 cut. To do so, she has to reduce
the hours of her cycle counting employee. It looks as though inventory accuracy
will plummet if this happens. As the astute controller, you print out a list of in-
ventory items, and identify 500 parts out of the total inventory of 3,000 parts that
are fittings or fasteners and that cost 50 cents or less per unit. The total cost of
these items is $14,000 out of a total inventory valuation of $662,000. When these
items arrive, the warehouse staff uses a counting scale to bag them into clusters
of 100 items per storage bag; this allows the cycle counter to count the parts more
easily. The bagging process takes 5 minutes per receipt, and roughly 150 items
are received per week. Parts are reordered based on a reordering report that is
automatically printed every day and forwarded to the purchasing department.
The cycle counter can count an average of 40 items per hour and counts the entire
inventory once every two weeks. You discover that a storage bin for each floor
stock item (to be placed in the middle of the shop floor) can be purchased for $8
per bin plus $5,000 for the rack (to be depreciated over ten years) and that a
warehouse staff person can review the rack daily and take 2 hours to write down
items that require reorders. A typical warehouse staff person is paid $12 per
hour. If the bin is placed on the shop floor, pilferage is expected to be 10% per
year. Is it worthwhile to move the floor stock out of the warehouse and into the
production facility?
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Solution. The cost of counting floor stock in the warehouse versus the cost
of maintaining it on the shop floor must be determined.

Cost of Keeping Inventory in Warehouse

Time/week bagging floor stock 12.50 hrs
Weeks/yr � 52
Time/yr bagging floor stock 650 hrs
Labor cost /hour � $12
Total inventory maintenance labor cost $7,800

No. floor stock items 500
Items counted/hour �40
Time to count floor stock every two weeks 12.5 hrs
No. of times/yr inventory counted � 26
Time/yr to count floor stock 325 hrs
Labor cost /hour � $12
Total cycle count labor cost $3,900

Cost of Moving Inventory to Shop Floor

Cost of f loor stock $14,000
Pilferage percentage � 10%
Pilferage cost /yr $01,400

Time/week to review stock for reorder 2 hrs
Weeks/yr � 52
Review hours/yr 104 hrs
Cost /hour � $12
Cost /yr to review stock for reorder $01,248

No. of bins required 500
Cost /bin � $8
Total bin cost $04,000
Cost of rack for bins 5,000
Total cost of rack and bins $09,000
No. of years of depreciation �10
Depreciation cost /yr $00,900

In short, the cost of keeping floor stock in inventory is $11,700 per year, whereas
the cost of keeping it on the shop floor is $3,548, a savings of $8,152 per year.
This savings will allow cycle counting to continue for all other items remaining
in the warehouse while reducing the warehouse budget by more than 20%.
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Eliminate Review of Customer-Owned Inventory

You are the controller of CMP (Consigned Material Products) Inc. Your accounting
staff is overwhelmed during physical inventory taking because they spend days
figuring out which inventory in the warehouse belongs to other companies. You de-
cide to install a control point at the receiving location to correct this problem: all
incoming items without accompanying purchase order numbers will be placed in a
holding area for immediate review by the accounting staff, with customer-owned
items placed in an enclosed section of the warehouse. Currently, the job of review-
ing the ownership of inventory every month requires three days of work by the as-
sistant controller, who earns an annual salary of $42,000. The cost to enclose a
portion of the warehouse will be $2,400. A computer terminal must be installed in
the receiving area so that purchase order information will be available on line; this
will cost $4,500, which includes network connections. The assistant controller will
need 15 minutes each day to review possible consignment inventory at the receiv-
ing control point. Is this a cost-effective control?

Solution. The cost of segregating customer-owned inventory is compared to
the cost of identifying it without additional controls.

Cost to Segregate Customer-Owned Inventory

Cost to enclose a warehouse area $2,400
Cost to install a computer terminal 4,500

$6,900

Cost /hour of asst. controller $20.19
Daily inventory review time � .25
Daily cost of inventory review $05.05
No. of business days/yr � 260
Cost /yr of inventory review $1,313

Total cost to segregate customer-owned inventory $8,213

Cost to Track Customer-Owned Inventory with
No Additional Controls

Daily cost of asst. controller $161.52
No. days/yr to review inventory � 36
Cost /yr of inventory review $05,815

The cost of adding a control point at the receiving stage is $8,213 in the first
year, versus a cost of $5,815 to avoid the control point. However, once the fixed
costs have been spent in the first year, the cost of having the control point drops
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to only $1,313 (the labor cost) in later years, versus a cost of $5,815 if the control
point is not installed. Therefore, if multiple years of payback are considered, the
receiving control point should be installed.

Eliminate the Warehousing Function

The president of Custom Welded Products, a manufacturer of customized glove-
boxes for the nuclear industry, has reviewed the economic value added of each
department and concluded that the warehouse adds no value to the finished prod-
uct; therefore, it should be eliminated. As the controller, you explore the costs
and benefits of this action. Fittings and fasteners can be moved to the shop floor,
but 10% pilferage of the $10,000 of these items is expected. If no extra stocks are
kept on hand, it is estimated that $6,500 will be needed each year to order and
ship in parts from suppliers on a rush basis, even if reasonably accurate bills of
materials are maintained. Also, an additional staff person must be hired in the
engineering department to prepare more accurate bills of materials, so that parts
are ordered in exactly the right quantities. About 25% of the materials used in
the products are 20% cheaper when ordered in bulk; if the warehouse is elimi-
nated, they must be ordered in just the right quantities to meet production
requirements. The company’s annual materials cost is $1,500,000. The two
warehouse staff people are paid $32,000 and $18,500. Also, $5,500 of annual
depreciation will be eliminated if the warehouse racks are sold off. The resale
value of the racks is $18,000. The raw materials inventory valuation is
$1,250,000, and the company invests its short-term funds at an interest rate of
4%. Should Custom Welded Products eliminate its warehouse?

Solution. The benefit gained from eliminating the warehouse must be 
balanced against the costs associated with ordering smaller quantities, rush
freight shipments, pilferage, and the extra labor to maintain accurate bills of
materials.

Benefit of Eliminating Warehouse

Eliminate warehouse salaries $0,050,500
Sell racks 18,000
Reduction in depreciation 5,500

$0,074,000

Cost of inventory $1,250,000
Cost of f loor stock retained � 10,000
Net savings on inventory $1,240,000
Interest rate on investment � 4%
Net earnings from add. working capital $0,049,600
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Cost of Eliminating Warehouse

Cost of items moved to shop floor $0,010,000
Expected pilferage � 10%
Total expected pilferage cost $0,001,000

Cost of rush shipments $0,006,500
Cost of bills of materials employee $0,032,000

Cost /yr for materials $1,500,000
Materials cheaper in bulk � 25%
Cost of bulk materials $0,375,000
Small-order-quantity surcharge � 20%
Cost of small-order-quantity surcharge $0,075,000

The total cost of eliminating the warehouse is $114,500, and the total benefit is
$123,600. Thus, it is cost-beneficial to eliminate the warehouse.

Stop Collecting Actual Work-in-Process Costs

You, the controller of Steady State Systems, have just met with the controller
of Amalgamated Products Unlimited and discovered that her accounting 
department is two-thirds the size of yours, even though both companies are
similar in size and function. Upon further inquiry, you find that the other con-
troller does not report on actual work-in-process costs, relying instead on bills
of materials generated by the engineering department and updated with se-
lected information gathered from the shop floor. You are determined to try
this as well but must convince the top managers of your company that they will
still receive high-quality cost information while you cut personnel costs. After
considerable investigation, you find that bills of materials currently show costs
that vary from actual costs by an average of 15%. In order to report informa-
tion that will not lead to poor decision making, you must reduce this to 5%. To
do so, an engineer must be hired to continually update bills of materials infor-
mation; this person’s salary will be $45,000. Also, the warehouse staff must
report on items returned to the warehouse from the shop floor as well as on
extra parts issued to the shop floor (which reveals excesses or shortages on the
bills of materials). This will require a half-hour of warehouse time every day;
the average warehouse worker earns $18,000 per year. In addition, the results
of the existing scrap reporting system must be channeled to the engineer, who
will incorporate this information into the bills of materials; there is no cost as-
sociated with this step. Finally, the bills of materials engineer must meet with
the production supervisors every month to review the labor rates shown on the
bills of materials and adjust them as necessary; the cost of supervisory time
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for this process is $8,000 per year. If the existing work-in-process cost ac-
counting system is eliminated in favor of costs based on bills of materials, then
you will be able to eliminate a cost accountant and an accounting clerk from
your payroll. The cost accountant earns $35,000 per year, and the clerk earns
$20,000 per year. Based on this costing information, should you switch to bills
of materials costing?

Solution. The costs and benefits of the switch must be determined.

Cost of Bill of Materials Costing

Cost /yr of bills of materials engineer $45,000
Cost of review time with supervisors 8,000

$53,000

Average warehouse pay/hour $008.65
Time/day to update BOMs � .5 hr
Cost /day to update BOMs $004.33
No. of business days/yr � 260
Cost /yr to update BOMs $01,126

Total cost for BOM costing $54,126

Cost of Actual Work-in-Process Costing

Cost /yr of cost accountant $35,000
Cost /yr of accounting clerk 20,000
Total pay of WIP reporting staff $55,000

In short, the cost of starting up a bills of materials costing system is $54,126 ver-
sus a cost of $55,000 if the current actual work-in-process reporting system is
maintained. Based on this information, the bills of materials costing system
should be used.

Eliminate the Receiving Function

The CFO of Fonicka Cameras, Inc., a manufacturer of high-quality cameras,
wants the controller to cut costs in the receiving area. The controller finds that
only one of the two receiving employees will be needed if the company certifies
its suppliers and has them deliver products directly to the camera production
line. The company will save $18,000 by eliminating the receiving position, plus
an additional $9,000 by reducing the other position to half-time, but it must still
maintain a receiving computer workstation to handle deliveries by smaller sup-
pliers who are not certified. Also, two warehouse positions, each costing $16,500
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per year, will be eliminated, since no items will be processed through the ware-
house. The cost to monitor and certify suppliers is $30,000 in the first year,
which pays for the part-time labor of an engineer and a purchasing agent, plus
their travel costs to visit suppliers. This certification cost is expected to go down
to $15,000 after the first year. In addition, the cost of purchased parts is ex-
pected to be unchanged when more frequent deliveries are enforced. The cost
would have been higher, but all parts will now be single-sourced, so suppliers
will absorb the delivery cost in exchange for higher purchased volumes. Finally,
payments to suppliers will be made based on completed production volumes; the
number of parts used in each completed item is based on a bill of materials. The
number of parts in each bill must be carefully reviewed to ensure proper pay-
ment, and this requires the half-time labor of a $35,000 junior engineer. Is it
worthwhile to eliminate the receiving function?

Solution. The costs and benefits associated with eliminating the receiving
function must be determined.

Cost of Eliminating the Receiving Function

First-year cost to certify suppliers $30,000
Cost to review bills of materials 17,500
Total cost of eliminating receiving function $47,500

Cost of Retaining the Receiving Function

Cost of retained warehouse positions $33,000
Cost of retained receiving positions 27,000
Total cost of retaining receiving function $60,000

The receiving function has several jobs in the warehouse tied to it, so they are
also eliminated if the receiving jobs are no longer needed. Thus, the total cost as-
sociated with keeping the receiving function is much higher than the cost of just
the receiving payroll. This means that the cost of retaining the receiving function
is $60,000 versus a cost of $47,500 to convert to a system with a reduced receiv-
ing function. Therefore, Fonicka Cameras should reduce the role of its receiving
function.

Eliminate the Period-End Cut-Off Procedure

As the controller of the J. P. Murphy Company, you find that it takes a half day
for the assistant controller (whose salary is $45,000) to cross-check inventory re-
ceived during the period end against invoices received from suppliers, thereby
ensuring that items received have a matching cost. If the receiving station had a
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computer terminal linked to the accounting software, then all receipts could be
entered on the spot and automatically matched to purchase orders that are al-
ready in the computer database, having been previously entered by the purchas-
ing staff. The cost to install this terminal and link it to the company’s computer
network is $4,500. The largest cut-off error the assistant controller ever discov-
ered was for $78,000, when inventory was recorded on the company’s books but
no accompanying purchase cost was recorded. The company’s total current assets
average $2,000,000, and its current ratio is 2:1. Is it worthwhile to eliminate the
period-end cut-off procedure?

Solution. The costs and benefits of eliminating the period-end cut-off
procedure must be determined.

Cost of Eliminating the Cut-Of f Procedure

Cost to install a computer terminal $4,500

Cost of Retaining the Cut-Of f Procedure

Cost /yr of assistant controller $45,000
No. of business days/yr �260
Cost /day of assistant controller $173.08
Days/yr reviewing cut-off � 6
Cost /yr to review cut-off $01,038

The one-time cost of installing a computer terminal in the receiving area will be
offset in about 4.5 years by the labor savings associated with not reviewing the
cut-off. However, the controller may be able to justify the expenditure more read-
ily based on the elimination of a key task during the period-end close, which may
allow the company to close its books sooner.

An additional issue is whether allowing a late receipt of materials into the
warehouse will affect the company’s financial statements. As long as a matching
cost is on the books, there will be no effect on cost of goods sold and conse-
quently on the income statement. However, is there an effect on the balance
sheet? If the J. P. Murphy Company added $78,000 of materials (the largest cut-
off error ever found) to its inventory after the close of the period but included it
in its period-end financials along with the related payable, its current ratio would
be $2,078,000/$1,078,000, which is a current ratio of 1.93:1. This is a decrease
in the current ratio to a more conservative ratio than the 2:1 that existed before.
If the company’s current ratio had been reversed (0.5:1), the cut-off error would
have improved it to 0.54:1. In short, a cut-off error will have no effect on the cur-
rent ratio if a company’s current ratio is exactly 1:1, but a current ratio of
less than 1:1 will be improved by adding inventory, whereas a current ratio of
greater than 1:1 will be changed for the worse.
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In summary, the cost /benefit examples in this section can be used as a basis
for actual cost /benefit analyses. The examples are linked, so that the costs asso-
ciated with eliminating part of the receiving function can also be used in justi-
fying the elimination of the warehouse. Thus, when constructing an actual
cost /benefit analysis, a better case can be made for change if several of these
changes are combined into one cost justification proposal. Also, it would be more
accurate to present costs and benefits over a longer time frame and to include a
net present value analysis of the longer-term stream of cash inflows and out-
flows. Cost justifications tend to be more convincing when longer time periods
are shown, since one-time project setup costs can be offset by labor savings that
continue to pile up over future periods.

REPORTS

The reports needed for a revised inventory system are all similar but are sorted
differently and may require minor changes to data elements depending on the
purpose of the report. These reports are used to maintain a perpetual inventory
system that permits the controller to quickly close each accounting period and
track the accuracy and potential obsolescence of the inventory. The information
on inventory reports should include each item’s inventory location, item number,
description, unit of measure (U/M), and quantity. Some reports may also require
unit costs and extended costs. By altering the presentation of these reports ac-
cording to different sort criteria and layouts, this information can be used for
cycle counting, inventory audits, checks for mispriced items and incorrect units
of measure, and checks for obsolete items. In this section, a sample report is
shown for each application.

Inventory Cycle Counting Report

This report is used by the warehouse staff to count blocks of inventory. It is
sorted by inventory location. The report may print a blank line in place of the in-
ventory quantity, thereby forcing the inventory counter to manually fill in the
inventory quantity rather than conducting a quick comparison of the quantity
listed on the report to the amount in the bin. A manual count tends to be more
accurate than a quick comparison. An inventory cycle counting report is shown
in Exhibit 4.10.

Inventory Audit Report

This report is used by the internal audit staff to determine the accuracy of the
total inventory. It is identical to the inventory cycle counting report except that
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inventory items are selected at random, so that the auditor can conduct a broad-
based review of the inventory. If the cycle counting report were used for this pur-
pose, the auditor would only review a small portion of the inventory at one time,
which may have just been counted by the cycle counter and which may not give an
accurate finding regarding the overall accuracy of the inventory. An inventory
audit report is shown in Exhibit 4.11.

Inventory Valuation Report

This report is used by the controller to review the valuation of inventory items. It
includes all the information on the cycle counting and audit reports as well as the

THE HENDERSON GRAPE DRINK COMPANY
Cycle Counting Report

Date

Location Item No. Description U/M Qty

A-10-C Q1458 Switch, 120V, 20A EA
A-10-C U1010 Bolt, Zinc, 3 � 1⁄4 EA
A-10-C M1458 Screw, S/S, 2 � 3⁄8 EA
A-10-C M1444 Weld Stud, 3⁄8 � 3⁄8 EA
A-10-D C1515 Flat Bar, 304, 1 � 3 FT
A-10-D C1342 Square Bar, 316, 2� FT
A-10-D C1218 Round Bar, 305, 1-1⁄2� FT
A-10-D C1110 Weld Pipe, 316, 7� FT
A-10-E A2700 Sheet Metal, 316, 7 GA LB
A-10-E A2710 Sheet Metal, 304, 9 GA LB

Exhibit 4.10 Inventory Cycle Counting Report

THE HENDERSON GRAPE DRINK COMPANY
Inventory Audit Report

Date

Location Item No. Description U/M Qty

A-08-C M1471 Screw, Tap, 3 � 1⁄4 EA
A-12-D M1100 Bolt, Hex Head, 2 � 1⁄8 EA
A-17-A M0900 Bolt, Carriage, 4-1⁄2 � 1⁄2 EA
B-03-C R0100 Fire Shield, 8� � 12-1⁄2� EA
B-05-E R1109 Fire Shield, 4-1⁄2� � 12-3⁄8� EA
B-12-B R7621 Fire Shield, 6-1⁄4� � 10-1⁄2� EA
C-07-E C6721 Flat Bar, 316L, 1⁄4� � 4� FT
D-04-A C0991 Square Bar, 304L, 4� FT
D-10-C C8712 Square Bar, 316, 2� FT
E-08-A A7720 Rapid Transfer Port, 8� FT

Exhibit 4.11 Inventory Audit Report
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unit cost and the extended cost of each item. When it is sorted in descending
order of extended cost, the controller can review the most expensive items for ac-
curacy. Usually, a quick comparison of the extended cost to the part description
will suffice to reveal any items that have incorrect extended costs. One of the pri-
mary reasons for an incorrect extended cost is an incorrect unit of measure, so it
is important that the units of measure be included in the report. Also, the con-
troller should occasionally review the less expensive items to see if the reverse
has occurred—that very expensive items are being costed at excessively low val-
uations. An inventory valuation report is shown in Exhibit 4.12.

Inventory Usage Report

This report is used by the materials department and the controller to pinpoint
low-usage items for deletion. It shows all the information in the inventory valua-
tion report plus the last date of use. The report is sorted by date, with the oldest
date first. The items with excessively old last-use dates are possibly obsolete
items. Items thus noted are subjected to a review by the materials review board to
determine if they can be used or if they should be sold off or scrapped. The con-
troller can use this report as a source of information for the obsolete inventory
reserve, since the extended cost of possibly obsolete items is listed here and can
be added to derive a total obsolete inventory dollar figure. An inventory usage
report is shown in Exhibit 4.13.

In summary, similar forms can be used for various purposes: inventory cycle
counting, auditing, obsolescence reviews, and cost extension reviews. When used

THE HENDERSON GRAPE DRINK COMPANY
Inventory Valuation Report

September 1, 20XX

Item Total
Location No. Description U/M Qty Cost ($) Cost ($)

C-04-B C1180 Square Bar, 316L, 4� FT 150 62 9,300
E-08-A A7720 Rapid Transfer Port, 8� FT 9 972 8,748
D-02-D U1010 Isolator Shell, 4� � 8� EA 5 995 4,975
B-03-C R0100 Fire Shield, 8� � 12-1⁄2� EA 13 182 2,366
E-07-D W0009 Switch, 120V, 20A EA 29 70 2,030
D-04-A C0991 Square Bar, 304L, 4� FT 11 60 660
A-03-B D3425 Flat Bar, 304L, 1� � 4� FT 42 14 588
F-12-C J1482 Pipe, Alum, 8� FT 13 42 546
C-10-C Q5478 Silicone, White EA 430 1 430
G-03-A M1457 Screw, Hex Head, 1 � .5 EA 400 .5 200

Exhibit 4.12 Inventory Valuation Report
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together, these reports allow the controller to maintain an accurate perpetual
inventory. If the perpetual records are accurate, the controller can avoid time-
consuming period-end physical inventories. And if perpetual records are used
instead of physical inventories, then the period-end close can be completed
more quickly.

TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

Technology has played a key role in speeding the processing of inventory transac-
tions. Most of the technological innovations also automatically exchange data, so
that transactions can now be processed even faster than if these items were all
stand-alone systems. The following are key technologies affecting the inventory
area.

On-Line Inventory Systems

Many companies still record inventory transactions in a card file that must be
laboriously updated and cross-checked to ensure accuracy. In addition, the file
is not linked to the company’s accounting system and must therefore be periodi-
cally compiled and summarized into the general ledger. This is a very time-con-
suming task. With the advent of networked computers, companies of any size
can install a perpetual inventory system that allows the user to update the inven-
tory records on-line. These systems eliminate the need to manually compile 

THE HENDERSON GRAPE DRINK COMPANY
Inventory Usage Report

September 1, 20XX

Item Total Last
Location No. Description U/M Qty Cost ($) Cost ($) Used

C-04-B C1180 Square Bar, 316L, 4� FT 150 62 9,300 01/09/88
A-12-D M1100 Bolt, Hex Head, 2 � 1⁄8 EA 27 1 27 04/07/88
A-10-D C1218 Round Bar, 305, 1-1⁄2� FT 58 6 348 05/27/88
A-10-C M1444 Weld Stud, 3⁄8 � 3⁄8 EA 992 2 1,984 06/12/88
D-02-D U1010 Isolator Shell, 4� � 8� EA 5 995 4,975 07/03/88
D-10-C C8712 Square Bar, 316, 2� FT 117 25 2,925 12/28/89
E-07-D W0009 Switch, 120V, 20A EA 29 70 2,030 03/30/90
A-03-B D3425 Flat Bar, 304L, 1� � 4� FT 42 14 588 04/13/91
C-10-C Q5478 Silicone, White EA 430 1 430 04/14/92
A-10-E A2700 Sheet Metal, 316, 7 GA LB 782 9 7,038 06/06/92

Exhibit 4.13 Inventory Usage Report
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inventory quantities, assign costs to the quantities, and post the information to
the general ledger.

Bar-Coded Transactions

Bar codes provide an error-free and extremely fast way to enter inventory trans-
action information into a computer system. A bar code system is usually linked
to a perpetual inventory system, so that scanned information is immediately
posted to the relevant inventory part number. Bar codes use a unique set of bar
widths and distances between bars to represent alphanumeric digits. When
scanned with a laser, this information is decoded into alphanumeric digits and
passed directly into the computer database as though the information had been
typed using the computer keyboard. It is nearly impossible to scan a bar code and
retrieve incorrect information, so bar codes help to reduce data entry error. Un-
fortunately, errors can still occur if the wrong digit was originally used to create
the bar code. Bar codes can be used to record inventory part numbers, quantities,
location codes, and transaction codes. For example, if a warehouse worker were
to use bar codes to record a receipt of stock into a specific warehouse location,
he could scan the part number on the item and the location code taped to the bin,
scan a quantity from a quantity chart, and scan a receipt code from a transaction
code chart; no keypunching would be necessary.

Radio Frequency Bar Code Scanners

The trouble with early bar coding was that the item to be scanned had to be
brought to a computer terminal, where the scanner was located. By attaching a
radio to the scanner, the scanner could be brought to the inventory. Also, when
inventory had to be moved to a fixed scanning station, warehouse workers tended
to jot down the transactions on paper and manually enter the information later,
thereby reintroducing data entry errors or forgotten entries. By moving the scan-
ner to the inventory, there is no incentive to delay entry of the information. Also,
radio frequency scanners result in truly up-to-the-minute database accuracy,
since transactions (depending on the software used) can be posted to the central
database immediately. Some software packages only post on a batch basis, no
matter how quickly the information arrives from a radio frequency scanner,
which negates compromises the usefulness of the technology.

Robotics

Picking systems are available that will pick inventory from a specified location
in the warehouse, enter the transaction in the computer database, and deliver
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the materials to the appropriate location in the warehouse or the production fa-
cility—all automatically. These systems are customized and extremely expen-
sive and, because of the cost, are not used by any but the largest warehouse
facilities.

In summary, technology has become a key factor in reducing transaction speed
in the inventory area. Without computers, companies would still use cumbersome
card-based perpetual inventory systems that are difficult to search, summarize,
and adjust.

MEASURING THE SYSTEM

Several measures give some indication of a company’s inventory-related perfor-
mance. However, the reasons why inventory statistics fluctuate must be under-
stood, for bad management practices may underlie an otherwise reasonable
statistic.

Inventory Turnover

The most widely used measure of inventory performance is turnover. It measures
the manufacturing system’s efficiency in using inventory and is derived by divid-
ing the usage factor by the average inventory. For example, the turnover of vari-
ous inventories would be determined as follows:

• Finished goods: Cost of goods sold � average inventory of finished goods.

• Work-in-process: Cost of goods completed � average inventory of work-in-
process.

• Raw materials: Materials placed in process � average inventory of raw
materials.

• Supplies: Cost of supplies used � average supply inventory.

The result is the number of turns, usually measured in turns per year. Turnover
statistics must be analyzed with caution, for different causes can underlie the
same result. A slow turnover can indicate overinvestment in inventories, obso-
lete stock, or declining sales. However, it may simply mean that a company is
stocking up for a large custom job with parts that have long lead times. A very
high turnover can indicate improved utilization through conversion to a JIT or
an MRP system, or it may be caused by keeping excessively small stocks on
hand, resulting in lost sales or increased costs due to fractional buying. Many
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industries publish their average turnover ratios, so benchmark information may
be available.

The purpose of business is turning a profit, not turning inventory. Evaluating
a company’s performance based on just the turnover statistic is not wise without
more detailed information. If turnover is used to evaluate the performance of a
new manufacturing system, such as MRP or JIT, then it is useful. If it is used to
compare performance between accounting periods, it is useful as an indicator of
underlying problems or improvements that must be researched further to deter-
mine the exact causes of any changes in the statistic.

Inventory Accuracy

The accuracy of the inventory database is measured as total number of errors
discovered � total number of inventory items reviewed. For purposes of this cal-
culation, there can be only one error per inventory item (otherwise there might
be a negative accuracy percentage).

Errors in inventory can be caused by incorrect quantities, locations, and units
of measure for an inventory item. A high inventory accuracy number means 
that the information in the inventory database can be relied on to yield accurate
information about available inventory, which can be used for purchasing and pro-
duction control decisions. The inventory accuracy statistic can be skewed if the
items counted are in the most recently cycle-counted area of the inventory; in-
stead, the count should randomly review the entire inventory.

Bill of Materials Accuracy

The accuracy of the bill of materials database is measured as total number of er-
rors discovered � total number of bills of materials reviewed. For purposes of
this calculation, there can be only one error per bill of materials.

Errors in bills of materials can be caused by incorrect part quantities or units
of measure and the level of the bill at which a part is included. A high bill of ma-
terials accuracy number means that the information in the database can be relied
on to yield accurate information about the parts content of items to be produced,
which can be used for purchasing and production control decisions.

Inventory Support Cost

This statistic is used to determine how much the company is spending to main-
tain its inventory. An excessively high ratio may trigger a cut-back in warehouse-
related expenses or a decision to adopt a JIT or an MRP system, both of which
can reduce inventory levels and support costs. The calculation is as follows:
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Cost of warehouse salaries and related benefits

� Cost of warehouse depreciation

� Cost of interest on money invested in inventory

� Cost to rent warehouse space

� Cost of insurance on inventory

� Cost of obsolete inventory

� Cost of total inventory

In summary, a few key statistics can give management a clear idea of the ve-
locity of inventory, the accuracy of databases that affect inventory, and the cost
to maintain inventory. This information can then be used to make decisions to
improve inventory utilization, database accuracy, or the cost-effectiveness of
maintaining inventory.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

This section offers advice on implementing the innovations presented in this
chapter and notes the most common pitfalls to avoid. Some of the innovations are
mutually exclusive (e.g., you don’t need a perpetual inventory if you have de-
cided to eliminate the warehouse), but it seems reasonable to include in this sec-
tion information regarding all of them.

The recommendation requiring the most detailed implementation schedule is
the perpetual inventory system. Note that a perpetual inventory system should be
implemented using a correct sequence of steps. Not doing so can seriously pro-
long the time and expense needed to implement the system, so it is important to
carry out the implementation in the following sequence:

1. Select and install inventory-tracking software.

2. Test inventory-tracking software.

3. Train the warehouse staff.

4. Revise rack layout.

5. Create rack locations.

6. Lock the warehouse.

7. Consolidate parts.

8. Assign part numbers.

9. Verify units of measure.

10. Pack the parts.
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11. Count items.

12. Enter data into computer.

13. Quick-check the data.

14. Initiate cycle counts.

15. Initiate inventory audits.

16. Post results.

17. Reward staff.

A flowchart of the perpetual inventory installation process is shown in Ex-
hibit 4.14.

Select and Install Inventory-Tracking Software

A perpetual inventory system can be installed on a card-based manual system,
but this information cannot be disseminated to the company through a computer
system, and therefore has less effect on overall corporate efficiency. Inventory-
tracking software should do the following.

Track Transactions. An important use of a perpetual inventory system is
the ability to record the frequency of product usage, which allows the materials
manager to increase or reduce selected inventory quantities.

Update Records Immediately. The perpetual inventory data must always
be up-to-date, because production planners must know what is in stock and be-
cause cycle counters must have access to accurate data. Batch updating of
records is not acceptable.

Report Inventory Records by Location. Cycle counters need inventory
records sorted by location in order to most efficiently count the inventory. Also,
the company’s internal auditors can spot-check the inventory more efficiently if
the records can be sorted by bin location.

Test Inventory-Tracking Software

Create a set of typical records in the new software, and perform a series of trans-
actions to ensure that the software functions properly. At a minimum, these
transactions should include issues, receipts, and special adjustments based on in-
ventory counts. In addition, create a large number of records and perform the
transactions again, to see if the response time of the system drops significantly.
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Exhibit 4.14 Perpetual Inventory Installation Process
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If the software appears to function properly, continue to the next step. Other-
wise, fix the problems with the software supplier’s assistance, or acquire a dif-
ferent software package.

Train the Warehouse Staff

The warehouse staff should receive software training immediately prior to using
the system, so that they do not forget how to operate the software. Enter a set of
test records into the software, and have the staff simulate all common inventory
transactions, such as receipts, picks, and cycle count adjustments.

Revise the Rack Layout

It is much easier to move racks prior to installing a perpetual inventory system,
because no inventory locations must be changed on the computer system. Create
aisles that are wide enough for forklift operation, and cluster small parts racks
together for easier parts picking. Also, if there is a small parts counter that issues
parts to the production area, small parts racks should be clustered near the
counter. Separate racks should be designated for damaged goods and customer-
owned inventory.

Create Rack Locations

A typical rack location is, for example, A-01-B-01. The meaning of this location
code is as follows:

A Aisle A
01 Rack 1
B Level B (numbered from bottom to top)
01 Partition 1 (optional—subsection of a rack)

As one moves down an aisle, the rack numbers should progress in ascending se-
quence, with the odd rack numbers on the left and the even numbers on the right.
This layout allows an inventory picker to move down the center of the aisle, effi-
ciently pulling items based on sequential location codes.

Lock the Warehouse

One of the main causes of record inaccuracy is removal of items by staff from
outside the warehouse. To stop such removal, all entrances to the warehouse must
be locked. Only warehouse personnel should be allowed access to the warehouse.
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All other personnel entering the warehouse should be accompanied by a member
of the warehouse staff to prevent the removal of inventory.

Consolidate Parts

To reduce the labor of counting the same item in multiple locations, group com-
mon parts in one location. A very experienced production employee should do
this, since many parts are similar while still being different parts (e.g., screws
that have identical dimensions but are made of different metals); an inexperi-
enced staff person might cluster parts that should be categorized differently.

Assign Part Numbers

Have several experienced personnel verify all part numbers. A mislabeled part is
no better than a missing part, since the computer database will not show that it
exists. Mislabeled parts also affect the inventory cost; for example, a mislabeled
engine is more expensive than the item represented by its incorrect part number,
which identifies it as a spark plug.

Verify Units of Measure

Have several experienced employees verify all units of measure. Unless the
software allows multiple units of measure, the entire organization must adhere
to one unit of measure for each item. For example, the warehouse may desire
tape to be counted in rolls, but the engineering department prefers to create
bills of materials with tape measured in inches instead of fractions of rolls.
This can be a source of friction between departments, so the ability to change
the unit of measure may have to be reserved to holders of certain passwords in
the software.

Pack the Parts

Pack parts into containers, seal the containers, and label them with the part num-
bers, units of measure and total quantity stored inside. Leave a few parts free for
ready use. Only open containers when additional stock is needed. This method
allows cycle counters to rapidly verify inventory balances.

Count Items

Count items when there is little activity in the warehouse, such as during a
weekend. Elaborate cross-checking of the counts, as would be done during
a year-end physical inventory, is not necessary. It is more important to have the
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perpetual inventory operational before warehouse activity increases again; any
errors in the data will quickly be detected during cycle counts and flushed out of
the database. The counts must include part number, location, unit of measure,
and quantity.

Enter Data into Computer

Have an experienced data entry person input the location, part number, and
quantity into the computer (the unit of measure should already be in the com-
puter, as part of the master record for each part number). Once the details have
been entered, another person should cross-check the entered data against the
original data for errors.

Quick-Check the Data

Scan the data for errors. If all part numbers have the same number of digits, look
for items that are too long or too short. Review location codes to see if inventory
is stored in nonexistent racks. Look for units of measure that match the part being
described. For example, is it logical to have a pint of steel in stock? Also, if item
costs are available, print a list of extended costs. Excessive costs typically point
to incorrect units of measure. For example, a cost of $1 per box of nails will be-
come $500 in the inventory report if nails are listed in eaches.

Initiate Cycle Counts

Print out a portion of the inventory list, sorted by location. The sort by location
is important, since it keeps the inventory counter from wasting too much time
walking around the warehouse, looking for widely separated items. Using a form
like the one in Exhibit 4.10, have staff count blocks of the inventory on a contin-
ual basis. They should look for accurate part numbers, units of measure, loca-
tions, and quantities. The counts can concentrate on high-value or high-use
items, but the entire stock should be reviewed regularly. The most important part
of this activity is to examine why mistakes occur. If a cycle counter finds an
error, the cause of the error must be investigated and corrected, so that the mis-
take will not occur again.

Initiate Inventory Audits

The inventory should be audited frequently, perhaps as often as once a week. This
allows the controller to track inventory accuracy and initiate changes if the accu-
racy drops below acceptable levels. In addition, frequent audits are an indirect
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means of telling the staff that inventory accuracy is important and must be main-
tained. The minimum acceptable accuracy level is 95%, with an error being a
mistaken part number, unit of measure, quantity, or location. This accuracy level
is needed to ensure accurate inventory costing as well as to assist the materials
department in planning future purchases.

In addition, a tolerance level should be established when calculating inventory
accuracy. For example, if the perpetual inventory record of a box of screws yields
a quantity of 100 and the actual count reveals a quantity of 105, then the record
is accurate if the tolerance is 5% but inaccurate if the tolerance is 1%. The max-
imum tolerance should be 5%, and this figure could be reduced for high-value or
high-use items.

An inventory audit form, like the one shown in Exhibit 4.11, is sorted by loca-
tion (to keep the auditor from roaming the warehouse, looking for widely sepa-
rated locations), and the items are computer-selected at random so that the
auditor will, over time, review a broad range of items. Also, the computer can be
programmed to select a substantial proportion of high-use or high-value items
(known as A inventory) rather than low-turnover or low-value goods (known as
B or C inventory). Items in the A classification are usually counted more fre-
quently (in more successive counts) than those in the other classifications. Some
C items may be counted only rarely.

Auditors consider it best to print a report that does not list any perpetual in-
ventory quantities, thereby forcing the auditor to fill in a manual count on the re-
port and later compare it to a computer-generated report of perpetual inventory
quantities. This keeps the auditor from conducting a “lazy” audit and simply
checking off quantities on the audit report if counted quantities appear to be ap-
proximately correct.

Post Results

Inventory accuracy is a team project, and the warehouse staff feels more in-
volved if the audit results are posted against the results of previous audits. An un-
usual aspect of inventory accuracy that the controller should be aware of is that
inventories tend to become more inaccurate when management pays close atten-
tion to eliminating obsolete inventory (which is usually highlighted by a perpet-
ual inventory system that reports on the quantities of inventory used). The reason
for this is that obsolete inventory is the most reliable part of an inventory accu-
racy audit; it never moves, so it is always accurate. When obsolete materials are
removed from the inventory, the remaining inventory moves much more quickly
in and out of the warehouse, which leads to greater opportunities for transaction
errors and thus to a more inaccurate inventory.
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Reward Staff

Accurate inventories save a company thousands of dollars in many ways. There-
fore, it is cost-effective to motivate the staff to maintain and improve inventory
accuracy with periodic bonuses based on reaching higher levels of accuracy with
tighter tolerances.

The previous steps dealt with the basic implementation of an accurate perpet-
ual inventory system. However, there are several special cases that require addi-
tional steps.

Identify Customer-Owned Inventory

Customer-owned inventory cannot be valued, since the company does not own it.
There are different solutions for different companies. For example, one can avoid
assigning a cost to the part, assign several part numbers to a part based on who
owns it, or segregate the materials in an uncounted area. Care should be taken
when assigning several part numbers to the same part, for engineering drawings
and bills of materials usually list only one part number for a part.

Identify Consignment Inventory

One technique used by materials departments to improve the production process
is to turn over some items to suppliers, who then have title to their own inventory
in the production area. Because it is owned by suppliers, it should not be costed.
To avoid incorrect costing, this consignment inventory should be stored in clearly
marked areas and should not appear in the inventory database.

Identify Materials at Supplier Locations

Company-owned materials are sometimes kept at supplier or customer locations.
These items can constitute a large unseen part of the inventory and can easily es-
cape an otherwise rigorous inventory-tracking system. It is the responsibility of
the materials department to track this inventory. Track these items by using a
special location code for the off-site location, and verify the item quantities with
the customer or supplier as part of the cycle count and periodic audit process.

Write Off Floor Stock

Floor stock is defined as the fasteners kept on the shop floor to assemble products.
These are typically kept in uncounted bins and replenished from the warehouse as
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the bins empty. The easiest treatment of this material on the computer system is
to avoid it. Floor stock is generally not expensive and has no important effect on
the financial statements if they are expensed rather than capitalized into inven-
tory. Also, the cost to count floor stock may not be worth the additional level of
accuracy in the perpetual inventory.

Another approach to floor stock is to return as much of it as possible to the
warehouse. A close review of floor stock turnover typically reveals that some of
it turns slowly. If so, those items can be returned to stock and later requisitioned
back to the shop floor as needed. This technique reduces the amount of un-
counted floor stock.

Use Actual Costing

Using actual costs to value the inventory depends on linking the company’s pur-
chase order cost database to its inventory quantity cost database as well as on
programming a costing scheme that matches its method of valuing inventory
(e.g., FIFO, LIFO, average cost). Since this may be a custom programming ef-
fort, not one that is available in off-the-shelf software modules, it may be costly
and time-consuming. The problem is exacerbated if the purchasing and account-
ing databases are not computerized to begin with, or are located in separate,
free-standing computer systems. If so, then conversion to a computerized data-
base is required, as well as linking of the computer hardware with a network so
the appropriate information can be transferred between databases.

Require Purchase Orders

Requiring purchase orders to receive an item brings considerable rigor to the re-
ceiving function. Since many receiving departments may be used to accepting
whatever comes in through the receiving bay, this will be quite a shock to them
and may require multiple reviews by the internal auditing department to verify
that the new rule is being followed. Also, this may increase the work load of the
purchasing department, which may find that it is creating many more purchase
orders than before—this may require extra staff (probably at the clerical level) to
ensure that purchase orders are printed for all materials to be received.

Reduce Stored Materials

Eliminating excess materials requires the cooperation of the manufacturing
and engineering staffs, who must decide what parts can be eliminated. The
trouble is that the manufacturing staff probably does not want to delete any
items, since they are rewarded for shipping products on time and feel they
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might have a sudden need for items that everyone else considers to be obsolete.
As a result, winnowing inventory can create some surprisingly hard feelings on
the production floor. One solution is to move all f loor stock onto the production
floor (always favored by the production staff, since they no longer have to sign
out floor stock from the warehouse). The other option is to reward the production
staff based on inventory turnover—the higher the turnover, the lower the inven-
tory. Also, the purchasing staff must be involved, since they will be responsible
for returning the materials to suppliers or selling the materials to resellers.

Use Bills of Materials

When using bills of materials, the controller should be aware that these must be
kept accurate, since they are likely to become less accurate over time as changes
are made to the product without being reflected in the bill of materials record.
The controller should ask the internal auditing department to periodically review
the accuracy of bills of materials, checking for such items as units of measure,
part quantities, and part descriptions. To help keep the bills accurate, the con-
troller should implement procedures to report on excess items being issued from
the warehouse to the production floor, since this indicates that the bills of mate-
rials are missing some components. Another procedure will be needed to report
on items being returned to the warehouse from the production floor, since this
indicates that there are too many parts listed on the bill of materials. In addition,
forms should be made available to the production staff that allow them to list
part shortages or excesses, or items that do not fit well. All this information must
go to the engineering department, which may require additional staff to update
the bills of materials.

Certify Suppliers

The implementation of supplier certifications involves sending an experienced
engineer and purchasing person to suppliers to review their operations; since ex-
perience is very important, the company should hire replacements for these peo-
ple if they already hold key positions in the company. Supplier certification may
take much longer than expected, because some suppliers will take a very long
time to change their processes sufficiently to become certified; also, some sup-
pliers may refuse to cooperate, requiring a search for an entirely new supplier.

Pay from Production Records

Paying suppliers based on production records has several implementation issues.
First, bills of materials must be exceptionally accurate, so that correct payments
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can be made to suppliers. Second, suppliers will require a great deal of persua-
sion to adopt this technique, since they will complain that they will not be paid
for items damaged during the production process and for delivery overages. The
company must answer this concern by tracking parts that are damaged during the
production process, so that the supplier can receive full credit for the value of
the delivery. Alternatively, if the supplier delivers too many parts, payment will
not be made on the overage—the whole point of bypassing the receiving function
and delivering parts directly to the production process is to eliminate inventories.

In summary, the implementation of nearly every recommendation in this chap-
ter requires considerable additional staff time and sometimes the hiring of new
staff. To implement a physical inventory, experienced staff must be transferred
to the job for several months. Programming time will be needed to match actual
costs to inventory quantities. The purchasing department’s work load will go up
if purchase orders are required for all received materials. Eliminating warehouse
materials requires a large time investment by the staffs of several departments.
Maintaining accurate bills of materials requires extra reporting time by the ware-
house staff and record maintenance time by the engineering department. Supplier
certification systems frequently involve hiring extra staff to review suppliers.
When implementing these changes, the controller should budget for extra costs to
ensure that the labor is available to complete the projects.

SUMMARY

It is of great importance to speed up the processing of inventory transactions,
yielding an inventory database that contains more up-to-date information. When
the inventory information is up-to-date, more employees will rely on the infor-
mation in the database to make decisions. If more people are using the inventory
information to make decisions, the information must be as accurate as possible to
prevent incorrect decisions from occurring. This requires the use of inventory
cycle counts, audits, and costing tests to ensure that the information stays accu-
rate. If all the techniques described in this chapter are used, then the controller
can not only avoid period-end inventory counts and close each month sooner but
also provide more accurate information to management than would be the case
with a physical inventory.
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5
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

The accounts payable function is heavily laden with a blizzard of transactions ar-
riving in the accounting department from all directions: receiving transactions
from the receiving department, purchase orders and requisitions from the pur-
chasing department, and invoices from suppliers. The accounting staff must rec-
oncile all these incoming transactions, which frequently requires a substantial
amount of research. In addition, despite the evidence of at least three different
preexisting transactions regarding a purchase, the accounting department sends
out the supplier invoice for approval! This sequence of transactions may take a
whole month to process (no wonder most companies prefer 30-day payment
terms—they can’t pay any faster). In this chapter, we review the existing pur-
chasing and payables system, and ways to reduce processing time while still
maintaining control over the process.

CURRENT SYSTEM

A typical payables transaction involves many approval steps, takes an inordinate
amount of time, and crosses departmental lines regularly. These factors result in
perhaps the most confused paperwork flow of any transaction with which the
controller must deal.

A purchasing request can begin in any department when an employee fills out
a purchase requisition for an item, gets it signed by a manager, and brings it to
the purchasing department. That department then adds more information to the
requisition, such as the account number to be charged and the supplier to be used.
This last item may require considerable time if the purchasing department puts
all items over a certain price level out to bid. After the requisition has been com-
pletely filled out, a copy of the requisition is filed, another copy goes back to the
requester, and another copy goes to the accounting department. Thus, the trans-
action has already involved three pieces of paper.
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The purchasing department then creates a purchase order and has it signed by
a manager. These documents are numerically sequenced, and the purchase order
stock is usually locked away when not in use. Copies of the purchase order go to
the supplier as well as to the accounting and receiving departments, and another
copy is filed in the purchasing department (usually with a copy of the requisi-
tion). The number of pieces of paper involved has now grown to seven.

Once the ordered part has arrived, a receiving clerk inspects it and marks
down the receipt in a receiving log. This log provides evidence that the item has
been received, and it is needed by the accounting department as backup for pay-
ing the supplier; therefore, a copy of the log is sent to the accounting department.
The number of pieces of paper involved has now grown to nine.

The supplier sends the company an invoice for the item just received. The
payables clerk compares the quantity listed on the invoice to that on the receiving
report and purchase order to ensure that payment is being made only for the item
ordered and received. The prices, discounts, and terms of shipment are also re-
viewed to ensure that no overpayments are made. The purchase order, receiving
document, and invoice frequently do not match and must be reconciled. The
payables clerk becomes an investigator, checking with the payables department
for incorrect terms and prices, the receiving department for the amount received,
the shipping company for evidence of shipment, and (most often) with manage-
ment to see whose in-box currently contains the invoice that may require multiple
layers of management approval. In addition, if monthly statements are received
from suppliers, they are reconciled against in-house supplier records, and the
supplier is contacted if there are any discrepancies. If statements are not received
from suppliers, then the only warning the payables clerk receives regarding miss-
ing payment information is an angry call from a supplier receivables clerk, won-
dering where payment is for an item shipped several months ago.

In addition, one accounting systems study1 claims that the average company has
between three and four payables systems per billion dollars of revenue. Larger
firms may not even have systems with a common payables database, which can be
quite irritating for suppliers who are trying to track down late payments.

The production area is not the only place in a company where one may find
work-in-process (WIP). The accounts payable version of WIP is the (sometimes
large) set of invoices from suppliers that have not yet been matched to any re-
ceiving or purchasing documents, or conversely, reports for which no matching
supplier invoice has been found. In either case, it is difficult to determine the
company’s actual liability, since not enough information exists to enter a cost
into the company’s general ledger (and supporting records), which may materi-
ally alter the company’s financial statements.

1 Hackett Group, AICPA/THG Benchmark Study: Results Update and Analysis, 1994.
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After all documents for a purchase have been reconciled, the payables clerk
authorizes payment to the supplier. A check is printed and mailed. All the docu-
ments are stapled together, along with a copy of the check (another document),
and filed away. A stripped-down version of this payables process, excluding man-
agement approvals and document filing, is shown in Exhibit 5.1. The flowchart is
modified in Exhibit 5.2 by adding the management approval steps and the time
typically required to obtain approvals. The time required to obtain approvals is
far in excess of the time required to actually process the paperwork for the
payables and create checks for the suppliers.

One of the biggest problems with the typical accounts payable reconciliation
process is that the accounting clerk is often deluged with conflicting information
from many different sources. This problem is illustrated in Exhibit 5.3. For ex-
ample, the incidental information on the supplier invoice may not match the in-
formation on the purchase order—the tax rate or shipping and handling prices
may vary. The purchase order may vary from the purchase requisition because
the wrong part was ordered. The purchase order quantity frequently varies from
the amount received (and invoiced). The received amount is frequently mis-
counted or not recorded in the receiving log at all. If damaged goods are returned
or there are overages, the supplier must also be debited or credited for these vari-
ances. Finally, there may be a legal contract associated with the payment that
must be consulted for such items as scheduled price increases and methods of de-
livery. In short, the payables clerk faces a monumental task that must be per-
formed for even the smallest, most insignificant items; in fact, cheaper parts
tend not to receive as much attention from the purchasing and receiving person-
nel as expensive items, so more reconciliation work may have to be done for
minor parts.

Another drain on accounting staff time is the processing of employee expense
reports. As shown in Exhibit 5.4, the employee must fill out an expense report,
attach receipts for the larger items, and send it to the accounting department,
where it is reviewed for compliance with company expense reimbursement poli-
cies. The report is then sent to the employee’s supervisor for further review and
approval, and then back to the accounting department for payment. This process
consumes a lot of time, and the transfer of documents between several depart-
ments leads to the possibility of the employee’s not being reimbursed in time to
pay for the expenses within the payment time limit of his or her credit card.

Finally, payables documents are very likely to become lost, because they
are transferred across departmental boundaries so frequently. As shown in
Exhibit 5.5, departmental transfers occur for all management approvals, pur-
chase requisitions, purchase orders, and receiving logs. Every time such a
transfer occurs, it is possible that a document will be delayed or lost. Given
the large number of transfers required for the payables process, it is likely that
this will happen.
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Exhibit 5.1 Typical Accounts Payable Process
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Exhibit 5.2 Approvals Required for a Payables Transaction
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The move and wait times in the traditional payables process greatly slow it
down, and every time something is moved, the paperwork may be lost or misin-
terpreted. The value-added analysis shown in Exhibit 5.6 lists each step in the
purchasing and payables process and the time required to complete it. A value-
added item is considered to be one that brings the purchasing or payables trans-
action closer to conclusion.

Exhibit 5.7 shows that only four of the steps bring the purchasing and payables
transaction closer to conclusion; the remaining steps are related to moving pa-
perwork from person to person, getting approvals, or making copies for depart-
ment filing. In terms of time required, the value-added steps can be concluded in
1.7 hours, while the moving, waiting, and non-value-added portions of the trans-
action take up about two business days. In short, the actions needed to conclude
the transaction are only a small part of the total process.

In summary, a typical accounts payable system requires considerable reconcili-
ation work by the accounts payable staff to determine the amount to pay a supplier,
based on sometimes conflicting information from a large number of separately
maintained databases. This results in a long processing time and a high clerical
cost per transaction. The following section reviews several ways to reduce the
number of databases and the amount of reconciliation work, resulting in faster
completion of the payables process.

Exhibit 5.3 Multiple Sources of Accounts Payable Information
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Exhibit 5.4 Employee Expense Report Processing
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Exhibit 5.5 Movement of Accounts Payable Paperwork across Departments

Accounting Receiving Purchasing Legal Management Anyone

Purchase Requisition � � � �

Purchase Order � � � �

Invoice � �

Receiving Log � �

Supplier Debits/Credits � �

Contract Information � � �

Exhibit 5.6 Purchasing and Payables Value-Added Analysis

Time Required
Step Activity (Minutes) Type of Activity

1 Employee prepares purchase requisition. 5 Non-value-added
2 Employee moves to supervisor. 1 Move
3 Supervisor signs requisition. 1 Non-value-added
4 Employee moves back to office. 1 Move
5 Employee files copy of requisition. 1 Non-value-added
6 Employee moves to mailbox area. 1 Move
7 Employee leaves requisition in mailbox 1 Non-value-added

of purchasing department.
8 Wait time before purchasing 120 Wait

department picks up mail.
9 Purchasing person brings requisition 1 Move

back to purchasing department.
10 Purchasing person obtains order 30 Value-added

information.
11 Purchasing person completes a 10 Value-added

purchase order.
12 Purchasing person moves to authorized 1 Move

PO signer.
13 Authorized signer reviews and signs 1 Non-value-added

the purchase order.
14 Purchasing person moves back to office. 1 Move
15 Purchasing person files copy of 1 Non-value-added

purchase order.
16 Purchasing person moves to 1 Move

mailbox area.
17 Purchasing person mails copy of the 1 Non-value-added

purchase order.
18 Purchasing person leaves copy of 1 Non-value-added

purchase order in requester ’s 
mailbox.
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Exhibit 5.6 (Continued)

Time Required
Step Activity (Minutes) Type of Activity

[Parts are received from supplier.]
19 Receiving person enters receipt in 5 Non-value-added

receiving log.
20 Receiving person moves to mailbox area. 1 Move
21 Receiving person leaves bill of lading in 1 Non-value-added

mailbox of accounting department.
22 Wait time before accounting person 120 Wait

retrieves mail.
23 Accounting person brings bill of lading 1 Move

back to the accounting department.
24 Accounting person files bill of lading. 1 Non-value-added

[Supplier invoice arrives.]
25 Mail room person leaves invoice in 1 Non-value-added

accounting department mailbox.
26 Wait time before accounting person 120 Wait

retrieves mail.
27 Accounting person brings invoice back 1 Move

to the accounting department.
28 Accounting person logs invoice into 5 Non-value-added

computer system.
29 Accounting person takes invoice back 1 Move

to mailbox area.
30 Accounting person leaves invoice in 1 Non-value-added

mailbox of authorized approver.
31 Wait time until authorized approver 120 Wait

retrieves mail.
32 Authorized approver signs invoice and 2 Non-value-added

places in mailbox of accounting
department.

33 Wait time until accounting person . 120 Wait
retrieves invoice

34 Payables clerk retrieves copy of bill 1 Non-value-added
of lading.

35 Payables clerk retrieves copy of 1 Non-value-added
purchase order.

36 Payables clerk matches purchase order 5 Non-value-added
to bill of lading and invoice.

37 Payables clerk files in one bundle the 1 Non-value-added
purchase order and bill of lading.

38 Payables clerk moves to mailbox area. 1 Move
39 Payables clerk leaves invoice in mailbox 1 Non-value-added

of authorized signer.
40 Wait time until authorized signer 120 Wait

retrieves invoice.
(continued)
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Exhibit 5.6 (Continued)

Time Required
Step Activity (Minutes) Type of Activity

41 Authorized signer reviews and signs 2 Non-value-added
invoice.

42 Authorized signer leaves approved 1 Non-value-added
invoice in accounting department
mailbox.

43 Wait time until accounting person 120 Wait
retrieves mail.

44 Accounting person brings mail back to 1 Move
accounting department.

45 Payables clerk retrieves the purchase 5 Non-value-added
order and bill of lading and matches
with invoice.

46 Payables clerk enters approval code into 2 Non-value-added
computer system for payment by check.

47 Accounting clerk prints checks. 60 Value-added
48 Payables clerk matches checks to backup 60 Non-value-added

packet of purchase order, invoice, and
bill of lading.

49 Accounting clerk takes checks and 1 Move
packets to authorized check signer.

50 Authorized signer reviews packets and 10 Non-value-added
signs checks.

51 Accounting clerk takes checks back to 1 Move
accounting department.

52 Payables clerk removes backup packets 2 Non-value-added
from checks, attaches copy of check to
packets, and files packets.

53 Accounting clerk brings checks to 1 Move
mail room.

54 Mail room staff mails the checks. 2 Value-added

Exhibit 5.7 Summary of Purchasing and Payables Value-Added Analysis

Type of No. of Percentage No. of Percentage
Activity Activities Distribution Hours Distribution

Value-added 4 7% 1.70 9%
Wait 7 13% 14.00 78%
Move 16 30% .30 2%
Non-value-added 27 50% 2.02 11%

Total 54 100% 18.02 100%
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REVISED SYSTEM

The typical purchasing and payables system is burdened by an excessive number
of approvals, too many forms requiring reconciliation, and a high volume of
items requiring processing. This section examines methods for improving and
speeding up the purchasing and payables process.

An important step is reducing the volume of transactions handled. An analysis
of the dollar value of each payables transaction will reveal that a disproportionate
amount of labor is devoted to very small purchases that are not worth all the ap-
provals, purchase requisitions, purchase orders, supplier invoices, matching, and
payment with individual checks. Instead, the controller can institute the use of cor-
porate purchasing cards. These credit cards allow employees to purchase small-
dollar items directly from suppliers. The advantage to the accounting department
is that a large number of transactions are reduced to a small number of monthly
credit card payments. A typical purchasing and payables transaction costs about
$30 to process; by switching to corporate credit cards, the cost per transaction
drops to less than $1. Also, by reducing the overall number of payables transac-
tions, the payables staff can concentrate on the remaining transactions, which usu-
ally results in fewer transaction mistakes.

Another way to reduce the volume of transactions handled by the accounts
payable department is simplifying the ordering process for commonly purchased
items. For example, most office supplies are ordered through one office supply
company; that being the case, it is easy to create an order form for the most com-
monly ordered materials and post it in the company’s supply room. A periodic re-
view of the supply room will reveal which items are running low; those items can
be noted on the order form and faxed to the office supply company for rapid refill-
ing. Many office supply companies even deliver the desired materials free of
charge, so no transportation arrangements are needed. The same process can be
used for manufacturing supplies, although they are not usually ordered from just
one supplier. In either case, the ordering process avoids the usual purchasing and
payables process involving purchase requisitions, purchase orders, and multiple
management approvals. If a corporate purchasing card is used to automatically pay
for the supplies, the controller can also avoid matching receivables documentation
to supplier invoices. Since supplies involve moderate dollar amounts but very large
transaction volumes, the risk of losing large amounts of money is minimal and the
volume of payables transactions is noticeably reduced.

A number of larger companies have taken this concept a step further, by creat-
ing on-line purchasing catalogs, which are described in more detail in Chapter 10.
In brief, they have negotiated blanket purchase agreements with a small number of
selected suppliers and posted their products on either an intranet or Internet site,
where company employees can click on those items they want. This simple action
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will automatically generate an order to the supplier, which will deliver the re-
quested product to the requestor.

Another way to reduce transaction volume is automating the expense report pro-
cessing function. This system allows employees to enter their expense report infor-
mation directly into a central computer system, which collects information about
specific days being reported, expense items requiring receipts, and explanations
for missing receipts. Then the system prints out a transmittal slip, to which the em-
ployee attaches all receipts needed for the expense report. The employee gives the
transmittal slip and attached receipts to the accounting department, which only
has to verify that all the receipts listed on the transmittal slip are attached. The
electronic expense report is sent over the computer network to the employee’s su-
pervisor for approval. After the electronic approval and the receipts have been
received, the accounting department issues an electronic funds transfer (EFT) to
the employee. Of course, personal identification numbers (PINs) are used to re-
strict access to designated computer users. This system allows the accounting
department to further reduce its work load by shifting the expense report process-
ing function to the computer system. A flowchart of the process is shown in Ex-
hibit 5.8. The solution just described requires an expensive and lengthy custom
programming effort. For those who want the solution more quickly, but without the
headaches associated with customization, there are several software packages
available that provide the same level of functionality. This type of software is sold
by Extensity, Inc. (www.extensity.com), Captura Software (www.captura.com), and
Concur Technologies (www.concur.com). However, each one requires customized
interfaces to the existing accounting software before there will be a high degree of
software integration, so some additional cost and time will be required to achieve a
perfectly integrated solution.

An alternative way to reduce the review work associated with expense reports is
reviewing expense reports only by random audit. This greatly reduces the detailed
examination currently used in nearly all corporations. Though it is likely that em-
ployees will be able to charge off some expenses when an expense report is not se-
lected for an audit, the prospect of being audited will act as a deterrent for most
employees. To refine the audit selection technique, the controller should act like
the Internal Revenue Service—select employees for more frequent audits if ran-
dom audits find errors on their expense reports, and select expense reports that
contain excessively high travel, hotel, meal, or incidental charges. By refining the
selection method for random audit, the accounting department can cut back on the
labor required to conduct the reviews, while not giving up all control.

Having reduced the overall volume of payables transactions, the controller must
now reduce the amount of paperwork associated with each remaining transaction.
The first step is skipping the supplier invoice. This has multiple benefits of one less
piece of paper to handle, one less item requiring management approval, and one
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less item to include in the document-matching process. The key to this improve-
ment is to pay the supplier directly from the purchase order. Under this revised
system, when a buyer in the purchasing department issues a purchase order to a
supplier, the buyer also enters the order into a purchasing database. Suppliers
then send the goods to the receiving dock. A receiving clerk checks the purchas-
ing database via a computer terminal located at the dock. The database tells the
clerk if the received shipment corresponds to an outstanding purchase order in

Exhibit 5.8 Automated Employee Expense Report System
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the database; the information the clerk must match includes the part number, unit
of measure, quantity, and vendor name. If it does, then the clerk accepts the goods
and enters this information in the database. The computer system should incorpo-
rate a preset tolerance level for closing purchase orders even if the amount received
is off slightly (a typical tolerance level is 5%). The computer will now automati-
cally print a check to the supplier in accordance with the payment terms on the
purchase order. If the received items are not listed on the database, they are re-
jected on the spot and sent back to the supplier. In short, payment authorization
has moved to the receiving dock from the accounts payable department. This does
not mean that the accounts payable department can eliminate all invoice process-
ing, for there are always quantities of invoices arriving from service providers and
for items needed on an emergency basis that do not have a related purchase order.
Nonetheless, the quantity of invoice-related work by the payables department
drops dramatically. By eliminating the supplier invoice, the speed of processing
the payables transaction greatly improves.

Having reduced the overall volume of payables transactions and the need for the
supplier invoice, the controller can now shorten the length of the transaction fur-
ther eliminating approvals for purchase requisitions. The bulk of all purchase or-
ders written are for items needed to manufacture products; these purchases are
frequently issued automatically by a materials requirements planning (MRP) sys-
tem or are issued manually based on preapproved bills of materials. These items
require no requisition approvals, since the information on which the purchase is
based (the bill of materials) has already been approved by management. The next-
largest item normally requisitioned is supplies (either for the office or the manu-
facturing area). With the use of corporate purchasing cards, these transactions no
longer require requisitions. This reduces the number of items requiring requisi-
tions to the minimum. For this remaining amount, purchase orders must be gener-
ated and approved by management anyway, so the control point is simply shifted to
management approval of the purchase order. By eliminating the approval of pur-
chase requisitions, a number of hours (if not days) are removed from the total time
needed to process transactions.

The final, and most advanced, step is paying suppliers based on production
records instead of supplier invoices or (as mentioned earlier) purchase orders.
The key item here is to avoid the review by receiving personnel of the incoming
shipments from suppliers. Instead, the parts are moved directly to the manufac-
turing area, where they are immediately used to manufacture the company’s
product. Then, the amount of each part (as listed on the bill of materials) is mul-
tiplied by the number of products completed to arrive at the total number of parts
the company has received from the supplier. This unit total is then multiplied by
the cost per unit, as noted on the purchase order, thus arriving at a total amount
to pay the supplier. Of course, the system must also include reporting for items
damaged during production, so that the supplier is paid for these items as well.
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By using this system, the accounts payable task is reduced to reviewing payments
to suppliers that are suggested by the computer system, and printing and mailing
out the checks (even this step can be replaced by electronic funds transfers). The
role of the internal audit department increases; since the number of process con-
trols are reduced, the auditors must ensure that the remaining controls are
strong. Overall, the use of payments based on production records is only possible
in a well-run JIT manufacturing system, because the payment scheme will not
work unless the following hold:

• Only enough parts are delivered to manufacture the product. If excess parts
are delivered, additional accounting is required to determine the number of
units for which to pay the supplier; in this case, it would be easier for the
controller to pay from purchase order information than from production
records.

• Production is rapid. If it takes an inordinate amount of time to manufacture
a product, the supplier must wait too long for payment, since payments are
based on finished products. This will not be tolerated by suppliers unless
increased prices are built into the purchase order, or if parts can be tracked
through partially manufactured units.

• Only one supplier supplies each part. It is difficult to pay suppliers when
more than one supplier provides a part. When payments are determined
based on the parts included in a finished product, there is no way to tell
which supplier delivered an included part.

• The bills of materials are totally accurate. If they are not, suppliers will not
be paid for the correct quantity of parts delivered. For example, if a bill of
materials incorrectly shows too many units of a part being used, the sup-
plier will be overpaid. If the bill of materials contains too few parts, the
supplier will be underpaid.

• Product changes are minimal. If the quantity of a part used in the finished
product is constantly changed because of design changes, it is very difficult
to determine the correct number of parts for which to pay the supplier.

• Bulk purchases are not needed. If bulk purchases are required for key items
that can only be procured in volume, because of pricing, packaging, dis-
tances traveled, and so on, then they must be paid for by some other means
than production records, since not all the materials will be used immedi-
ately to complete finished goods.

Another improvement, which is rarely used, is paying suppliers immediately
rather than waiting for a prenegotiated time period to make the payment. Imme-
diate payment has the advantage of reducing the number of steps involved in 
the payables process, since there is no storage of payables information until the
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Exhibit 5.9 Streamlined Payables Process
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correct payment date has been reached. It has the additional advantage of reduc-
ing the work-in-process of the accounts payable department, since purchasing in-
formation can immediately be sent to permanent storage upon payment to the
supplier rather than having it wait in the accounting area in temporary storage fa-
cilities. Of course, this technique must be offset against lost earnings on cash
that will now be given to suppliers instead of the company’s investment officer.
At a minimum, this method can be used for smaller purchases, so that the com-
pany’s invested balances are not significantly reduced.

When all the preceding changes have been implemented, the controller will
find that there is one more item to fix: reducing the number of accounts payable
systems to one. Many large companies have more than one system (usually lo-
cated in different subsidiaries). When a purchasing system has been converted to
the high level of automation described in this section, it is very inconvenient
to tie the purchasing system into a cluster of different payables systems, since
unique programming (as well as a different set of procedures) is required for each
payables system in use. Thus, the controller should concentrate on reducing the
number of payables systems to one.

Given the number of qualifications just presented, it is evident that paying
suppliers based on the amount produced is not possible for many companies.
Those companies best able to do so are those with accurate bills of materials, re-
liable parts deliveries in small quantities, quick production times, and infrequent
design changes.

If these conditions cannot be met, the company should pay its suppliers
through purchase order documents. The labor involved will still be less and pay-
ments to suppliers will still be quicker than if suppliers were paid from their in-
voices. Exhibit 5.9 shows a streamlined payables process.

In summary, exceptional improvements in the speed of accounts payable trans-
actions can be realized by paying for small-dollar items with corporate purchasing
cards, automating the review of employee expense statements, eliminating supplier
invoices, reducing the number of management approval signatures, and paying sup-
pliers based on purchase order information. To accomplish this transformation
safely, the controller must pay attention to the new set of controls needed.

CONTROL ISSUES

Many control issues are related to accounts payable, since missing controls can
result in major expenditures that may not be authorized by management. For ex-
ample, if the controller were to eliminate the comparison of purchase orders to
invoices by the accounts payable staff, then suppliers could charge excessive
rates without anyone noticing. Similarly, eliminating the comparison of supplier
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invoices to the receiving log would allow suppliers to bill for parts never sent. This
section contains examples of what would happen if various payables controls were
removed in order to increase the speed of accounts payable transactions, and it
suggests possible solutions to the resulting control problems. These examples per-
tain to the changes suggested previously for a revised payables system.

Stop Requiring Approval of Supplier Invoices

If supplier invoices are approved by management (sometimes multiple times in
the case of large-dollar invoices), they present a last-chance review of payments
about to be made. If this control is not used, the next most recent chance to catch
an improper payment is the review of purchase orders, while manual signing of
checks can also catch errors at that point. For those companies using a signature
plate to sign checks, there is no last-minute review of outgoing payments.

Tighten Control over Purchase Orders. If one control is removed,
strengthen the remaining ones. The reason why so many approvals are required
throughout the payables process is that most accounting systems are so leaky that
payments can slip through individual layers of approval but will be caught when
the total set of approvals is imposed. The solution to this problem is to tighten
control over the key approval point. The company must require that all materials
received have an accompanying purchase order number. In order to issue a pur-
chase order, approval must be obtained from management. If management ap-
proval is strictly enforced at that level, there is no need for additional approvals
downstream from the purchase order point. Enforcing this control point involves
rejecting items received that have no purchase order, educating the purchasing
staff about this requirement, educating the rest of the company about it, and con-
ducting frequent internal audits of purchase orders to ensure that the correct ap-
provals were obtained.

This control point may not work for service agreements, long-term contracts,
and emergency purchases.

Service agreements for such items as janitorial services, lawn care, computer
maintenance, and telephone repair services are frequently negotiated by depart-
ments other than the purchasing department. Also, service providers do not usu-
ally send their staffs into the company through the receiving dock, so they are not
logged in. The controller can require a blanket purchase order for each service
provider, but it is still nearly impossible for anyone besides the direct contact
person within the company to determine if services have been provided. The best
control here is to continue to require invoice review by management, since the
control point at the purchase order level is comparatively weak.
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Many companies negotiate long-term contracts for key supplies; for example,
a power plant may have a 20-year contract for coal. In these cases, it is best to
create a blanket purchase order that is reviewed periodically to ensure that any
changes required by the contract (such as annual price increases) are enforced in
the payment system.

If the computer system crashes, the company does not have the purchasing de-
partment conduct a competitive bidding process to find a cheap computer repair
service—it gets someone who can show up immediately and fix the problem, no
matter what the cost. In these cases, the purchasing department is not involved.
Instead, a verbal agreement to pay is made by the manager who is trying to fix
the problem. In such cases, since the purchase order control point is ignored, in-
voice approval by management is necessary.

Control Purchase Order Forms. Management approval of purchase orders
is not of much use if purchase order forms can be taken by anyone, typed up, and
sent out without management approval. The best control over this problem is to
prenumber the purchase orders and secure the purchase order stock. In addition,
the purchase order number sequence must be logged in and reviewed for miss-
ing purchase order numbers. Finally, the purchase order text should clearly
state that the purchase order is invalid without an authorized signature; this
prevents a supplier from demanding payment based on a purchase order that has
no signature.

Stop Requiring Approval of Purchase Requisitions

If management must sign off on purchase requisitions, managers have an early
control over purchases, which is later reinforced by management review of pur-
chase orders before they are issued to suppliers. It also reduces the work load of
the purchasing staff, who may otherwise source a part and prepare a purchase
order only to find that management disallows the purchase during its review of
outgoing purchase orders. If this control were removed, then a leaky purchase
order review might let inappropriate purchase orders go out to suppliers.

Tighten Control over Purchase Orders. Management review of purchase
orders was discussed in the previous section.

Systematize the Purchasing of Minor Items. The volume of purchase requi-
sitions can be greatly reduced by purchasing from a small number of suppliers and
creating forms that itemize the most commonly used parts. This eliminates the
need for purchase requisitions for most items. These forms are most commonly
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used for office supplies and production supplies. Since the items involved are
usually inexpensive, management approval is not necessary. Instead, the em-
ployee simply checks off the items needed and returns the form to the purchasing
department, which either orders the materials over the phone or faxes the form to
the supplier, who (depending on the size of company orders) may deliver the
items to the company. A typical office supplies ordering form is shown in Ex-
hibit 5.10. In short, by systematizing the purchasing of low-priced, high-volume
items, most purchase requisitions can be done away with.

Use Corporate Purchasing Cards. If the company starts using corporate
purchasing cards, the number of purchase requisitions will be reduced, by allow-
ing employees to purchase small-dollar items directly from selected sup-
pliers. Of course, the potential exists for loss of control over purchases; for
example, a credit card can be used to purchase inordinate quantities of office or
manufacturing supplies, which may then be purloined by the employee making
the purchases. However, many corporate purchasing cards have detailed monthly
reporting on all expenditures, including a listing of items purchased, where they
were purchased, and ( less frequently) who purchased them. This reporting allows
the controller to conduct an after-the-fact review of purchases and to put a stop to
ongoing malfeasance. The characteristics of the purchasing card can be altered,
so that the amount that can be spent with it is limited on a per-transaction basis or
by day. It is also possible to issue credit cards by department that are tied to the

OFFICE SUPPLIES ORDER FORM
Date

Name of Person Ordering

Part Supplier
Description Description Part No. Quantity

Fasteners
1⁄4� Alligator Clips ClipArt 1⁄4� CA-2500
1⁄2� Alligator Clips ClipArt 1⁄2� CA-5000

Paper
White Legal Mead White Long ME-4320
Yellow Legal Mead Yellow Long ME-4321

Staplers
Stapler, Regular SwingLine Regular SW-100A
Stapler, Heavy Duty SwingLine Heavy SW-100B

Tape
1⁄4� Tape Scotch 1⁄4� Tape 3M-1352
1⁄2� Tape Scotch 1⁄2� Tape 3M-1353

Exhibit 5.10 Office Supplies Order Form
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budgeted amount of funds available for each accounting period, so that the card
will no longer work once the budgeted amount has been reached. It is also possi-
ble to restrict the use of credit cards to only those suppliers who have a certain
standard industry classification (SIC) code; all other attempted transactions will
be rejected, thereby keeping employees from buying items that are outside the
purview of their departments.

Stop Paying Based on Supplier Invoices

If the accounting department pays suppliers based on supplier invoices, the com-
pany is assured of having no disputes with suppliers, since payment is based on
the information from the database of the supplier. Also, this keeps outside audi-
tors happy, since they confirm payables with selected suppliers and attempt to
match the company payables database to the receivables database of the supplier.
If this control is not used, differences between the payments made by the com-
pany and the payments expected by the supplier will occur with greater fre-
quency, requiring substantial time by the accounting staff to reconcile.

Pay Based on Purchase Orders. The contract between the company and
the supplier is the purchase order, not the invoice from the supplier. As the base-
level document, the purchase order with the price noted on it is legally binding.
Thus, the purchase order should be used to pay the supplier. The company can
dispense with invoices and match the receiving log to the purchase order, paying
the supplier the total of the quantity received times the price on the purchase
order. Alternatively, the company can pay the supplier based on th quantity used
in the production process (based on the production schedule and the bill of mate-
rials) and dispense with the receiving log entirely. Though this system avoids a
considerable amount of accounting labor and undoubtedly speeds up the account-
ing process, several problems may arise with respect to pricing or quantity dis-
putes, supplier debits and credits, shipping charges, and taxes.

From time to time, the supplier will charge a price that varies from the amount
on the purchase order. The company’s position should be that it will pay accord-
ing to the price listed on the purchase order; any changes to that price must come
from a purchase order change approved in advance by management. Also, the
supplier may complain that the company is not paying for the quantity that was
shipped. This problem arises when either the supplier or the company mis-
counted the items shipped. One solution is to rely on the documents of the ship-
ping company as the final arbiter. However, this solution does not work if the
materials were not delivered by a third party but instead by the transport of 
the supplier (increasingly used in JIT environments). If so, the company and the
supplier should work to devise a means of packaging that is easily counted; for
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example, if a box always contains ten units, it is easier to count than a disordered
cluster of parts.

There will always be damaged or missing items in shipments that require debits
or credits to the supplier. Any shipment overages must be segregated and promptly
dealt with by the accounting and purchasing staffs, and the supplier must be noti-
fied at once (preferably by fax, to provide a written record) of missing items.

Shipping fees are charged for nearly all deliveries to a company. Since the com-
pany is paying from purchase orders, it has no way of knowing what the shipping
charge is for each delivery. One way to avoid this problem is to have the shipper
charge the company rather than the supplier, thereby avoiding any markups that a
supplier may add onto the shipping fee. Another method is to negotiate a standard
shipment fee with the supplier in a long-term contract. Then the company can fac-
tor the standard charge into its purchase orders and pay the fee based on the pur-
chase order information.

Taxes must often be paid on parts, and the supplier usually provides the tax in-
formation on the supplier invoice. If the invoice is being ignored, the company
must get the tax information from other sources. In many commercially available
accounting packages, tax tables are available by state (and sometimes even by
county and city), allowing the company to make tax payments without supplier-
provided information.

Stop Matching Purchase Orders to
Invoices and the Receiving Log

Purchase orders are matched to invoices and the receiving log in order to verify
that the items ordered were received before payment is made to the supplier.
Proof of receipt can come not only from the receiving log but also from the sup-
plier, who does not ( legally) bill the company until materials have been shipped.
In addition, this matching process verifies that the price listed on the invoice is
the same as the amount listed on the invoice, so that there is agreement between
the supplier and the company regarding the amount to be paid. If this matching
control were removed, the company might make payments even if materials were
not received and might use an incorrect unit price.

Base Payments on Amounts Produced. If the supplier delivers parts di-
rectly to the manufacturing area in the exact quantities needed for production,
the production schedule can be used as evidence of materials receipt. The quan-
tity of goods produced are multiplied by the number of parts required for each
unit; this part quantity information is listed on the bill of materials. Then the
price listed on the purchase order is multiplied by the total number of units
used to derive the amount to be paid to the supplier. Of course, any parts
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scrapped during the manufacturing process will have to be carefully recorded
and credited back to the supplier.

Select Expense Reports at Random for Review

Employee expense reports should be reviewed to ensure that only appropriate ex-
penses are being charged to the company. Reviewing a limited number of expense
reports allows some employees to charge additional expenses to the company
with reduced odds of being caught.

Refine the Expense Report Selection Technique. A few audits will reveal
that some employees always report expenses fairly, whereas others always stretch
the company rules to report the maximum possible amount. Once patterns emerge,
the selection method should concentrate on those employees whose reports con-
tinue to reveal reporting problems, and review other employees’ reports less often.
Also, a cursory review of expense report line items on all expense reports will re-
veal line items that depart noticeably from the amounts to be expected (e.g., for
travel, lodging, and meals). When excessive amounts are revealed, just those line
items can be audited. In addition, the company will find over time that auditing a
certain percentage of expense reports will be cost-effective in terms of the ex-
pense errors found versus the labor required to conduct the audits. The company
should conduct only the number of audits that brings in maximum expense report
reductions for minimum audit labor cost.

Automatically Link Corporate Travel Policies to Expense Reporting. For
those companies with the funding to invest in automated expense reporting sys-
tems, an additional feature to consider is the storage of corporate travel policies
in a rules database that can be cross-referenced by the expense reporting system.
By doing so, any expenditures that break company policy, such as first class air
travel, clothing purchases, or movies, will be automatically flagged and rejected.
An additional feature can send an e-mail message to the violator and that per-
son’s supervisor, so that follow-up action can be taken to ensure that the policy
violations do not occur in the future. This can be a customized programming
project, but is also found as a standard feature in high-end commercial expense
reporting software.

Stop Manually Processing Expense Reports

Employee expense reports should be reviewed to ensure that all receipts proving
large-dollar purchases have been submitted and that all expenses are reim-
bursable under company expense policies. Switching to an automated system
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brings up the problem of access to the system. If someone can file an expense re-
port and approve it with a false personal identification number (PIN), it is possi-
ble for excessive reimbursements to take place.

Automatically Assign New PIN Numbers and Access Codes. A random
number generator can easily create new PIN numbers periodically and issue them
to employees through the company computer system. However, if a computer ac-
cess code has also been stolen, the computer is merely issuing a new PIN to some-
one who has already broken into the system. Consequently, the computer systems
administrator must also distribute new system access codes on a regular basis, and
not through the computer system; instead, they can be distributed through a more
secure medium, such as a note included with an employee’s paycheck of EFT pay-
ment advice.

Of course, controls are still needed in most corporate environments. The fol-
lowing controls should be maintained, for the potential increase in risk associated
with their elimination does not warrant their deletion. Since the recommended
changes have deleted nearly every step in the traditional accounts payable pro-
cess, the controls listed here are mainly related the purchasing and receiving
functions as well as to ensuring that payment information reaches the accounting
staff so that correct payments can be made.

Select Suppliers

With fewer suppliers, it is easy for one supplier to stop the company’s production
process with slow deliveries or low-quality goods. This problem can be mitigated
by a careful review of each supplier’s performance record.

Use Accurate Bills of Materials

When payments are made by multiplying the amount of finished goods produced
by the number of parts used in the product, it is very important that the bill of
materials (BOM) be correct. To ensure that it is accurate, an engineer must be
assigned the task of updating it, access to the BOM file must be severely limited,
and processes must be set up so that information about incorrect BOM quantities
can be sent to the BOM engineer from all parts of the company.

Account for the Sequence of Purchasing Documents

When the purchase order is the primary means by which both quantities and
costs are determined, it is crucial that the form itself be controlled, so that
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forms cannot be removed and used to illegally purchase materials in the name of
the company. This can be achieved by locating purchase order forms in a locked
room that also contains the computer printer; this allows forms to remain in the
printer, ready for immediate printing, while still maintaining security. A log of se-
quential form numbers can also be maintained in that locked room; the log should
be reviewed regularly to verify that all prenumbered forms are accounted for.

Report Over/Under/Return Conditions
to the Accounting Department

With a reduced set of controls covering the accounts payable process, it is ex-
tremely important that any changes in the amount received from the amount or-
dered be carefully noted, so that the amount paid can be changed. If the company
elects to keep a receiving department and pay from the purchase order document,
then the best approach is to have a computer terminal in the receiving area, on
which changes in the received amount can be noted. If no terminal is available,
then this information must be manually conveyed to the payables clerk. If the
company is paying based on completed production records, then the production
staff can report on this information, because the production process will have
been interrupted if there is a materials shortage, and there will be excess inven-
tory in the production area if too much material is delivered.

Report Freight Documents to the
Accounting Department

Even if freight charges are always paid by the supplier, the company should still
retain freight documents, because they provide evidence of receipt. If the com-
pany has a dispute with a supplier over whether a shipment was received (and
therefore paid for), the shipping documents will be available to provide evidence.
When shipments arrive, the freight documents should either be sent to the ac-
counting department or stored securely in the receiving department. Under a JIT
delivery system, there may be no shipping documents, since shipments are so fre-
quent and so small that the paperwork burden would be too great for the supplier.

Review Long-Term Contracts

There is a potential for incorrect payments when long-term contracts are used,
because fees may change over time and may not be noted by the accounts payable
department. Typical contracts of this kind are the building lease and contracts
for crucial materials, such as coal for power plants. Thus, the accounting staff
should make it a regular practice to review long-term contracts. An alternative is
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to review long-term contracts as soon as they are signed and create a summary
sheet of the most important points, which the controller retains and reviews
monthly for changes.

Review Credit Card Documents

Although corporate purchasing cards are not intended for large-dollar purchases,
the total volume of low-dollar purchases for which they may be legitimately used
is so large that the overall dollar volume involved can be considerable. For that
reason, it is wise for the controller to have someone review the credit card state-
ments to determine the types of items purchased, the purchase locations, and the
dollar amounts involved. Though the accounting clerk assigned this task may not
be knowledgeable regarding specific items purchased, a comparison with dollar
amounts from previous months can point to unusual changes in dollar volume be-
tween periods. Also, a review by a more knowledgeable person in the purchasing
department can supplement the knowledge of the accounting staff. It is also possi-
ble to obtain a download of credit card purchasing information from a purchasing
card provider, which makes it much easier to sort through purchasing information
with a computer to spot potentially incorrect purchases.

Use Periodic Audits

The internal audit department can frequently review a number of items surround-
ing the accounts payable function. Note that internal auditors advise of changes
to be made—they do not implement control changes on their own. Thus, the pur-
pose of the following steps is to warn the controller of control problems in se-
lected areas.

Review Duplicate Payments. This problem can be checked by periodically
tracing payments back to their supporting receiving or freight documents.

Review Advance Payments. It is easy for an accounting clerk to pay a sup-
plier the full amount due, forgetting that an advance may have already been paid.
This problem can be controlled by periodically reviewing the details of the supplier
advances account and tracing advances back to related receipts from suppliers.

Review Supplier Returns. Most companies have trouble recording sup-
plier credits for parts returned to suppliers. This problem can be discovered by
periodically tracing shipping documents back to the accounting department to
ensure that proper credit has been recorded.
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Compare the Purchase Order Cost to Paid Cost. Though this problem
arises only when paying from supplier invoices, it is still possible for a company
to pay a supplier a different per-unit price than the amount listed on the purchase
order. An internal audit comparison of the price on the purchase order to the
price paid will reveal this problem.

Compare the Received Quantity to Paid Quantity. The amount received
is the quantity that should be paid for, but many companies pay for the quantity
listed on the purchase order. A comparison of the amount paid to the amount re-
ceived will point out this error.

Compare the Amount Received to Amount Recorded as a Payable. A
major accounting issue is ensuring that accounts payable are not underrecorded.
Any problems in this area can be discovered by comparing the quantities re-
ceived (and their related costs as listed on purchase orders) to the costs recorded
in the accounts payable records.

Compare the Amount Requisitioned to the Amount Ordered. Though
rarely a control problem, the amount actually ordered can vary significantly from
the quantity requisitioned. This is mainly a problem in a JIT environment, when
bulk purchases are not needed and actively discouraged. The audit team can high-
light this problem by comparing requisition forms to the related purchase orders.

Review the Sufficiency of Accruals. Accruals are needed for property
taxes, payroll, the pension or 401(k) plan, product warranties, commissions,
bonuses, income taxes, and professional fees. Each of these accruals requires a
different system to calculate and can be very difficult to record accurately;
sometimes the correct accrual is more a matter of opinion than fact. The internal
audit team should carefully review the calculations behind each accrual as well
as any sudden variations in month-to-month accruals to see if accruals are being
used to alter reported earnings.

Review the Payment of Freight and Taxes. Payments for “incidental”
items related to a materials shipment are difficult to track, since the typical com-
pany payment system is designed to ensure that the materials received are paid
for, not the freight used to get it there or any taxes. Thus, an occasional review of
these items by the audit team can be of use.

Review the Accuracy of the Bill of Materials. For those companies paying
suppliers based on the number of parts used in its finished products, it is critical
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that the company’s bills of materials be totally accurate—otherwise, payments
to suppliers will be incorrect. The internal audit team can periodically compare
bill of materials records to actual usage and note any differences.

Review the Accuracy of the Tax Tables. Taxes change over time, and the
company must pay the correct tax rate. A comparison of actual rates to the
amounts listed in the company’s tax table will highlight any errors.

Review the Propriety of Purchases Made with Purchasing Cards. When
purchasing cards are used, the potential exists for abuse of the cards by making
extraneous purchases. An occasional review of the credit card payment records
for the appropriateness of purchases will note any problems in this area.

Review the Sequence of Purchase Order Numbers. When purchase orders
are being used as the primary method for paying suppliers, control over the pur-
chase order forms is critical, since illicit orders can be placed with stolen forms.
Thus, a continuing audit review should encompass a cross-check of purchase order
storage controls as well as the sequencing of purchase order numbers.

Review the Amount of Service Charges. One of the most difficult items
to track is payment for services, since there is not supporting receiving docu-
mentation. To spot any problems in this area, the internal audit team should
compare payments to sign-ins by service personnel in the company visitor log,
discuss approvals of service provider invoices by the managers who signed the
invoices, and compare service provider rates to those charged by other suppliers
in the local market.

Compare the Amount of Payments to Long-Term Contracts. A common
problem is for prices paid to gradually diverge from the prices listed in long-
term contracts, because no one reviews the contracts periodically. This problem
can be highlighted by an internal audit comparison of prices paid to prices
agreed upon.

In summary, the very slow accounts payable process can be speeded up more
than any other accounting function. This can be accomplished by eliminating a
number of the approvals commonly required before a supplier invoice is paid. An-
other technique is to eliminate the invoice entirely and pay from the purchase
order. Also, the volume of small payments can be drastically reduced by using cor-
porate purchasing cards. In addition, highly automated employee expense reim-
bursement systems can be designed that almost completely eliminate the review of
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expense reports by the accounting department. Taken together, these changes allow
the controller to process payments faster while exerting less effort to do it.

QUALITY ISSUES

Accounts payable transactions are slowed considerably by the introduction of er-
rors into the process. Thus, high-quality accounts payable processing is defined
as processing transactions with the smallest number of mistakes. This section
lists the most common accounts payable processing errors and notes ways to keep
them from happening.

A common payables error is paying for a supplier invoice for which no receiv-
ing information exists. The problem is caused when the receiving dock employ-
ees neglect to write down the information about a receipt in the receiving log.
The accounts payable clerk is the person who must track down the missing infor-
mation, frequently by working with the receiving department to request proof of
shipment from the freight company. To avoid this problem, the best approach is to
install a computer terminal at the receiving dock and only allow items to be re-
ceived if a purchase order for the item is listed in the on-line database. The re-
ceiving clerk must then enter the date and quantity of the receipt in the purchase
order record. This approach requires the receiving staff to check for a purchase
order in the computer database, since the only alternative is to reject the ship-
ment and send it back to the supplier. When there is no alternative between en-
tering the receipt in the computer and rejecting the shipment, there should be no
payments to investigate for which there is no receiving information.

A variation on the previous problem is paying a supplier for an amount that
was incorrectly counted at the receiving dock. The most common cause of this
problem is the packaging of incoming goods in such a manner that they are diffi-
cult to count. The best solution is to negotiate with the supplier to prepackage the
parts in easily countable containers, such as in units of ten. Another option for
precertified suppliers is to have them mark the quantity on the delivered pallet
(the most error-free approach is using a bar code), so that the receiving personnel
can record the information without conducting an error-prone count at all. This
option should only be used with reliable suppliers whose operations have been
reviewed by the company’s purchasing and engineering staffs and found to meet
the company’s supplier standards.

Another error is paying a freight company for shipping an item for which there
is no receiving records. The most common cause of this problem is loss of the in-
formation at the receiving dock by inattentive employees. This problem is solved
by incorporating a computer terminal into the receiving process, as previously
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noted. When the receiving clerk accesses the computer database for purchase
order information about the shipment on the receiving dock, the computer can
prompt the user for information about the freight carrier. This prompt requires
the clerk to input freight information before the record can be entered. By re-
quiring the entry of freight information before the receipt can be processed, all
freight information will be entered into the payables system.

Another error is paying for a supplier invoice for which there is no purchase
order. There are a number of reasons why this problem occurs. First, employees
are giving verbal purchase orders to suppliers, which the accounts payable clerk
must now investigate. Second, fraudulent shipments are being made that the com-
pany does not want (which is why there are no purchase orders). Third, it may be
customary for the providers of services to work without an authorizing purchase
order. Unfortunately, the best solution is to issue a companywide policy about the
absolute need for purchase orders for all purchases (over a minimum dollar level)
and enforce the edict by placing a moratorium on any payments that do not have
a purchase order number. The accounts payable staff will then have to investigate
each invoice that has no supporting purchase order information and inform em-
ployees of the purchase order policy. A second policy should require the issuance
of blanket purchase orders to service providers. This extra work will be consider-
able and will slow down the speed of payables transactions, but it is necessary to
halt the issuance of verbal purchase orders, payments for fraudulent receipts, and
verbal service contracts. After employees learn about these new policies, the
payables staff will find that the number of transgressions declines, though it
never totally goes away—after the break in period, the overall work load of the
accounts payable department in this respect will decline.

Another error is paying the incorrect periodic amount on a recurring payment.
The most common cause of this problem is the incorrect tracking of price changes
that are listed in long-term contracts. The best solution is to create a summary of
price changes on long-term contracts that is reviewed monthly for changes. This
review should be incorporated into the department’s monthly activities calendar to
ensure that the review is made. In short, incorporating the contract review into the
department’s periodic calendar of events eliminates the problem.

Another error is losing track of employee expense reports when they are sent
to managers for supervisory approval. The cause of this problem is that the ex-
pense reports sit in managers’ in-boxes without anyone following up to see what
has happened to the paperwork. One solution is to enter the expense report infor-
mation into the accounting database prior to sending it out to supervisors for ap-
proval. Then a report should be created that lists expense reports that have been
entered into the system but not yet approved for payment. A quick scan of this
report will reveal those expense reports that are overdue. A weekly review of
this report should be sufficient for timely collection of the expense reports. The
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accounting manager can then call the tardy supervisors with a reminder notice.
Thus, allowing the computer system to remind the user of missing approvals re-
duces the possibility of payments being overlooked.

Another error is caused by paying suppliers based on inaccurate bill of mate-
rials (BOM) information. This error only occurs if payments are made based on
production records. If that is the case, then product information is periodically
multiplied by each product’s BOM to determine how many units for which to
compensate the supplier. The causes of the problem are inadequate control over
access to the BOM record and lack of control over physical changes to the fin-
ished product. Though the solution falls outside the supervisory range of the con-
troller, the effect of the problem hits the controller’s area of responsibility;
therefore, the solution is noted here. The first step in fixing this problem is to
have the internal audit department conduct a periodic review of the accuracy of
the BOM, so that management can make further corrections as needed. The min-
imum level of BOM accuracy is 98%. Then a person must be given complete
responsibility for the accuracy of all BOMs, with the power to implement all con-
trols needed to keep the BOM records accurate. Some of these BOM controls in-
clude minimal access to the BOM record in the computer and reporting from the
shop floor and warehouse regarding part quantities that are incorrect. Another
critical control is careful review and approval of all proposed changes to a BOM,
so that BOM changes are well considered and properly timed. Consequently, con-
trol over changes to BOMs and access to BOM information are important ways to
improve the accuracy of payments to suppliers.

A considerable source of error is the quality of the goods received from sup-
pliers. If materials are defective, then some or all of a shipment must be returned;
this additional paperwork must be noted in the next payment to the supplier. The
source of the problem, of course, is the supplier, who did not ship a product that
passes the company’s quality standards. The only solution is tracking the number
of defective parts by supplier, as well as dates received, so the company can de-
termine the percentage of defective parts received from a supplier as well as any
trends over time. Unacceptable supplier performance in this area must lead to
termination of sales from the supplier. Requiring suppliers to improve their prod-
uct quality or changing to new suppliers is the only way to reduce the number of
transactions involving product returns.

One of the largest sources of information errors is the supplier. The cause of
the problem is the suppliers’ inability to track the amount or price of product they
ship to the company, resulting in inadequate invoice information coming from the
supplier; even though this is the fault of the supplier, the error must be investi-
gated by the company’s accounts payable personnel. As noted previously, the
company should track the quantity of disputes with its various suppliers and ter-
minate those with consistently poor records.
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Suppliers can be used to correct another problem, which is entering a supplier
invoice into the computer system under an incorrect supplier identification code.
To avoid this problem, the accounting staff should send out a mailing to all sup-
pliers, informing them that the address of the accounts payable department has
changed. The new address should include a “ to the attention of ” code for each
supplier. This will result in supplier invoices arriving in the mail that already
contain the correct identification number, and which will virtually eliminate the
miscoding of invoices to the wrong account. This approach requires a mail merge
program to ensure that each supplier receives the correct identification code as
part of its notification letter.

In summary, quality in the accounts payable process is related to a number of
items: the quality of supplier information and products, the accuracy of bill of
materials information, expense reports sent out for approval, and inaccurately
recorded information at the receiving dock. Since nearly all the problems high-
lighted in this chapter involve problems in other departments (and other com-
panies), the controller must be prepared to improve processes outside of the
accounting department in order to improve the quality of the output provided by
the accounts payable department.

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

This section describes how to write cost /benefit analyses for corporate purchas-
ing cards, automated expense reimbursements, paying from purchase orders,
skipping purchase requisition approvals, and paying from production records. In
these examples, expected costs and benefits are as realistic as possible. The jus-
tifications are reduced to a one-year time frame in order to reduce the size of the
examples; in reality, net present value calculations for five years of costs and
benefits are more accurate.

Use Corporate Purchasing Cards

You want to introduce corporate purchasing cards at your company, and need to
present a cost /benefit analysis to the purchasing manager. You find that the an-
nual fee of each of 20 corporate purchasing cards is $20. You also conduct an
analysis of all company purchases and find that 20% of all purchase orders are
for purchases of less than $100, with an average purchase price of $52. Of those
purchases, 75% are from five local supply companies, all of which accept
credit cards as payment for goods. The company issued 28,000 purchase orders
in the previous year, totaling $33,600,000. An activity-based costing analysis
has shown that the average purchase order, including all related activities, 
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requires $30 to complete. A local internal auditors trade association has con-
ducted a confidential survey of employee theft using corporate purchasing
cards and concluded that improper use increased the cost of items purchased
with corporate purchasing cards by 0.5%. Is is worthwhile to use corporate
purchasing cards?

Solution. The following calculations show the cost of using (or not using)
corporate purchasing cards.

Cost of Using Corporate Purchasing Cards

Number of corporate purchasing cards 20
Annual fee per card � $20
Total annual fee for cards $00,0400

No. of purchase orders 28,000
Percentage under $100 � .20
No. of purchase orders under $100 5,600
Percentage of under-$100 POs allowing credit � .75
No. of under-$100 POs allowing credit 4,200
Average amount /under-$100 PO � $52
Amount of POs converted to credit cards $218,400
Expected percentage of improper credit purchases � .5%
Total amount of improper credit purchases $001,092

Total cost of using corporate purchasing cards $001,492

Cost of Not Using Corporate Purchasing Cards

No. of purchase orders 28,000
Percentage under $100 � .20
No. of purchase orders under $100 5,600
Cost to process a purchase order � $30
Total cost to process under-$100 POs $168,000

The analysis reveals that the costs associated with using corporate purchasing
cards are minuscule compared to the savings resulting from their use. In fact,
based on these calculations, the conversion would pay for itself 113 times over in
the first year, which is better than a three-day payback period.2

2 This analysis can include a range of possible losses related to employee misuse of the
corporate cards, rather than an analysis based on an average rate.
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Install Automated Expense Reimbursement System

Giles von Strohe, the CFO of the Near Beer Company, wants to install an auto-
mated employee expense reimbursement system. He asks you to explore the costs
and savings of such a system and to recommend a course of action. You find that
the company’s 65 salespeople submit expense reports every week for an average
of 40 weeks per year, which is a total of 2,600 expense reports per year. An ac-
counts payable clerk reviews each expense report to see if expenses claimed are
in accordance with company policies, matches receipts to the expenses listed on
the summary sheet, and resolves discrepancies by calling the salesperson. The
typical expense report review requires 45 minutes. The average payables clerk
wage (including benefits) is $10.35. Also, the sales manger reviews each expense
report for 5 minutes and usually spends another minute on the phone with the
salesperson, asking questions about the expense report. The sales manager’s
salary is $100,000. Should the system be installed?

Solution. The analysis is as follows.

Cost of Manual Expense Reimbursement System

No. of expense reports 2,600
Clerical time to review report � .75 hr
Total clerical hours 1,950 hrs
Cost /hour or clerk � $10.35
Total cost of clerical review $20,183

No. of expense reports 2,600
Sales manager time to review report � .10 hr
Total manager hours 260 hrs
Cost /hour of manager � $48.08
Total cost of manager review $12,501

Total cost of expense report review $32,684

Further investigation reveals that an automated expense reimbursement system
cannot be purchased as an off-the-shelf application; instead, it must be pro-
grammed in-house. The company’s programmer earns $22 per hour. The MIS di-
rector estimates that this task will require ten months of the programmer’s time,
including requirements definition, debugging, training of the sales staff, and cre-
ating a user guide. In addition, the 65 salespeople must be trained one-on-one by
the programmer. Each training session will take one hour. The average salesper-
son earns $65,000 ($31.25 per hour).
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Cost of Automatic Expense Reimbursement System

Cost /yr of programmer $45,760
Ten months’ work � .83
Total programmer cost $37,981

Average cost /hour/salesperson $31.25
Training time � 65 hrs
Total training cost $02,031

Total implementation cost $40,012

In short, your investigation reveals that an automated system will save $32,684 per
year on an ongoing basis but will require $40,012 of up-front costs to implement.
The payback is 1.2 years. This seems like a reasonable project to recommend.3

Pay Suppliers from Purchase
Orders Rather than Invoices

In an effort to cut costs, the CFO of Daisy Baby Foods wants to start paying sup-
pliers from purchase orders rather than from supplier invoices. As the con-
troller, you are assigned the task of creating a cost /benefit analysis. You find
that the requirements definition, programming, testing, and documentation
work related to the changeover will require the time of three programmers for
half a year. The average programmer is paid $37,000. In addition, the mailing
and staff costs associated with notifying key suppliers of the changeover will be
$25,000. Training time for the staff that will be using the new system will cost
about $17,000. You also estimate that two accounts payable clerks will be
needed even after the new system is installed, because there will still be a lim-
ited number of supplier invoices arriving that do not have related purchase or-
ders; in addition, the clerks must resolve payment disputes with suppliers, which
will occur no matter what payment method is used. Despite these issues, the new
system should allow the company to reduce the accounts payable department by
four positions; the average salary of those positions is $19,500. Is this a cost-
effective project?

3 A cost /benefit analysis of this project could also include the margin on lost sales, since
the sales force is being taken away from sales work to learn how to use the system. This
number, however, is not easily quantifiable.
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Solution. The costs and savings resulting from the project are as follows.

Cost to Implement a Payment System Based  on
Purchase Orders

Cost /yr of programmer $37,000
No. of programmers required � 3
Six months’ work � .50
Total programming cost $55,500

Mailing and notification cost $25,000
Training cost $17,000
Total implementation cost $97,500

Cost Reductions with New System

Cost /yr of payables clerk $19,500
Clerical positions eliminated � 4
Total salary-related savings $78,000

The cost to install the purchase order-based payment system is $97,500, versus
annual savings of $78,000. This is a payback of 1.25 years. Based on such a rapid
payback, this project should proceed.4

Eliminate Purchase Requisition Approvals

A reengineering team at A.L. Skrupp Corp. has recommended that purchase requi-
sition approvals be eliminated. The controller, Mr. Boldrup, reviews the situation
and finds that the average company manager can review, sign, and forward a pur-
chase requisition in 2 minutes. The average time required to find a manager who
can sign the requisition is one day. Discussions with a sampling of company man-
agers reveals that they typically reject only 2% of all purchase requisitions sent to
them for approval. They are later called upon to sign off on completed purchase or-
ders that contain the same information. The somewhat annoyed purchasing man-
ager informs Mr. Boldrup that it takes 45 minutes of purchasing department time
whenever it converts a purchase requisition into a purchase order; if an unapproved
requisition is later rejected in purchase order form by a manager, then that is a
waste of 45 minutes of purchasing time. The average company buyer earns $18.35
per hour. The average company manager earns $32.25 per hour. The purchasing de-
partment receives 82,500 purchase requisitions per year. Should the A.L. Skrupp
Corporation eliminate manager sign-offs on purchase requisitions?

4 A more detailed analysis could include the cost of reinforcement training for the staff
in future years.
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Solution. The following cost analysis reveals the answer.

Cost of Retaining Purchase Requisition
Approvals

Cost /hr of manager $032.25
Minutes/hour �60
Cost /min. of manager $000.54
Time to review requisition � 2 min.
Cost /requisitions of management review $001.08
No. of requisition/yr � 82,500
Total cost of management review $89,100

Cost of Eliminating Purchase Requisition
Approvals

No. requisitions approved/yr 82,500
Percentage of requisitions not approved � 2%
No. of requisitions not approved 1,650
Time to create purchase order � .75 hr
Total time to create purchase orders 1,237.50 hrs
Cost /hour of buyer � $18.35
Total cost of creating unneeded POs $22,708

The cost /benefit analysis reveals that reviewing all purchase requisitions is cost-
ing the company a startling amount of management time, which is four times
more expensive than the added cost to the purchasing department caused by extra
requisitions being converted into purchase orders. An objection to this type of
analysis is that the company will not actually realize any cost savings, since the
managers will still be paid by the company while the purchasing department will
add a buyer to handle the extra purchase requisitions being sent to the purchasing
department. One response to this objection is that eliminating the signature ap-
proval also reduces the requisition processing time by a day. Another response is
that managers who are no longer reviewing requisitions can busy themselves with
management work instead of clerical work—since this is their proper role, the
company may realize benefits in other areas that are caused by increased man-
agement attention.

Pay Suppliers from Production Records

The CFO of the Shine Bright Lamp Company is interested in paying suppliers
from the information contained in the company’s production records rather than
from supplier invoices. The CFO’s assistant, Mr. Dunwoody, is asked to construct
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a cost /benefit analysis of the project. He notes that one half of all payments
based on supplier invoices could be switched to payments based on production
records. This would allow the company to cut its accounts payable department in
half. The department has a staff of six, who are paid an average
of $19,500 each. In addition, Mr. Dunwoody finds that the programming cost of
paying from production records is substantial—four programmers will be re-
quired to design, create, and test the needed software over a period of six
months. The company’s average rate of pay for programmers is $39,000. Also,
the 18 key suppliers who will be affected by this change must be visited and in-
formed of the new payment method. The company will send two programmers to
the supplier locations to discuss the changes in their systems that will be required
as a result of the system change. Those two people will be visiting suppliers full-
time for six months. Also, the purchasing manager will visit all 18 companies in
advance during a one-month road trip to prepare the suppliers for the change.
The purchasing manager earns $70,000 per year. Total travel costs for the pro-
grammers and the purchasing manager will be $43,200. Finally, the company’s
BOMs are not yet accurate enough, so an engineer must be hired who will review
the BOMs on a continuing basis. The salary of the engineer is expected to be
$48,000. Should this project be implemented?

Solution. The following analysis will assist in making the decision.

Cost of Payment from Production Records

Cost /yr of programmer $039,000
No. of programmers � 6
Six months’ work � .50
Total programming cost $117,000

Cost /yr of purchasing manager $070,000
One months’ work � 8.3%
Total purchasing manager cost $005,810

Total travel cost $043,200
BOM engineer salary $048,000
Total implementation cost $214,010

Benefit of Payment from Production Records

Cost /yr of payroll clerk $19,500
Clerical positions eliminated � 3
Total savings $58,500

It is evident from the preceding information that the payback period for this proj-
ect would be too long for many companies. Therefore, it is important that this
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project be implemented after a JIT manufacturing system has been put into place,
since a JIT system already requires highly accurate BOMs and a small number of
suppliers. If that had been the case, there would have been no need to bring in a
BOM engineer, and the number of expensive visits to suppliers could be reduced.
If the presence of a JIT system had been assumed in this example, the cost of the
project (assuming half the number of supplier visits) would have dropped to
$122,005, which represents roughly a two-year payback. In short, efficient man-
ufacturing systems must already be in place before payments based on produc-
tion records are used.

In summary, these cost /benefit examples can be used to develop real-
life examples, especially in terms of the line items used. The dollar amounts 
of the costs and benefits used in these examples were taken from the author’s
experience; however, cost and benefit projections should use amounts derived
from the specific situations of the reader, not from these examples.

REPORTS

A typical accounts payable system has many reports related to checks that have
been cut or payments due. Under the revised system described in this chapter,
additional reports are listed that can be used as control points or to reduce the
number of payments made. For example, a report describing changes in payment
dates on long-term contracts allows the controller to anticipate payment changes
and avoid making incorrect payments that require time to correct after the fact.
Also, a form used to order manufacturing supplies from key suppliers does not
directly relate to accounts payable (since it is a purchasing function) but leads to
having fewer purchase orders to match against invoices, which reduces the work
load of the accounts payable department. In short, a few extra reports and forms
can improve the efficiency of the payables function.

One of the key control points in a revised accounts payable system is the pur-
chase order. If a purchase order is stolen, it can be used to procure goods that will
then be billed to the company. Though it is an after-the-fact control device, the
following manual report is useful for spotting missing purchase order numbers; it
lists the range of purchase order numbers used when printing a batch of prenum-
bered purchase order forms. Any missing purchase order numbers are immedi-
ately apparent, since there will be a gap in the numbering of successive purchase
order batches. A typical purchase order numbering report is shown in Exhibit
5.11. Note the gap in PO numbers between 3/9/98 and 3/10/98.

Of course, if the computer software contains the last purchase order number
and prints the next number onto a blank purchase order, then this report is not
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needed. Instead, the controller should concentrate on tight computer security to
keep anyone from printing a purchase order through the computer system; this
requires no report.

Another report that is useful in making payments on long-term contracts is the
one shown in Exhibit 5.12. It lists dates on which payments change. This may
seem minor, but considerable time is expended whenever a payment is made in
the incorrect amount, necessitating investigation, cancellation of the first check,
and creation of a replacement check. An additional step worth considering (de-
pending on the sophistication of the accounts payable system) is to avoid the re-
port and load the change dates and amounts of the payment changes directly into
the accounting software; then the payment changes will occur automatically.
However, many accounting systems will not allow this information to be entered
for future years.

The form shown in Exhibit 5.13 is useful for ordering supplies from a local of-
fice supplies company while avoiding the usual purchasing transaction cycle in-
volving a purchase requisition and purchase order. On this form, the user simply
fills in the quantity of each item needed and sends it to the office supply com-
pany. The description of each item as well as the part number used by the office

Exhibit 5.11 Prenumbered Purchase Orders Used

Date Beginning No. Ending No.

3/4/98 3400786 3400799
3/5/98 3400800 3400891
3/6/98 3400892 3400973
3/9/98 3400974 3401089
3/10/98 3401091 3401172
3/11/98 3401173 3401382
3/12/98 3401383 3401504

Exhibit 5.12 Payment Dates on Long-Term Contracts

Supplier Change Payment Payment
Code Supplier Date Amount Frequency

ARCOAL Argentine Coal Corp. 3/3/97 $100.32/ton Monthly
ARCOAL Argentine Coal Corp. 3/3/98 102.81/ton Monthly
ARCOAL Argentine Coal Corp. 3/3/99 105.22/ton Monthly
TEGAS Texas Gas & Mineral 12/31/97 .52/cubic foot Weekly
TEGAS Texas Gas & Mineral 12/31/98 .54/cubic foot Weekly
TEGAS Texas Gas & Mineral 12/31/99 .57/cubic foot Weekly
TEGAS Texas Gas & Mineral 12/31/00 .62/cubic foot Weekly
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supply company makes this an easy form for the office supply company to pro-
cess. A similar form is shown in Exhibit 5.14 for manufacturing supplies. The
key difference between these two forms is that there is usually more than one
supplier of manufacturing supplies, necessitating a column on the manufacturing
supplies form that lists the supplier to be contacted.

If a company pays suppliers based on the prices listed on the purchase order,
then a key report in the process is a list of quantity and price disputes with 

SUPERFLOW TECHNOLOGIES
Office Supplies Order Form

Date
Deliver to

Office Depot
Description Mfg. No. No. Unit Quantity

Binders
Wilson Jones 8-1⁄2 � 11, 1⁄2� 70200 435-164 Each

clear

Diskettes
DS, HD, 2MB 3M diskettes 12881 438-226 10/box

Envelopes
Clasp envelope, 10 � 13 COR56 822-940 100/box
Mailing envelope, 10 � 13, white CO925 423-731 100/box
#10 business envelope, white CO196 804-724 100/box

Folders
Globe-Weis letter file folder 321-1/3 475-814 100/box
Globe-Weis legal file folder 322-1/3 475-806 100/box
Pendaflex letter hanging folder 4152-1/5 449-421 25/box
Pendaflex legal hanging folder 4153-1/5 433-425 25/box

Mailers
10-1⁄2 � 16 air bubble mailer 18518 806-729 12 pack

Paper
Copier paper, letter DC11 477-299 5K/case
Copier paper, legal DC14 479-253 5K/case
Copier paper, 11� � 17� 3R3761 345-603 500/ream 
Phone message book SC11542 366-732 2 pack
Writing pad, letter size, white 7556 581-371 12 pack
Quadrille pad, letter size 76581 302-356 12 pack

Paper Clips
#1 Regular 72380 808-881 1,000
Jumbo 72580 808-907 1,000
Small binder clips, 3⁄4� 72020 808-857 12 pack
Medium binder clips, 1-1⁄4� 72050 808-865 12 pack

Exhibit 5.13 Office Supplies Order Form
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SUPERFLOW TECHNOLOGIES
Manufacturing Supplies Order Form

Date
Deliver to

Part
Description Supplier No. Unit Quantity

Welding Supplies
Weldwire, 308L, TIG Rod, 1⁄16 High Plains Weldwire Feet
Weldwire, 309, TIG Rod, 1⁄16 High Plains Weldwire Feet
Weldwire, 316L, TIG Rod, 1⁄16 High Plains Weldwire Feet
Weldwire, 308L, TIG Rod, 3⁄32 High Plains Weldwire Feet
Weldwire, 316, TIG Rod, 3⁄32 High Plains Weldwire Feet

Shop Machine Supplies
Drill Bit, 7⁄32� PAI 90633 Each
Drill Bit, 15⁄64� PAI 90634 Each
Drill Bit, 1⁄4� PAI 90635 Each
Drill Bit, 17⁄64� PAI 90636 Each
Drill Bit, 9⁄32� PAI 90637 Each
Drill Bit, 5⁄16� PAI 90639 Each
Drill Bit, 21⁄64� PAI 90640 Each
Drill Bit, 11⁄32� PAI 90641 Each
Drill Bit, 3⁄8� PAI 91756 Each
Hole Saw, Bi-Metal, 3⁄4� PAI 91068 Each
Hole Saw, Bi-Metal, 7⁄8� PAI 91070 Each
Hole Saw, Bi-Metal, 1� PAI 91072 Each
Hole Saw, Bi-Metal, 1-1⁄16� PAI 91073 Each
Hole Saw, Bi-Metal, 1-1⁄8� PAI 91074 Each
Hole Saw, Bi-Metal, 1-1⁄4� PAI 91076 Each

Polishing Supplies
Plug Deburr 1⁄2 � 1-1⁄2 M.L. Foss W221 Each
Plug Deburr 7⁄8 � 1-1⁄2 M.L. Foss W188 Each
Sand, Grit 80, Duralum High Plains ALOX0080 lbs
Sand, Grit 120, Duralum High Plains ALOX0120 lbs
Sand, Grit 240, Duralum High Plains ALOX0240 lbs

Shop Supplies
File, Flat Bastard 12� PAI 90011 Each
File, Flat Smooth 12� PAI 90014 Each
File, Multi-Kut 10� PAI 90037 Each
File, Multi-Kut 12� PAI 91378 Each

Exhibit 5.14 Manufacturing Supplies Order Form
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suppliers. It can be used by the controller not only as a “memory jogger” of items
to be resolved but also as a list of the potentially most troublesome suppliers. If
this report consistently shows the same suppliers taking issue with the prices
paid or the quantities used to calculate the total reimbursement, then it may be
time to find a new supplier. The report shown in Exhibit 5.15 lists the prices and
quantities at issue in specific purchase orders, and is sorted by supplier.

A very useful payables control report is one that lists the amounts of finished
goods in any time period, with payments to suppliers clearly indicated based on
the amount of finished goods. A sample of such a report is shown in Exhibit 5.16.
The report lists the quantity of finished goods produced on a given day, the quan-
tity of specific parts contained in the finished goods, and the price to be paid to
suppliers based on the quantities of finished goods completed. This report can be
used as detailed backup to payments in case suppliers complain about the amount

Exhibit 5.15 Payment Disputes with Suppliers

PO
PO Line PO Supplier Price Supplier Received Qty

Supplier No. Item Price Price Var. Qty Qty Var.

Davis 92456 17 $12.32 $12.56 �.24 1,000 998 �2
Davis 93405 42 72.31 75.01 �2.70 500 459 �41
Montford 92155 03 88.33 90.11 �1.78 250 249 �1
Montford 93602 01 90.14 90.22 �.08 1,500 1,504 �4
Montford 94111 02 67.54 75.75 �8.21 100 92 �8
Thimbles 91002 01 12.57 15.62 �3.05 100 92 �8
Thimbles 93067 05 1.45 3.00 �1.55 50 46 �4

Exhibit 5.16 Amounts Due to Suppliers Based on Production Quantities

Finished F/G Part Used Extended Extended
Goods Qty to Make Part Part Part Part
(F/G) Made F/G Qty Qty Price Price

Wheel barrow 32 Wheel 1 32 $3.50 $00,112.00
Hand grips 2 64 1.22 78.08
Legs 2 64 5.58 357.12
Bin 1 32 8.73 279.36

Shovel 1,114 Scoop 1 1,114 4.82 5,369.48
Handle 1 1,114 2.73 3,041.22

Shears 2,458 Hand grips 2 4,916 1.22 5,997.52
Shears 2 4,916 3.50 17,206.00
Bolt assembly 1 2,458 .53 1,302.74
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of payments made. This report can only be used if there is one supplier for every
part; with more than one supplier, this report cannot itemize which supplier to pay.

If an automated system is used to process employee expense transactions, then
the controller should know about instances when employees are not providing re-
ceipts for expenses that exceed the company-mandated minimum expense level. If
properly designed, the automated expense processing system should allow the em-
ployee to enter a reason for any missing receipts. This information can then be re-
arranged into a report format for review. This report is very useful for spotting
employees who are habitual offenders in terms of losing receipts; additional edu-
cation of those employees, as well as one-on-one discussions, is usually sufficient
to correct the problem. A typical missing receipt report is shown in Exhibit 5.17.

If an automated expense reporting system is used, then a key performance
measure related to it is the turn-around time required to get a payment back to
the employee for expenses submitted to the company. The report shown in Ex-
hibit 5.18 lists the date on which an expense report was electronically submitted,
the date the check was cut, and the time lapse between those two events. Also,

Exhibit 5.17 Missing Expense Receipts

Expense Expense Line
Report Report Item

Employee Date Line Item Desc. Amount Explanation

Barney, George 1/17/02 04 Airline $0,542.00 Lost wallet w/receipt
Barney, George 1/17/02 05 Car 148.00 Lost wallet w/receipt
Chumley, Fred 1/24/02 02 Airline 1,042.00 Briefcase stolen
Chumley, Fred 1/24/02 03 Hotel 493.00 Briefcase stolen
Davies, Alice 1/17/02 01 Meal 82.31 Lost the receipt
Davies, Alice 1/17/02 07 Airline 951.00 Lost the receipt
Eddings, Percy 1/24/02 13 Car 232.00 Lost the receipt

Exhibit 5.18 Expense Reports Transaction Times

Time Approval
Employee Filing Payment Lapse Period
No. Employee Date Date (days) (days)

000045 Bailey, Brad 5/3/02 5/10/02 7 4
000105 Davis, Charlie 5/1/02 5/21/02 20 18
000271 Ermine, Nancy 5/9/02 6/4/02 26 23
000521 Fingal, Mandy 5/2/02 5/15/02 13 2
000947 Gretz, Nimrod 5/8/02 5/12/02 4 1
001004 Smith, Herbert 5/1/02 5/8/02 7 1
002467 Yantz, Alfred 5/4/02 5/22/02 18 7
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since it is a major cause of delay in the payment of employees, the time required
to obtain electronic approval from the supervisor is also listed. (The start date
for the supervisory approval is the same date as the electronic submission date,
since the report is automatically copied into the electronic mail file of the super-
visor as soon as the report is submitted.)

In summary, the previous set of reports can be used by the controller for a va-
riety of reasons—reducing the number of purchase orders requiring matching to
invoices, spotting troublesome suppliers, listing employees who consistently
cause problems on their expense reports, highlighting missing purchase order
numbers, and so on. When used together, they allow the controller both to reduce
the accounts payable department’s work load and to highlight payables areas that
are causing additional work to be performed.

TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

Many of the improvements advocated in this chapter involve the use of technol-
ogy that has been available for a number of years. The primary improvement of
this type is using a computer terminal in the receiving area to check receipts
against the purchase order database and to record quantities received and ship-
ping information on the spot. However, more recent technologies can make addi-
tional improvements to the accounts payable function.

Corporate Purchasing Card

An easy technological advance to implement is the corporate purchasing card. It
is simply a credit card that can be restricted to maximum purchase amounts and
purchases at specific suppliers. Also, the monthly statement can be itemized to
identify items purchased, where the goods were purchased, and (sometimes) who
made the purchase. These cards are of most use in reducing the work load of the
purchasing and accounts payable departments, since the number of purchase or-
ders and supplier payments decline when they are used.

Computerized Employee Reimbursement System

An innovation that usually requires extensive custom programming work is the
computerized employee reimbursement system. This system copies the manual
processing of employee expense reports, with a few variations; it eliminates
paper-based expense reports and allows supervisors to approve the reports elec-
tronically (using a personal identification number) instead of with a signature.
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The system incorporates expense receipts by printing out a transmittal slip that
lists all required receipts; the employee then attaches the expense receipts to the
transmittal and mails it to the accounts payable department. The accounts
payable department ensures that the correct receipts are attached and then ap-
proves payment. This automation is most useful for reducing the work load of the
accounts payable clerk.

Optical Scanning of Payables Information

Another technological advance is optically scanning payables-related information
into the computer system. This is very useful for record retention, since supplier
invoices are frequently lost in transit when they are sent to supervisors for ap-
proval; if the document has previously been scanned into the computer, then it can
be easily reprinted. Also, when suppliers call with questions about payments, the
payables clerk can call up all related documents on screen while the supplier rep-
resentative is on the phone, rather than going to the filing area, retrieving the doc-
uments, and then calling back the supplier (who may by then not be near a phone).
In addition, if the scanned images are stored in a location that is linked to a net-
work, then multiple users can review a scanned document at the same time. Fi-
nally, using a password on stored documents eliminates the need for locking file
cabinets, since the password becomes the lock on the record in the database.

To begin a scanning transaction, a scanner with (preferably) an automatic doc-
ument feeder is used. If two-sided documents must be converted, a scanner with a
duplex scanning feature should be used. Scanned documents should initially be re-
viewed on a PC and then sent to storage on an optical disk. A large (perhaps 17-
inch) monitor is useful for reviewing scanned documents. A computerized
document storage system keeps the index key for each scanned image in a PC
(sometimes called the index server) and the document stored in an image and text
database (usually on a high-capacity optical disk “jukebox”). The index database
is usually kept on a hard drive to improve access time. The user calls up the docu-
ment from a workstation by entering the document’s index key. Output can be to a
monitor, fax, or printer. Corrections can also be made from a workstation. The sys-
tem can also include a computer that performs validation checks on calculations as
well as on the reasonableness of the data in the records. The typical scanning sys-
tem off-loads erroneous or hard-to-read documents for manual review but is capa-
ble of processing most documents with minimal operator interference.

A key issue to resolve when setting up a paperless system is how to index the
documents being scanned into the computer. The index is used by the database to
find a document, so it is critical to use an index key that can be easily found. Nearly
all databases allow the user to use multiple keys, so the user can find a document
with several different key words. Also, a scanned document merely leaves a picture
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in the database rather than a set of words that can be scanned for retrieval purposes.
However, when documents are scanned using optical character recognition (OCR)
software, the picture is converted to words. This allows the user to conduct a search
of all words in the database, which ensures that any document scanned into the
database will be found. Locating a misfiled document quickly is an important issue,
because one study has determined that it costs an average of $125 in labor costs to
find a missing paper document, and recreating a lost document (about 7.5% of all
paper documents get lost) costs an average of $350 in labor.

Once a scanned image has been converted by OCR software into a text file,
the data can be compressed to take up much less storage space on a computer’s
hard drive than is the case with a scanned picture image. The resolution of
scanned documents greatly affects the storage requirements of the system. A
100 dots-per-inch (DPI) scan of a single page requires far less storage space
than a scan with a resolution of 300 DPI. Of course, images scanned at 100 DPI
show more grain than documents scanned at higher DPI levels and are therefore
more difficult to read. Even a picture image can be compressed; this is done by
eliminating the “white space” on a page. The compression ratio is the com-
pressed amount of storage divided into the uncompressed amount of storage. A
ratio of 2:1 is typical.

In short, document image storage and retrieval can be used to greatly simplify
the document filing job of the accounts payable department. With quicker access
to information of all kinds, the payables staff is able to research documents
quickly, thereby increasing the speed of the average payables transaction.

Mobile Invoicing Systems

Finally, a recent innovation is to have the delivery person bring a hand-held de-
vice that can print an invoice for the customer on the spot or produce a floppy
that contains the delivery information. In either case, the data should include
part numbers and descriptions, quantities, and prices. This system eliminates the
need for later rekeying of data by the clerical staff, since the delivery person and
the receiving clerk inspect the parts together—if the delivery person’s database
is incorrect, then it can be changed and brought back to the supplier, who uses the
altered information to change its database. This system does a good job of match-
ing the information used by both the supplier and the company, so that there are
no disputes over quantities delivered.

Bar-Coding of Shipments

One final technological device is not new—the bar-coding of shipments. If a ship-
ment has the company’s part number, unit of measure, purchase order, and quantity
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delivered already encoded into a bar code on the outside of the shipped carton,
then a few seconds of scanning by the receiving staff will enter all this informa-
tion into the company’s database, thereby eliminating any possibility of errors
caused by rekeying data incorrectly. It is a useful way to ensure the accurate
transmission of data about a shipment from the supplier to the company.

In summary, technology allows the accounts payable department to reduce or
eliminate supplier invoices, merge small purchases into single monthly credit
card payments, eliminate employee expense statement analysis, enter receiving
information with no keypunching errors, and have all payables-related informa-
tion available from a computer monitor instead of from a filing cabinet. Even im-
plementing a few of these systems would result in direct improvements in the
speed of accounts payable transactions.

MEASURING THE SYSTEM

The traditional measurement most frequently used to determine the performance
of an accounts payable department is the number of supplier invoices processed
per person. Most of the measurements in this section relate to changes made be-
fore the supplier invoice ever arrives at the company (if it arrives at all). Thus,
most of these measurements try to highlight the volume of transactions about to
reach the payables department.

Number of Suppliers

One measurement is the number of suppliers. First, the company must add up all
the suppliers who sent it invoices in the period just prior to the accounts payable
and purchases changes being made. This is the baseline figure. Then, as the num-
ber of suppliers is reduced by using office and manufacturing supplies ordering
forms, corporate purchasing cards, and supplier qualification techniques, the
number of suppliers should be reviewed monthly and reported. To measure the
most recent number of suppliers, simply measure the companies to whom checks
were cut in the last month. It will not do to measure the number of companies for
whom purchase orders were cut, because that assumes the company has con-
verted to 100% purchase order usage, which may not be the case. The purchasing
department should meet regularly to review the names on the current supplier list
and find ways to incrementally shrink the list. As the list shrinks, the accounts
payable department will find that it is consolidating more purchase payments into
fewer checks, thereby reducing its work load.
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Number of Payables Locations

Another measurement is the number of payables locations per billion dollars of
revenue. A 1994 study found that an average company has 4.3 accounts payable
systems per billion dollars of revenue. A world-class company (of any size) has
one payables system. By reviewing the company’s performance against this
benchmark, management can continue to reduce the number of payables systems
until the desirable level (one system) is reached.

Percentage of Payments with Purchase Orders

A very important measurement is the percentage of payments with related pur-
chase orders. If the company is trying to move in the direction of paying suppli-
ers from purchase orders instead of from supplier invoices, then this is the
accounts payable measure to track. A small amount of programming will yield
this measure—just summarize the total number of payments per month and di-
vide that number into the number of payments that had a purchase order number
in the payment record. The measure to strive for is 100% of all payments from a
purchase order (with one exception noted in the next section). To improve this
measurement, purchasing and accounting management should periodically re-
view a listing of all payments that did not include a purchase order and incremen-
tally implement additional controls that will ensure that purchase order numbers
are issued the next time such transactions reoccur. Thus, this performance mea-
sure can be incrementally improved by continuing management attention.

Percentage of Purchase Orders
below Minimum Value

Another key measurement related to the number of payments with related pur-
chase orders is the percentage of purchase orders issued below the minimum
threshold. A key point made earlier in this chapter is that the company should
endeavor to purchase low-dollar items without purchase orders, in order to re-
duce the work load of the purchasing, receiving, and payables departments. The
company must set up a dollar threshold below which no items should be issued a
purchase order. The computer system can be programmed to report on every
item below that level which was issued a purchase order number. The manage-
ment team can meet periodically and review this list, implementing changes that
will gradually reduce the number of these items by such means as including
them in corporate card purchases or including them in standard supplies order-
ing forms.
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Percentage of Total Payments from Production Records

If the company is moving to payments based on completed production information,
then a key performance measure is the percentage of total payments made from pro-
duction records. When backed up by a detailed report that lists the suppliers not
being paid from production records, this information can be used by management to
target additional suppliers who will be moved to payments from production records.
Though it is nearly impossible to achieve 100% of all payments from production
records (such items as rent and lease payments will never be paid that way), this
performance measure can be constantly reviewed and incrementally improved.

Speed of Expense Report Turn-Around

When automated expense report processing is implemented, the time needed to
manually complete the employee reimbursement transactions is minimal. Since
employee-related costs are no longer of great concern, the best performance
measure shifts into an entirely different area—the speed of expense report turn-
around. This performance measure requires management to concentrate on get-
ting payments to employees as quickly as possible, allowing them to pay their
credit card companies on time, and thereby improving employee morale. The
greatest problems found when using this performance measurement are the speed
with which the accounting staff matches mailed-in receipts to the electronic re-
port and (especially) the speed with which supervisors review the electronic
expense reports and attach their approvals to the records. The measurement is
calculated by using the filing date of the electronic expense report as the start
date, and the date of check issuance as the termination date. Then the average
processing period is derived from all expense reports in the period, with a de-
tailed backup that provides information about specific expense reports that took
an excessive amount of time to process.

Number of Accounts Payable Transactions

The last measurement to track is the number of accounts payable transactions per
payables employee. This measurement is the last one to review, since it will vary
depending on the improvements being tracked by the other measurements already
highlighted in this chapter. A 1994 study found that a world-class company had
25,000 accounts payable transactions per year for each full-time accounts payable
employee versus 12,000 transactions for an average company.5 This information

5 “Accounting Practices Benchmarking Study Spots Mistakes Companies Make,” Journal
of Accountancy, March 1995, p. 24.
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could be used as a benchmark to set against the company’s amount per employee.
Since there are many changes that “roll up” into this measurement, a company’s
management may use it as an overview of how the payables department is doing but
cannot use it to track specific changes—it is too general a measurement.

Cost per Accounts Payable Transaction

Stated another way, the company can track the cost per accounts payable transac-
tion. This is a more refined measure than the number of transactions per payables
employee, since one can also focus on the related cost, which has a greater effect
on the company’s profits. The preceding study found that a world-class company
could complete an accounts payable transaction for $1.80 versus a cost of $7.00
for a typical Fortune 100 company. Again, this is an overview measure, since it
does not lead management to make specific improvements in operations—it is
too general a measurement.

In summary, most of the performance measures noted in this section are related
to incremental and continuing improvements in the payables process. For example,
the percentage of purchase orders issued below the minimum threshold requires
management to continue to reduce the number of low-cost purchase orders. An-
other key measurement, the expense report turn-around time, leads management in
the direction of constantly shrinking the time required to get payments back to em-
ployees. By constantly reducing these transaction times, the controller increases
the capacity of the accounting department to perform other tasks.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

A number of problems relating to change management may arise when a revised
accounts payable system is installed (see Chapter 15). The most common imple-
mentation issues related to a faster accounts payable system are the following.

Long-Term Contracts, Service Agreements,
and Emergency Services

When purchase orders are required for all purchases, the controller must be pre-
pared for situations involving long-term contracts, service agreements, and emer-
gency services. Blanket purchase orders should be issued for long-term contracts
and service agreements. Though purchase orders can rarely be issued when
emergency services are required, they can be issued after the fact to bring emer-
gency service providers into compliance with company policy. Since one of the
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reasons for having a purchase order is to allow the computer system to automati-
cally pay from information in the purchase order database, it is acceptable to
create a purchase order even after the emergency service has been provided. Of
course, late purchase orders violate the principle of having advance management
approval of purchases, but emergency services are difficult to avoid.

Control over Purchase Order Forms

Controlling purchase order forms is difficult if the staff is used to storing them
in a convenient spot. Requiring them to lock up excess forms and to track pur-
chase order numbers will be regarded as a “pain.” The best way to get around this
problem is to have the internal auditing group review the situation frequently and
report transgressions to senior management.

Reducing the Number of Suppliers

Centralizing the purchase of office and manufacturing supplies with a very small
number of suppliers is welcomed by the staff. However, the controller will find that
some employees have favorite products that can only be purchased from other sup-
pliers and that therefore entail paying for extra invoices and matching them with
extra purchase orders. A review of invoices each month will reveal these small-
dollar items; such items should be referred back to the purchasing department,
which can usually find comparable items through the standard suppliers.

Excessive Corporate Card Use

When corporate purchasing cards are used, there may be employees who abuse
the system by purchasing too many supplies and retaining some supplies for per-
sonal use. If the internal audit staff periodically reviews purchases made by em-
ployees, abusers will have their cards taken away, thereby solving the problem.

If there is a significant problem with the misusage of purchasing cards, it is
also possible to restrict their use solely to the members of the purchasing depart-
ment, though this will restrict the utility of card usage.

Paying Based on Purchase Orders

The biggest implementation issue is paying based on purchase orders instead 
of supplier invoices. Internally, the controller must be involved with controls
built into the accounting and purchasing software to ensure that suppliers 
are paid for the amounts received. Specifically, the software must allow the
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receiving clerk to call up the supplier purchase order on the screen and enter
the quantity received into the computer system. Externally, suppliers must be
trained to prominently mark the purchase order number on all goods shipped to
the company or mark it on any attached shipping documents, so that the receiv-
ing clerk can enter it into the computer system to verify that a purchase order
was issued.

Also, few suppliers are used to having payments made to them based on pur-
chase orders. Most suppliers prefer to receive a check with their own invoice num-
bers listed next to the payment, so that they can offset the appropriate line items in
their accounts receivable records. Because suppliers’ accounts receivable proce-
dures and computer software are focused on receipts based on invoices, they will
resist payments based on purchase orders. The best way to solve this problem is to
send out written notification of the change with several months’ warning. Key sup-
pliers may require personal visits to explain the situation; the worst way to deal
with this implementation issue is to start paying based on purchase orders with no
warning at all. Also, a contact name should be given to all suppliers whom they can
call about pricing or quantity disputes under the new system. If suppliers request
extra time so that they can program their receivables systems to process cash based
on a customer purchase order number, then a moderate time period should be
granted to them.

Shipping Charges

Paying suppliers from purchase orders is easier when there are no shipping
charges to pay, since these costs are not readily discernible without a supplier in-
voice. To avoid the problem, suppliers can be contacted and asked to build the
shipping price directly into the prices of the materials (which are listed on
the purchase order). Alternatively, suppliers can be asked to have shippers
charge the company directly. In either case, advance preparation is the best way
to deal with the problem.

Sales Taxes

Paying taxes is a difficult issue that arises when paying based on purchase or-
ders. Once again, the best approach is advance preparation. The company can
either procure software that lists all the tax rates of all governments throughout
the country, or (and more easily) have the supplier provide local tax rates, which
are then listed on the purchase order record in the database. With the informa-
tion in the database, the accounts payable system can easily calculate the amount
to be paid. This usually requires custom programming and should therefore be
planned well in advance.
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Another problem with sales taxes arises through the use of purchasing cards.
A sales and usage tax auditor will want to ensure that all purchases made with
these credit cards included the proper amount of tax payment, but the level of
documentation that accompanies these cards is insufficient to prove this issue.
For example, the typical credit card receipt does not specify which particular
line items in a purchase are subject to sales tax or not—instead, it only lists a
total sales tax paid. When an auditor compares the percentage of sales tax paid to
the total amount of purchase on the sales slip, he may find that the percentage is
lower than expected and charge the company for the payment of an extra usage
tax. One way to avoid this problem is to obtain sales tax exemption certificates
and use them for all credit card purchases, thereby reducing the total amount of
sales tax paid to zero. The company can then calculate the usage tax and pay this
amount to the appropriate government authorities. Another alternative is to ig-
nore the issue until the time of an audit, and then pay any additional usage tax re-
quired, on the grounds that the amount of these purchases is so small that the
extra tax paid is insignificant. The safest approach of all, and the most expensive,
is to tally up all credit card payments and then pay a comprehensive amount of
usage tax, even though there is probably some double payment of taxes. This ap-
proach will avoid any issues with government tax auditors (and perhaps even pro-
vide grounds for a refund if an audit is conducted).

Paying Based on Production Records

Seemingly the simplest payables system is paying suppliers based on the quan-
tity of finished goods the company manufactures; in reality, it is the most com-
plicated to implement. One problem is that the bills of materials must be
absolutely accurate before the new payables system is implemented or else pay-
ments to suppliers will be far from accurate. To solve this, all bills of materials
must be reviewed by a team of engineering and production personnel to verify
their accuracy. Then the bills must be audited regularly by the internal auditing
department to ensure that accuracy levels are being maintained. Finally, proce-
dures must be put in place that allow changes to be made to the bills in an or-
derly manner.

Another problem with paying from production records is that suppliers are un-
happy with this method—they (rightly) feel that it is too easy for things to go
wrong and for payments not to be made. Consequently, it is best to implement the
system with just one supplier and to work out the “bugs” in the process before ex-
panding the process to other suppliers.

Yet another issue with paying from production records is that not all received
items are incorporated into the company’s products; thus, there will always be
items that must be received, entered into a receiving log, and paid through a
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more conventional method. Consequently, the controller should budget for a staff
presence in the receiving area even after the new payables system is installed.

Automatic Expense Report Processing

Automatically processing expense reports through the company’s computer sys-
tem involves two implementation issues—programming and user training. Pro-
gramming is perhaps the more difficult issue, because this application is a
custom programming project—it is not yet commonly seen with standardized ac-
counting packages. Consequently, the controller must budget a very considerable
time period for the requirements definition, programming, and debugging phases
of the installation. Also, to ensure that the employees use the software correctly,
all employees who will be submitting electronic expense reports must receive
training on the system; accordingly, the controller should budget both employee
time and training fees to complete the training process.

In summary, there are implementation issues associated with virtually every
payables process improvement presented in this chapter. By using controls over
access to forms, employee training, supplier training, emphasizing the accuracy
of bills of materials, and budgeting sufficient time to create customized software
programs, the controller can implement these changes.

SUMMARY

This chapter reviewed transactions required to process a payable in a typical com-
pany and then found a number of ways to reduce the time required: a single ap-
proval point (instead of three), payment from a single document (instead of three),
and requiring no reconciliation of conflicting documents. This improvement was
achieved with computer technology that has been available for several years and is
a classic example of how to use modern computer systems to avoid much of the
transaction-processing time needed in a traditional accounting process.
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6
COST ACCOUNTING

The cost accountant typically cannot begin work on period-end closing tasks until
many other tasks have been completed, since information from other accounting
functions is used as input into cost accounting reports. Since there is usually a
deadline for completing the financial statements, the cost accountant is “between
a rock and a hard place”—the costing work cannot start until other work is fin-
ished, and the preceding work may not be completed on time. Consequently, the
cost accountant works under extreme pressure to provide explanations for what are
frequently the largest variances on the income statement—those related to the
cost of goods sold. One solution is to extend the financial statement due date until
the variance analysis is complete. This chapter discusses other techniques to as-
sist the cost accountant without extending the financial statement due date.

In addition, this chapter discusses more effective measures than the period-
end variances for the cost accountant to track. Examples of these are inventory,
labor routing, and bill of materials accuracy. These serve the double purpose of
providing more effective management information and of moving the cost
accountant’s tasks away from the period-end closing into other portions of the ac-
counting period.

CURRENT SYSTEM

During a typical accounting close, the cost accountant is forced to wait while
other accounting functions are completed. Then a specific set of variances must
be calculated, their causes investigated, and additional investigations initiated if
the first round of explanations is not adequate. This investigation is usually cur-
sory, since the cost accountant is under considerable time pressure to deliver a
reasonably plausible variance analysis to the controller, and the production per-
sonnel being questioned know this—if they give reasonable answers (e.g., exces-
sive scrap due to some other department’s problems, or extra overtime to achieve
the month’s shipping goal), then the cost accountant will go away satisfied. After
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the month’s results have been published, the cost accountant will make some at-
tempt to verify the analysis, but the next period end will be arriving in a few
days, and then the cost accountant will abandon the last set of variances and con-
centrate on the variances for the next month. This cycle of activities does not
allow the cost accountant to conduct in-depth analyses and does not contribute to
fixing the underlying problems causing the variances. This section reviews this
process in some detail.

To begin, Exhibit 6.1 shows the accounting functions that must be closed be-
fore the cost accountant can begin to analyze variances. The accounts payable
function must close, because invoices for additional inventory items must be
added to the month-end inventory balance, and these bills can arrive several days
after the end of the month. If the cost accountant were to begin work before this
area closed, the book ending inventory balance could be too low. Next, the re-
ceivables function must close, because that closing process includes a review of
the shipping log to ensure that all items shipped have been logged out of the sys-
tem (which reduces the inventory balance). If the cost accountant were to begin
work before this area closed, the book ending inventory balance would be too
high, causing several variances to occur. Finally, the inventory function must
close for the month. For companies that have either periodic physical inventory
counts or perpetual inventories, this involves a reconciliation of the physical

Exhibit 6.1 Accounting Closings Preceding the Work of the Cost Accountant
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amounts to the book balances, involving a further reconciliation of costs as well
as quantities. Without this information, the cost accountant will have great diffi-
culty in determining the causes of variances.

In those companies who close their inventory areas each month without a
cross-check against physical balances, the cost accountant can begin work before
the inventory area closes, because the information provided by the inventory
function will be of no use to the cost accountant—any materials variance expla-
nations are guesses without concrete inventory information, so the cost accoun-
tant will be just as uninformed after the closing of the inventory function as
before it closed. The example in Exhibit 6.2 illustrates this problem.

The cost accountant completes other work besides materials variance analysis.

Analyze Labor Variances

The major labor variances are for price and efficiency. The cost accountant cal-
culates them as part of the period closing process. The information is calcu-
lated during the closing period and is given to production management, which
is expected to shift the production staff to keep the cost of labor in line with the
budget as well as to use the efficiency analysis to fix problems that created ex-
cess labor usage in the previous period. In reality, the labor pool is relatively
fixed, and the efficiency variance arrives too late to be of use to production
management.

Analyze Overhead Variances

The major overhead variances are related to too much overhead being incurred
(the spending variance), too much overhead being applied because too many base
hours are being worked (the efficiency variance), and too much overhead being
applied because additional units of product are being manufacturing (the volume
variance). This information is calculated during the closing period and is given
to plant management and production management. Only the spending variance is
of any use to production management, since it indicates too much money spent on
specific overhead line items. The other overhead variances are an interesting
academic exercise for the controller to review, but production management can
do little to alter the remaining variances except change the level of production
(which may be driven by a number of factors besides overhead cost control).

Provide Closed Job Reviews

One of the more useful roles of the cost accountant is the analysis of revenues and
costs for completed jobs or production runs. This information can be calculated
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Exhibit 6.2 Example: Effect of Inaccurate Inventories on Variance Analysis

The controller of the XYZ Wholesale Products Company has nearly completed its
January close and is calculating its ending inventory balance. Its beginning inventory
is accurate at $914,000, because it was verified by the year-end physical count. The
end-of-period inventory of $1,038,000 was derived by adding all purchases
($263,000) during the month to the beginning balance and then subtracting the
items shipped out ($139,000), according to the shipping log. The cost of the items
shipped out was determined by using the bills of materials for those items. The cal-
culation is illustrated as follows:

Beginning Inventory $0,914,000
� Purchases 263,000
� Shipments 139,000

Ending Inventory $1,038,000

The President of XYZ mentions to the controller that the upcoming year-end in-
ventory had better not require the large (and disappointing) downward adjustment
needed after last year ’s physical inventory. The controller responds that it is impossi-
ble to provide an ongoing materials variance analysis without a physical ending in-
ventory each month. To prove it, he assigns the cost accountant, Mr. Forlorn, the
task of providing a set of materials price and usage variances for January and docu-
mentation of how each variance was calculated without the benefit of a fully costed
ending inventory. After a week of work, Mr. Forlorn, with an even longer face than
usual, delivered the following report:

The materials usage variance was $1,500. Mr. Forlorn had rooted through the scrap
bin, dug out a number of discarded items, and individually costed them with the help
of the purchasing staff. This had taken 20 hours. He recommended setting up a scrap
reporting form on which, every time an item was thrown out, the quantity, part num-
ber, and reason for scrapping were to be entered. Also, a large number of items had
been returned to suppliers; another form was needed to track these returns.

The materials price variance was $7,000. Mr. Forlorn had reviewed all large-dollar pur-
chases received during the month and manually checked these costs against the preset
standards. This had taken 20 hours. He noted that no one was checking actual prices
against standards and that a database should be set up to report on the variance.

When the president and controller reviewed this information, they decided to main-
tain a database of purchase costs and to apply these costs to an ongoing set of perpet-
ual inventory records. They determined that the effort required to do this equaled the
effort required to research the materials usage and price variance reports.
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outside of the usual closing period and is given to production management. It
contains the amount of costs incurred, and may do so in great detail, depending
on the amount of work allowed for the review. The information is used to plan for
the costs and prices of similar projects or production runs in the future.

Consolidate Subsidiaries

An additional task for a corporate-level cost accountant is to combine the results of
the cost accounting systems of all subsidiaries. One study shows that the average
company has 3.9 cost accounting systems per billion dollars of revenue, so the con-
solidation process alone can be a full-time job. The information is given to senior
corporate management for review. From a day-to-day management perspective, the
information is of no use, since the information is retained at the corporate level.

In summary, the majority of cost accounting tasks are compressed into a small
time frame during the closing process, as shown in Exhibit 6.3. This results in
hastily formulated variance reports that are so highly summarized that the infor-
mation is of little use to production management, which needs detailed informa-
tion to solve variance problems. Also, the information is provided much too late
for production management to solve issues; detailed variance information is re-
quired every day, not once a month. The cost accountant must reduce the number
of tasks performed during the closing cycle and issue variance reports daily, so
that fresh information is provided to the production staff.

REVISED SYSTEM

A revised cost accounting system should tackle the issue of speeding up the ac-
counting process by addressing not only the tasks occurring during the closing
process but also the relevance of the information transmitted to the operational
staff. This allows the company to become more efficient (by speeding up the pro-
cess) and more effective (by providing information that can be used to improve
operations).

The search for more relevant information has the secondary result of shrink-
ing the number of cost accounting tasks conducted during the accounting close.
This section first suggests cost accounting tasks that create better information
and then examines how these affect the speed of accounting transactions.

Review Inventory Accuracy

One of the primary flaws in most cost accounting systems is the lack of a true per-
petual inventory system. When the beginning or ending balances are incorrect,
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the cost of goods sold is incorrect. To avoid this problem, the cost accountant
should review a large proportion of the inventory on a continuing basis and verify
that the inventory has an accuracy level of at least 95%. This will help to reduce
the materials quantity variance.

Review Bill of Materials Accuracy

Perhaps the greatest problem of all for the cost accountant is not having bills of
materials that are at least 98% accurate. An inaccurate bill can be used to pur-
chase inaccurate quantities of materials or the wrong materials entirely. Further-
more, the cost accountant uses bills of materials to cost products. Thus, if the
bills are wrong, the costs are wrong. To avoid this problem, the cost accountant
should be responsible for frequently reviewing bills of materials with the engi-
neering and production staffs to verify that they are accurate.

Exhibit 6.3 Timing of Traditional Cost Accounting Tasks
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Review Labor Routing Accuracy

Management cannot accurately plan for future labor staffing if the labor routings
associated with products are incorrect. This leads to labor price and efficiency
variances, since incorrect staffing leads to having either over- or under-qualified
staff (with associated pay rate variances) conducting either too little work ( lead-
ing to negative efficiency variances) or too much work (costing the company in
overtime expenses). To avoid this problem, the cost accountant should be respon-
sible for frequently reviewing labor routings with the engineering and production
staffs to verify that they are accurate.

Review Targeted Materials Costs versus Actual Costs

If suppliers do not charge for materials at prices that are agreed upon in con-
tracts, materials prices can spiral out of control. To avoid this problem, the cost
accountant should compare actual materials prices to those noted in supplier
agreements and report any variances to senior purchasing management. The cost
accountant should also be involved in the initial setting of purchased materials
cost goals.

Review Inventory Obsolescence

Another cause of materials variances is the all-too-common write-off of large
quantities of inventory during the year-end audit. This painful episode can be
avoided by frequent reviews of the inventory by the materials review board (MRB),
of which the cost accountant should be a member. The MRB usually has members
from the purchasing, engineering, production, and accounting departments.

Review the Average Labor Rate

Over the long term, the average labor rate may go up or down, which may point to
an unplanned change in the mix of experienced (and costly) staff to inexperi-
enced (and less costly) staff. To avoid this problem, the cost accountant should be
in charge of tracking the average labor rate.

Review Overtime Percentage

The amount of overtime worked may point to changes in the number of produc-
tion employees or to the need to change the amount of production volume. The
cost accountant should be responsible for tracking the overtime percentage.
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Review Individual Overhead Costs

A limited number of overhead costs are highly variable and can cause the amount
of uncapitalized overhead to jump unexpectedly. The cost accountant should
delve into the reasons for changes in these variable overhead costs during each
closing period.

Review the Amount of Overhead Capitalized

Substantial changes in either production volumes or actual overhead costs may
require a change in the overhead application rate, which will avoid long-term
overhead volume or spending variances. To spot these changes as early as possi-
ble, the cost accountant should track the amount of overhead capitalized in each
reporting period.

The effect of these new tasks on the cost accounting job are shown in
Exhibit 6.4, where many tasks have been moved out of the closing period and
into the preceding portion of the month. The new set of cost accounting tasks
will help to bring more relevant information to corporate management. But how
will these tasks improve the speed of accounting transactions? Most of the new
tasks not only can be but should be conducted all through the month rather than
during the period-end close. This means that the time constraints imposed by
the period-end closing process are removed from the cost accountant (except
for reviewing individual overhead costs and overhead capitalization, which are
best handled during the accounting close). As a result, the period-end close is
conducted more quickly, since there are fewer cost accounting tasks to be per-
formed at that time.

Does this mean that all the traditional period-end variance measures should
be thrown out? No. These measures have been used by cost accountants for many
years, and we should not be too quick to ignore the weight of so much tradition. A
good reason for continuing to use the various overhead, materials, and labor vari-
ances is that they provide an excellent overview of where costing problems are
occurring. If a new cost accountant has to design a costing system and wants to
find out where the largest cost variances may be found, a quick review of the tra-
ditional cost accounting variances may reveal that the area of analysis should be,
for example, labor efficiency, which would then lead the cost accountant to a re-
view of labor routings. However, once the detailed costing systems are in place, it
is not always necessary to calculate all these variances during the period-end
closing process—they can, depending on the circumstances, be pushed out past
the closing process, when the cost accountant can dissect the variances at leisure
and investigate specific costing problems.
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What are the circumstances under which the cost accountant will feel safe in
putting off or ignoring an analysis of the overhead, labor, and materials vari-
ances? The following circumstances indicate a minimal need for the variances.

Overhead

Review the accounts that make up the overhead pool, and split the costs into fixed
and variable elements. Usually, the bulk of the overhead costs will be such fixed
costs as salaries, benefits, rent, depreciation, and utilities. Frequently, the only

Exhibit 6.4 Timing of Revised Cost Accounting Tasks
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variable cost of any significance will be manufacturing supplies. If so, then it is
easier to refer directly to the major variable costs as listed in the general ledger
rather than compute the overhead spending variance.

If production volumes are relatively stable, the overhead volume variance is
unlikely to fluctuate much from period to period. Instead, the cost accountant
should track the difference between the actual overhead cost each period and the
amount capitalized through the production process; any continuing difference
between the two should be eliminated by a change in the overhead rate. Alterna-
tively, if production volumes vary a lot from period to period, then the overhead
volume variance should be reported.

Labor

Many companies have a stable work force that does not vary much from period to
period. That being the case, a company’s labor costs should be considered more
fixed than variable. However, labor efficiency variances presume that the staff is
laid off the moment there is no work left to complete. In reality, the staff is on
site and being paid even if the work load drops substantially. Consequently, the
labor efficiency variance is not entirely realistic when labor is a fixed cost. The
cost accountant would be of more assistance to management by tracking the one
element of the labor expense that is variable (sometimes in large amounts) from
period to period—the amount of overtime paid as a percentage of the total labor
cost. Overtime information can be used by management to make long-term deci-
sions regarding the number of production workers and short-term decisions re-
garding the volume of work moving through the production facility.

In addition, the cost accountant should review the average labor rate to see if
long-term swings in personnel are occurring. This information can be used by
management in determining whether the production force is too highly paid for
the skill level needed to perform the production work.

Materials

If a company has highly accurate bills of materials (at least 98% accurate) and an
accurate inventory tracking system (at least 95% accurate), then materials quan-
tity variances are easy to spot without the need for a high-level materials quantity
variance analysis. However, if this kind of information is not available (which is
frequently the case), then the variance should be reported—though the cost
accountant will have a difficult time providing a detailed explanation for the vari-
ance because of lack of adequate information.

The final variance, the materials price variance, is the one most deserving of
publication. A well-managed company will find that, depending on the industry,
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nearly all its costs are fixed in the short term except for materials prices. These
can be tied to long-term supplier contracts that guarantee specific prices based
on sole sourcing for long periods. If the cost accountant tracks variances from the
prices noted in supplier contracts, then cost savings can be immediate. However,
if a company is a custom manufacturer, long-term materials contracts are rare; as
a result, materials costs cannot be locked in, since a wide range of suppliers are
generally used to supply a broad range of parts that cannot be predicted in ad-
vance with any accuracy.

In short, in most cases, the cost accountant should review only the most vari-
able of the overhead costs, the average overtime rate, and the materials price
variance, and have reasonable control over short-term costs. Over the longer
term, a comparison of the actual overhead cost to the amount capitalized, as well
as a review of the average labor rate, will keep the cost accountant in touch with
corporate costs. However, these reduced levels of control are sufficient only if
other day-to-day measures are carefully controlled, such as the accuracy of in-
ventory, labor routings, and bills of materials.

A key development in manufacturing systems that is of concern to the cost
accountant is just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing. This system only produces
enough product to meet customer needs and emphasizes the reduction of cycle
time, since employees can then produce quickly while still maintaining minimal
levels of work-in-process. Since the collection of variance information during
the production process increases cycle time, variance analysis is discouraged in a
JIT system. Without variance analysis, how does a JIT facility discover problems
in the process? The key to JIT manufacturing problem resolution is the near-
absence of work-in-process (WIP). As shown in Exhibit 6.5, a machine operator
in a traditional assembly line process can continue to manufacture parts of the
wrong size without anyone discovering the problem, since the parts are loaded
into a WIP queue and may not reach the next workstation for several days. By the
time the problem is discovered, a large number of parts will have been produced
and will then have to be scrapped or reworked. However, as shown in Exhibit 6.6,
a JIT system forces the same machine operator to take the part to the next work-
station and process it further, at which time the defect will be discovered. Thus,
under a cellular manufacturing system, only one part will be defective before the
problem is fixed. If traditional variance reporting had been used in this environ-
ment, the cost accountant would have taken too long to collect the information,
analyze it, and report the information back to management; by then, with no WIP
to hide the problem, management would have already found and fixed the error.

The JIT system has removed the need for most variance reports by the cost
accountant, so the cost accountant’s focus turns to becoming involved in setting a
target cost during the design stage and assigning targeted subsidiary part costs to
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Exhibit 6.5 Volumes of Work-in-Process in an Assembly Line Environment
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suppliers. The cost accountant then reports on variances caused by suppliers’ not
meeting their cost targets.

In summary, the relevance of the information provided by the cost accountant
is greatly improved by switching away from monthly variance reporting and into
a review of the accuracy of such manufacturing data as the accuracy of inventory,
bills of materials, and labor routings. Also, the cost accountant should advocate a
switch to a JIT manufacturing system, so that the bulk of the variance analysis
can be performed by the production crew instead of the cost accountant.

CONTROL ISSUES

There are many control issues related to cost accounting. For example, if the cost
accountant eliminated or reduced the level of examination of certain variances, a
knowledgeable person could obtain company assets, knowing that the variance
that f lagged the theft was no longer being reviewed. This section contains some
examples of such situations, along with possible solutions to the control problems.

Exhibit 6.6 Volumes of Work-in-Process in a JIT Environment
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The solutions do not involve period-end analysis; they can be conducted at any
time, thereby allowing the cost accountant to complete period-end tasks quickly
and move on to other work.

Labor Efficiency Variance—Embezzlement

This variance shows the efficiency of the labor force versus the standard labor
time expected to be used in production. The cost accountant conducts a minimal
review of this variance, because the production staff is considered a fixed cost
and will be paid even if they are not efficient. A production supervisor realizes
that the variance is not being reviewed and continues to clock in an employee who
now works for another company. The paycheck is sent to the ex-employee by direct
deposit, and the ex-employee splits the check with the production supervisor.

Physical Matching—Audit. The controller can ask the internal audit de-
partment to physically match personnel to personnel records. This can be a diffi-
cult review, since personnel may be off-site.

Physical Matching—Continuing. The controller can stop direct deposits and
hand out the checks directly to the staff, marking down recipients on a master list
to ensure that no one receives more than one check. Employees may not appreciate
this method, however, since it takes away the convenience of direct deposits.

Labor Efficiency Variance—Overstaffing

Once again, the cost accountant conducts a minimal review of this variance. Re-
alizing the lack of oversight, the production supervisor keeps more staff on hand
than is required by the production schedule, so that the production schedule can
still be met if sudden production increases are required. This costs the company
money, since the extra personnel must be maintained during slow periods, but it
makes the production supervisor look like a top-notch manager when product
must be shipped on time.

Bonuses. The production supervisor can receive a bonus incentive tied to
the level of production staffing, so that the supervisor will lose money if over-
staffing occurs.

High-Level Review. Though the cost accountant may not conduct a detailed
review of the labor efficiency variance, this does not mean that a review should not
be conducted. The cost accountant can simply calculate labor as a percentage of
material costs (or some other base that is closely tied to labor) and investigate
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large variances. However, any fundamental change in the business that causes large
shifts in the amount of production labor will render this technique ineffective.

Labor Rate Variance—Mix Change

The cost accountant conducts a minimal review of the labor cost per person, since
this is considered a fixed cost. The production supervisor realizes this, and re-
places all low-paid, inexperienced staff with highly paid, skilled workers; this
makes the production crew (and hence the supervisor) look very efficient, but is
expensive for the company.

Bonuses. The production supervisor can receive a bonus based on the aver-
age wage received by the production staff. This should be used with care, since
the incentive may push the production supervisor in the opposite direction, to
hire a “green” crew.

High-Level Review. The cost accountant can very quickly calculate the av-
erage payroll cost per person each month and investigate any variances. However,
this method can be rendered ineffective for a short period when large layoffs or
bulk retirements (caused by early retirement programs) cause the baseline to
change.

Age Review. Assuming that older employees earn more pay, the cost
accountant can calculate average employee age from payroll records. Any sudden
jump in the average age can indicate a shift to a more experienced staff.

Materials Usage Variance

This variance shows the difference between expected and actual materials usage.
The company has restructured its manufacturing processes so that cellular man-
ufacturing has replaced independent workstations. As a result, work-in-process
levels have dropped significantly, allowing management to focus on scrap prob-
lems. After much work, scrap has been reduced to the point where the cost
accountant has decided not to conduct detailed reviews of wasted materials.
Workers in several cells become less careful in their work, resulting in increased
levels of scrap. Realizing that the materials variance is no longer being reviewed,
they throw away the scrapped materials and do not report the loss.

Bonuses. Production employee bonuses that are tied to scrap levels will help
to keep scrap down without any variance analysis by the cost accountant.
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High-Level Review. If the company has accurate bills of materials, the cost
accountant can create a report that multiplies the number of units shipped by the
parts listed in each product’s bill of materials, yielding a costed list of parts that
should have been used during the period. When summarized, the total cost from
this report can be compared to the actual materials cost for the period as a rea-
sonableness check. If there is a notable variance, the cost accountant can then
compare the usage quantities on the report to the actual quantities used for each
part. This allows the cost accountant to highlight specific part usage, which can
frequently be tied to the actions of specific production processes that use those
parts. As long as inventory and bill of materials records are accurate, this infor-
mation can be analyzed at any time of the month, not only during the closing
process.

Materials Price Variance

This variance shows the difference between the actual and budgeted materials
cost. This is the primary focus of the cost accountant, since it is the most variable
item within the cost of goods sold. This area should not be subject to reduced re-
view; on the contrary, the cost accountant may move to an even earlier step in the
process and become involved in the cost of parts as they are engineered into a
new product design. This action keeps costs out of the product before the first de-
sign is ever sent to the procurement department for sourcing with suppliers.

Overhead Spending Variance

This variance shows the difference in actual overhead costs from the budgeted
amount. The overhead spending variance is caused by costs being incurred in ex-
cess of those budgeted for the period. When overhead costs are applied to a prod-
uct at a predetermined rate when the actual overhead rate should be higher, a
spending variance occurs. This is not a variance that a cost accountant can over-
look, because changes in overhead costs must be constantly monitored and
promptly reported to management. Since overhead continues to take a larger pro-
portion of corporate costs, the cost accountant should be vigilant in watching
over these costs. This is too important an area to ignore. However, when attempt-
ing to close the last period’s books more quickly, this item can be safely reviewed
after the period has been closed.

The cost accountant who tries to shorten the closing process, however, will try
to move the cost approval process for overhead to a point earlier in the transac-
tion cycle. This will reduce the need for a spending variance analysis, since all
costs will have been reviewed well before any money was spent on the overhead
items. For example, the cost accountant can recommend that all overhead items
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be listed on a purchase requisition that must be signed by several managers; this
requires a review of costs before the costs are incurred instead of after the check
has been mailed to the supplier. As a further enhancement of the process, each
manager who signs a requisition can be given a report that shows spending to date
in various cost categories, so that new requisitions may be rejected if the year-to-
date budget will be exceeded if the expense if approved.

Overhead Efficiency Variance

This variance shows the difference between the standard overhead that would
have been applied if labor had exactly matched the standard, and the overhead
applied based on the actual amount of labor. The cost accountant has chosen not
to track this variance. The amount of labor starts to rise, which leads to a similar
increase in the amount of overhead charged to products.

Activity-Based Costing. The overhead efficiency variance is founded
upon the belief that all overhead must be allocated using labor. An activity-
based costing system uses multiple allocation bases, so that costs may be much
more precisely assigned to projects. Use of activity-based costing (ABC) nulli-
fies the need to track the overhead efficiency variance.

Overhead Volume Variance

This variance shows the difference between the standard overhead that would have
been applied if the production volume had matched the budgeted volume, and the
overhead applied based on the actual amount of production units. The cost accoun-
tant elects to ignore the overhead volume variance. Knowing this, the production
supervisor decides to manufacture too much product, so that extra overhead will be
absorbed, thereby creating a profit by capitalizing overhead into inventory.

Bonuses. As usual, employee behavior can be modified by offering bonuses
if certain criteria are met. In this case, the production supervisor will receive a
bonus if production exactly matches demand (or even shrinks the amount of on-
hand inventory).

Review Inventory Levels. The cost accountant can review WIP and finished
goods inventory levels to see if they are increasing. Higher WIP and finished goods
inventory levels indicate that overhead is being capitalized into inventory. This re-
view can be done at any time of the month, not only during the closing cycle.

Create a Volume Variance Table. A volume variance table is an easy way
to quickly determine the expected gain or loss when overhead and production are
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at certain levels, all other variables being equal. An example of a volume vari-
ance table is Exhibit 6.7. The cost accountant can use this information to obtain
a high-level estimate of the overhead volume variance without being burdened by
an excessive amount of variance analysis. The table shows a zero variance in its
upper left-hand corner; this position uses the budgeted overhead and production
volumes that were set at the beginning of the budgeting period. As production
volume rises above the budgeted level, the cost accountant can predict the amount
of volume variance and recommend a new overhead rate to the controller that
will eliminate the volume variance. For example, if the cost accountant sees that
the production level has risen to $275,000, the overhead rate should be adjusted
to 70% in order to reduce the volume variance to zero. This approach should
stop production management from attempting to create profits by building
inventories.

In short, some variances can be ignored without harm to the company’s over-
all cost control system by creating compensating controls and strengthening
other existing controls.

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

It is difficult to construct a clear-cut statement of costs and benefits for the
changes advocated in this chapter, but a number of justifications for the changes
are explained here. The reader can use these justifications to construct a
cost /benefit analysis; however, the analysis should include a range of values
based on worst /expected/best cases for each item.

Cost of Less Review of the Labor Efficiency Variance

This is the cost of having an excessive amount of staff on hand in relation to the
production level. This cost is difficult to determine, since proper staffing levels

Exhibit 6.7 Volume Variance

Overhead
Production Level

Rate $200,000 $225,000 $250,000 $275,000 $300,000

100% $ 00,000 $�10,000 �$020,000 $�30,000 $40,000
90 �10,000 0 10,000 20,000 30,000
80 �20,000 �10,000 0 10,000 20,000
70 �30,000 �20,000 �10,000 0 10,000
60 �40,000 �30,000 �20,000 �10,000 0
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are difficult to maintain in the short term, and there is a cost associated with
constantly firing and rehiring employees to exactly match the level of production.

Cost of Less Review of the Labor Rate Variance

This is the cost of having too many highly paid employees in the work force in re-
lation to the skill level required to manufacture products. This cost is difficult to
determine. A correct mix is difficult to maintain, since existing employees will
become more experienced (and therefore more highly paid) with time.

Cost of Less Review of the Materials Usage Variance

This is the cost of too much scrapped material. This cost can be estimated based
on current scrap levels and expected changes in that level when the variance re-
view is decreased or eliminated.

Benefit of More Review of Materials Prices

This is the benefit of ensuring that suppliers meet their contracted pricing obli-
gations. The benefit is estimated based on expected percentages of price over-
ages that are discovered and corrected.

Benefit of Reduced Cost of Data Recording

This is the benefit associated with not requiring employees to record variance
data for labor and materials. The benefit is estimated based on the time previ-
ously needed to record the variance information.

Benefit of Reduced Cost of Variance Analysis

This is the benefit associated with not requiring the cost accountant to spend time
reviewing some variances. The benefit is estimated based on the reduced number
of hours needed by the cost accountant.

A typical cost /benefit analysis for revising the cost accounting system is
shown in Exhibit 6.8. It includes costs and benefits for three cases—worst, ex-
pected, and best. Some of these costs simply reduce the time requirements of per-
sonnel who will still be employed after the conversion to the revised costing
system; thus, their full cost will still be paid by the company. An example is the
reduced cost of variance analysis: the cost accountant will no longer be spending
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time on certain variance reviews but will still be working for the company on
new projects, so the true cost savings to the company will be zero.

In summary, it is difficult to construct cost /benefit models for changes in
variance reporting, but using a risk table based on worst, expected, and best case
results allows the cost accountant to construct a range of potential costs and ben-
efits for changes to the cost accounting system.

REPORTS

The reports created by a cost accountant vary considerably, depending on the
types of variances being tracked. Under the traditional system, the cost accoun-
tant is most concerned with labor rate and labor efficiency variances as well as
with the spending, efficiency, and volume variances for overhead, and usage and
price variances for materials. Exhibit 6.9 summarizes these types of variances.

The traditional cost accounting variance report seems clear enough—it shows
how the original variance was derived and then categorizes all the variances that
roll up into the total variance. However, cost accounting is not about presenting

Exhibit 6.8 Cost/Benefit Analysis for a Revised Cost Accounting System

Worst Expected Best
Case Case Case

Cost of less review of labor efficiency (50,000) (15,000) (5,000)
(Assumes efficiency reductions of 10%,
5%, and 3%)

Cost of less review of labor rate (23,000) (8,000) (2,000)
(Assumes rate increases of 5%, 3%,
and 1%)

Cost of less review of materials usage (62,000) (11,000) (3,000)
(Assumes increased scrap of 19%, 5%,
and 2%)

Benefit of more review of materials prices 10,000 79,000 98,000
(Assumes decreased prices of 1%, 4%,
and 5%)

Benefit of reduced cost of data recording 28,000 37,000 41,000
(Assumes decreased labor costs of 2%,
3%, and 3.25%)

Benefit of reduced cost of variance analysis 17,000 17,000 17,000
(Assumes decreased cost accountant
time of 40%, 40%, and 40%)

Net (Cost)/Benefit (80,000) 99,000 146,000
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neatly laid-out reports but about managing the reasons for costing problems. If
one reviews the traditional report in terms of how it helps control production
costs, one uncovers the following problems.

Labor Rate Variance

Corporate labor costs tend to be fixed in the short run. So, on a daily or even
monthly basis, the production manager cannot use the labor rate variance in any
practical way, except to alter the mix of staff with differing pay levels on differ-
ent production projects.

Labor Efficiency Variance

Efficiency variances are not of much use to the production manager, because
they do not “drill down” to the next level of variance detail. At the next level, the
cost accountant must review the accuracy of the labor routings used to measure
the efficiency of the production staff and determine why the production staff is

Exhibit 6.9 Traditional Cost Accounting Variance Report

Derivation of Total Variance
Beginning cost of goods sold $1,000,000
� Purchases 300,000
� Shipments 150,000
� Ending inventory balance 825,000
� Cost of goods sold 325,000

� Cost of goods sold at standard costs 280,000
� Total variance $0,045,000

Explanation of Total Variance
Labor variance

Labor rate variance $03,000
Labor efficiency variance 1,500

Overhead variance
Overhead spending variance 6,500
Overhead efficiency variance 4,500
Overhead volume variance 7,500

Materials variance
Materials usage variance 9,000
Materials price variance 7,000

Explained variance 39,000

Unexplained variance 6,000
Total all variance $45,000
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not able to match its efficiency goals. Too often, the problem is related to inaccu-
rate labor routings.

Overhead Spending Variance

The production manager needs to know the details about the overhead being
charged against products but frequently has no control over the contents of the over-
head account. For example, the production manager is not responsible for utilities,
rent, or building maintenance, even though all these items are included in overhead.

Overhead Efficiency Variance

This variance is concerned with the effect of excessive production hours being
incurred; when this happens, an excessive amount of overhead is charged against
production. Of course, the production manager should be concerned about the ef-
ficiency of the production staff, but if the company concentrates on producing
just enough product to meet demand (a just-in-time system), it will have negative
labor efficiency variances when the production staff meets its goal and stops
producing. Also, if the labor force is extremely inefficient, resulting in many ex-
cess hours and therefore too much overhead charged to products, why should the
cost accountant want to use labor hours as an allocation base? This leads to the
final point: an activity-based costing system uses many allocation bases rather
than just the labor base, which tends to result in fewer efficiency variances.

Overhead Volume Variance

This variance is concerned with the effect of an excessive number of units being
produced. Since overhead is charged to the total number of labor hours incurred,
a larger production volume (containing more than the usual number of labor
hours) leads to more overhead charged to production. However, if the amount of
overhead charged to production begins to exceed the amount of overhead in-
curred, then the overhead application rate should be changed to bring the amount
of capitalized overhead in line with the amount of actual overhead. Since the
overhead rate can be changed at will, the variance has no particular value besides
signaling a need for a new overhead rate.

Materials Usage Variance

This variance is of some use, since it gives notice that there is a problem in one of
several underlying areas. For example, a materials usage variance can mean that
the bills of materials are incorrect and that supposedly excess usage is merely
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caused by parts not being included on the bills of materials that were used to for-
mulate the costing standard. Alternatively, a usage variance could be caused by
incorrect beginning or ending inventory balances, or by incorrect additions to or
withdrawals from physical inventory balances. A more appropriate way for a cost
accountant to monitor these issues is to track measures that directly address the
problem: use inventory accuracy audits that examine inventory quantities, loca-
tions, units of measure, and valuations. Also, the cost accountant should initiate
bills of materials audits that review accuracy based on the component part num-
bers, descriptions, quantities, and units of measure. These measures are much
better than the materials usage variance because they monitor the key areas that
contribute to the variance; when properly monitored and acted upon, they can
even be used to keep variances from occurring.

Materials Price Variance

This is a useful variance. Since labor and overhead costs are relatively fixed in
the short run, the only truly variable element left in the costing equation is the
cost of materials. Even in this area, the cost accountant tends not to delve far
enough into the reasons for cost increases. The production manager needs to
know which specific materials costs are being increased, and by which suppli-
ers, so that targeted pricing negotiations can be conducted with suppliers to
control those costs.

Exhibit 6.10 presents different information that the cost accountant can report
on at period-end. This information is tailored to production personnel who need
information they can act on, and it is presented with historical information that
provides a baseline against which current information can be measured.

Average Labor Rate

This rate gives the production manager a direct indication of changes in the cost
of personnel. Significant changes can be reviewed with a more detailed report
that lists individual labor rates.

Average Overtime Percentage

This percentage tells the production manager if staffing levels should be changed
to meet an optimal overtime target (though this decision should be made with a
full knowledge of the projected production schedule).
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Production Supplies, Salaries

Only the controllable elements of overhead are reported to the production staff.
The rest of the overhead does not need to be reported, or could be reported as a
single line item, since the production management has no control over it.

Percent of Overhead Capitalized

If this amount varies greatly from 100% over an extended time period, the over-
head rate should be altered to match actual to projected overhead absorption.

Inventory Accuracy Percent

The inventory accuracy is a key measure, since it indicates the accuracy of inven-
tory records that make up the physical inventory balance, which in turn are used
to calculate the cost of goods sold. If the inventory accuracy drops below 95% in
an MRP system, the system will produce inaccurate ordering information.

Exhibit 6.10 Improved Cost Accounting Variance Report

This Last Last
Month Month Year

Labor Information
Average labor rate $12.73% $12.71% $10.21%
Average overtime percent 8% 12% 4%

Overhead Information
Production supplies $ 3,451% $ 3,200% $ 6,215%
Supervisory salaries $82,400% $81,300% $71,000%
Purchasing salaries $38,000% $38,000% $36,000%
Production control salaries $34,000% $33,500% $33,500%
Percent of overhead capitalized 92% 93% 97%

Materials Information
Inventory accuracy percent 94% 98% 97%
Bill of materials accuracy percent 92% 99% 99%
Labor routing accuracy percent 90% 98% 96%
Variation of actual purchased parts

costs from targeted costs 102% 105% 107%

Working Capital Information
Inventory turnover 5�1 6�1 8�1
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Bill of Materials Accuracy Percent

This is perhaps the most important measure of all. It is used to derive the list of
items to be purchased, so any errors in the bills of materials will result in over-
or under-purchasing. Excess purchases must be stored or returned, while under-
purchasing results in rush shipments of parts at high delivery charges or in 
delayed production.

Labor Routing Accuracy Percent

This percentage is used to determine the amount of labor required to build a
product. If the routing is inaccurate, then the size and mix of the production crew
may be insufficient or excessive for the production volumes needed.

Variation of Actual Purchased Parts
Costs from Targeted Costs

Just as important as bill of materials accuracy, this measure tells the production
management how closely it is matching its targeted costs. Further detail is
nearly always required, which notes which suppliers are not meeting their tar-
geted parts prices.

Inventory Turnover

If the inventory turnover drops, then the cost accountant should investigate the in-
ventory to see if obsolescence is becoming an issue or if the production manager
is building an excessive inventory to capitalize overhead costs and “manufac-
ture” a profit.

In summary, a revised cost accounting system results in reports that differ
from more traditional reports. A revised system focuses on the continuing accu-
racy of key data rather than investigating problems after the fact. For example, a
revised system reports on inventory accuracy, whereas a traditional system fo-
cuses on the period-end materials variance. Also, a revised system reports on in-
formation that tends to be at least one level closer to the basic problem than the
information provided in a traditional costing report. For example, a revised sys-
tem reports on the average percentage of overtime worked per person, whereas a
traditional system will only report that the cost of labor has increased, requiring
the cost accountant to delve deeper to find out that increased overtime was the
cause. These reporting changes allow the cost accountant and other report users
to find and correct cost-related problems more quickly than would be the case
with traditional cost accounting reports.
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TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

Several technology issues affect the cost accountant’s efficiency, particularly
with regard to the accuracy of the information used to perform variance analysis.
Though all these technologies have been available for a number of years, most
companies do not yet use them.

Electronic Data Interchange

A company can install electronic data interchange (EDI). This technology allows
a company to send electronic transactions to its trading partners, usually through
a third-party computer service called a value-added network (VAN). A company
can use EDI to receive period-end payables by electronic transmission. This al-
lows the company to avoid the period-end mail f loat, which allows it to close the
accounts payable function much more quickly and arrive at the period-end cost of
goods sold figure. However, the benefit of EDI is reduced if transactions are only
accessed from a VAN at irregular intervals, which sometimes occurs when com-
panies are only sporadic users of the service.

Bar Codes

For up-to-the-minute variance analysis, a highly accurate perpetual inventory
system is a must, because beginning or ending inventory balances are used to
find many cost variances. The speed with which inventory transactions update
the main database will determine how current the inventory records are for vari-
ance analysis. The effect of technology on this area is considerable because of
the use of bar codes. Bar codes on inventory items can be quickly scanned with
perfect accuracy, so that inventory transaction data can be sent to the inventory
database with no need for review of keypunching errors. However, this informa-
tion may still be incorrect through human error if the bar code was created with
the wrong information. The most common error of this kind is when a bar code
is created for an incorrect quantity. This can perpetuate errors in the system,
since the operator of the bar-code scanner generally assumes that the informa-
tion contained in the bar code is correct and does not cross-check the bar-coded
information.

Wireless Transmissions

Wireless transmissions of inventory transactions to the central inventory data-
base (generally linked to a bar-code scanner) can update the database instantly
and give the cost accountant real-time levels of accuracy. These systems are 
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expensive, so the cost accountant must offset the benefit of having records up-
dated a few minutes sooner against the cost of the transmission equipment.

Just-in-Time Systems

Though sometimes construed as a management technique instead of a techno-
logical advance, the JIT system can greatly assist the cost accountant. In its
simplest form, a JIT system drastically reduces or eliminates the amount of
work-in-process and raw materials by shrinking work queues and by ordering
materials only when required and in the exact amounts needed. The tracking of
WIP is one of the largest headaches for the cost accountant, and by reducing
the quantity of WIP, the variance reporting chores related to WIP are also 
reduced.

MRP and MRP II

Though considered old technology, a materials requirements planning (MRP)
system or a manufacturing resources planning (MRP II ) system can be of great
use to the cost accountant, because a properly managed system will enforce
the maintenance of accurate inventory and bill of materials records (for an
MRP system) as well as labor routing records (for an MRP II system). This in-
formation must be accurate, because an MRP system takes production infor-
mation from a master schedule, splits each production quantity into its
constituent parts, and checks the existing inventory for those parts in order to
place requisitions for missing materials. If the inventory or bill of materials in-
formation is inaccurate, the MRP system will not function properly. By ex-
tending this system into the units of work required to create products (as
defined in labor routings), the system can predict capacity problems in the pro-
duction facility (this added functionality is called MRP II ). Once again, if the
labor routing information is inaccurate, then the system will generate inaccu-
rate results.

All three of these databases (inventory, bills of materials, and labor routings)
are used by the cost accountant to determine the causes of costing variances in
areas related to materials and labor. In short, either kind of MRP system intro-
duces more accurate information into the variance analysis and costing
processes.

All the preceding technological advances assist the cost accountant by im-
proving the speed or accuracy of transactions, resulting in fewer variances to
investigate.
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MEASURING THE SYSTEM

Exhibit 6.11 describes the formulas used to track the key information for a re-
vised cost accounting system, shown in Exhibit 6.10. It does not include those
variances used under an old-style costing system, since it is assumed that the
reader already has access to the formulas for the various kinds of materials,
labor, and overhead variances.

The controller needs to use a different set of ratios when evaluating the per-
formance of a JIT manufacturing system. A JIT system operates on the principle
that the facility should only receive enough supplier components to build parts,
produce only enough parts to build the desired number of products, and only pro-
duce enough products to meet demand. In order to produce with the exact number
of required components from suppliers, the receipts must be delivered to the
company on time, in the right quantities, and with perfect quality (no defective
components). In order to produce only enough parts to build the desired number
of products, setup times must be minimized, work-in-process must be drastically
reduced, and scrap must be carefully tracked. In short, the controller must devise
data collection procedures for information that does not appear on the balance
sheet or income statement. The only ratio related to JIT that can be derived from
the balance sheet is inventory turnover.

In short, a variety of alternative measure are available that provide more rele-
vant costing information to management than the traditional set of volume and
efficiency variances.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

Removing some of the traditional cost accounting variances can be a traumatic
experience for those manufacturing executives who have become used to re-
viewing them every month for the last few decades. One of the easiest transition
techniques for these executives is to provide both the old and new variance in-
formation until they are comfortable with the new information. However, the ac-
counting executive implementing the changes should specify a date when the old
variances will no longer be provided—otherwise there is a danger that the cost
accountant will be burdened with providing both sets of information in perpetu-
ity, which not only increases the accounting work load but also slows down the
speed of period closings.

Also, cost /benefit analysis can be used to convince manufacturing executives
that they can avoid the costs associated with data collection for variance analy-
sis as well as free the cost accountant to review materials price variances. Any
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Exhibit 6.11 Formulas for Key Elements of
Revised Cost Accounting System

Element Formula Comment

Average labor rate Total labor dollars ex-
pended in period � Total
hours worked in period

Can be broken down by
department to show
changes in rate for each
manager ’s area.

Average overtime percent Total hours worked in pe-
riod � Total regular hours
worked in period

Can be broken down by
department to show
changes in percentage for
each manager ’s area.

Overhead information — Includes only costs that
are controllable by manu-
facturing management.
Usually includes supplies
and salaries related to
manufacturing and materi-
als management.

Percent of overhead
capitalized

Total actual overhead cost
� Total capitalized over-
head cost

Can also be shown as the
dollar amount under- or
over-absorbed.

Inventory accuracy
percent

(Total parts counted �
Items with incorrect loca-
tions, quantities, descrip-
tions, or units of measure)
� Total parts counted

—

Bill of materials accuracy
percent

(Total bills reviewed �
Items with incorrect parts,
quantities, or units of
measure) � Total bills
reviewed

—

Labor routing accuracy
percent

(Total routings reviewed �
Items with incorrect
times, machines used, or
employee types) � Total
routings reviewed

—

Variation of actual pur-
chased parts costs from
targeted costs

Total cost of purchased
parts � Total cost of pur-
chased parts as per con-
tracts or P.O.s

Can be shown by supplier
to highlight suppliers who
consistently overcharge
for materials shipped. Can
also be shown by number
of parts with incorrect
prices rather than by total
variation for all purchased
parts.

Inventory turnover Cost of goods sold �
Average inventory

Can be broken down into
turnover for raw materials,
work-in-process, and fin-
ished goods, so that slow
turnover areas can be
more easily seen.
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reduction in materials costs makes the manufacturing department look better, so
this should be a welcome improvement.

SUMMARY

This chapter has described how the traditional cost accounting position no
longer provides information to management that is current or relevant. A new
set of costing information is available that could be more useful to management.
At the same time, most of the new information to be reviewed by the cost accoun-
tant falls outside of the normal period closing process, so the speed of the ac-
counting close can actually be improved while more relevant information is being
provided. The chapter also notes a new reporting format for issuing this informa-
tion to management as well as a discussion of control issues regarding abandon-
ment of some cost accounting variances. In short, this chapter presented a
win-win situation where the provision of superior costing information to man-
agement actually improves the speed of accounting transactions.
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In most companies, payroll processing requires a large staff of clerks to enter a va-
riety of changes to employee pay rates and deductions. A fairly standard program
then calculates pay for employees, and paychecks are distributed. Even a cursory
view of the function reveals that the data input part of the payroll process is by far
its most inefficient part. While making some comments about other parts of the
payroll function, this chapter concentrates on how to improve the data entry por-
tion of payroll processing, so that fewer employees are required, data entry errors
are decreased, and the payroll can be processed more rapidly than before.

CURRENT SYSTEM

This section breaks the payroll processing function into three steps and describes
the processes and controls used in each.

Payroll Data Input

The payroll data input step enters information from a variety of sources into the
payroll software for later calculation. The information is typically entered by
a team of payroll clerks. The most common types of information entered are as
follows.

Employee Hours Worked. At the end of each pay period, the accounting
staff enters the hours worked for each hourly employee into the payroll system. A
variation is to enter piece rates for each employee. The entries must factor in the
amount of vacation or sick time taken by each employee as well as any overtime
payments. Also, depending on company policy, employees will not be paid for
various fractions of an hour if they arrive a few minutes late for work. To make
matters even more complicated, some companies who charge costs to specific
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jobs must also enter the time worked for specific job numbers—this information
is passed to the job-costing system for summarizing into total costs incurred for
individual jobs. In short, the most time-consuming and error-prone payroll data
entry task is the one involving entry of hours worked.

Bonuses and Commissions. At irregular intervals, the accounting staff cal-
culates commissions based on such variables as a percentage of revenues, splits
with other salespeople, splits with sales supervisors, cumulative year-to-date
bonuses, regional premiums, and percentages of gross margins on products sold.
Commissions may be paid based on cash received, revenue booked, or cash re-
ceived less bad debts. Bonuses can be based on similar measures. In short, these
calculations can be difficult to track and summarize, and the number of methods
used increases with the ingenuity of the management team in coming up with new
bonus and commission payment schemes.

Benefits Deductions. Many companies offer employees a variety of dental,
health, life insurance, and other benefit plans to choose from, each of which has
a deductible that must be removed from the employees’ paychecks. Since de-
ductibles may change based on which set of benefit options is chosen, this can be
a difficult deduction to track. Also, the paperwork is typically filled out by the
employee and passed to the benefits department, which in turn gives the deduc-
tion information to the payroll clerks for entry into the computer. Since there are
a number of people involved in the process, it is easy to enter an incorrect deduc-
tion amount.

Tax Deductions. Employees request changes to their deduction amounts
from time to time for both federal and state withholdings. These changes may
be a percentage of gross earnings or a flat amount. In either case, the payroll
clerk makes the entry based on signed paperwork filled out and submitted by
employees.

Pension Plan Deductions. Some pension plans, such as the 401(k), require
the employee to contribute either a percentage of gross earnings or a flat amount
to a fund, to which the employer also contributes. Though some plans allow only
biannual changes, the majority are more frequent. This means that the payroll
clerks may be called upon to enter a large number of pension contribution deduc-
tion changes per year.

Garnishment Deductions. Companies may be required by law to deduct
specific amounts from an employee’s paycheck to cover court-ordered payments
resulting from a legal settlement. This requires not only the initial entry by the
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payroll clerk of the garnishment amount but also tracking the recurring garnish-
ment deduction until the deduction terminates.

Distributions to Bank Accounts. If the company uses direct deposit to
send payroll payments directly into employee bank accounts, then the payroll
staff must enter the bank number and account number into the payroll system. In
addition, employees may request multiple distributions, so that a single paycheck
may be split up into deposits that are sent to mutual funds, savings accounts, and
checking accounts. All these accounts require a setup entry by the payroll clerks.

Shift Differentials. Many companies pay employees a premium to work on
the second or third shifts, since these are less desirable times to work. The pay-
roll staff must enter these shift differential premiums into the payroll system
every time an employee changes shifts, though most systems will automatically
pay the premium once an employee has been set up to receive the payment.

Personal Item Deductions. Many companies allow their employees to pur-
chase items through the company, since it can command reduced prices on a
variety of products. The employees then pay the company through payroll deduc-
tions. If the item purchased is quite expensive, there may be a series of deduc-
tions that span many payroll cycles. The payroll staff must enter these deductions
and track the amount withheld until the full amount has been paid.

Pay Rate Changes. With supervisory approval, the payroll staff must enter
pay changes for staff members. These can be more frequent than once a year,
since new employees frequently receive a review after 90 days with the company,
and pay raises are given with most promotions.

New Employee Additions and Departing Employee Deletions. With
proper supervisory approval, new employees must be added to the database.
These entries may require such additional information as emergency contact
names and phone numbers, social security numbers, mailing addresses, start
dates, and initial pay rates. Also with proper supervisory approval, the payroll
staff may delete departing employees from the payroll system. In both cases, the
payroll staff must calculate partial payments for partial periods worked, since
employees do not always conveniently begin or stop work at the beginning or end
of the company’s payroll cycle.

Controls are needed when inputting payroll information. In particular, pay
changes, new hires, and employee deletions are not input without a signed au-
thorization from management. Also, hourly employee time cards are usually
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reviewed in advance by the supervisor of the hourly employees for any irregu-
larities and signed before being passed on to the payroll clerk. Bonuses and
commission calculations also are normally reviewed by a supervisor prior to
payment. In general, any change to an employee’s gross pay requires advance 
approval by management. However, deductions from an employee’s pay (e.g.,
401(k) deductions, benefits deductions) only require the approval of the em-
ployee. This is a key control issue that allows the company to automate key fea-
tures of the payroll data input step.

Processing

The processing step takes all the information entered in the previous step to cal-
culate gross wages from hours worked, commissions, and bonuses. Deductions
from the gross wages earned include taxes, benefits payments, pension plan con-
tributions, garnishments, shift differentials, and payments for personal items.
These deductions result in a net payment to each employee. The system then di-
vides the net payment into payments by check or by direct deposit to various bank
accounts.

The processing step is usually carried out by off-the-shelf software. The cal-
culations are so routine that it makes little sense for most companies to create a
customized software package. Also, off-the-shelf packages have been thoroughly
tested, so that programming bugs are less likely to disrupt the payroll calculation
process—a late paycheck does not improve the employees’ morale. An increas-
ingly common variation is to transmit the payroll information to an outside pay-
roll processing service, which calculates gross pay, deductions, and net pay, and
delivers printed checks back to the company.

For companies with subsidiaries, payroll systems usually are not integrated, so
there is at least one payroll system per location. This can cause problems when
employees rotate among subsidiaries with any regularity, since they are set up as
new employees on the payroll system of the subsidiary they are moving to, even
though they may have considerable tenure with the corporate parent. This creates
problems when tracking years of service with the company, since this informa-
tion is needed when applying vesting percentages to corporate pension plans.

Controls over the processing step primarily relate to access to the program.
Thus, the control is simple—access is restricted to specific user identification
codes and passwords. From the perspective of the computer systems manager, it
is wise to retain multiple off-site copies of the payroll database and application
program in case of damage to the primary computer storage facility. This backup
feature is also useful when an update to the payroll package has software
glitches—the previous version can be restored to the computer from a backup
storage medium so that the payroll can still be processed.
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Distribution of Payments

The distribution of payments step involves printing checks, signing them, and
distributing the checks to employees as follows.

Set Up Printer. Check stock is removed from a secure location and set up
on a printer. The check stock nearly always includes a remittance advice, on
which is printed gross pay, deduction, and net pay information.

Align Printer. A set of voided checks are printed to position the checks on
the printer. The voided checks are discarded.

Print Checks. The checks are printed.

Sign Checks. The checks are either signed automatically with a signature
plate or signed manually by an authorized check signer.

Enclose Checks. Checks are sealed in envelopes with the employee name
either appearing through a window or being printed onto the envelope.

Deliver Checks. An employee designated for the task (sometimes called the
paymaster) distributes all checks into the hands of the employees to whom the
checks are addressed. Excess checks are secured in a safe and distributed when
the employee can be found. This creates problems for salespeople and other em-
ployees who travel and who are not necessarily in the office on payday to receive
their checks.

A primary control over the distribution of checks is control over the check
stock. If a blank check is stolen, a payment amount and signature can be forged
onto it. The obvious control is to store the check stock in a locked location and
restrict access to the key. In addition, the payroll staff maintains a log of check
numbers used; this log is useful for identifying the absence of checks.

Another control is the signing of checks. Supervisors who sign checks can de-
termine, based on their own knowledge of who works for the company, if any
checks are being cut for people who no longer work for the company or for
amounts that are clearly excessive. If the company has grown so large that the
signer cannot know everything about all employees, this is still a good control for
a different reason—the signature makes the check an official commitment to pay
the employee, whereas a stolen, unsigned check has no such validation. If the
company views the control in this respect, then a signature plate can be used in-
stead of a supervisor to print a signature. Of course, the signature plate must be
locked in a secure location when not in use.
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Another control is over the delivery of checks. Many companies use a paymas-
ter, an employee specifically designated to take the checks from the accounting
department and give them to the employees. The paymaster must account for any
checks that were not handed to employees. Checks should only be given to the
employees to whom the checks are addressed rather than to other employees who
will deliver the checks; when other employees have the checks, they can attempt
to cash the checks. Also, since an employee must be on site to receive a check,
any checks created for nonexistent employees will never be issued. A final control

Exhibit 7.1 Standard Payroll Process
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Exhibit 7.2 Payroll Value-Added Analysis

Time Required
Step Activity (Minutes) Type of Activity

1 Employee enters time worked on time 5 Non-value-added
card.

2 Payroll clerk moves to time card storage 1 Move
rack.

3 Payroll clerk removes time card from 1 Non-value-added
storage rack.

4 Payroll clerk returns to office. 1 Move
5 Payroll clerk reviews time card for 2 Non-value-added

overtime.
6 Payroll clerk reviews time card for 2 Non-value-added

absences.
7 Payroll clerk reviews time card for 2 Non-value-added

missing time entries.
8 Payroll clerk enters hours worked into 5 Non-value-added

payroll software.
[Payroll clerk receives benefits deduction information from human resources
department.]

9 Payroll clerk enters benefits deduction 2 Non-value-added
changes into the payroll software.

[Payroll clerk receives tax deduction information from employees.]
10 Payroll clerk enters tax deduction 2 Non-value-added

changes into the payroll software.
11 Software calculates amount payable to 0 Value-added

employee.
12 Clerk prints payroll checks. 10 Value-added
13 Clerk brings checks to authorized 1 Non-value-added

check signer.
14 Authorized signer reviews and signs 5 Non-value-added

checks.
15 Clerk stuffs checks into envelopes. 5 Non-value-added
16 Clerk brings checks to paymaster. 1 Non-value-added
17 Paymaster delivers checks to employees. 10 Value-added
18 Paymaster brings undistributed checks 1 Non-value-added

to accounting department.
19 Clerk stores undistributed checks in 1 Non-value-added

a safe.
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over the disbursement of payroll checks is that the paymaster not be involved in
the processing of payroll. This control keeps a payroll clerk from creating a check
and then disbursing it to himself. A flowchart of the standard payroll process is
shown in Exhibit 7.1.

There are also a number of government-mandated payroll reports to be issued
on a quarterly or annual basis. The most time-sensitive report is the W-2 form for
each employee, which is issued following the end of the calendar year.

A review of Exhibit 7.1 and the discussion of the payroll process reveals a
great deal of movement of paperwork among personnel. The move and wait times
thus introduced into the process greatly slow it down, and the potential exists for
the loss or misinterpretation of the paperwork. A payroll value-added analysis is
shown in Exhibit 7.2. A value-added item is considered to be one that brings the
payroll transaction closer to conclusion. The time estimates in the table are based
on a single working day of activity, not a full week of time recording.

Exhibit 7.3 shows that only 15% of the steps bring the payroll transaction
closer to conclusion; the remaining steps are related to moving paperwork from
person to person or reentering information that has already been completed by
the employee. In terms of time required, the value-added steps can be concluded
in one-third of an hour, whereas the non-value-added and move portions of the
transaction take up twice as much time. The payroll processing function is un-
usual in that there is no wait time; because of the confidential nature of payroll
information, it is brought straight to the payroll clerk instead of languishing in
the payroll clerk’s mailbox. In short, the actions needed to conclude the trans-
action are a small proportion of the total process.

In summary, a large amount of time is required to input wage and deduction
information into the payroll software. These entries are subject to input errors,
with resulting employee dissatisfaction. The payroll processing is usually auto-
mated, with few processing problems, while the paycheck-printing process is also
relatively free of problems. The next section discusses ways to reduce the work
load of the payroll staff in entering payroll information, while at the same time

Exhibit 7.3 Summary of Payroll Value-Added Analysis

Type of No. of Percentage No. of Percentage
Activity Activities Distribution Hours Distribution

Value-added 3 15% .33 35%
Wait 0 0% 0 0%
Move 2 11% .03 3%
Non-value-added 14 74% .58 62%

Total 19 100% .94 100%
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reducing the number of entry errors and increasing the transaction speed of the
entire process.

REVISED SYSTEM

In many companies, the payroll process is slow to complete, requires a large staff
to enter payroll-related information into the computer, and results in many data
entry errors. By way of comparison, the cost of a payroll transaction in a world-
class company is $1.72 versus $5.00 in a Fortune 100 company.1 Clearly, some
companies have figured out how to reduce the cost of payroll far below the norm.
This section discusses how to speed up the payroll process while cutting down on
data entry labor and errors, resulting in greatly reduced costs to the company.

One of the problems with a traditional payroll system is the number of people
who handle deduction information before it finally enters the payroll system. For
example, an employee selects a medical plan; the human resources department
calculates the employee-paid portion of the plan and forwards this amount to the
payroll department, which enters the information. The employee receives a re-
mittance advice that lists the amount of the deduction, and wants to change to a
cheaper alternative. This sets off another round of changes. Not only does this
approach involve the participation of too many people (any one of whom could
pass along incorrect information) but it may take too long to enter the informa-
tion, especially if the deductions are being sent from an outlying location to a
centralized payroll system. This is of considerable concern to a company, which
grants a benefit to an employee as soon as the employee signs the paperwork but
which cannot enter the related deduction information into the payroll system
quickly enough to recoup part of the cost of the benefit. Of course, the payroll
staff can always make a double deduction in the following pay period to make up
for the missing deduction from the prior period, but this requires additional time
by the payroll staff to make the manual entry.

The company can set up an electronic form on its computer network giving
employees direct access to their deduction records so that they can alter their own
deduction information. Since not all employees have access to a computer termi-
nal, the company can provide access to a free-standing computer kiosk that al-
lows access to the deductions, or it can allow access by touch-tone telephone to
the same information or even access through the Internet. A combination of these
three options should allow all company employees access to their deduction
records. A flowchart showing direct entry of deduction changes by employees is

1 Steve Coburn, Hugh Grove, and Cynthia Fukami, “Benchmarking with ABCM,” Man-
agement Accounting, January 1995, p. 59.
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presented in Exhibit 7.4. Employees enter their employee numbers and personal
identification numbers (PINs) to gain access to their deduction records. (The
system does not allow access to pay rate information, since changes to that infor-
mation require supervisory approval.) If the deduction is a tax deduction, each
employee can enter either a fixed amount or a percentage of income. To keep em-
ployees from being surprised at the net amount of their paychecks when paid, the
system immediately calculates the amount of net pay left and communicates this
amount to the employee. If the net amount is acceptable to the employee, then the
change is made. Pension deductions operate in a similar manner. Benefits, how-
ever, are slightly different. Most companies have a variety of benefits options, so
the employee may need to select a combination of several dental, medical, dis-
ability, or life insurance plan options, each of which has a different deduction
amount. The effect on net pay should be communicated to the employee as each
benefit is selected, so that the employee can determine the cost of individual ben-
efits rather than only the cost of all the benefits together. In short, direct access
to deduction records allows employees to enter deduction information them-
selves with immediate feedback, which eliminates errors and keeps the payroll
data entry staff from having to enter any deduction information at all.

Another problem with the payroll process is having to make deduction entries
for those employees who have purchased items through the company and who are
now compensating the company for the amount of the purchase. The payroll staff
must enter the amount of the deduction per pay period and track the deductions
through to their termination date, when the deduction is removed from the sys-
tem. This process increases the work load of the payroll clerks, not to mention the
general ledger clerk, who must make a journal entry to account for the repay-
ment. Since buying items for employees does not fit into the mission statement of
any company, the best solution to this problem is creating a policy of not allowing
company purchases of merchandise for employees. By removing the need for the
deduction, the deduction-related work disappears.

Another problem is the amount of work required to calculate commissions.
These calculations can be so complex that it is too expensive to generate the pro-
gram code needed to automate the process, resulting in manual calculations by
the payroll (or other accounting) staff. This problem is exacerbated if there are a
large number of invoices to summarize by sales territory for each salesperson’s
commission calculation. The solution to the problem is a difficult one for the con-
troller or CFO, who must convince the sales manager to adopt a simpler commis-
sion structure. The simplified structure is then automated, so that the computer
system generates a list of commissions payable without any input from the ac-
counting staff. Getting the sales manager to adopt a less complex commission
structure is difficult, because the complexity of the typical commission system is
designed to foster a certain type of behavior by the sales staff, and a change to
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Exhibit 7.4 Direct Entry of Deduction Changes by Employees
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that system may not result in optimal sales. However, by educating the sales man-
ager about the time and effort required to calculate commissions, some mutual
understanding of the problems of both parties (the sales and accounting depart-
ments) will result, which should yield a simplified commission structure that is
satisfactory to both parties, though perhaps not the optimal solution for either
department.

From the perspective of the accounting department, the ideal commission
structure is one that can be automated with minimal programming effort. The
following are, in declining order of ease of programming, various commission
calculation strategies.

Percentage of Invoices Issued. This is the easiest programming task, be-
cause any computerized accounting system should already have a database of in-
voices that can be sorted by salesperson code and date to derive the amount of
commissions payable for each pay period.

Percentage of Cash Received. This is a more difficult programming task,
because invoices may not be paid for in full by the customer, resulting in tracking
commissions already paid for a partial customer payment, since the company
does not want to pay the salesperson again for the full amount of the invoice when
the remainder of the cash payment is received from the customer.

Percentage of Invoices Issued, Less Bad Debts. A company’s bad debts
are commonly kept in a manual file, not in a computer database, so the program-
mer must create a file for the storage of bad debt information in order to link it to
the invoices file, thereby allowing bad debts to be deducted from the amount of
invoices issued.

Any Preceding Method, Plus Splits with Other Salespeople. This is a
more difficult programming task than may be immediately apparent, especially
if combined with payments based on a percentage of cash received. This is be-
cause there must be room in the invoice file for multiple salesperson identifica-
tion codes as well as multiple commission percentage codes, which requires a
change in the structure of most databases. In the case of commissions based on
cash received, it also means that the computer system must track the differing
commission amounts still owed to multiple salespeople on invoices that have only
been partially paid.

Any Preceding Method, Plus Differing Commission Rates Depending on
Gross Margins. The most difficult task of all is creating fields in the database
for the gross margin on each product sold as well as a separate table that issues a
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different commission rate based on the amount of the gross margin. To compli-
cate matters further, the gross margin may be tied to actual costs, so that the
gross margin may fluctuate over time. To introduce yet another programming
problem that occurs when commissions are paid when cash is received, the com-
mission table may have to store older commission rates in case salespeople are
compensated based on commission rates existing at the time the product was
sold rather than the amount in effect when cash was received in payment for the
invoice.

The highest-volume item involved in the payroll data entry process is enter-
ing hours worked for those employees who are paid on an hourly basis. This
information is usually translated from time cards and manually entered into the
payroll software by the payroll department. Since the hours worked must be
manually transferred, there is a high probability of errors being made by the
payroll department. When errors are discovered, the payroll staff must bring in
the questioned time card from storage, recalculate the time, correct the error,
and file away the time card—a considerable waste of time. To improve the situ-
ation, the company can install a bar-coded, magnetic stripe, or biometric  time
card system. With this system, each employee is given an employee card with an
identifying bar code or magnetic stripe on the back. When an employee arrives,
leaves, or takes a break, the card is run through a scanner, which automatically
identifies the employee and records the time in a computer file. If the scanner is
biometric, it will scan the outline of a person’s hand. The scanner can also be
used in concert with a keypad to punch in the time worked on specific jobs. The
scanner is linked to a computer that stores the time information and that can be
linked with a custom interface program to the company’s payroll software, so
that all employee time information can be uploaded for payroll processing with-
out any manual entry being required. In reality, however, reviewing an edit re-
port of time records for any obvious errors is a reasonable intermediate step
prior to printing paychecks.

A time card scanning system has other benefits. For example, it can reject a
scan if the employee has arrived late for work and will only allow the entry if a
supervisor punches in an authorization code in advance; this keeps management
informed of late arrivals. Also, the system can automatically enter an employee’s
missing time entry if she forgets to clock out. Another feature is not allowing
time entries for shifts in which an employee is not supposed to be working,
thereby keeping an employee from punching in for the wrong shift and collecting
a pay differential for the shift. Finally, management can print a variety of reports
from the system, such as a listing of who has not shown up for work, who is
chronically late, and who forgets to clock in or out. In short, there are a variety
of reasons why an automated time keeping system should be installed.
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Another problem with payroll systems is the large number of payroll-related
databases that are not linked. For example, the payroll database typically con-
tains an employee’s name, address, social security number, deductions, and pay
information for the current year. The benefits database is usually kept manually
and includes an employee’s name, address, social security number, and listing of
current benefits selected. Finally, the human resources department maintains a
database of an employee’s name, address, social security number, contact infor-
mation, pay history, job classification, and history of work-related accidents.
When maintained separately, there is a strong likelihood of varying addresses,
deductions, and even pay amounts being stored, since not all the data are updated
when a change is made—to do that, changes may have to be made as many as three
times to cover the three sets of data. It is not efficient for the accounting and pay-
roll staffs to have to cross-check each other’s databases to find out which informa-
tion is correct; this reduces the speed of the entire payroll process. The obvious
solution is combining the three databases into one database (see Exhibit 7.5). With
one database, only one update is required to change information. This reduces
the time spent by the accounting and human resources departments in updating
employee information.

If all of the payroll-related databases have been consolidated, then it is also
possible to link payroll changes to employee events. There are many changes in the
various computer databases that must be made when key employee events occur,
some of which are not likely to take place unless the computer system can auto-
matically generate reminder messages to employees in the payroll and human re-
sources areas. Here are some of the reminders that can be issued by a properly
configured and consolidated computer system:

• Issue a COBRA form to any employee who has just left the company.

• Issue a pension eligibility notification to an employee, as well as the pen-
sion manager, as soon as an employee reaches the age where this action is
triggered.

• Notify the human resources staff as soon as an employee has passed the
probationary period, so that the person can be added to the various com-
pany benefit plans.

• Upon hiring, the purchasing department is notified that business cards
must be ordered for the new employee.

• Upon notification of an employee address change, notifications will be sent
to all suppliers who must update their files, such as the medical and pen-
sion plan administrators.

• Upon notification of marriage, an employee should be sent a new W-4 form
to complete for tax withholding purposes.
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These notification features are available on some of the more expensive ac-
counting or enterprise resource planning (ERP) software packages. In other
cases, it must be custom-designed into existing applications.

Along similar lines, the controller of a larger firm should try reducing the
number of payroll systems. One study found that the average company has 3.6
payroll systems per billion dollars of revenue. This is frequently because there
are different systems by geographical location. However, it is not a good situation
to have if centralized payroll information is needed for reporting on overall com-
pany pay rates, benefits, and other information needed by top management.

Exhibit 7.5 Consolidating Payroll Databases
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Merging systems requires centralization in a single location but may allow the
company to set up linked terminals in all company locations so that local staff
people can enter payroll changes, while the payroll database is located centrally,
with payments being made from the central location.

Turning to the output of information from the payroll process, the company
creates a check that it gives to each employee. This creates a problem for em-
ployees who are not on hand on payday to receive their checks. This is also a
problem for centralized payroll systems, since the company must use an expen-
sive overnight delivery service to send paychecks to outlying locations in time
for payday. In addition, by insisting on manually delivering checks to employees
(and there are good control reasons for doing so), the company must pay an em-
ployee to make the distribution. A cleaner approach is using direct deposit to pay
employees. With this method, pay amounts are automatically deposited in em-
ployee accounts on payday. This eliminates the need for a manual distribution of
paychecks and allows employees to receive their pay even when they are not on
hand to receive a paycheck on payday. Since some employees do not have bank
accounts in which funds can be deposited, the company can team up with a local
bank (or several banks, in case of multiple plant locations) to offer free bank ac-
counts to those employees without accounts. The company then uses direct de-
posit to send money to the new accounts. It is easy to find banks who are willing
to extend this service, since they gain new depositors and the temporary use of
the money deposited in the bank accounts (until it is withdrawn).

It is still a good idea to give employees a remittance advice that lists their
gross pay, deductions, and net pay, but as long as the money reaches employees
on time, there is no need for the remittance advice to be given to employees at the
same time—instead, cheaper postal service rates can be used to send remittance
advices to outlying company locations a few days after the pay date. An alterna-
tive to sending a printed remittance advice is linking the payroll system to the
company’s electronic mail system, and sending the advices as electronic mail
messages to employees. This eliminates the cost of paper and postage when send-
ing out remittances but is only good for those employees who have electronic
mailboxes—other employees would still have to receive the paper version of the
remittance.

A final issue that slows down the functions of the payroll staff is responding
to inquiries by employees about the amount of vacation and sick time they have
remaining. This is the most common request from any company’s staff. It slows
down the payroll department by taking clerks away from other tasks to calculate
the most recent accrual of vacation or sick time and communicate that informa-
tion to the employee. A simple way to avoid this problem is including the amount
of the accrual on the payroll remittance advice that goes to each employee on
payday. This is quite effective for weekly pay periods, though somewhat less 
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effective if the company has a one-month pay period, since accruals and vacation
and sick time usage may vary considerably through the month. In the latter case,
the company can provide the information to employees through the company’s
network, over the telephone, or through free-standing computer terminal kiosks.
The net effect of this change is that more time is available to the payroll staff
to complete payroll processing.

In summary, a variety of techniques, nearly all of them involving some pro-
gramming work, can be implemented to increase the speed of the payroll process
while reducing the number of payroll-related errors. By merging databases, 
automating commission calculations, allowing employees to enter their own 

Exhibit 7.6 Revised Payroll Process
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deductions, using automated time recording, altering the paycheck remittance
advice, and using direct deposit, the ease of payroll processing can be improved.
A flowchart of the revised payroll process is shown in Exhibit 7.6. Some of the
controls related to payroll are altered or rendered ineffective by these changes.
The next section discusses alternative control systems that allow the controller to
maintain tight control over the more streamlined payroll process.

CONTROL ISSUES

There are a number of control issues related to payroll. For example, if the con-
troller were to install a bar-coded time-keeping system, employees could make a
copy of the bar code on the back of the time card and have someone else scan the
copied bar code into the scanner at any hour, resulting in more hours earned. As
another example, use of direct deposit to pay employees makes it more difficult
to spot payments to nonexistent employees. Further, sending payroll remittances
to employees via electronic mail means that employees do not even have to have a
mailing address to receive a check, which makes it even easier to pay a bogus
employee. This section reviews several control problems that arise as a result of
the streamlining methods noted earlier, along with possible solutions.

Employees Can Access Deduction Records

Having payroll clerks enter deduction changes into the computer database from
signed deduction request forms keeps deductions from being illegally altered by
people other than the employees requesting the change. If the control were re-
moved, anyone could enter the deduction system from a computer terminal or a
telephone and change key deduction or benefit amounts.

Use Access Codes. All employees must use identification codes and PINs
to enter the deduction system, thereby restricting access to those people who
know the codes (which may not be just the employees, depending on how well
employees are protecting their access codes). More protection can be added by
having the computer system automatically create new PINs at regular intervals,
which can be communicated to employees by sealed envelope.

Use Video Cameras on Kiosks. If unauthorized parties are regularly alter-
ing the deduction records of employees, then access to the deduction records 
can be limited to a small number of computer terminal kiosks, which can then be
fitted with video cameras to record the faces of everyone making transaction en-
tries. The mere existence of the cameras will deter most people from making
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unauthorized changes, though restricting access to these kiosks does reduce the
ability of employees at outlying locations (or traveling employees) to make de-
duction changes.

Employees Can Copy Time Cards

Having employees use cardboard time cards to record their hours worked by
punching into a time clock is a good control, because a permanent visual record is
kept of the exact time worked by each employee that is difficult to forge. When a
bar-coded time card is used, the bar code may be copied and used to enter addi-
tional time for an employee; alternatively, the time card may be given to another
employee, who can check in an employee who is actually absent.

Protect Bar Codes with Red Laminate. Bar code badges can be covered
with a red laminate that prevents copying machines from creating a copy of the
bar code under the laminate, thereby preventing multiple copies of badges from
appearing in the workplace (and being used to check in employees who are not
there).

Print List of Employees on Site. Nearly all time card scanning systems also
allow supervisors to print reports listing the employees who, according to their
entries on the scanning machine, are currently working in the production facility.
This report is useful for determining the actual physical presence of employees.
Any employees listed on the report who are not present can have their time cards
deactivated, so that they must see a supervisor before they can clock in again.

Direct Deposit Does Not Allow
Direct Payment of Employees

When employee pay is restricted to checks that are physically handed to the em-
ployees, it is easy to determine if checks may have been printed for employees
who do not exist, since they are not on hand to receive a payment. When direct
deposit is used, this control disappears, because the payment is sent to a bank ac-
count instead of being handed to the employee. This may result in payments being
made to fictitious people or to employees who are no longer employees but who
were never removed from the payroll system.

Distribute Remittance by Hand. If the payment is sent to the bank, the re-
mittance can still be given to employees by the paymaster, thereby ensuring
after the fact that each paid employee does exist. This means that the company
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will lose one direct deposit that has already been made to a fictitious employee
but will not make the mistake again after the paymaster discovers that the em-
ployee does not exist. Even the first deposit can be prevented by having the pay-
master hand out remittances before the date on which the deposits are set to be
sent to employee bank accounts, thereby giving the company time to cancel a
deposit. However, continuing to hand out any paper-based material wastes com-
pany resources. Instead, the next control point should be adopted as the prefer-
able measure.

Strengthen Previous Controls. One might ask why the company cares about
determining why employees exist after the paycheck has already been printed. Any
need for reviewing employee existence once paychecks have been printed merely
assumes that the controls have failed. The correct approach is to strengthen prior
controls. Those controls include a continuing audit of employee existence (proba-
bly conducted periodically by the internal audit department), supervisory review
of hourly time records prior to check printing, and the prompt entry of information
into the payroll system about employees leaving the company.

Electronic Mail Does Not Allow
Direct Payment of Employees

When an employee receives a payroll remittance advice by hand or at least
through the mail, the company has a way to track the existence of the employee,
even if the pay has already been sent to a bank account by direct deposit. How-
ever, when remittances are sent by electronic mail, the company has no way of
knowing if there is even a mailing address, since an electronic mail address can
be independent of a mailing address. This can result in payments being made to
fictitious employees or to people who have left the company but were never re-
moved from the payroll system.

Only Send Remittances to Company-Owned Electronic Mail Addresses.
The company should restrict electronic remittances to company-owned mail-
boxes. The company can control the existence of its electronic mailboxes by im-
mediately shutting down mailboxes when employees leave and reviewing the
open mailboxes regularly (possibly a task for the internal audit department).

In summary, when new streamlining methods are implemented, some controls
can be eliminated without damaging the company’s overall set of payroll con-
trols. This can be done by strengthening other existing controls or by creating
new controls, such as making it impossible to copy bar-coded employee time
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cards. Taken together, the control changes advocated in this section will provide
effective control over the new payroll system.

QUALITY ISSUES

Payroll transactions are slowed considerably by the introduction of mistakes into
the process. Thus, high-quality payroll processing is defined as processing with
the smallest number of errors. This section notes the most common payroll mis-
takes and suggests ways to keep them from happening.

Employees Enter Incorrect Deduction Amounts

If an on-line employee deduction system is installed, employees may inadver-
tently enter incorrect deductions, which they will not discover until they receive
their paychecks. To avoid this problem, the on-line deduction system should print
each employee’s entry on screen and ask for verification before entering the
change.

Automated Commission Calculations Overlook
Special Payment Situations

If an automated commission calculation system is installed, it is easy to have pay-
ments be made to the wrong salesperson based on special splits or misapplica-
tions of invoices to the wrong territories. The controller can solve the problem
either by reviewing automated commission calculation reports prior to commis-
sion checks being cut or by adding controls when invoices are first entered into
the system. If a manual review is used, the controller is simply adding manual
labor back into a process that was supposed to be automated, thereby eliminating
the value of the automation. A better approach is to strictly simplify the applica-
tion of invoices to specific sales territories, which is performed during the order
entry stage—in short, the invoice should be credited to the salesperson who is re-
sponsible for a specific zip code or state. Any other options that allow commis-
sion payments to go to different salespeople based on varying criteria are
probably too hard to automate.

Direct Deposit Does Not Allow a Last Review
by the Check Signer

The check signer occasionally finds a mistake in payment amounts when signing
paychecks. If direct deposit is used, then there is no check signer, so there may be
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an increased incidence of errors. To avoid this problem, the controls used prior to
the check-signing stage should be strengthened. Specifically, the check edit re-
port should be printed and closely reviewed before the direct deposit information
is sent to the bank, since the edit report is a summary of all changes made to the
payroll prior to payment.

Bar-Coded Time Card System Provides
No Feedback to User

A common problem with a time card “swipe” system is that the user swipes the
card through the reader and then immediately swipes the card again, because the
reader unit gave the user no indication that the first swipe worked. This results in
a user clocking himself in and then right back out again, with no time worked, or
vice versa. Employees who have no recorded hours worked in the payroll system
are very unhappy people. To avoid this problem, the newer scanning systems
should be purchased; these units have a lighted display that shows the name of
the individual who just scanned into the machine as well as the time and date of
the scan. This information assures the user that the card swipe actually worked.
Without some visual feedback of this sort, employees tend to do a double swipe
frequently.

Employees Do Not Check Their Electronic
Mail for Payroll Remittances

A very common problem is that employees do not check their electronic mail.
When remittances are sent by e-mail, employees may not receive the informa-
tion because they never check their mailboxes. Actually, this is a minor prob-
lem, because many employees do not check their mail because they feel that
there is nothing important for them to receive. When remittances appear
through e-mail, they will have a much greater motivation for accessing their
mailboxes. Other ways to initiate more user access is by training all employees
in the use of mailboxes when the system is installed, with repeat training from
time to time. Another possibility is to have a prize program set up through elec-
tronic mail, in which messages are sent out at random—if responded to within
one day, a minor prize is handed out. This keeps people checking their mail-
boxes for mail.

In short, there are a few ways in which errors can still creep into the improved
payroll system, but installing feedback systems, keeping calculations simple, and
strengthening a few preexisting controls should keep them to a minimum.
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COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

This section shows how to write cost /benefit analyses for implementing direct
access by employees to their deduction records, bar-coded time card systems, di-
rect deposits to employee bank accounts, electronic mail deliveries of payroll
remittances, and altering payroll remittance advices to include vacation and sick
time accruals. In these examples, expected revenues and costs are as realistic as
possible. However, to conserve space, they do not include lengthy net present
value calculations.

Give Employees Direct Access to
Their Deduction Records

The controller of the Circular File Company, manufacturer of wastebaskets, is
concerned about the cost of having two employees who do nothing but update the
deduction records of the firm’s 1,375 employees. These two employees earn an
average of $24,300 each. The controller decides to try having the employees enter
their own deduction changes. To do this, an interface must be written to the pay-
roll software that allows access by all employees with an employee number and a
password. The programming cost of this interface will be $35,000. The interface
will allow any employee with computer access to change her deduction records.
Unfortunately, 90% of the staff comprises production workers with no access to
a computer. Accordingly, the controller determines that computer kiosks may be
constructed at various locations in the facility for access by the production staff.
These kiosks will allow access by all staff and will cost $5,000 each to install.
Four kiosks will be needed. General training sessions will be held for the staff
during their lunch breaks. The cost of the trainers and training materials will be
$3,500. Should this project be initiated?

Solution. The cost of the project is related to creating an interface for em-
ployees to use, plus installing computer kiosks and paying for trainers to educate
the staff in the use of the equipment. The savings are entirely from eliminating
data entry payroll costs.

Cost of Installing Deduction Interface

Cost /computer kiosk $05,000
No. of kiosks � 4
Total cost of kiosks $20,000

Programming cost $35,000
Training cost $03,500

$38,500

Total cost of deduction interface $58,500
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Benefit of Installing Deduction Interface

Cost /yr of data entry clerk $24,300
Clerical positions eliminated � 2
Total savings from deduction interface $48,600

With costs of $58,500 and annual savings of $48,600, this project has a payback
of 1.2 years and should be implemented.2

Install Bar-Coded Time Card System

Katherine Peterson, general manager of Sucker Candy Corp., notices that the
company employs an accounting clerk to do nothing but enter time card informa-
tion for the firm’s 347 production workers, who operate the candy manufactur-
ing equipment during all three shifts. This clerk also corrects mistakes made
during the original data entry. Investigation with the various manufacturing su-
pervisors reveals that one time card in eight is incorrectly entered by the clerk,
resulting in complaints by the manufacturing staff. The controller contacts a
manufacturer of bar-coded time card scanning equipment and finds that making a
bar-coded, laminated time card for each employee will cost $1.50. The firm will
also need a pair of bar-code scanners, to be located next to each exit door. The
scanners cost $1,800 each. The scanners will have to be linked to a dedicated
personal computer, which collects the information. The PC, including network
hookup charges, costs $3,000. Cabling must also be purchased and installed to
link the two scanners to the PC. The total cabling costs are $2,800. Finally, the
controller must purchase interface software for $2,000 that links the payroll in-
formation on the PC to the payroll software that prints paychecks. If this system
is installed, the time card entry clerk will be reduced to half-time and will be as-
signed the task of reviewing time card entries on the time card PC for errors. The
time card entry clerk earns $18,650 per year. Should the bar-coded time card sys-
tem be installed?

Solution. The cost of the system is related to purchasing the time cards,
scanners, cabling, PC, and software interface. These are all one-time costs, ex-
cept for purchasing additional bar-coded time cards for new employees. The con-
tinuing savings are earned by reducing the amount of data entry payroll.

2 The largest variable is the training cost. This example assumes that training occurs dur-
ing lunch breaks. If not, then paying the staff to attend training is a much more signifi-
cant cost. Also, periodic retraining may be necessary, which also adds to the cost.
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Cost of Installing Time Card System

No. of production employees 347
Cost /time card � $1.50
Total cost of time cards $0,0521

Cost /bar-code scanner $01,800
No. of scanners needed � 2
Total cost of scanners $03,600

Cost of personal computer $03,000
Cabling costs $02,800
Cost of software interface $02,000
Total time card–related costs $11,921

Benefit of Installing the Time Card System

Cost /yr of data entry clerk $18,650
Percentage of year no longer needed � .50
Total labor savings $09,325

With costs of $11,921 and annuals savings of $9,325, the bar-coded time card
system will have a payback in 1.3 years. This project should be accepted.3

Deposit Paychecks Directly to Employee Bank Accounts

Mr. Baumgartner, president of Sales on Call, a telephone wholesaler, receives
many complaints from his sales staff, which is constantly traveling and there-
fore unable to pick up paychecks at the office on payday. Mailing the checks is
not a viable alternative, for many salespeople are out of town so much that they
cannot check their mail on a timely basis. Currently, many salespeople cannot
pay their credit card bills on time because they are not in town to cash their pay-
checks, resulting in a continuing credit problem while traveling on company
business. To solve the problem, Mr. Baumgartner is considering using direct de-
posit to electronically wire money directly into the sales staff ’s bank accounts.
The company employs 42 salespeople. The cost to make a direct deposit is $0.75
per paycheck deposited. The company pays employees every other week. In ad-
dition, Mr. Baumgartner would like to wire payments to salespeople for their
weekly expense reports. The entire sales staff travels every week, excluding
their two-week vacations. If the direct deposit system is implemented,

3 The primary variable in these costs is the existence of interface software to the com-
pany’s payroll software. If that does not exist, time card information will either have to
be manually transferred to the payroll software (which involves extra data entry cost) or
a custom interface will have to be created (which involves considerable programming
costs). If either cost is incurred, the payback period will lengthen considerably.
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Mr. Baumgartner expects to stop issuing an average of $1,000 in advances to the
sales staff to cover their expenses because they have not received their pay-
checks. On average, 25 salespeople are in receipt of these advances at all times.
The company borrows money at a 9.5% interest rate. Should Sales on Call im-
plement a direct deposit system?

Solution. The cost of direct deposit is the transaction fee charged by the
bank and multiplied by the number of direct deposits per year. The savings are
from the interest expense saved on advances made to salespeople to cover their
lack of cash when they cannot pick up their paychecks.

Cost of Direct Deposits

No. of salespeople 42
No. of pay periods/yr � 26
No. of pay deposits 1,092

No. of salespeople 42
No. of expense reports/yr � 50
No. of expense deposits 2,100
Total no. of deposits 3,192
Cost /direct deposit � $.75
Total cost for direct deposits $2,394

Benefit of Direct Deposits

No. of salespeople with advances 25
Outstanding advance/yr � $1,000
Advances outstanding $25,000
Interest cost � 9.5%
Interest cost saved $02,375

In short, with costs of $2,394 and savings of $2,375, there is no clear savings
from implementing a direct deposit system. This is a common issue with direct
deposit, especially when it is implemented for all corporate staff rather than just
the salespeople. It can be presented as an employee benefit, or the advantages of
avoiding a hassle with getting paychecks to traveling employees can be presented
as an unquantifiable benefit.

Remit Paychecks to Employees by Electronic Mail

The controller of the EverKlear Windshield Company notices that the cost of
mailing direct deposit remittances to all company employees is 80 cents per
paycheck, including postage costs. The company has 650 employees and a one-
week pay cycle. The controller notices that half of the company’s employees have
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access to electronic mail. By sending direct deposit remittances by e-mail, the
company can avoid the mailing costs associated with sending the information on
a paper form. The programming staff reviews the situation and calculates that it
will cost $20,000 of programming time to create a batch file that extracts payroll
information from the payroll database and sends individual records to employees
through electronic mail. Should this project be completed?

Solution. The cost of the project is entirely related to programming fees,
while the savings are from the labor, envelopes and paper, and postage needed to
mail out remittances.

Cost of Remitting Paychecks by Electronic Mail

Programming cost $20,000

Benefit of Remitting Paychecks by Electronic Mail

No. of employees 650
Percentage of employees with e-mail � .50
No. of employees with e-mail 325
Mailing cost /employee/remittance � $.80
Total cost /pay cycle $0,0260
No. of pay cycles/yr � 52
Total cost of remittance mailings $13,520

With costs of $20,000 and savings of $13,520, this project has a payback of 1.5
years and should be completed.4

Include Vacation and Sick Time Accruals 
on Payroll Remittances

Ms. Athelwaite, supervisor of the payroll department of Monkey Around Lubri-
cation Shops, is tired of having the company’s hundreds of mechanics call or
visit the payroll department during their break times to inquire about available
sick and vacation time. She estimates that the average employee inquires about
this matter for three minutes once every other month. The company has 600
employees. The average payroll clerk who must answer the vacation and sick

4 The key variable is the percentage of employees with access to electronic mail. The
payback period tends to be shorter in service industries such as insurance, where every-
one has access to a computer. The payback period is longer in the manufacturing indus-
try, where people do not have such access.
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time questions receives a burdened pay rate of $15.42 per hour. To fix the prob-
lem, Ms. Athelwaite talks to the company’s programming department and finds
that a remaining vacation and sick time accrual can easily be added to every-
one’s payroll remittance advices (which are received weekly) for 30 hours of
programming and testing time by a programmer. The programmer earns a bur-
dened rate of $28.75 per hour. Is it worthwhile to implement the programming
project?

Solution. The total annual cost is the time spent by the payroll clerk to re-
search the time accrual for each employee who inquires. It is assumed that em-
ployees are inquiring during their break periods, so that this does not interfere
with their work (which would otherwise be an additional cost). The only extra
cost is the one-time programming cost to add the vacation and sick time accrual
fields to the remittance advice.

Cost of Remittance Change

Time to program change 30 hrs
Programming cost /hour � $28.75
Total cost of programming change $862.50

Benefit of Remittance Change

No. of employees 600
No. of inquiries/employee/yr � 6
Total no. of inquiries/yr 3,600
Time/inquiry � .05 hr
Time/yr for all inquiries 180 hrs
Cost /hour of payroll clerk � $15.42
Total cost for inquiries $2,775.60

Thus, the total cost is $862.50 and the total savings are $2,775.60, resulting in a
payback of the programming investment in one-third of a year. Also, the cost will
not be incurred again, while the savings will continue to accrue. Based on the
cost /benefit analysis, the programming change should be implemented.

In summary, improvements to the payroll system involve the purchase of addi-
tional computer equipment or the expenditure of fees for programming. These
costs can be justified in most cases, depending on such variables as the access of
staff to computers, employee possession of bank accounts, the amount of training
needed, and the percentage of the staff that is paid from a time card. The most
difficult project to justify based on costs alone is the use of direct deposit to pay
employees.
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REPORTS

The payroll department is usually awash in reports, so it is not a service to that
department to come up with even more reports. However, there are two simple re-
ports that contribute to the efficiency of the department.

The first report is a list of employees who are not using direct deposit. Since
using direct deposit reduces the work load of the payroll department, the payroll
manager should print this list of nonusers regularly and contact those employees
to see if they can be persuaded to change to receiving payments directly into their
bank accounts.

The other report is a list of manual changes to payroll records being made 
by the payroll department (see Exhibit 7.7). Since the intent of many of the
changes in this chapter is to eliminate the data entry tasks of the payroll 
department through bar coding, automation, and having employees make their
own deduction changes, it is important to determine what kinds of changes 
are still being made by the payroll staff, so that those changes can be targeted
for elimination. This report requires a program to collect information about
which employee records are being accessed by terminals in the payroll 
department.

In short, very few additional reports are needed by the payroll department,
but two reports can be added that tell the payroll manager how to further improve
the processing speed of the department by increasing the number of employees
who receive direct deposit and by reducing the number of manual changes to em-
ployee records by the payroll staff.

Exhibit 7.7 Payroll Changes Made by the Payroll Department

Employee No. Employee Name Record
Terminal No. Date Accessed Accessed Accessed

00140 05/05/97 001872 Smith, Barney Payroll deduction
00140 05/05/97 003021 Davis, Freeman Payroll hours
00140 05/06/97 001101 Gregory, Melvin Benefit deduction
00140 05/06/97 009234 Orroway, Adelaide Payroll hours
00145 05/05/97 001103 Brando, Elvis Payroll hours
00145 05/05/97 001103 Smith, Keith Benefit—health
00145 05/06/97 003378 Danbury, Irwin Benefit—health
00150 05/06/97 009821 Rae, Norma Benefit—dental
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TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

Technology plays a part in most of the changes advocated in this chapter. How-
ever, some (such as employee kiosks for deduction changes) only require the
addition of more computer terminals to the company, while others (such as au-
tomating commission calculations) merely involve creating computer programs
to replace previously manual calculations. The only truly technological break-
through that has a significant effect on the payroll function is the use of bar cod-
ing or magnetic stripes to track employee time. Bar coding and magnetic stripes
have been used by a number of industries for several decades, so they cannot be
considered new. Nonetheless, many companies have never used them, so a brief
description of the process is included here.

Bar coding converts a set of alphanumeric digits into a band of printed bars
that uniquely identify the digits with bars of varying thickness and separation.
When scanned with a laser, this bar code is converted back into alphanumeric
digits. Since most scanning equipment is attached directly to a computer ter-
minal, the computer sees the incoming information as having been entered
through the keyboard, so the computer is indifferent to the presence of the bar-
coding equipment. It is nearly impossible for the bar-code scanning equipment
to incorrectly translate a bar code into the wrong alphanumeric information,
which gives the system a high degree of reliability. There are just two prob-
lems with the system: first, it is possible to create a bar code with the wrong
information, so that the equipment correctly translates the incorrect informa-
tion and feeds it to the computer, and second, a poor-quality bar code cannot
be scanned.

Magnetic stripe technology is the same in principle as bar coding. A set of
alphanumeric digits are encoded on a magnetic stripe, which is converted back
to the original text when run through a scanner. The primary difference be-
tween the two types of technology is that a company can easily create its own
bar codes on a laser printer, whereas magnetic stripes must be manufactured
for the company by an outside supplier. This makes bar codes much more flexi-
ble for internal use.

Bar codes and magnetic stripes are most commonly used for applications where
exactly the same information is entered into the computer over and over again, so
that keypunching errors can be avoided by simply scanning the information from a
bar code or a stripe that already contains the information. One of the best applica-
tions is time collection, where the same information (an employee number) is
scanned into a computer that adds the current time. A bar-coded job number or ac-
tivity code from a standard list can also be added to the entry, resulting in an error-
free transaction that requires no use of a keyboard at all.
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In short, bar codes or magnetic stripes can be used to send error-free infor-
mation to the payroll department’s time-tracking system with no errors and no
keypunching by the payroll department.

MEASURING THE SYSTEM

The following measurements are useful for tracking the cost and payment speed
of the payroll system.

Improving the Amount of Data Input

If the quantity of information input is reduced, the cost of inputting it should also
go down. Therefore, tracking the total payroll department cost is a good measure
of the efficiency of the department. However, a better way to create a baseline of
how much the department costs are changing over time is to track payroll costs
per billions of revenue dollars, or payroll costs per employee. The primary pay-
roll cost should be the pay of the payroll clerks and related benefits, though
charges for office supplies, office space, and computer usage may be added as
well. A corporate overhead charge should not be used for this calculation, since
the amount of that charge is not controllable by the payroll department.

Another way to measure the amount of data input is to track the total number
of manual payroll changes of any type made by the payroll department as a whole
by month. This information is most easily collected by installing a program that
determines the number of changes made by computer terminals located in
the payroll department. This information tells the payroll manager how many
changes are being made to records even though employees may be allowed to
make changes themselves. A detailed listing of which records were altered can
then be reviewed to determine what types of changes are still being processed by
the payroll department. These changes can be investigated and action taken to
reduce those types of changes in the future.

Improving the Speed of Payment

Switching employees to direct deposit reduces the check signing and paper cost
of the company. The easiest way to track the company’s progress in converting to
direct deposit is to add up the number of direct deposits per pay cycle and divide
that amount by the total number of payments, yielding the percentage of employ-
ees receiving direct deposits.

In summary, a few simple measurements are needed to provide an effective
set of statistics about the performance of the payroll department. Collecting 
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information for these measurements is not difficult (with the possible exception
of the number of payroll changes) and provides management with enough infor-
mation to spot departmental efficiency problems very quickly.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

A number of issues related to change management may occur when the revised
payroll system is installed (see Chapter 15). The following problems can be ex-
pected when implementing a streamlined payroll system.

Give Employees Direct Access to
Their Deduction Information

Programming an interface to the deductions database for employees to use, even
one that operates over a telephone, is by no means impossible. The difficult part
is making people use it. Of course, the company can create a policy that forces
employees to only use direct access, but then they may go out of their way not to
access the system, resulting in deductions that employees are not happy with.
This reluctance is caused by a very large number of employees still not feeling
comfortable with using computers to access their deduction information (how
many people still do not use ATMs?). One solution is to link the direct access
system to a touch-tone telephone system, which employees may be more comfort-
able with than a computer. Another method is to use training that incorporates
having people access their records through the direct access system. Having them
train in a hands-on mode gives them more comfort with the equipment.

The interface used by employees to access their deposit information should be
thoroughly tested prior to letting employees use it; otherwise, the system may
show employees the deduction information of other employees or fail to update
their records with input changes.

Adopt an Automated Commission Structure

The biggest problem with automating the commission system is that the program-
ming team will finish the programming work, have the sales manager review the
first working model, and then discover that there are one or two special situa-
tions that simply have got to be added to the calculations. This is also known as
“scope creep,” whereby the initial system is expanded to include requirements
that were not built into the original project scope. This is a common problem with
commission systems, because the sales management group tries to continually
add variations that will motivate the sales team to ever-greater performance. In
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fact, it can be expected that “essential” changes will still be lobbied for even
after the project has been officially completed. The best way to avoid this imple-
mentation problem is to have the sales manager sign a list of program features
when the program’s scope is first being determined, and hold the project to the
features list despite all distractions. The best way to avoid subsequent changes is
to have all corporate programming requests submitted to a programming prioriti-
zation committee that determines the value of all submitted requests in relation
to the pool of other requests. With this system, low-end requests never percolate
up to the top of the list.

Install a Bar-Coded Time Card System

A bar-coded time-keeping system is quite a shock to a production force that has
been used to punching a time card. The biggest problem is lack of a visible record
that shows the employee that the time is actually being recorded. A good way to
gain the cooperation of the production group is to involve a small group of pro-
duction employees in a test of the system, whereby they run a badge through a
scanner and then go to a PC terminal and see their time being recorded. This
small group can then act as opinion leaders in spreading word among the produc-
tion staff about how the system works. Any problem in recording time will be a
devastating setback to acceptance of the system, since the company has just
failed to record the single most important thing in the work lives of the produc-
tion staff—the time for which they are paid. To avoid this problem, make sure
that the system is thoroughly tested before switching systems; perhaps ask the
production staff to use both the old and new systems at the same time until the
new system is “bug-free”; and always make certain that there are power backup
systems that will keep the time card system running even when the company’s
main power systems are shut down, so that data cannot be lost. In addition, there
should be daily backups of the payroll database, so that a loss of information will
require the minimum amount of data reconstruction.

Another consideration when implementing a time card scanning system is
the number of scanning workstations. If just one station is used, there may be a
very long queue of workers lined up to clock in or out (though scans with a bar
code are faster than punching into a clock). The alternative is to set up scanning
terminals in multiple locations throughout the plant. If multiple stations are
used, the controller must be sure to budget for stringing a considerable amount
of extra wiring overhead so that the terminal is linked to the controlling com-
puter. Also, if the production staff is expected to scan themselves in or out of a
job, a bar code sheet should be provided next to each scanning station that lists
all current jobs. Then a worker scans the time card to clock out of the last job,
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scans it again to clock into the next job, and scans the bar code of the next job
with a portable scanner to identify the next job. It is important that there be a
sufficient number of scanning terminals if employees have to perform multiple
scans during the day to identify their time on various types of work—other-
wise, they will spend a startling amount of time walking to and from the scan-
ning terminal, or they may not bother to go to the terminal, resulting in all 
their time during the day being charged to one activity instead of to a variety of
activities.

Combined Databases

When merging the databases related to human resources, benefits, and payroll
into one database, it is important to create backups of all the old databases as
well as of reports showing all the information in those databases. This informa-
tion is needed when cross-checking the information in the newly created data-
base for errors. There can be errors related to keypunching, records entered more
than once, and (most devastating for the affected employees), no record at all.
Each of these types of errors can have a significant effect on an employee, since
the accounting staff may have to request new forms to be filled out by the em-
ployee to create a new set of information; while this missing or altered informa-
tion went undiscovered, the employee may have lost benefits.

Send Payroll Payments by Direct Deposit

Direct deposit transfers do not always work on the first try. This is rarely caused
by an error in transmission by the bank. Instead, it may have to do with an ac-
count not being opened yet, the bank code being incorrectly set up, or the list of
payments not being sent to the bank in time for any new account transfers to be
set up. Once bank identification numbers and account numbers are set up for new
employees, it is rare for payments not to go through to bank accounts in a very re-
liable manner—but that first time can be difficult. To cover all eventualities, the
new employee should be warned that the direct deposit may not go through on
payday. The company will be told by the bank if no deposit was made, so the com-
pany can issue a manual check to the employee a day late to cover the problem.
The employee should be warned about this backup system in advance to avoid
concern by the employee that payment will not be made at all.

In summary, the biggest problems with payroll-related changes involve proper
testing of the changes and training employees thoroughly about the new changes.
These two issues are particularly important in the area of payroll, for this is the
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system that all employees are affected by on payday. If the streamlining changes
do not work, then the failure becomes obvious to all employees right away, and a
failure in this area can lead to intense employee dissatisfaction.

SUMMARY

This chapter concentrated on improving the efficiency of the data entry portion
of payroll, since there are many detailed manual calculations and keypunching
required at that stage. By implementing employee-controlled deduction entries,
bar-coded time keeping, simpler commission calculations, and combining data-
bases, it was demonstrated that the data input phase of the payroll function could
be speeded up. Improvements later in the process include merging databases, in-
cluding vacation and sick time accruals on the payroll remittance, and sending
remittance information by electronic mail. All these improvements reduce the
work load of the accounting department, reduce the error rate, and contribute to
the speed of payroll processing.
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8
THE BUDGET

The process of creating the annual budget consumes a large amount of managerial
time, not only to determine budget assumptions but also to decide on sales projec-
tions, the need for additional facilities, financing needs, and staffing concerns,
and to critique the plans of other departments. This series of meetings may be re-
peated at various times during the year if revenues depart so far from the budget
that the associated expense budgets are no longer relevant. Further, other meet-
ings may take place that focus on how actual revenues and expenses are turning
out in comparison to the budget. In total, the time allocated to the budget process
is among the largest draws upon the time of today’s manager. Reducing that block
of time will allow the manager more time to run the business. This chapter dis-
cusses how to reduce the time needed to create, modify, and monitor the budget.

CURRENT SYSTEM

This section gives an overview of the budget process. It shows how the various
types of budgets are linked, and how a change in one budget causes changes in
other budgets. Also, it notes the inefficiencies that are built into the typical
budget process.

The budget cycle begins with a management meeting that reviews the firm’s
strategic objectives. The strategic objectives must be agreed upon first, since
they may involve such issues as eliminating entire businesses or creating new
ones, which have obvious ramifications on the budget. The strategic objective
meeting then leads into a (usually prolonged) discussion of revenue objectives for
the upcoming year. This is an important part of the budget, for all expenses are
derived based on revenue; this is because the revenue number tells the budgeting
team how much money can be spent to ensure that the revenue goal is met and
that there will be a profit. The revenue goal also requires a detailed analysis of
sales targets for sales regions and salespeople, which may entail a change to the
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commission structure and a change in the number of salespeople, the method of
selling, and an expansion into entirely new sales territories (e.g., overseas sales).

With a preliminary sales plan completed, the budget team changes its compo-
sition to include the production staff and works on a production plan. The pro-
duction plan determines how many materials must be purchased (taking into
account the amount of inventory currently in stock), how many workers must be
employed, and if additional facilities must be constructed in order to create the
number of units required by the sales plan. In many cases, the completed produc-
tion plan is the first point in the budget process when the management team
learns what the cost of goods sold will be, which may send the budget back to the
managers for a second discussion of the amount of revenue to be budgeted (and
may send them all the way back to the strategy level to make changes at that
point). If the revenue plan changes, then the production plan must be changed as
well.

Once there is general agreement on the production plan, it is handed to the
other company departments, such as engineering, administration, and manage-
ment information systems. These departments construct budgets based on the
revenue and production plans. These plans include expenses (typically with a
heavy emphasis on personnel costs) as well as fixed asset purchases. When com-
bined with facilities requirements that are included in the production plan, the
budget team has enough information to construct a capital expenditures budget.
This concludes the primary set of budgets, with one exception.

The final budget is the financing plan. This budget takes the cash flow infor-
mation from all previous budgets and the cash requirements of the capital expen-
ditures plan, and derives working capital needs based on days of receivables and
payables as well as inventory turnover. With these inputs, the financing plan
comes up with either the amount of cash spun off by the company or the amount
required. This information is reported back to the management team, which fre-
quently alters the budget to take into account the realities of financing. If cash
requirements are too high, then some high-cost projects may be eliminated. If the
company’s basic cash flow is too small, then expenses may be slashed at the de-
partmental level or prices may be raised. No matter what changes are made, it is
likely that management will review and re-review the budget once the full set of
plans are developed, until an acceptable balance of funding needs and profitabil-
ity is reached. A flowchart of the usual set of plans that make up the company
budget is shown in Exhibit 8.1.

In summary, the typical budget process requires a large number of iterations
and many meetings by the management team before a satisfactory budget is cre-
ated. This is not an efficient use of managers’ time, since they must meet many
times to make incremental changes to the budget and than wait for the budget
team to process the changes and give the results back to them. This is also not an
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Exhibit 8.1 Typical Budget Process
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efficient use of the time of the budget support staff, since they must make all the
detailed changes to the plan once incremental changes have been approved by
management. The following section discusses ways to reduce the number of
budgeting iterations as well as ways to reduce the work load of the budget sup-
port staff.

REVISED SYSTEM

This section focuses on streamlining the budget process. This can be done by
carefully determining company strategy and prioritizing related projects before
detailed expense budgets are created, by carefully outlining the timing of the
budget process in a budget manual, implementing flexible budgeting, and finding
ways to make the budgeting of expenses more accurate so that the budget does
not have to be recast partway through the year. When implemented, these changes
will allow the company to prepare a detailed budget with fewer iterations.

When beginning the budget process, the company should immediately limit the
budget with the maximum amount of funding that will be available in the upcom-
ing year. This is necessary to keep management from spending considerable time
devising a strategy that will require immense capital resources that cannot be ob-
tained. As long as the management team is aware of the amount of cash that will
be available, it will reduce the range of possible budget activity levels and more
quickly arrive at an appropriate budget for the upcoming year.

Detailed expense items should not be budgeted until the high-level budget is ap-
proved. When a detailed expense budget is brought by each department head to
the initial companywide budget meeting, this is putting the cart before the horse,
for the departmental budget cannot be created until the corporate revenue figure
has been determined. Once revenue, which drives the level of corporate activity,
has been decided upon, it is a straightforward matter to put together a depart-
mental budget. However, even when revenue has been agreed upon, it is likely
that the revenue amount will be altered as the management team goes through
a number of iterations with the budget model. Given the number of iterations, the
number of subsidiary expense budgets may also be recast many times. To prevent
the departments from wasting too much time redoing budgets, it is best to create
a summary budget and then issue a detailed budget only when management has
signed off on a final overall corporate budget. It is easy for many departments to
create and maintain a summary budget merely by tracking the number of em-
ployees in the department; the largest cost of most departments relates to
salaries and benefits, with other costs such as office supplies varying in direct
proportion to the number of people in the department. Therefore, by rebudgeting
based on the number of people in the department (a quick and easy exercise), the
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department head can rapidly recast a reliable department budget without having
to conduct a line-by-line review of all expenses in the budget. A departmental
budget based on headcount is shown in Exhibit 8.2.

The high-level budget should include an analysis of working capital. Too many
budgets do not include the cash flow requirements of working capital. When it is
included, management suddenly realizes that the strong growth plans of the up-
coming year cannot be realized for lack of capital and the budget must be recast
once again to find an activity level that is supportable with less cash. Working
capital can be determined even without a complete balance sheet. A simple list-
ing of receivables, payables, and inventory is sufficient for a quick working capi-
tal analysis. The working capital portion of a high-level budget can be as simple
as the example shown in Exhibit 8.3.

Exhibit 8.2 Engineering Department Budget Based on Headcount

Total
No. of Average Extended Benefits Employee

Job Title Employees Salary Salary Percentage Cost

VP Engineering 1 $125,000 $0,125,000 20% $0,150,000
Engineering Super. 3 75,000 225,000 20% 270,000
Engineer III 15 60,000 900,000 20% 1,080,000
Engineer I 15 45,000 675,000 20% 810,000
Designer 12 35,000 420,000 20% 504,000
Librarian 2 30,000 60,000 20% 72,000
Secretary 3 25,000 75,000 20% 90,000

Total staff 51 $2,480,000 $2,976,000

Total
Variable Cost per No. of Variable
Expense Items Employee Employees Cost

Office supplies $0,450 51 $ 22,950
Travel 2,570 51 131,070
Telephones 350 51 17,850

Total variable $171,870

Total
Fixed Fixed
Expense Items Cost

Subscriptions $0,500
Dues 1,000
Annual awards 350

Total fixed $1,850
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Most budgets contain a significant number of projects. If funding in the budget
is not sufficient to allow all projects to be completed, there is usually a great deal
of time-consuming haggling among managers to determine which projects are to
be funded and which are to be moved off to a future year. To avoid this problem,
one of the first tasks of the management group after strategic goals have been set
is determining how well projects match the company’s strategic goals. If there is no
close linkage between strategy and goals, then the availability of cash has nothing
to do with a project being completed—it should be eliminated just because it does
not support the company’s strategic direction. By reviewing projects as soon as
possible in the budget process, a number of projects can be removed from the
budget without any additional need for detailed expense justifications, thereby
decreasing the work of the budget analysts.

Another item that should be derived early on in the budget process is the na-
ture and amount of underlying costs. An underlying cost is any cost that is likely
to exist during the upcoming year unless management takes specific action to re-
move or add to the cost. Examples of underlying costs are utilities, rent or lease
payments, depreciation on existing assets for the upcoming year, taxes, and ben-
efits costs for employees. This information can be prepared far in advance of the
rest of the budget information to save time and can be treated as the underlying
amount of cost that must be covered by the gross margin. Management can also
review the information early in the budget cycle and decide if alterations must be
made. For example, if depreciation is too high, then management can decide to
sell some assets. If benefit costs per person look excessive, then the human re-
sources department can begin to review these costs well before the rest of the
budget work begins.

Having identified projects that specifically relate to corporate strategy, it is
now necessary to break out those costs that must exist, irrespective of all but the
most significant strategy shifts. This can constitute a significant portion of all ex-
penses, and must be identified so that management can determine the fixed costs

Exhibit 8.3 High-Level Working Capital Analysis

This Year Next Year
This Year Next Year Working Working

Account Type Turnover Turnover Capital Capital

Revenue $30,000,000 $50,000,000
Cost of goods sold 9,000,000 15,000,000
Receivables 45 days 40 days 3,750,000 5,555,000
Inventory 10 turns 12 turns 900,000 1,250,000
Payables 35 days 35 days 875,000 1,458,000

Total working capital $03,775,000 $05,347,000
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that must be covered. These costs include long-term leases, long-term contracts
to purchase raw materials, and long-term rental agreements. They may not in-
clude any employees or short-term costs if part of the strategic vision is to sell
off entire businesses. However, since the sale of businesses would have already
been determined as part of the strategic plan, it would be apparent if this were to
be the case. In the absence of a corporate sale, it would be acceptable to list the
payroll and related costs of maintaining the company’s operations at any activity
level. This information must be determined as soon as possible, so that manage-
ment can concentrate on budgeting for any remaining costs that vary with the
level of corporate activity.

The budget process should be organized as much as possible with a budget
manual. This manual, distributed at the initiation of the budget cycle, should in-
clude due dates for all portions of the budget, who is responsible for each part of
the budget, and what line items in each part of the budget must be completed. A
sample budget should also be included, as well as sample budget forms and a cal-
endar that lists all due dates. This degree of organization is particularly necessary
for companies with subsidiaries, where there are many people in outlying areas
who must send in their budget information before the overall budget can be cre-
ated. Even in a smaller company where the budget analyst is within reach of all
departments, it is still a good idea to introduce some rigor to the process, so that
there can be no excuses by the staff regarding the lateness of budget information.

It is usually possible to reduce the number of meetings. Budgeting involves lots
of meetings to go over changes that are really the responsibility of just one de-
partment. That one department is quite capable of making revisions related to its
own costs (e.g., the production, sales, or marketing departments) without input
from other parties who have far less knowledge of the department. Within the
department, it is also not necessary to have an excessive number of meetings. In-
stead, the head of the department should assign an expert to the task of making
budget revisions for the department. This person (frequently the department
head) is the one most capable of identifying budget costing errors or estimating
changes based on alterations to the level of corporate activity. Thus, it is possible
to avoid meetings at both the interdepartmental and intradepartmental levels,
thereby saving valuable management time.

Having advocated a reduced number of meetings, it is also critical to have a
well-represented meeting that reviews strategies and assumptions. This meeting is
needed to bring together experienced representatives from all major departments
to critique the major assumptions of the budget for the year before any detailed
work is performed at all. This meeting keeps the budget staff from spending too
much time creating detailed plans based on false assumptions. By ensuring that
the correct high-level direction is being taken right from the start, less time will
be wasted in constructing the budget.
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Another change to consider is reducing the budget from a monthly to a quar-
terly plan. Top-level management budget meetings can frequently degenerate into
an argument about the specific months in which revenues and related expenses
will occur. If the number of budget periods are cut to one-quarter of the previous
number, the amount of discussion related to the seasonality of revenues and ex-
penses can also be reduced.

A good way to reduce the work of creating the budget is reducing the number
of accounts. This can be pursued throughout the year rather than just during the
budget process. The intent of having fewer accounts is that there are fewer line
items in the budget that must be estimated, fewer line items that can be incor-
rectly entered, and fewer line items that can be incorrectly summarized by bugs
in the budget model. In short, fewer accounts shrink the work of preparing the
budget.

A tremendous time-saver is to avoid a fixed budget and instead use a f lexible
budget. A fixed budget derives a profit amount based on a very specific revenue
level for the year. Expenses are tied to that revenue level. If the revenue actually
earned varies appreciably from the amount budgeted, the entire budget must be
recast to see what effect the revised revenue will have on related expenses. Every
time the budget is recast, valuable management time is lost in reviewing the
budget, debating changes, and confirming the new budget. With a flexible
budget, it is possible to designate both fixed and variable portions of some ex-
penses and have the variable portions change as revenue changes. This allows the
company to quickly change to a new budget with minimal work by management.
It must be noted, however, that f lexible budgeting only works within a relatively
narrow range of revenue figures—once revenue departs significantly from the
expected target, there may be a significant change in the related expenses in
terms of headcount and facilities that will require a complete recasting of the
budget.

Determining cost drivers allows the company to develop a budget that reacts
well to changes in activity levels, which is needed in a flexible budget. A cost
driver is an activity that changes a cost. If the company finds, by constantly com-
paring budgeted costs to actual costs, that specific activities dramatically
change costs, then those drivers should be budgeted. For example, the number of
employees on-site may have a direct effect on utility costs. Therefore, the budget
should link the number of on-site employees to changes in the utilities expense.
Similarly, the number of employees can be linked to the cost of office supplies.
This cost driver yields a more accurate cost than linking either utilities or office
supplies to changes in revenue. By using cost drivers, the budget becomes more
refined and requires fewer laborious changes and variance analyses over its life.

Cost drivers can be taken to greater extremes in the budget process by using
activity-based costing (ABC). Though rarely used in budgeting, it can provide
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Exhibit 8.4 Streamlined Budget Process
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valuable refinement to the process by linking expense changes to variations in the
product mix, geographical sales mix, and customer mix as well as other permuta-
tions. However, the price of increased accuracy is a more complex budget model;
the controller should be aware that increased budgetary complexity may lead
to errors in the model that require considerable manual recalculation to discover.
Another problem is that off-the-shelf budgeting packages do not normally include
activity-based costing features. Thus, the controller who uses ABC may be
forced to develop a custom-designed budget program, which requires time for
debugging.

Once an acceptable budget has been agreed on, the budget team has one re-
maining task. It must ensure that performance measurement and reward systems
are in place. This is necessary to ensure that the company’s performance against
the budget is tracked and fed back to management, and that certain employees
are rewarded for their ability to meet budget objectives. Without a performance
tracking and reward system, the company will be more likely to not achieve
budget goals, necessitating a recasting of the budget later in the year to bring ex-
penses into line with a reduced level of corporate activity. Since the budget team
wants to avoid a lengthy recasting of the budget, completing the performance
tracking and compensation system should be considered a high priority.

In summary, the most time-consuming part of the budget process is the num-
ber of iterations required to arrive at a budget model that is workable in light of
funding needs and corporate resources. This section reviews a number of ways to
create a good budget the first time, thereby eliminating a large part of the ex-
pense and wasted time associated with creating several versions of the budget. It
also shows how to derive more accurate expenses for the budget, so that expenses
do not have to be recast at a later time during the year. By doing it right the first
time, the cost of creating a budget can be significantly reduced. A streamlined
budget process is shown in Exhibit 8.4.

CONTROL ISSUES

Unlike many of the other accounting-related areas covered in this book, the
budget cycle has no transactions. Since there are no transactions, there is no need
for controls in the budget area.

However, it is important once the budget has been finalized that expenditures
in excess of the budgeted amount are highlighted for the benefit of management.
There are several ways to accomplish this. First, the company’s general ledger
software should include a feature that lists the budget amount for each account
next to the actual expense for the month and the year-to-date. Most software
packages contain this reporting feature, but some controllers do not use it. The
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report is sent to department supervisors, who compare budgeted to actual costs.
The second way to track expenditures in excess of the budget is to have a drill-
down feature in the accounting software. A drill-down feature presents the user
with the detailed costs that make up a summary cost balance, usually by jumping
directly from the summary screen to a detailed expenditure screen. This concept
can be applied to a report that lists the net change in an account during a month
and details of the exact expenses incurred during that period. A third technique
is to send a report to management that lists all expenditures over a certain dollar
amount during the period, with a detailed description of the expenditure. A typ-
ical minimum dollar amount for such a report is $1,000.

Also, once the budget has been finalized, it is important to institute controls
over major expenditures that were noted in the budget. Even though the budget
has already been approved by management, individual large purchases or pay in-
creases should still be justified to management in detail and not implemented
without the approval of management. This is because the intent of the type of
budgeting presented in this chapter is to create a budget without getting into ex-
treme detail, thereby allowing the management team to complete a quality budget
very quickly. If capital expenditures and pay increases that were listed in the
budget at a macro level (e.g., “unspecified production equipment for $100,000,”
or “accounting department pay increase of 5%”) are implemented without further
controls, then this defeats the purpose of the quick budget, which is to decide on
an appropriate level of corporate activity for the upcoming year, not to act as an
expenditure approval document. The way to control this problem is to require
management approval of individual asset purchases and pay increases.

In short, no controls over the budget process are needed, but it is important to
track expenditures as they compare to budgeted expenses and to institute tight
management review controls over spending amounts that were approved in con-
cept during the budget formulation process.

QUALITY ISSUES

In this book, good quality is defined as lack of errors. There are a number of sit-
uations in which errors can creep into the budget process, yielding inaccurate in-
formation. This section reviews common errors in the budget process and how to
avoid them.

Merging Budget Spreadsheets

One common source of errors is merging budget spreadsheets that have been sent
in from various subsidiaries. This problem occurs when the person in charge of
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budgeting sends a standard electronic budget form to subsidiary locations, with
instructions to fill in the blanks that have been prepositioned on the form. The
subsidiaries frequently have special situations that call for an additional line
item. They include the exception line items and send the electronic spreadsheet
back to the budget analyst. When the budget analyst merges the documents, there
is now an additional line item that increases the length of the spreadsheet by one
line, creating incorrect line and row totals and generally requiring considerable
work to fix. There are several ways to reduce the error rate resulting from this
problem.

Reduce the Number of Accounts. By shrinking the number of accounts in
all subsidiaries, it becomes very unlikely that additional line items will be added
to the budget. The corporate parent can even issue a standard list of accounts that
must be used by all subsidiaries. The problem with this approach, however, is that
subsidiaries in different industries may have operations so radically different
from each other that a single chart of accounts for the entire company is not pos-
sible without having an extremely lengthy list of accounts.

Enter Budget Information Directly into a Central Database. The com-
pany can create a central database file and allow access to it from all subsidiary
locations, so that information does not have to be transferred from paper or elec-
tronic documents at all—the staff of the subsidiary does all the data entry. The
problem with this approach is that a centralized account code structure must be
imposed upon all subsidiaries, and a budget database must be created at corpo-
rate headquarters, which can be quite expensive.

Merge Only Summary Information. A problem with merging all the sub-
sidiary budgets is that, from a management perspective, the corporate staff is most
interested in summary-level information and therefore does not care if it receives
detailed line item information. Most headquarters-level analysts restrict their re-
views of subsidiary budgets to the subtotals and totals of the various budgets.
These tend to be the same across all industries (e.g., total headcount, total market-
ing, and total sales costs are summarized in most financial statements) and are
therefore much easier to summarize at the headquarters level. If only totals are
sent to corporate headquarters, it may be more efficient to receive the information
on paper and manually transfer the information into an electronic spreadsheet than
to merge the information from a set of electronic spreadsheets.

Calculation Errors in Budget Spreadsheet

Another problem is calculation errors in the budget spreadsheet. This is very
common if a customized spreadsheet has been created to budget the particular
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needs of the corporation. Typical errors are totals that do not include all the de-
tail-level expenses listed in the budget, different pages of the budget that do not
summarize properly into the summary page of the budget, seasonality factors for
each month that do not create correct results by month, and dollar amounts that
do not change when the overall activity level of the corporation (usually revenue)
changes.

Manually Recalculate the Spreadsheet. The most painful way to ensure
the accuracy of the budget model is to recalculate the entire model with a calcu-
lator. This involves footing all column totals, tracing percent changes from the
initial percentage to the resulting revenue or expense change, and tracing page to-
tals forward to the budget summary page. This is a time-consuming project that
can be rendered useless by subsequent changes to the model. The best way to pre-
serve a fully tested model is to save a copy of the budget and store it in a safe lo-
cation for recall in case subsequent versions of the budget prove to be excessively
flawed.

Reduce the Number of Accounts. If there are fewer account line items,
then there are fewer accounts to summarize and fewer totals that will be wrong.
The controller should review the activity in each account at the end of each year
and determine which small-volume account numbers should be merged into some
other account number. By pursuing this strategy every year, the number of ac-
counts can be kept to a manageable level.

Summarize Small-Dollar Departments. If a department has a negligible
dollar total, then it should be allowed no more than a single line item in the
budget. This prevents summarizing errors for that department—if there are no
line items to summarize, then there can be no calculation error.

Shrink Monthly Budgets into Quarterly Budgets. The typical company
budget contains a budget for each month of the year and therefore twelve chances
to create errors. The number of calculations in the budget model can be reduced
to one-third of the previous level simply by switching to a quarterly budget sys-
tem. If the company uses a budget versus actual reporting system for each month,
it can divide each quarterly budget amount by three to derive its monthly budget
for reporting purposes.

Change the Color of User-Defined Cells. The typical budget contains an
array of cells, some of which are calculations and some of which require manual
entries. The difference between these two types of cells may not be clear to
someone who is trying to rapidly enter modifications to the budget. To avoid
the problem of having a calculation cell erased, the manual entry cells can be
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colored-coded in most major electronic spreadsheet programs, which gives the
budget analyst a visible warning about the type of cell on the screen. To be dou-
bly sure that calculation cells will not be deleted, they can also be protected from
modification with passwords.

Purchase an Off-the-Shelf Budget Program. Most budget analysts want to
create their own budget models, but it is possible to purchase an off-the-shelf
budget program that has been pretested and (in theory) contains no calculation
bugs. These models have the added advantage of calculating cash flows and bal-
ance sheets, which a custom-designed budget model may not accurately generate
(or even include).

Inconsistent Changes to Variables

A final and very common budget error occurs when multiple iterations of the
budget are created. The error occurs when one variable is changed without cor-
responding changes to related variables. For example, if the revenue amount is
changed, the budget should automatically change in a number of other areas, such
as the amount of production supplies, headcount, and salesperson travel ex-
penses. If fixed expense amounts are used, then the budget analyst must manu-
ally scroll through the budget model and manually change the variable expenses.
If there are a large number of variable expenses, then it is likely that the budget
analyst will not alter all the expenses, resulting in inaccurate budget results.

Use Percentage Calculations for Variable Expenses. For a key variable
expense such as the cost of goods sold, the expense should be directly linked to
the revenue level with a calculation, rather than recording the cost of goods sold
as a fixed cost. Percentage formulas are easy to include but should be identified
with a colored cell to highlight their existence.

Cluster All Key Variables at the Front of the Model. If all key variables
are listed in one screen of the budget model, then the budget analyst can review
them all at the same time. This is crucial when one variable has been changed,
since this may require a change to another variable. Key variables that should be
listed in one place are the total revenue amount, direct labor percentage, materials
percentage, overhead rate, headcount in various key departments, and tax rate.

In summary, a few simplifications of the budget model will keep the number
of budget-related errors to a minimum. Since many of the changes involve
shrinking the size of the budget, there is a side benefit of being able to update the
budget much more quickly than would be the case with more account numbers,
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detailed budgets for insignificant departments, manually altered variable costs,
and budgeting for a full 12- or even 13-month budget year.

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

This section contains an overview of how to write cost /benefit analyses for im-
plementing a video conferencing system and streamlining the budget model to
speed the budget creation process, as well as an overall cost /benefit analysis that
incorporates all other changes to the budget cycle. In these examples, expected
revenues and costs are as realistic as possible.

Video Conferencing

The SpaceTech Company constructs customized parts for satellites to be
launched by many countries. The parts are constructed in eight locations around
the world. To speed up the budget process and save travel costs, the budget di-
rector chooses to implement video conferencing. She finds that, in the previous
year, the company sent two people from each location to the central headquarters
to discuss the budget, and sent everyone to headquarters twice. The average
travel cost per person, including air fare, hotels and meals, is $1,800 per trip. The
cost of using video conferencing is $55,000 to set up a system at each location,
plus $30 per hour of telephone time to transmit signals. A total of 32 hours of
transmission time will be needed to complete the budget. The company depreci-
ates this type of equipment over five years. An alternative approach is to travel to
local rented video conferencing facilities, which can be rented for $150 per hour,
plus $40 per hour for telephone charges. Is it worthwhile to implement video con-
ferencing, and how?

Solution. The cost savings are in reduced travel and entertainment costs.
There are two ways to implement video conferencing—either by rental or by pur-
chase of the equipment.

Cost of Travel to Meetings (No Video Conferencing)

No. of locations needing travel 7
No. of people/ location � 2
Total no. of people traveling 14
Trips/person � 2
Total trips 28
Cost /trip � $1,800
Total travel cost $50,400
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Cost of Purchasing Equipment for
Video Conferencing

No. of locations needing equipment 8
Fixed asset cost / location � $55,000
Total capital cost $440,000
5-yr. depreciation rate � 5
Total depreciation/yr $088,000

No. of transmission hours 32 hrs
No. of locations transmitting � 8
Total transmission time 256 hrs
Telephone cost /hour � $30
Total transmission cost $007,680

Total purchased equipment cost $095,680

Cost of Renting Equipment for Video Conferencing

No. of transmission hours 32 hrs
No. of locations transmitting � 8
Total transmission time 256 hrs
Equipment and telephone cost /hour � $190
Total rented equipment cost $48,640

Thus, with travel costs of $50,400 and equipment rental costs of $48,640, it is
reasonable to implement video conferencing with rental video facilities. The pur-
chased equipment option is too expensive to implement, unless other uses can be
found for the equipment when it is not being used for budget purposes.1

Simplify the Budget Model

The controller at fast-growing InterMode, a maker of model trains, is concerned
that the budget process is taking too much of the financial analyst’s time each
year. By altering the budget model to include fewer accounts, varying some ex-
penses directly as revenue fluctuates, and cutting back reporting periods to quar-
terly, it should be possible to reduce the hours that the analyst devotes to the

1 The trouble with using rented facilities is that there may not be any facilities close to
some company locations. Also, the productivity cost of having key employees travel is a
difficult number to quantify but can be included in a cost /benefit analysis. In addition,
the central video conferencing facility must be able to accept video feeds from multiple
locations in order to conduct a conference with people from multiple locations—this is
expensive. Finally, a new set of video conferencing tools are becoming available that cost
about $1,000 per computer and will allow conferences to be conducted from individual
workstations. When these personal video systems become widespread, the economics of
using video conferencing as a travel alternative will become much more favorable.
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budget. Further examination reveals that, in the previous year, the budget went
through four iterations that required reentry of information into the budget for
all four iterations. The analyst estimates that it took two days to revise the budget
on each occasion. By making the preceding changes, the analyst should be able to
cut the reentry time in half. However, it will require two days of work to alter and
test the budget model to ensure that the simplifications do not cause any errors.
The financial analyst earns $45,000 per year. Should the InterMode company
alter its budget model?

Solution. The controller must know if the cost of altering the budget will
generate a payback by reducing the work load to the financial analyst.

Cost of Streamlining the Budget Model

No. of days to alter budget model 2
Daily cost of analyst � $173
Total cost of new budget model $346

Benefit of Streamlining the Budget Model

No. of budget iterations/yr 4
No. of days to alter budget model � 2
Total days/yr to alter budget model 8
Time savings from new budget model � 50%
No. of days saved by new budget 4
Daily cost of analyst � $173
Total savings from new budget model $692

With costs of $346 and savings of $692, the budget alteration cost achieves a
break-even after only two budget iterations and saves money thereafter. The
streamlining project should proceed.2

Reduce Budget Review Time

The managers of Gregorian, Inc., producers of business calendars, are bothered
by the amount of time they spend preparing the budget each year. The CFO rec-
ommends a number of changes to the process, including setting available funding

2 The costs and savings are not “hard,” since the financial analyst is presumably on
salary and will not be paid less if the budget is completed in less time. However, it does
allow the analyst to work on other projects that may save the company money. Also,
some budget models are extraordinarily complex and may require far more revision time
than the interval noted in this case study. Usually, shrinking to quarterly budgeting pe-
riods and reducing the number of accounts is quite easy to implement in the model, while
installing a f lexible budget is much more time-consuming.
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levels in advance, eliminating detailed expense reporting until the high-level
budget is complete, prioritizing projects based on how they relate to corporate
goals, and linking the budget to a performance measurement and reward system.
These changes are almost free to implement, since the only cost is three days of
the CFO’s time to construct a new budget flowchart and a reward system. With
these changes, the CFO feels, the management team can cut the number of budget
iterations from seven to three, though the typical three meetings per iteration
will probably increase in duration from three to four hours. There are six mem-
bers of management on the budget committee, and their pay averages $75,000.
The CFO is one of the six members of the budget committee. Should these
changes be implemented?

Solution. The number of hours saved by reducing budget iterations must
be offset against the time of the CFO to create the budget flowchart and reward
system.

Cost of Implementing Budget Review Changes

Days of CFO time needed 3
Cost /day of CFO � $288
Total cost of implementing changes $864

Benefit of Implementing Budget Review Changes

No. of budget iterations eliminated 4
Meetings/iteration � 3
Total no. of meetings eliminated 12
No. of people attending each meeting � 6
Total savings from people attending meetings 72
Time/meeting � 3 hrs
Total no. of attendance hours saved 216 hrs
Less: increased length of remaining meetings � 54 hrs
Net no. of meeting hours saved 162 hrs
Cost /hour/manager � $288
Total savings from reducing budget review time $46,656

With costs of $864 and savings of $46,656, there is an overwhelming argument in
favor of implementing the budget streamlining project immediately.

In summary, the best way to justify changes to the budget process is to quan-
tify the cost of management time needed to produce a budget under the current
system and then to project the time savings that accrue from implementing the
streamlining suggestions advocated in this chapter. Since most of the changes
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have a minimal cost, the primary analysis becomes focused on the hours and
labor cost of management time saved by implementing the changes. Also, video
conferencing can be implemented in some cases for companies with far-flung op-
erations, though the savings may not be evident unless other uses can be found for
the equipment or if rental facilities are located near the subsidiaries.

REPORTS

No periodic reports are needed besides the budget. However, the budget process
can be assisted by a brief budget procedure that outlines due dates and responsi-
bilities. This section includes an example of a very brief budget procedure for a
company with no subsidiaries (adding subsidiaries can greatly lengthen the pro-
cedure). Also, this chapter has discussed a variety of changes in the traditional
budget model, in terms of fewer line items and reporting periods, using a high-
level model for determining the corporate direction. While such a revised budget
model should be clear, the composition of a high-level decision-making model
may not be as evident. Consequently, this section also includes an example of a
summary management budget model.

A budget procedure should include, at a minimum, the nature of various
budget deliverables, the dates when they are due, to whom they should be sent,
and who is responsible for sending them (see Exhibit 8.5).

AJAX SYMPHONIC RECORDINGS, INC.
2002 Budget Procedure

Deliver Budget to Board First Monday of December
Send Deliverables to CFO Page 1 of 1

Step Date Responsibility Deliverable

1 10/05 Budget Committee Review strategic direction
2 10/15 Sales Vice President Present revenue plan
3 10/20 Marketing Vice President Present marketing plan
4 10/23 Production Vice President Present production plan
5 10/28 Eng. VP, MIS VP, CFO Present engineering, administration,

and MIS plans
6 11/02 Production Vice President Present facilities plan
7 11/09 CFO Present capital expenditures plan
8 11/11 CFO Present financing plan
9 11/20 Budget Committee Budget reiteration meeting

10 11/25 Budget Committee Budget reiteration meeting
11 11/30 Budget Committee Final management review meeting

Exhibit 8.5 Budget Procedure
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The following are some observations regarding the budget procedure.

Length. The procedure does not need to be very long to lay out a reasonable
listing of due dates and responsibilities.

Job Titles. The procedure does not list the names of individuals who are re-
sponsible for various deliverables, since they may switch to new jobs. Instead, to
keep the accounting department from having to reissue the procedure every time
a new person becomes involved in the process, the job title that is responsible for
each deliverable is listed.

Procedure Date. It is important to list the date of the procedure, so that
users will be able to compare different issues of the procedure and know which is
the most current.

Procedure Page. It is important to list the number of pages in the proce-
dure, in case an employee does not complete a budget step by being unaware that
a page is missing.

Task Dates. It is difficult to reissue a budget procedure year after year with-
out making changes to it, because the due dates may not fall on work days every
year. Thus, at least the dates must be changed or listed as specific work days of
the month (e.g., the second Tuesday of November).

Summary Management Budget Model

The focus of a summary management budget model is the information summa-
rized in its tables. For this example, Exhibits 8.6 through 8.15 display the essen-
tial information needed by management to determine changes to the budget. Since
there are very few expense line items in this model, any results from the model
will be approximate. Nonetheless, it can be used to determine the viability of a
new set of management assumptions in a few moments, which allows manage-
ment to alter the budget during its high-level budget meetings. Being able to
model a number of changes quickly allows the management team to speed up the
budget process and keeps the budget support staff from having to recalculate
the budget details an excessive number of times. This model would have to ex-
pand in size if the company had many more departments, or subsidiaries; the ex-
ample assumes just a few departments and no subsidiaries. Also, more detail may
be necessary depending on the variety of products sold, especially if the gross
margin on different products varies appreciably—this would require an increased
number of line items in the revenue and cost of goods sold sections of the model.
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Exhibit 8.6 Summary Management Budget Model:
Revenue and Cost of Goods Sold

Revenue
Annual $13,000,000
Monthly 1,083,333

Cost of goods sold, per revenue dollar
Materials $00,000.217
Freight $0,0,000,.03

Cost of goods sold, per year
Materials $02,821,000
Freight 390,000

Total $03,211,000

Exhibit 8.7 Summary Management Budget Model: Department Payroll Cost

Total Total
No. of Average Salary Benefits Payroll

Department Employees Salary Cost Percentage Cost

Production 120 $32,000 $3,840,000 20% $4,608,000
Sales 12 68,000 816,000 22% 995,520
Marketing 2 52,000 104,000 22% 126,880
Engineering 18 55,000 990,000 22% 1,207,800
MIS 3 43,000 129,000 22% 157,380
Administration 7 29,000 203,000 22% 247,660

Total 162 $6,082,000 $7,343,240

Exhibit 8.8 Summary Management Budget Model: Department Cost
That Varies by Number of Employees

Total
No. of Cost per Employee-Variable

Department Employees Employee Cost

Production 120 $01,100 $132,000
Sales 12 15,800 189,600
Marketing 2 1,500 3,000
Engineering 18 1,250 22,500
MIS 3 3,100 9,300
Administration 7 2,200 15,400

Total 162 $371,800
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Exhibit 8.9 Summary Management Budget Model: Department
Cost That Varies by Revenue Amount

Total
Cost per Revenue-Variable

Department Revenue Dollar Cost

Production $.030 $0,390,000
Sales .025 325,000
Marketing .005 65,000
Engineering .008 104,000
MIS .01 130,000
Administration .007 91,000

Total $1,105,000

Exhibit 8.10 Summary Management
Budget Model: Department Fixed Cost

Total
Fixed

Department Cost

Production $108,000
Sales 25,000
Marketing 8,000
Engineering 62,000
MIS 80,000
Administration 42,000

Total $325,000

Exhibit 8.11 Summary Management
Budget Model: Profit

Revenue $13,000,000

Cost of goods sold 3,211,000
Department payroll cost 7,343,240
Department employee-variable cost 371,800
Department revenue-variable cost 1,105,000
Department fixed cost 325,000

Total cost $12,356,040

Net pre-tax profit 643,960
Taxes (38%) 244,705
Net after-tax profit $00,399,255
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Exhibit 8.12 Summary Management Budget Model:
Working Capital

Accounts receivable (45 days) $1,250,000
Inventory (10 turns) 627,400

Total $1,877,400

Accounts Payable (30 days) 522,833
Net working capital $1,354,567

Exhibit 8.13 Summary Management Budget Model:
Capital Spending

1 Manufacturing equipment upgrade $025,000
2 Quality monitoring system 80,000
3 On-line receiving system 15,000
4 Bill of materials software 2,500
5 Material requirements planning (MRP) 5,000
6 Clean room construction 20,000
7 New lathe 12,000
8 New glass cooling tank 18,500

Total $178,000

Exhibit 8.14 Summary Management Budget
Model: Funding Available

Working capital required $1,354,567
Capital spending required 178,000

Total $1,532,567

Cash flow from profit 399,255
Depreciation 210,000

Total $0,609,255

Funds required 923,312
Funds available 1,000,000
Excess funds available $0,076,688

Exhibit 8.15 Summary Management Budget Model:
Performance Measurements

Department Goal Measurement

Sales Sales/salesperson $1,083,333
Marketing Variable expense/employee 1,500
Production Variable expense/employee 1,100
Engineering Variable expense/employee 1,250
MIS Variable expense/employee 3,100
Administration Variable expense/employee 2,200
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The following line items appear in this model:

Revenue (Exhibit 8.6). A single revenue amount per year is listed. This is
an important number, because many of the expense amounts listed further on in
the model will change automatically as the revenue level changes. Also, the rev-
enue amount per month is listed. This is an automatic calculation and allows
management to view the sales level that must be achieved every month to achieve
the annual revenue.

Cost of Goods Sold (Exhibit 8.6). This line item only includes materials
and freight costs; overhead costs are placed in the department cost categories,
and the production labor cost is noted in the department labor category. Produc-
tion labor tends to be relatively fixed, especially if the work force is highly
skilled. Thus, rather than calculate production labor cost as a percentage of rev-
enue, it should be listed as subject to change only if there is a specific hiring or
layoff decision by management. The material and freight costs are calculated as
percentages of revenue.

Department Costs (Exhibits 8.7–8.10). Payroll costs are listed first, since
they are usually the largest department costs, and then costs that vary with num-
ber of employees, for instance, telephone and travel costs in the sales department.
Next are listed costs that vary directly with changes in revenue level, such as pro-
duction supplies in the production department and commissions in the sales de-
partment. Finally, fixed costs, which do not vary at this revenue level or with
number of employees, are listed. The portion of the fixed costs total ($325,000)
attributable to depreciation and amortization is $210,000.

Profit (Exhibit 8.11). The profit is a calculation based on revenue less costs
and taxes. The profit number also appears in the funding table as “cash flow from
profit.”

Working Capital (Exhibit 8.12). The days of accounts receivable and
payable as well as expected inventory turns are noted as variables, and the
amount of working capital required is calculated based on the revenue and cost of
goods sold. In calculating the inventory turnover rate, the cost of goods sold in-
cludes the cost of materials, freight, production pay, and production fixed and
variable costs. Working capital required, plus the capital spending amount, yields
the total amount of funding required for the upcoming year.

Capital Spending (Exhibit 8.13). The funding required by all company
projects for the upcoming year is listed in this table. The projects are prioritized
in order of how well they support the company’s strategic goals for the upcoming
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year. The capital spending total, together with working capital requirements and
profits, yields the total funds required for the upcoming year.

Funding Available (Exhibit 8.14). The maximum amount of funds avail-
able ( level of debt approved by the company’s owners) is listed next to the
amount of funds required. This allows management to compare the amount re-
quired by their model to the amount actually available. A shortfall would call for
recasting the model.

Performance Measurements (Exhibit 8.15). A key set of performance
measurements can vary with the size of the budget to inform management of the
goals that must be achieved to ensure that the budget model will succeed. These
performance measurement calculations will vary automatically as the levels of
revenue and expense change.

As shown, this management budget model summarizes the important budget
information in tabular form. Written comments should be kept to a minimum. If
required, they can be included as notes attached at the bottom of the pertinent ta-
bles or as short introductory or summary text.

In summary, a brief budget procedure is useful for informing employees 
involved in the budget effort of the due dates and deliverables required of
them. This procedure keeps key information from being delivered late. Also,
the summary management budget model, though abridged, is useful for deter-
mining the balance of cost and revenue needed by the company to achieve its
profit goals within specific funding constraints. The summary model allows a
quick review of revenue and expense activity for the upcoming year, which 
reduces the time managers must spend in the budget process. It also shrinks
the time required by the budget support staff to complete the budget at a de-
tailed level.

TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

There are few technology issues that influence the budget process, but video con-
ferencing and electronic mail can be used to rapidly send budget information to
budget team members, resulting in the removal of mail f loat and “people float”
(employees’ traveling to a central location for a meeting), thereby speeding the
entire budget process.

Electronic spreadsheets can be linked to electronic mail messages and sent to
employees throughout the company using such e-mail packages as Microsoft
Mail and CC:Mail. Also, files can be linked to electronic mail messages that are
sent within the networks of the large national services like America Online or
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CompuServe. This is not possible if an employee has constructed a budget on an
electronic spreadsheet and then tries to link it to a mainframe-based electronic
mail system. Most of the mainframe systems do not allow file linking. The bene-
fit of sending files by electronic mail is that employees can use the transmitted
files for “what if ” analysis as well as to send modified budgets back to the per-
son who is consolidating budget information from numerous contributors.

Video conferencing is used to transmit images of employees between locations.
This keeps them from having to travel to a central meeting location to discuss the
budget and saves considerable employee travel time and cost. Video conferencing
systems send motion pictures of employees over telephone lines to other locations,
which are also transmitting video and audio signals back to the first location. Sev-
eral cameras can be used to transmit multiple signals, usually of the participants,
and more recently of documents that are either positioned beneath an overhead
camera or clipped to a corkboard or whiteboard. The video conferencing room
sometimes contains a computer and a fax machine, so that documents under dis-
cussion can be modified and sent by fax to the other locations.

A recent innovation that can be used in conjunction with a video conferencing
system or in a stand-alone mode is the joint modification of documents over
computers that are located in separate locations. Under this system, a file is
stored in one computer but can be accessed by another computer by modem,
which dials directly into the first computer to access the file. The two users can
then talk on the telephone about specific parts of the documents while the files
are on-screen in front of both of them, though this requires a second phone line.
Changes made to the file are immediately apparent to both users. The following
companies can provide more information about remote file access.

Carbon Copy 800-822-8224
Close-Up 805-964-6767
LapLink Remote Access 800-343-8080
Reach Out Remote Control 800-677-6232

In short, technology can be used to bring budget information to users very
rapidly, rather than having users come together to a single location to review the
information, which is much more expensive and time-consuming.

MEASURING THE SYSTEM

The usual way to measure a budget is how closely budgeted expenses and revenue
match actual expenses and revenue. However, very few companies have devised
measurement systems that track the efficiency of the budget process. There are
several ways to track budget efficiency.
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The first measurement method is to track the time period covered by the
budget process. This is a very simple measure involving recording the start date
of the process and the completion date of the last budget task, which is usually
the entry of the completed budget into the accounting software. This information
is useful for comparing the duration of the budget cycle to that of previous years.

The next measurement method is tracking the total hours expended on the
budget cycle. This is more complex, because it involves asking (in most cases)
salaried workers, including senior managers, to track their time with time cards.
However, estimates can be used as well. This measurement is somewhat better
than tracking the overall duration of the budget cycle, since it gives some indica-
tion of the actual working time spent by the management team on the budget. A
further refinement of this measurement is to multiply the hours worked by the
burdened pay level of the people working the hours. Since some of the people
involved in the process are the highest-paid members of management, this can
provide a very illuminating picture of the price of creating a budget, and partic-
ularly the price of creating extra iterations of the budget.

Another measurement method is the number of accounts listed in the budget.
Since the budget is easier to construct when there are fewer accounts, this mea-
surement essentially tracks the simplicity of the budget. The measurement is
simple enough to derive—just print out the chart of accounts at the beginning of
the budget project and count the total number of accounts listed there. This in-
formation can be reported with the monthly financial statements in order to
highlight the continuing need to keep the number of accounts down to a practical
minimum.

Several performance measures can be used to track the efficiency of the
budget process. These vary in simplicity of calculation, with tracking the hours
of management time being the most difficult. The most useful measurement is
the overall cost of the budget process, which requires tracking the time of indi-
vidual managers who work on the budget process as well as their cost per hour.
This information provides a detailed look at the need to shrink the number 
of budget iterations, which is where the cost of the budget cycle can expand 
the most.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

The budget changes advocated in this chapter are generally greeted warmly by
management, since less time is required to create and modify the budget, allow-
ing management more time to perform other tasks.

However, some changes relate to shrinking the budget model, such as reducing
the number of account line items, using flexible budget formulas, or cutting back
to quarterly budgeting from monthly budgeting. When a budget model is revised,
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the budget analyst must assume that errors have been introduced into the model;
to correct the situation, the model should be manually reviewed to ensure that all
line items are added into the totals, that quarterly amounts add up to annual to-
tals, and that subsidiary schedules can be traced forward to the summary budget.

Another implementation issue is determining the amount of funding available
in advance. This is the responsibility of the CFO, who may cause problems by
trying to present too many options involving changes of ownership or consider-
able increases in the level of debt. The best way to avoid this is to have the own-
ers (either specific owners if the company is privately held, or the board of
directors if publicly held) establish funding guidelines in advance. These guide-
lines should specify the level of debt that the owners are comfortable with (usu-
ally expressed as a debt /equity ratio) and the level of equity dilution that will be
tolerated by issuing more shares. These guidelines constrain the CFO within
fairly narrow boundaries and allow a maximum funding amount to be presented
quite rapidly.

Also, if management decides to modify the budget model by determining the
company’s cost drivers, then sufficient time must be allocated for a cost analyst
to review the company’s costing structure. If the company has a production
process rather than being simply a service or retail organization, then this cost-
ing review may take several months. A large firm may require a team of cost ac-
countants to determine this information. No matter how large the firm, the cost
of determining the nature of cost drivers must be budgeted before the work
commences.

If a budget manual is created, it may be ignored by the budget personnel of
subsidiaries and other departments unless there is an introduction to the manual,
such as a training videotape or a personal training session conducted by the chief
budget analyst. This process gains greater acceptance of budget procedures and
ensures a smoother budget process than would otherwise be the case.

The issue that will generate the most interest from management is the deter-
mination of performance measurements and related reward systems, since this
results in payments to the management team. Any modification of these mea-
sures by a self-interested management team can be avoided by restricting input to
this stage of budget construction to the top management group only. It may be
sufficient to let the chief human resources executive and the CEO determine
the reward system. However, when presenting the budget to those two people, the
controller should also give them a suggested list of performance measures; since
the controller must track the performance measures, it is appropriate to suggest
which measures to implement.

In summary, a number of implementation issues must be considered to ensure
that the new budget is properly constructed. The budget model must be pre-
sented with adequate procedural training and debugged; guidelines given to the
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CFO for deriving a maximum funding level; and performance and reward sys-
tem development restricted to the top management team. If all these problems
are considered during the budget process, the chance of creating a successful
budget is improved.

SUMMARY

The budget process is unlike many of the other systems discussed in this book. It
involves no transactions and does not require data entry or the transfer of assets.
Because of these differences, the budget process has little need for controls (only
controls later in the process to ensure that the budget is being followed). Also, it
cannot be appreciably improved with technology-based efficiency enhancements.
However, the process can be streamlined by concentrating the budget effort into
the front end of the process in order to avoid multiple iterations of the budget for
detail-level expenses that should not even be derived until the high-level budget
has been determined. The process can also be improved by streamlining the
budget model itself—by cutting back on the number of accounts, shrinking the
number of periods, and listing small-expense departments with a single sum-
mary expense line item. The overall process can be further improved by distrib-
uting a budget manual that clearly describes the process and defines who is
responsible for various stages of the budget cycle and when deliverables are due.
By implementing all or some of these changes, a quality budget can be produced
more quickly than had previously been the case, thereby giving the management
team more time to devote to other tasks.
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Other Topics

Part Two of this book examines a number of areas that are needed to support the
improvement of the functions discussed in Part One. For example, Chapter 9,
Electronic Data Interchange, explains how to install an EDI system and notes a
number of issues that will arise during implementation. The information in that
chapter can be used to install the EDI systems recommended in several chapters
in Part One. Chapter 10, Internet and Intranet Accounting Applications, de-
scribes a number of functional areas that can be made more efficient through the
use of existing web sites or internally constructed intranet sites.

Chapter 11, The Quick Close, brings together recommendations made in previ-
ous chapters to show how the accounting ledgers may be closed more quickly.
Chapter 12, Advanced Data Collection and Storage Systems, covers a number of
applications that can greatly ease an accounting department’s data-related work
load with such tools as bar coding, electronic data interchange, and data ware-
housing. Chapter 13, Process Documentation, demonstrates how to chart an exist-
ing process and document process move and wait times. Chapter 14, Outsourcing
the Accounting Department, provides an overview of the advantages and disad-
vantages, management and conversion issues, and most appropriate measure-
ments to use when selected accounting tasks are given to a supplier to handle.
Finally, Chapter 15, Effects of Change on Employees, delineates the “people
problems” that arise when change is implemented.

In summary, the goal of the material in Part Two is to provide the reader with
backup information that will assist in bringing about the innovations recom-
mended in Part One.
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9
ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE

The traditional means of communication has been with paper documents. Then
some transactions were relayed over the phone, usually with a paper record of the
verbal transaction. Then phone lines were used to transmit fax information. In-
cremental improvements occurred when lockboxes reduced the mail f loat.
Overnight delivery services have also helped to speed the transfer of documents.
Despite all these improvements in the transmission of information, the computer
systems of one company must still convert information into a new format (usu-
ally paper), which must then be entered into the computer system of the recipi-
ent. This rekeying of information means that transferred information is subject
to keypunching errors. The keypunching errors have been reduced by creating
data entry software with built-in edit checks as well as duplicate data entry sys-
tems that cross-check two sets of entered data for errors (though requiring twice
as much labor to input the information). Also, computer systems were created
that passed information within a company from one computer application to an-
other electronically. Recently, optical character recognition systems have been
invented that scan incoming documents and translate them into electronically
stored documents. Despite all these improvements, there is still a problem with
seamlessly transferring information between companies. Electronic data inter-
change (EDI) solves this problem for some transactions.

This chapter provides an overview of EDI, its history, a practical guide to im-
plementing an EDI system, information about the more common EDI transac-
tions, and references for gathering more information about EDI.

DEFINITION

Electronic data interchange is the transmission of information between com-
puters in a strictly defined, prearranged format. The information flow requires
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no paper. Previously, a paper transaction between companies involved entering
information into a computer, printing the result, sending it to the receiving
company by fax or mail, entering the information into the receiving company’s
computer, and finally processing the information. EDI simply sends the infor-
mation from one company’s computer to the other without the rekeying or mail-
ing steps. Rekeying is costly in labor and introduces delays and errors.

The prearranged format used for transactions may vary by industry or coun-
try. For example, the grocery and pharmaceutical industries have developed
transaction formats that are precisely defined for the needs of those industries.
However, most companies adhere to the ANSI X12 standards, which are de-
signed to be applicable across industry lines. Companies dealing in the interna-
tional arena use the EDIFACT standard, which is similar to the ANSI X12
standard.

HISTORY

EDI began in the 1970s when several industries independently formulated data
format standards known as transaction sets. The definition of industry-specific
transaction sets meant that different industry sectors could not communicate.
Therefore, in 1979, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) formed
the Accredited Standards Committee on EDI-X12; its charter was to formulate
generic EDI standards that would be useful across industry lines. The commit-
tee’s members come from many companies across a number of industries as well
as from government. The committee has now formulated over 100 ANSI stan-
dards that define the data formats for nearly every transaction in the business
cycle, from the initial request for quote to the final payment.

EDI has caught on primarily through the efforts of large companies who re-
quire their trading partners to use EDI for some or all trading transactions with
them. Many large companies have proprietary systems; they are linked directly
to their trading partners with custom software as well as special hardware and
communications equipment. The problem with a proprietary system is that trad-
ing partners are locked in to a customer’s or supplier’s system and must set up an
entirely different set of hardware and software to correspond with a different
trading partner. In government, the Department of Defense has been a strong
supporter of EDI and now uses it for purchasing, invoicing, payments, requests
for bids, and responses to requests for bids.

Proprietary systems evolved into industrywide standards that were fostered by
industry trade groups. These led to specific standards for such industries as
trucking and pharmaceuticals that were tailored to the needs of each industry but
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required modification to be used across industry lines. The following are some
industry-specific EDI standards.

EDI Acronym Industry Using the Format

WINS Warehousing
TDCC Transportation
UCS Grocery
ORDERNET/NWDA Pharmaceuticals

The next step up from industrywide standards was a set of standards that
would be relevant across industry lines. The standards that were developed tend
to be all-inclusive, so that the data needs of all industries are met. However, the
excessive complexity of the standards means that any single industry does not
have a need for all the data elements required by the standards. Consequently,
many industries have now adopted the cross-industry EDI transaction standards
but have elected to use only a subset of the data elements required by each full
standard transaction. Similarly, each industry uses only subsets of the total num-
ber of EDI transaction sets. For example, the stow plan transaction is used by the
transportation industry to determine the exact location of a shipment on an ocean
carrier. Other industries do not need this transaction.

The final stage in the development of EDI was its expansion to the interna-
tional arena. For cross-country transmissions, the set of standards used is called
EDIFACT (Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce, and
Transport). The first EDIFACT transaction set was approved in 1987, so this is a
fairly new standard. Because the EDIFACT standards vary slightly from the
standards developed by ANSI X12, users should be aware that integration of EDI
into their existing software will require more work to ensure that both standards
work seamlessly. Alternatively, if all of a company’s business is located within
the United States, then only the ANSI X12 standards can be integrated into the
existing software.

What is the future of EDI? It has not yet gained acceptance throughout indus-
try but will continue to take over from paper-based transactions and spread into
the international trading area. It is most heavily used between trading partners
who conduct a large volume of transactions. EDI will grow more slowly into the
ranks of companies that have small volumes of transactions and that will there-
fore have less need for repetitive electronic transactions.

BENEFITS

The benefits to be derived from installing EDI fall into the following categories.
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Improvement in Data Accuracy

The typical rate of error on entries into a computer is between 3% and 5%. Elim-
inating the rekeying of data avoids a large number of errors, which reduces the
staff time needed to correct the errors.

Improvement in Cycle Time

The cycle time to exchange information about requests for quotes, quotes, pur-
chase orders, invoices, and payments is considerable. EDI appreciably reduces
this cycle time by eliminating the time required for paper documents to move be-
tween trading partners. The frequent transfer of order information between a
company and its suppliers for JIT production is facilitated by EDI, since many
orders per day can be sent to suppliers with nearly instantaneous transmission
speeds and minimal cost per order. Planning data can also be sent by EDI, so
that suppliers can plan their production schedules around the company’s
requirements.

Elimination of Mailing Costs

All costs associated with mailing documents to trading partners are eliminated.
These costs include expenditures for envelopes and postage, and the labor re-
quired to stuff envelopes, affix stamps, and sort envelopes for bulk mailing.

Elimination of Mail Float

The time required to wait for delivery of documents by the postal service can be
eliminated by EDI. However, most companies batch their transactions and send
them in a cluster to the value-added network (VAN) rather than sending them to
the VAN one at a time. If batches are only transmitted infrequently, then the mail
float time has simply been replaced by an EDI transaction accumulation time.
An example of mailing a transaction versus using EDI is shown in Exhibit 9.1.

Reduction of Safety Stocks

Safety stock is extra inventory kept on hand to keep a company from running
out of stock during the period when an order has been placed for more inven-
tory but has not yet arrived. Since EDI reduces the time required to place an
order, the period during which safety stock is needed is reduced. Consequently,
the amount of required safety stock goes down, which reduces working capital
requirements.
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Elimination of Paper Handling and Storage

A manual system that sends paper documents to trading partners involves paper
handling at many steps: when the document is created, sent to the trading partner
as well as to any internal destinations, filed away, and retrieved for later pur-
poses. Later, the document must also be sent to off-site storage, be tracked for
eventual destruction, and finally destroyed. Clerical costs are associated with all
these steps. An EDI system eliminates all of them. In addition, the space taken
up by filing cabinets could otherwise be used as valuable office space by com-
pany employees. Another major problem with filing paper documents is that mis-
filed paperwork is extremely difficult to find; alternatively, computerized
records are quite difficult to lose.

Exhibit 9.1 Mailing a Transaction versus Using EDI
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Electronic Forms

EDI can be enhanced by linking it to electronic forms at the sending company.
For example, an electronic form for ordering office supplies can be set up for
easy access by designated employees. They order office supplies on a form that
resembles a preprinted order form. The information on the electronic form is
then translated into the EDI purchase order format and automatically sent to a
trading partner to have the order filled.

Automation of Additional Processes

The greatest savings involving EDI result when it is used as part of a greater
scheme of automation within the company. For example, a purchase order can be
automatically loaded into the order entry system, which automatically loads the
order into the company’s production schedule, which automatically sends an EDI
transaction back to the customer with an expected shipment date. A fully auto-
mated system will also issue purchase orders if supplies are too low to build the
product, issue picking tickets for collecting raw materials, and even recommend
additional staffing for the time period in which the product is scheduled to
be built. As another example, invoices can be received via EDI, automatically
matched to purchase orders in the computer, creating an automated request for
payment, which is then handled by electronic funds transfer (EFT). In both ex-
amples, EDI is only a small part of the total automation envisioned; thus, EDI can
be used as the starting point of a chain of interlocking automation projects that
results in minimal manual intervention (usually to correct exception items).

Based on this view of cost savings, there are some EDI transactions with low
cost-effectiveness, such as a request for quote (RFQ)—it usually cannot be re-
sponded to automatically, especially if custom work is required, because there
are attached notes that must be examined manually, thereby eliminating any sav-
ings due to automation. Again, with this view of cost savings, perhaps the most
cost-effective EDI transaction is the purchase order, since it can be automati-
cally linked to so many other processes.

If a company does not link its EDI system to its other computer systems, it
must manually rekey all the data into and out of the EDI software. This type of
system is essentially a fax machine. Since fax machines are cheaper than EDI
systems, a company would be better off purchasing a fax machine.

The benefits to be gained from an EDI system can be negated by the sending
of inaccurate information. No matter how good the EDI system may be, if the re-
ceived information is incorrect or incomplete, it will be of no use to the receiving
company.
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In summary, the benefits accruing from a fully automated EDI implementa-
tion include the elimination of transaction-processing time because of the elimi-
nation of mail f loat as well as the reduction of costs due to reduced or eliminated
filing, safety stocks, paper handling, and data rekeying.

WHEN TO USE EDI

Electronic data interchange should not be used for all company transactions,
since the expense associated with converting some less frequent transactions to
EDI may be considerable. EDI is most useful when the following conditions
exist.

Clerical Costs Are High

Many businesses input large volumes of orders into their order entry systems
every day. Clerks enter the orders into the computer. When benefits and payroll
taxes are included, clerical costs are quite high. EDI transactions can be linked
directly to a company’s order entry system and bypass the clerical entry stage,
thereby saving labor costs. Of course, any automated error-checking system will
still require manual intervention to fix any flagged problems with incoming
transactions.

Time Is Critical

If orders must arrive on time and be shipped quickly (such as in the grocery
business), then EDI can be used to eliminate the mail f loat time.

Transaction Volume Is High

The cost of designing, purchasing, and implementing an EDI system is high and
can most easily be justified by eliminating the manual labor associated with
processing the highest-volume transactions. The highest-volume transactions
can usually be found in the accounts payable and accounts receivable areas of a
company.

Data Must Be Accurate

When the correct information absolutely must arrive at the trading partner in the
correct format, so that it can be inputted directly into the receiving company’s
computer system, EDI would be useful.
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There Are No Special Instructions

An automated review of an incoming EDI transaction will not work very well if
the transaction is accompanied by a long list of notes. EDI works best when the
information being sent will fit into a strict format and use a limited number of
variables, so that error checking is simplified. In short, transactions full of nar-
rative are poor candidates for EDI.

Transactions Cross International Boundaries

A considerable problem with international trade is the language barrier. A pur-
chase order written in English may be mistranslated into another language,
such as French. However, an EDI transaction uses codes to represent longer
strings of information, and it is difficult to mistranslate a code. For example, a
paper purchase order may contain a request for an air filter that is 2 inches
thick. A recipient may have trouble translating thick since it can be defined as
breadth, depth, or width. As a result, the ordering company may receive an air
filter with the wrong dimensions. However, when an EDI system is set up,
codes are agreed on and defined in advance. To return to the example, an EDI
transaction for the air filter might simply list the product as code 9876-023.
The recipient will then look up the code in a table that was predefined in coop-
eration with the sending company, which precisely lists the dimensions of the
air filter. Thus, ordering with EDI codes tends to reduce language translation
errors.

Trading Partners Require It

Especially in the retailing industry, customers who purchase in extremely large
quantities are requiring their trading partners to establish EDI links or to risk
losing all business with them. In these cases, a company has the choice of either
losing a substantial piece of its business or of implementing EDI.

EDI is less useful when trading partner contacts are infrequent, orders are for
custom products, trading partners change frequently, or order volumes are ex-
tremely low. The same reason for not implementing EDI applies to all these situ-
ations—the company will not be viewed as a key customer by its trading partners,
and so they will not be willing to invest the time and money needed to establish
an EDI link with the company. In addition, computerized error checking of in-
coming EDI transactions is difficult if not impossible when orders are cus-
tomized; automated flagging of mistakes is much easier when incoming orders
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are simple and standardized, reducing the number of possible mistakes to a small
enough number for a computer to handle.

In short, all prospective EDI conversion projects should be reviewed against
the preceding points to see if the projects are viable.

AN EDI SYSTEM

An EDI system involves the interaction of internal software, hardware, the sys-
tems of trading partners, and the communications systems that link the trading
partners. The following briefly describes each element of an EDI system.

Hardware

A personal computer can be used to send or receive EDI transactions. However,
the main benefit gained from using EDI is directly linking electronic transac-
tions to a company’s application programs in order to avoid rekeying of data.
Since PCs tend to be stand-alone, any received EDI transactions are usually
printed out and rekeyed into other software. However, a PC can serve as a front-
end to a mid-range or mainframe computer and transmit the information elec-
tronically to the more powerful computer for inclusion in the corporate database
as well as receive the information from the larger computer for transmission pur-
poses. Using a PC as a front-end to a larger computer is complicated; storing the
EDI-related software on the same computer that houses the company’s primary
application programs is simpler and more efficient.

Translation Software

On the sending side of an EDI transaction, the translation software collects the
data needed from various company databases to create the EDI record to be trans-
mitted. This information may also be entered manually. It then converts the col-
lected data into the format acceptable for transmission to the value-added
network as an EDI transaction set (this portion of the software is usually pur-
chased, not custom-designed). Conversely, translation software at the receiving
end of the EDI transaction will split up the incoming record into data that are sent
to the various corporate databases needed to process the transaction. Also, the re-
ceiving translation software should review the incoming EDI transaction for com-
pleteness and notify an operator of any incomplete data. The receiving translation
software is a great cost-saver for the receiving trading partner, since it eliminates
the manual conversion of date into the corporate databases.
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This software is custom-designed and can take a substantial amount of time to
develop. For example, an incoming purchase order may reference the part num-
ber used by the sending company; the translation software must look up the cus-
tomer part number in a table that matches it to the receiving company’s part
number and replace the sender’s part number with the receiver’s part number.
There are many EDI transaction sets, and many of them require data changes by
the translation software, such as the one just described. Thus, every time the re-
ceiving company elects to begin receiving a new EDI transaction set, it must add
to its translation software to accommodate any additional changes to the incom-
ing data.

An issue for the system developer is the type of EDI standard to design into
the EDI system. The ANSI X12 transaction sets are used domestically, whereas
the EDIFACT standard (which includes extra data elements that are unique to in-
ternational trade) is used for international transactions. Each transaction set has
slightly different requirements regarding field lengths and numbers of data ele-
ments, so the system must be designed differently depending on which standard
is to be used.

When the translation software is designed, the system developer must factor
in the effect on those manual systems being replaced by the automatic uploading
of arriving EDI transaction sets. For example, in the case of an invoice, a com-
pany’s manual system will probably require matching with a receiving report as
well as a purchase order, followed by storage in a carefully ordered filing system.
When EDI transactions begin to arrive that bypass this system, the personnel
responsible for the manual system will have concerns regarding access to the EDI
information as well as controls over the information. Consequently, the old man-
ual system should be thoroughly documented prior to installing an EDI system,
so that the necessary elements of the old system can be incorporated into the new
system.

Since trading partners are usually brought onto EDI over a long period of
time, the manual systems must still be operational to deal with companies that
are not scheduled to convert for some time. Also, some transactions may require
manual processing for selected portions of each transaction, so some interface
with manual systems may need to be designed.

There may be inquiries about EDI information being received, so an inquiry
module is helpful for those employees who want to review incoming transaction
sets. This module can include information about the content of each EDI transac-
tion received within a user-specified time frame, sorted by transaction type.

When purchasing new applications software, it is worthwhile to require EDI
translation software as part of the package; having it on the sending or receiving
end of the applications software can save considerable design and programming
time constructing such software.
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Communications Software and Hardware

A company must have a modem and communications software to transmit 
EDI transaction sets to its trading partners. If it deals directly with its trading
partners without an intermediary, then its communications protocol (software
that checks for data receipt and acknowledgment) and line speed (rate of speed at
which data are transmitted) must match that of the receiving trading partner. If
there are many trading partners, this may entail setting up a large number of
communications equipment variations. Using a value-added network can avoid
this problem.

Value-Added Network

A VAN collects incoming EDI transactions from one trading partner and stores
them in an electronic mailbox for pickup by another trading partner. In cases
when trading partners use different VANs, the receiving VAN will pass the EDI
transaction to the VAN used by the other trading partner, so that the recipient
trading partner can access EDI transactions from its own VAN. Multiple VAN
usage is shown in Exhibit 9.2. Also, a VAN supports a variety of line speeds and

Exhibit 9.2 EDI Transactions through Multiple VANs
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communication protocols, so a company accessing a VAN would only need one
communications configuration in order to conduct EDI transactions with all its
trading partners, no matter what line speeds or communication protocols they
use. An illustration of the problem with multiple line speeds used by trading
partners is shown in Exhibit 9.3. Also, a VAN operates 24 hours a day, so that
transactions can be sent at any time. If trading partners were to send EDI trans-
actions directly to each other, this might not be the case. In fact, transactions
sent directly to a trading partner might be met by a busy signal, since another
trading partner might be using the same phone line. An example of a typical
transaction using a VAN is shown in Exhibit 9.4. Finally, corresponding directly
with trading partners requires a single transaction with each one, which could
add up to a large number of individual transactions in a day; however, by using
a VAN, a company could access its electronic mailbox and send/receive all its
EDI transactions with all its trading partners in just one telephone access.

A VAN can also send EDI transactions to the receiving party rather than wait
passively for the receiving party to call in from time to time to pick up messages.
The VAN can send its collected store of messages at a specific time of day or
when a specific number of transactions have accumulated, or when a specific
type of transaction set (e.g., a purchase order) arrives in the mailbox.

Exhibit 9.3 Need for Multiple Line Speeds with Different Trading Partners
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EDI Conversion Service

There may be some smaller trading partners who are unwilling to switch to EDI.
In those cases, it is possible to have an outside service convert EDI transactions
to those companies into faxes, and to convert incoming paper documents from
them into EDI transaction sets. This service is expensive; before using it, one

Exhibit 9.4 Typical EDI Transaction Using a VAN
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should compare the cost to that of maintaining a system in-house that continues
to process paper transactions.

EDI Record

An EDI record has three parts. First, there is the transaction header, which lists
nonrepeating information for each record, such as an invoice or purchase order
number, the transaction date, and the customer identification number. Next is the
transaction detail, which lists the subject of the transaction, such as items to be
ordered, billed, or inquired about. Finally, the transaction summary lists any re-
port totals, such as the total quantity ordered or the total amount billed. A paper
invoice and the corresponding parts of an electronic record of an invoice are
shown in Exhibit 9.5.

Exhibit 9.5 Paper Invoice and Corresponding Electronic Record
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TYPICAL EDI TRANSACTION

One of the most frequently used EDI transactions is the purchase order transac-
tion. The purchase order is used for the following example of the steps involved
in processing an EDI transaction to help the reader understand the specific pro-
cedure to be followed.

1. Enter a purchase order into the company’s computer system.

2. The EDI translation software reformats the purchase order into an EDI
format.

3. Communications software sends the transaction by modem to a VAN.

4. The recipient’s communications software retrieves the information from
the VAN.

5. The recipient’s translation software reformats the purchase order informa-
tion from the EDI format into the format used by the recipient’s order
entry software.

6. After reviewing the order, a sales representative confirms that the pur-
chase order can be handled (in a highly automated environment, the com-
puter can handle this step; however, many companies using master
production schedules would want to have a manual review of additions to
the master schedule).

7. The order entry system creates a purchase order acknowledgment that
sends a confirming EDI transaction back to the initiating company.

8. If no confirmation transmission is received by the company that sent the
original EDI transaction set, then after a specific time period, follow-up
action is taken to ensure that the original transaction set was received.

QUICK EDI INSTALLATION

Some companies will only want to install a basic EDI system as quickly as possi-
ble in order to meet the requirements of a large trading partner and will not be
concerned about extending the benefits of EDI into other corporate applications
programs. For those companies, here is a brief description of how to be up and
running on EDI as quickly as possible.

1. Get the software. Obtain an EDI software kit by calling any of the major
long-distance telephone companies, or review a copy of the EDI Yellow
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Pages, which is a listing of EDI service and hardware providers. To obtain
a copy of the Yellow pages, call 800-336-4887.

2. Configure the system. Load the software into a PC that is connected to a
phone line by a modem. Dial up the VAN to verify that you are properly set
up on the system.

3. Notify trading partners. Contact your customers to inform them of your
VAN identification number, so that they can use it to send information to
you through the VAN.

4. Send a transaction. Enter a transaction set into your PC’s EDI software,
and send it to the VAN, having listed on it the identification number of the
customer for whom it is intended.

5. Ensure that an acknowledgment is received. Once the customer receives
the transaction set, an acknowledgment will be sent back to you through
the clearinghouse. A good EDI software package will track the acknowl-
edgment automatically for you, and tell you if the acknowledgment has not
been received; if not, call your customer to verify receipt of the transac-
tion set.

You are operational on EDI! You have met the requirements of your customer,
but you have not received many of the benefits of EDI; instead, you are operating
an expensive fax machine. Integrating the EDI transactions into other company
computer databases and programs is where savings really occur.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

It is not the purpose of this text to provide a complete implementation guide for
installing an EDI system. However, the following are some questions to consider
during the design of an EDI system.

Does Upper Management Support the Project? A problem with EDI im-
plementations is that the installation is seen as a technical improvement only. In
actuality, it enhances the competitive position of the company by increasing the
speed of transactions as well as reducing the number of errors in the system. Ed-
ucating upper management regarding this issue is a challenge for the implementa-
tion team or project sponsor.

Has Responsibility for the Project Been Assigned to Anyone? The re-
sponsibility should be shared with managers from the areas being affected by
the EDI implementation so they will not be able to blame someone else if the
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project is not successful. Also, their input and support ensures a higher degree of
success.

Has a Cost/Benefit Analysis Been Completed? When conducting a
cost /benefit study, be sure to review the current processes to be replaced, includ-
ing all manual tasks, filing of documents (including filing of all copies of a doc-
ument), and the total number of transactions to be replaced by EDI. In most
cases, EDI will not eliminate all transactions, since not all trading partners will
be using EDI. Therefore, the cost of maintaining systems to deal with paper
transactions must be factored into the calculation. A key action is to contact trad-
ing partners who will have to switch to EDI in order to make the cost /benefit
study show a profit, and verify that they are willing to participate in the project.
A result of the cost /benefit study may be the minimum number of transactions
needed to make the project pay for itself as well as the specific list of trading
partners who must switch to EDI in order to achieve the break-even cost level.
Finally, the study should include a best /worst estimate of the funding needed to
complete the project.

What Is the Employee Attitude toward Change? If previous technology-
related projects have failed, then the project team should consider a “quick hit”
approach whereby EDI is set up with a single trading partner as fast as possible to
show that the system can work. Additional EDI partners and system features can
be added later, once the system is operational.

What Changes in the Organization Will Be Caused by an EDI Implemen-
tation? The implementation team should work closely with a human resources
department representative to determine the increases needed in technical person-
nel, reductions in clerical personnel, and retraining of employees assigned to
handle exception transactions.

What Will Happen to Displaced Staff? After an EDI implementation has
been completed, some staff will probably be displaced by the project. For exam-
ple, the payables clerks who previously matched purchase orders to invoices will
no longer have a job when EDI and additional process reengineering are used to
match the documents electronically. What can be done with the staff ? One op-
tion is to permanently shrink the department by letting the people go. However, a
more attractive alternative is to retrain the employees in other tasks. There are
two reasons for this. First, they have worked inside the company and therefore
know enough about the staff, products, and procedures to be able to retrain into a
new position much faster than a new person would be who was unfamiliar with
the company. Second, the displaced staff has just seen the effect on efficiency of
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the EDI and associated systems restructuring, and may be willing to lead or par-
ticipate in similar efforts elsewhere in the company.

What Education of Users Is Contemplated? Education should include not
only the employees operating the software and hardware but also the people who
will be handling exception transactions that are shunted to them by the system.

Have the Legal Aspects of EDI Been Reviewed? The key legal issue in-
volving EDI is need for signatures on documents. A startup agreement should be
reviewed by the company’s legal staff that should be signed by every EDI trading
partner. In addition, the company should switch to signed blanket purchase or-
ders, with purchase order releases using EDI that do not require signatures.

Have Trading Partners Been Asked If They Want To Switch to EDI? A
surprising number of companies prepare themselves for EDI transactions without
ever asking trading partners if they want to participate! Contacts with trading
partners should commence as soon as the EDI project starts, so that they develop
EDI systems in concert with the company.

What Is the Ramp-Up Schedule? The cost of the EDI installation (includ-
ing design, purchased software, hardware, and education) will take a long time to
recoup unless many partners representing a large volume of transactions are
brought onto the system quickly. The key to a cost-effective implementation is
the speed with which trading partners are switched to EDI.

Will a Sales Program Be Developed To Educate Trading Partners in the
Benefits of Using EDI? Many trading partners are unwilling to switch to EDI
and require some persuading. Some VANs provide marketing services that can
help in this area.

Has a Startup Package Been Assembled for Bringing in Each Trading
Partner? Each time another trading partner starts to use EDI, there are several
steps to complete before bringing the partner into your EDI system. First, review
a legal agreement regarding the use of EDI. Then, define the types of EDI trans-
action sets that will be sent and received, so that both parties can modify their
translation software. Also check if each trading partner’s VAN will interchange
transaction sets with the other partner’s VAN. Finally, send each other sample
EDI transaction sets, and be sure to include all possible data variations in the
test, so that the ability of each company’s translation software to process the in-
formation can be tested.
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Should EDI Transactions Occur in Batch or Individual Mode? EDI
transaction sets can be sent in a cluster or individually. If communications links
will be directly with trading partners instead of through a VAN, then individual
transmissions are more likely.

How Will the Incoming EDI Data Be Validated? The data in incoming
transaction sets need to be reviewed for accuracy of such information as product
codes, dates, customer codes, and quantities. This is a complex area, and varies
by transaction set.

Will Interchange Control Numbers Be Used? The software should be able
to number each exchanged document in sequence, so that missing or duplicate
documents are flagged; when the system misses a number or receives two of a
number from a trading partner, it should notify the operator with a message.

Will Translation Software Be Developed or Bought? Translation software
is available (most VANs can recommend software packages), but some companies
with in-house expertise may elect to develop the software themselves.

Should Data Go Straight to Customers/Suppliers or Go through a VAN?
If only a small number of trading partners will be using EDI, then direct access
to them may be the cheapest route. In most cases, however, it is easier to use a
VAN, thereby avoiding problems with communications protocols and line speeds,
busy phone lines, and restricted messaging hours.

Are Data Communications Software and Hardware Available? Is the
communications software already in-house? If direct communications with trading
partners is contemplated, then equipment may be required for multiple systems.

Should Transaction Sets Be Sent Automatically? The software should be
able to automatically call the VAN at least once a day for messages without any
operator intervention.

What Are the Error Recovery Contingency Plans? When transactions sets
are sent but not received by the intended party, or received in a garbled manner,
the original transaction should be available for resending. Also, a time-out period
should be built into the system so users will be warned if a response to a transac-
tion set has not been received within a specific time frame and follow-up actions
can be taken.
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What Security Is in Place? This topic is handled in some detail in the fol-
lowing section.

Are Expectations for Replacing Manual Systems Realistic? The project
team must realize that the company will never convert to 100% EDI transac-
tions. There will always be small suppliers who will not use EDI because the
number of transactions will be too low. Therefore, some manual processing
must be maintained.

If a Pilot Project Is Used, What Criteria Will Define a Successful Pilot
Test? A pilot project should include sending and receiving all possible transac-
tion sets as well as using a full range of data within each transaction set. Trans-
actions should be 100% successful before a pilot project is declared acceptable.

SECURITY

The traditional control systems are all related to protecting information that is
passed among employees on paper. For EDI, control systems must be completely
redesigned. Some of the security issues involving EDI are as follows.

Auditing the Transactions

If there is no paper trail, how are EDI transactions audited? The choices are to
rely on transaction records kept by trading partners, by the VAN, or internally. If
a trading partner is relied on for paper records, the auditor must be concerned
that the trading partner is also trying to cut back on paper records (that it is using
EDI) and therefore may not have any paper records either. A VAN is possible, but
the number of EDI transactions that f low through a VAN in one day would create
a remarkable amount of paper documents (and would require additional fees to
have the VAN create and store the records). The best alternative is to rely on in-
ternal records to satisfy the needs of the auditors. The company may either keep
paper records of all transactions (which circumvents the EDI objective of elimi-
nating paper) or work with the internal and external auditors to implement ade-
quate controls while the EDI system is initially being designed and implemented.
The key is to involve auditors while the system is being designed, so that changes
to the control systems are relatively inexpensive. Changes to these after the EDI
system is operational are much more expensive to implement, since the controls
must be designed into preexisting computer code that must be modified to ac-
commodate the changes.
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Eliminating Authorization Signatures

EDI transactions do not include signatures. Instead, personnel issuing transac-
tions through an EDI system are preauthorized to issue transactions up to certain
dollar commitment levels. Transactions above those levels must be authorized by
a supervisor. A way to circumvent this system is for an employee with a low level
of authorization to send a large number of small-dollar EDI transactions (easy to
do, since the system is automated). This type of malfeasance can be found after
the fact by an auditor review or by an automated review of unusual numbers of
small-dollar purchase orders, using statistical analysis techniques.

Verifying Transmitted Data

Many new EDI users are concerned that EDI transactions will be lost by the re-
cipient’s computer system. This problem is solved by the acknowledgment mes-
sages that are sent back to the sender by the recipient. Unfortunately, this only
means that the complete message was received; it does not mean that the recipi-
ent’s computer, production, and shipping systems are capable of processing the
order. This is an issue that exists irrespective of the use of EDI as the method of
transmitting transactions.

EDI TRANSACTION SETS

The more common transaction sets involve price catalogs, requests for quotes
and related responses, purchase orders and related changes and acknowledg-
ments, inventory inquiries, shipment notifications, invoices, and bills of lading.
An example of the many types of transaction sets that can be used between trad-
ing partners is shown in Exhibit 9.6. Several hundred transaction sets are in use
or under development. Most companies will only use a fraction of the total num-
ber of transaction sets, since many of them were designed for specific industries
and are of no use in other industries. A sampling of some transactions follows:

• Advance shipping notice. Sent from the supplier to the customer, describing
the quantities and types of materials in an outgoing shipment as well as the
approximate arrival date at the customer warehouse.

• Arrival notice. Sent from an ocean carrier to a land carrier as well as the
customer, notifying of the arrival of a shipment.

• Booking confirmation. Sent from an ocean carrier to a shipper, confirming
acceptance of a freight booking for ocean transport.
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Exhibit 9.6 EDI Transactions between Trading Partners
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• Booking request. Sent from a shipper to an ocean carrier, asking to place
freight on a ship; includes any special handling information.

• Customs declaration and customs release. Used to process a shipment
through customs.

• Financial information reporting. Sent from a bank to its customer, noting
report balances and financial transactions.

• Freight details and invoice. Sent from the carrier to the supplier, detailing
information about the carrying of freight and its related cost.

• Gate activity. Sent by the terminal operator to the ocean carrier to let it
know that the cargo has been removed from the ship and passed to a land
carrier for delivery to the ultimate customer.

• Inventory availability inquiry. Sent from a customer to a supplier, asking
for information about available stocks of materials.

• Invoice. Sent from the supplier to the customer; itemizes the items being
billed.

• Material release. Sent from the customer to the supplier; notifies the sup-
plier of the need for more materials to be shipped to the customer.

• Lockbox transaction. Sent from the bank to the supplier; reports remittance
information.

• Order status inquiry. Sent from the customer to the supplier; requests infor-
mation about the status of an order.

• Payment cancellation request. Sent from the customer to a bank, canceling
a previous EDI transaction and requesting that money be sent to a supplier.

• Payment remittance. Sent from the customer to the supplier; identifies what
line items on the invoice are being paid. Can also be sent to a bank, author-
izing payment to the bank of the supplier.

• Planning schedule. Sent from the customer to the supplier; contains infor-
mation about forecasted manufacturing requirements.

• Price sales catalog data. Usually sent by the supplier to the customer; con-
tains information to update an electronic catalog.

• Product information transaction. Can be sent by either the supplier or the
customer; contains updates to information about a product.

• Purchase order. Sent from the customer to the supplier, requesting delivery
of materials or services.

• Purchase order acknowledgment. Sent from the supplier to the customer;
acknowledges receipt of the customer’s purchase order as well as product
availability and other details.
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• Purchase order change. Sent from the customer to the supplier; notes any
changes to the original purchase order.

• Purchase order change acknowledgment. Sent from the supplier to the cus-
tomer, acknowledging receipt of a change to the purchase order and detail-
ing any resulting changes to the price and delivery date.

• Purchasing transaction. Sent from the customer to the supplier, requesting
delivery of a product or service.

• Quote. Sent by the supplier to the customer, responding to a request for
quote. The quote contains information about price and delivery dates.

• Receiving advice. Sent by the recipient to the sender of a shipment, com-
menting on the condition and quantity of the shipment.

• Request for quote. Sent by a customer to a supplier, requesting a price for a
specified product or service.

• Shipment information. Sent by a carrier to either the sender or the recipient
of a shipment, in response to a request for shipment status.

• Shipment inquiry. Sent by either the sender or the recipient of a produce
shipment, inquiring about the status of the shipment.

• Statement. Sent by a supplier to the customer; lists invoices sent during the
previous period.

• Status details reply. Sent by a carrier; response to a shipment inquiry.

• Stow plan. Contains information regarding the location on an ocean carrier
where a shipment is stored.

• U.S. customs manifest. Sent by an ocean carrier to the U.S. Customs Of-
fice; contains information about the contents of the ship.

EXPANDING THE EDI PROGRAM

A typical EDI installation is initiated to realize benefits from trading with a rel-
atively small number of trading partners. These are the suppliers or customers
who account for a large part of the company’s sales or purchases. Their transac-
tions with the company are both frequent and large. After these trading partners
are included in the EDI program, many EDI projects languish without drawing in
any additional trading partners. The effort required to bring on each additional
trading partner is considerable, and the benefits gained from each conversion be-
come increasingly small as the company converts progressively smaller trading
partners to EDI.

The cost of gaining additional EDI partners should be analyzed in terms of the
time period required to earn back the up-front fixed cost of adding a new partner
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with savings on cheaper transactions. Each additional partner requires time to
educate it on the benefits of EDI and possibly travel costs to send people to the
trading partner to assist in setting up the installation. However, once the initial
expensive programming costs to convert and link incoming EDI transaction sets
to the company’s applications programs have been paid for, the cost of adding ad-
ditional EDI partners is less than might be expected. Also, the cost may be fur-
ther reduced by using the marketing assistance of a VAN. It is in the interests of
a VAN to add trading partners to its network, since it makes money from the
volume of EDI transactions going through its computers—and the more EDI
trading partners, the higher the volume. Thus, some VANs may be willing to as-
sist in educating prospective trading partners about the benefits of installing an
EDI system.

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

When an EDI installation is first proposed, it should be accompanied by a
cost /benefit study that itemizes the specific cost and savings associated with the
project. To provide a template for constructing a company-specific cost /benefit
analysis, the following example is included. This example is only meant to be an
approximate template. Cost and benefit information should be generated in much
greater detail for a real analysis, including a discounted cash flow analysis over
several years.

Install an EDI System

Mr. Sanderson has bought Patio Units Deluxe (PUD). One of his first decisions is
to tie his automated order entry system to the payment system of PUD’s largest
customer, Walters Outdoor Equipment Stores (WOES). Currently, 65% of the
company’s business is with WOES. The revenue of PUD last year was $11 mil-
lion. The average order from WOES for a patio unit shipment is $500, with (on
average) four payments clustered into each check, for an average check amount of
$2,000. It takes 10 minutes to enter a check payment into the company’s cash
application system.

The cost of a PUD accounting clerk is $11 per hour, which includes the cost of
benefits. The company’s auditors issued a letter to management along with last
year’s financial audit that stated the company had lost $15,000 last year because
of errors made while entering cash receipts into the computer system. The cost of
purchasing EDI software is $2,500. The easiest way to set up the EDI system is to
use a value-added network (VAN) to transfer EDI transactions from WOES. The
charge per VAN transaction is 40 cents. The PUD programmer estimates that
writing the software for the interface between the EDI software and PUD’s 
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accounting software will take three months of her time. The programmer earns
$33,000 annually. Should the company undertake this project?

Solution. The cost of implementing EDI is balanced against the savings
from eliminating losses due to incorrect entry of cash receipts and from elimi-
nating the labor to enter payments into the accounting database.

Benefit of Implementing EDI

Eliminate losses from errors $0,015,000

Amount of WOES business $7,150,000
Average payment size � $2,000
No. of WOES payments/yr 3,575
Time to enter one receipt � .17 hr
Time/yr to enter receipts 608 hrs
Cost of receipts clerk/hour � $11
Total labor savings $0,006,685

Total saving/yr $0,021,685

Cost of EDI Implementation

Cost /yr of programmer $33,000
Three months’ work � .25
Total programming cost $08,250
Cost of packaged software $02,500
Total software cost $10,750

No. of WOES payments/yr 3,575
Cost /VAN transaction � $.40
Total cost /yr of transactions $01,430

Total implementation cost $12,180

Since the total cost is $12,180 and the total benefit is $21,685, the cost /benefit
analysis indicates that an EDI system should be implemented.

EFFECT ON PAYMENT SCHEDULES

EDI does not necessarily change the speed with which a company pays its bills.
Several centuries ago, credit was extended for up to two years on individual busi-
ness transactions because the transactions (such as sailing to the Pacific for whal-
ing, or around Africa to barter for goods in India) took that long to complete. Now,
with rapid transaction completion with the assistance of such techniques as EDI
and JIT, the reason for prolonging the payment period is not so clear.
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However, many EDI users continue to use a 30-day payment schedule, while
sometimes offering early-payment discounts. The reason for these payment terms
is partly related to negotiation; a company can earn money on cash it is not re-
quired to pay to a supplier, so the company makes money by prolonging payment.
Also, though the initial transaction of ordering and receiving goods from a 
supplier is short, the time needed by the purchaser of the goods to resell them may
be quite a bit longer. If the purchaser’s selling cycle is long, then the purchaser
may be unwilling to pay for the goods until the selling cycle is completed and the
cash has been received. Thus, even though the technology exists to pay a supplier
immediately, other business reasons may act to prolong the payment of bills.

EFFECT ON FINANCIAL RATIOS

The advent of EDI may have an effect on the acceptability of certain ratios. If a
company were to use EDI for all transactions, the turnover of inventories, receiv-
ables, and payables would greatly accelerate, resulting in minimal amounts of all
three items on the balance sheet (this assumes that receivables would be paid im-
mediately with electronic funds transfers, which is not yet a common practice
even among heavy EDI users). As a result, the following ratios that include in-
ventories, receivables, or payables would be highly skewed.

Ratio Direction of Skew

Current ratio Lower
Quick ratio Lower
Ratio of net sales to receivables Higher
Average collection period Lower
Turnover of inventories Higher
Turnover of current assets Higher
Ratio of net sales to working capital Higher

The changes imposed by EDI may render useless any comparisons of companies
within industries, since ratio results will vary so widely between EDI and non-
EDI firms. Only industries where all major companies have converted to EDI
will show comparable ratios.

TERMINOLOGY

The following terms are frequently used in relation to EDI systems and may be
useful to the reader in researching this topic in more detail.
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• Applications link. The software that reformats arriving EDI data into a
format compatible with a company’s applications programs. Alternatively,
it may translate data from a company’s applications programs into an EDI-
compatible format for transmission purposes.

• DUNS number. Created by Dun & Bradstreet to uniquely identify a com-
pany; used by many trading partners to identify themselves in EDI transac-
tion sets.

• Industry-specific standard. Some EDI standards are designed for specific
industries, since they contain transactions not used by any other industries.
For example, UCS is used by the grocery industry, and ORDERNET/NWDA
is used by the pharmaceuticals industry.

• Payment from receipt. When a customer pays its supplier based on the
quantity of product received. An invoice is not used.

• Smart card. A floppy disk that contains the invoice for a shipment. The
disk is brought to the receiving company by the supplier when its materials
are delivered. If the invoice is correct, it is uploaded to the receiving com-
pany’s computer, or is corrected and uploaded. In either case, both trading
partners now have identical copies of the invoice.

• Translation software. A program that maps the data between the data for-
mats used by EDI software and applications software.

• Transaction set. The header, detail, and summary parts of an EDI
transaction.

• Transmission acknowledgment. The transaction sent from the receiving
party to the sending party of an EDI transaction, acknowledging receipt of
a full transmission. The acknowledgment is sent prior to translation into a
format readable by the recipient’s applications software. This means that
the received transaction has not been checked for validity when the trans-
mission acknowledgment has been sent.

• Value-added network. A company that provides electronic mailboxes for
transmission of EDI transactions between companies, as well as other ser-
vices such as line speed conversions.

• Vendor-managed inventory. When a supplier replenishes stock for a re-
tailer; usually requires rapid response.

SUMMARY

In summary, this chapter discusses the history of EDI, how it can be used most
profitably in a company, and where the most common pitfalls are in a typical EDI
implementation. Ancillary topics include key terminology used in the EDI arena,
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a list of organizations to contact for more information about installing EDI sys-
tems, and a cost /benefit study that can be used as a rough template for a real
analysis. When combined, all these topics should give the reader enough infor-
mation to make a decision about proceeding with the first exploratory steps of an
EDI system implementation.

More information about EDI systems, case studies, transaction sets, and in-
dustry work groups can be obtained from the following organizations:

Secretariat
ASC X12 Data Interchange Standards Association, Inc.
1800 Diagonal Road—Suite 355
Alexandria, VA 22314
703-548-7005

Uniform Code Council, Inc.
8163 Old Yankee Road—Suite J
Dayton, OH 45458
513-435-3870

Electronic Data Interchange Association
1101 Seventh Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-04775
703-838-8042

More information about EDI can also be obtained at the following trade
shows, committees, and conferences: Data Interchange Standards Association
(DISA) trade show; EDI Coordinators Conference; American National Stan-
dards Institute X12 committee meetings; Transportation Data Coordinating
Committee (TDCC); Petroleum Industry Data Exchange (PIDX); Electronics In-
dustry Data Exchange (EIDX); Electrical Industry Data Exchange Group;
Chemical Industry Data Exchange Group (CIDX); and Automobile Industry Ac-
tion Group (AIAG).
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10
INTERNET AND INTRANET

ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS

The first nine chapters in this book assume that the accounting staff has created
systems that are internal to the company. That is, the processing of transactions
is kept entirely within the confines of the company walls. This includes all of the
computer systems and staff that are needed to ensure that transactions are
processed accurately and in a timely manner.

The rise of the Internet has spawned a number of Web-based applications that
allow companies to transact business outside of the company. This generally re-
sults in low system setup costs, the shifting of portions or all of the accounting
system to a location outside the company, and direct access to that system by
company employees. This constitutes a revolutionary shift in the way that ac-
counting is conducted.

In this chapter, we look at a number of web sites and corporate intranet appli-
cations that hold the potential for startling changes in the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of the accounting function.

ON-LINE MONITORING OF CREDIT CARDS

When a company hands out credit cards to employees, there is always the linger-
ing concern that they will use the cards either excessively or inappropriately. In
the past, there was no way to find out how a card had been used until the end of
the reporting period, when the card statement arrived from the issuing bank.
However, this problem has been overcome through the use of on-line access to
credit card purchasing information.

A company can issue Visa cards from the Pocketcard.com web site that have
the singular advantage of allowing a company immediate on-line access to the
purchases made on each card, shortly after they have been made. An ongoing pe-
rusal of these records will quickly reveal if purchases are getting out of hand. If
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so, spending limits can be restricted at once through the Pocketcard.com site.
Alternatively, if an employee has legitimately reached the spending cap on her
card, the cap can be raised online; this is a significant improvement over the tra-
ditional approach of calling up a credit card company and pleading with a service
representative to raise the limit.

These conveniences come at a price. There is an annual fee of $20 per card,
plus a charge of $0.25 per transaction. These costs are sufficiently low that they
should not hinder a decision to gain more up-to-date information about the pur-
chasing practices of employees.

ON-LINE PAYROLL PROCESSING

The most common outsourcing application within the accounting department is
the payroll function, because it deals with time-sensitive tax payments and te-
dious payroll calculation and reporting issues that can be handled by specialized
suppliers, such as Automated Data Processing, Paychex, and Ceridian. However,
there are some problems with this approach.

One issue is that the supplier issues a software package to the company that
must reside on a computer. This software is used to enter and batch information
so that it can be transmitted to the supplier’s mainframe computer for further
processing. A fee is generally charged for this software (apparently for the privi-
lege of using it to send data to the supplier). Since there is no value gained by the
company in using this software, it is unreasonable to pay for it. Another problem
is that the software creates a database on the computer where it is stored; this
database contains a large amount of extremely sensitive personnel information,
so the computer allocated for this use must be locked to ensure that no unautho-
rized person has access to the data. If the company using this service is small, the
supplier will have a staff person call at a prearranged time to verbally take down
the payroll information for the most recent processing period. This arrangement
requires the payroll person to be near a phone at a specific time, which presents a
scheduling restriction (especially if that person is out sick!). A final issue is that
the supplier will process the payroll calculations in a batch that evening, and will
send the payroll results back to the company a few days later, which is the earli-
est the company will have any knowledge of the size of its payroll liability for the
upcoming pay day.

These issues can be resolved by using an Internet-based payroll processing
supplier. Such suppliers use no special software to process the payroll. Instead,
anyone can dial into the supplier’s web site from any location with a common In-
ternet browser software package, and enter all information directly into the sup-
plier’s web site. This eliminates the cost of any special software while also
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eliminating the need to restrict usage of the computer on which that special soft-
ware is located. Furthermore, there is no need to have a special processing
time—instead, the payroll clerk can access the web site at any time of the day or
night to enter payroll information. The pay checks will then be printed and sent
to the company by overnight mail. Alternatively, payments can also be sent di-
rectly to employee bank accounts, just as is the case with more traditional payroll
suppliers. Furthermore, the payroll calculation can, in some cases, be calculated
at once and presented on the screen, so that the payroll staff immediately knows
the size of the payroll cash liability, and can make arrangements for this amount
to be available in the payroll bank account on pay day.

There are two primary difficulties with the use of an on-line payroll supplier.
One is that Internet connections can be broken; this problem will likely go away
over time, as Internet access achieves the reliability of phone service. The other
problem is one that is shared with other payroll suppliers—the data is stored off-
site, and so cannot be easily linked to the in-house accounting package. This issue
can be resolved by manually keypunching the data from payroll reports into the
accounting system, but it remains an imperfect solution.

ON-LINE POSTING OF COMMISSION PAYMENTS

For most companies, commission calculations are performed immediately after
the end of each month, with the sales staff hovering in the background to see how
much money they have earned. This is a real problem because of the time of the
month when it occurs—month-end is when a multitude of closing procedures
must be completed, and there is little time to create commission calculations or
argue with the sales staff over the method of calculation. A good way to avoid
this problem is to have the computer system automatically calculate commissions
and post them on the company intranet site.

By posting commissions in a common location, the sales staff can review their
accumulating commission amounts every day of the month, if they so desire. This
is a very good thing for the accounting staff, for the sales personnel will probably
spot issues involving their commissions whenever they review the intranet site dur-
ing the month, and will question the accounting staff about them right away; this is
a great improvement over the usual f lood of questions at the end of the month, be-
cause at least some portion of the issues have now been shifted into an earlier part
of the month, when the accounting staff has more time to deal with them.

To make this method work, the computer system must automatically calculate
commissions as soon as each invoice is created (if commissions are based on in-
voices generated) or when cash is received (if commissions are based on receipts).
This information must then be formatted for readability and posted on the intranet
site through an interface. These steps require some custom programming that may
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entail a considerable cost, so it is usually only justifiable if there are a large num-
ber of sales personnel for whom commissions are being generated.

Of particular concern when setting up this system is maintaining the privacy
of information. Commissions are a major part of an employee’s compensation
structure, and so should be considered private information that is not for general
distribution. Accordingly, a password system should be set up, with mandatory
password updating at regular intervals.

ON-LINE POSTING OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

The accounting department is highly transaction oriented—it processes accounts
payable and receivable, records fixed assets, prepares reports, and creates pay-
roll transactions (to name a few) continuously. It must do so in a very consistent
manner over a long period of time to ensure that financial results are consistently
recorded. One of the best tools for ensuring consistency in transaction processing
is to create and use a policies and procedures manual.

Although such a manual may have been available for years, it has suffered
from some flaws that can now be remedied through the use of a company intranet
or web site. A manual is difficult to maintain and update. Typically, changes to it
are accumulated for a number of months, and then made all at once; selected
pages containing the changes are reprinted and sent out to the list of manual hold-
ers, who are requested to throw out the old pages and insert the new ones. To
make this work, there must be a carefully maintained list of who keeps each
manual, so that the replacement pages can be sent; if this list is incorrect, some
manuals will not be updated, and eventually incorrect procedures based on an
older version of the manual may be used. Another problem is the printing and
shipping cost of the manual. If there are many recipients in many locations, then
this cost can be into the thousands of dollars every year. Yet another problem is
that, because changes to the manual are issued in batches, some updates will not
be released for months, which may result in transactional inefficiencies until up-
dates are received. In short, a paper-based manual is not the most efficient way
to maintain procedural standards.

These problems can be completely avoided through the use of an on-line poli-
cies and procedures manual. The entire text of the manual can be posted to an in-
tranet or web site for either general company review or for distribution to some
subset of the whole (in case there is some concern about the privacy of released in-
formation). Anyone maintaining the manual can then make ongoing changes to it
as necessary and post those changes at once to the web site. Users can bookmark
the location of the electronic version for rapid access, so that they can easily ac-
cess it. This approach completely eliminates the need for any printed version of the
manual, as well as the maintenance of a mailing list for updates.
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To make the on-line manual more effective, it is necessary to issue an e-mail
to users whenever a change is made to the manual, so that they can access the on-
line version. This does not mean that another detailed list of recipients must be
kept for e-mail messages, however. Instead, there can simply be a mass distribu-
tion of an e-mail message to everyone in the accounting function (or even to the
entire company), describing the procedural change.

It would also be useful to format the on-line manual so that it is easily acces-
sible and readable. The least efficient way to transmit this information is to post
a file that must be downloaded in its entirety in order to be read. This makes it
difficult for users to access the appropriate information with any speed. A better
approach that results in much faster user access is to reformat the data with in-
dexing links, so that users can type a few key words into an indexing field, or else
select a category from a table of contents, and be sent directly to the part of the
manual that they need to see. This formatting requires a bit more work, but can
be readily created by converting a Word document into a Microsoft help file
(*.hlp) that includes these linking features.

ON-LINE PURCHASING CATALOG

Many accounts payable transactions are for very small items, such as office or
maintenance supplies, that may require a higher cost of labor to obtain than the
cost of the items themselves. Typical activities that are required to process the
purchasing of and payment for these items include:

• Preparation of a purchase requisition.

• Assignment of the requisition to a buyer.

• Searching for pricing by the buyer.

• Issuance of a purchase order to the selected supplier.

• Entry of the purchase order in the computer system by the buyer.

• Searching the computer database for a purchase order by the receiving staff
upon receipt of the goods.

• Forwarding of all receiving documentation to the accounting department.

• Forwarding of the supplier invoice from the mail room to the accounting
department.

• Data entry of the invoice into the computer system.

• Matching of the receiving document to the purchase order and supplier in-
voice.

• Printing, signing, and mailing of checks.
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This list of activities is overwhelming when you consider that the entire pro-
cess might be required to obtain a roll of tape. This process has been estimated to
cost anywhere from $80 to $150 in its most tediously manual form.

A much better approach is to use a corporate intranet or the Internet to set up
an on-line purchasing catalog. To do so, the purchasing department must deter-
mine which items are to be set up for standard purchases from a small number of
suppliers. They then set up blanket purchase order agreements with those suppli-
ers, which will usually drive down unit prices. Then these products are coded
into a database, which may include photos and specifications. The database is
then posted on-line. In this format, company employees can peruse the database
to find what they need, and then enter the quantity desired and delivery informa-
tion into the database. The orders are then automatically batched and sent to sup-
pliers every day (either electronically or by mail or fax); the suppliers deliver the
goods and payment can either proceed in the traditional manner or be improved
through the use of automated clearing house (ACH) or credit card payments to
reduce paper flow even further.

Though the reduced work requirements of this system are clear-cut, it is an ex-
pensive system to create and maintain; a large volume of potential reductions in
purchasing paperwork is required before its installation can be justified. Also,
its use should not be extended to the acquisition of inventory items, for these pur-
chases should instead be driven by a manufacturing scheduling system, such as
material requirements planning (MRP), that is directly linked to the current in-
ventory balances as well as the production schedule. These limitations will prob-
ably keep an on-line purchasing catalog from being implemented at smaller firms.

USING AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER

The previous sections of this chapter have focused on incremental improvements
that are achieved through the correspondingly incremental shifting of applications
to either a corporate intranet site or the Internet. A more creative approach is to
expand on this concept and shift all of the accounting applications to the Internet.
This is done by using the services of an application service provider (ASP).

An ASP maintains a web site on which access is made available to any number
of software packages that are maintained by it. The functions covered by this
software can cover the complete range of applications that are found in enterprise
resource application (ESP) systems, as well as a lesser range of applications that
may only address accounting, human resources, or customer management tasks.
It is also common for an ASP to maintain a number of different software pack-
ages that address the same functions. It then offers a mix of these software pack-
ages to its customers, who pay a monthly user fee to access the system.
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By shifting all of its accounting functions to an ASP, an accounting depart-
ment no longer has to deal with any of the problems associated with a computer
system—acquiring and maintaining hardware, as well as purchasing and updat-
ing software. It can also avoid all of the data backup issues associated with keep-
ing data on-site. Furthermore, there is no need to waste valuable management
time in overseeing any computer system conversions or ongoing maintenance. In
exchange for taking away all of these worries, an ASP charges a monthly fee per
user that can become substantial over time. Nonetheless, this solution avoids the
up-front cost associated with in-house systems, and so is an excellent alternative
to the traditional corporate accounting computer system.

However, the solution provided by an ASP is not free of problems. Besides its
significant monthly fee structure, there is also some risk that an ASP’s web site
will not be available if Internet access goes down for any reason; this problem
will decline over time as Internet access becomes more robust. Another concern
is that an ASP must provide drum-tight security, so that other users of the soft-
ware cannot access one another’s financial information. Yet another issue is what
happens to a company if its data is stored on the site of an ASP that goes bank-
rupt. Can it legally or practically regain access to its data? These are issues to ad-
dress before switching to the ASP solution.

More than 300 companies now offer ASP services. Some of the larger ones are:

• Applicast

• AristaSoft

• Asera

• Breakaway Solutions

• Corio

• EOnline

• MySAP.com

• Oracle Business Online

• Usinternetworking

• Xpedior

If a company only wants to shift a few applications to the Internet, there are
also a number of ASPs who are willing to assist. Their services are concen-
trated in the time sheet and expense reporting category. This is an area which
suits the Internet perfectly, for a company with roving employees (such as con-
sultants or sales personnel) can log on to an Internet site from anywhere, key in
their timesheets for immediate billing purposes (several ASPs will even print
out and mail invoices for an extra fee), and accumulate employee expenses.
Using this approach, a company is not just making it easier for employees to
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record information—it is also accelerating the flow of information by allowing
employees to enter information into the accounting system while they are on
the road, which results in more prompt recording of accounts payable and more
rapid billings to customers. This is an exceptionally useful approach for very
small companies whose primary functions can be handled with such limited
on-line systems.

This more limited form of ASP solution also has its share of problems. The most
important is that there is no linkage between it and a company’s in-house computer
systems, unless an organization wants to pay the ASP to provide a custom-built in-
terface that will automatically transfer the information (at a considerable pro-
gramming cost). Also, there is a monthly or per-usage fee for using this software,
though some ASPs are using the alternative pricing format of making basic ser-
vices free, and charging extra only for premium services.

Examples of on-line companies that offer these more limited services can be
found at the following web addresses:

• www.openair.com

• www.us.sage.com

• www.onthegosoftware.com

• www.eality.com

SUMMARY

The advent of the Internet has resulted in the formation of a number of applica-
tion service providers that can give a company ready access to a variety of com-
puting applications without the burden of up-front capital costs, software
upgrading problems, or system maintenance. As Internet access problems are
gradually resolved, this should become an increasingly enticing possibility.
Other web sites offer lesser accounting solutions that are nonetheless of great
use for very small companies or for those whose employees travel constantly—
so much so that on-line access to these sites should already be considered the
preferred way of doing business.

The prevalence of the corporate intranet has also allowed for new solutions that
increase the efficiency of the accounting department, such as the on-line posting
of accounting policies and procedures, and the posting of commissions. A more
complex intranet solution is the use of an on-line purchasing catalog, which vastly
reduces paperwork in a number of key functional areas.

All of these applications are worthy of review by a progressive accounting
staff, for they provide new ways to more easily complete accounting tasks.
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11
THE QUICK CLOSE

In most companies, information from the previous month should be available
within the first few days after the end of the period. There is considerable varia-
tion among companies in the time required to periodically close the books. A 1994
study found that the average world-class company closed its books in four days
versus seven days for an average company.1 A prime determinant in the length of
closings is the need to collect financial information from subsidiaries and merge it
into the summarized corporate financial statement. Even with this addition to the
length of the close, world-class companies out-perform average companies.

Computers can speed up the process of delivering information to management,
but the processes being automated are frequently in need of overhaul as well. In
fact, without a careful review of the underlying systems, new computer automation
may speed up a process that is not even needed. This chapter discusses a number of
process improvement steps to excise unnecessary items from the closing process
and thereby make computer processing of the remaining steps more efficient.

High Quality is a key component of the fast close. Why should the controller
consider quality in the closing process? Manufacturing operations have so far
been the primary focus of quality improvement efforts, resulting in decreases in
product costs, setup changeover times, and cycle times. Recently, the same im-
provement techniques have been used by controllers to improve their operations
and control their headcounts. It has been estimated that efforts to improve qual-
ity can reduce the duration and cost of closing activities by 25% to 40%. That is
the estimated amount of effort required by accountants to correct errors, elimi-
nate roadblocks, and ensure the accuracy of their data. Many of the points in this
chapter related to reducing the time required to close the period are essentially
quality improvement recommendations.

Finally, this chapter discusses ways to reduce the time needed to close the
accounting period. However, does the monthly accounting period need to be

1 “Accounting Practices Benchmarking Study Spots Mistakes Companies Make,” Journal
of Accountancy, March 1995, p. 24.
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closed? For example, the financial information shared with company managers is
so minimal that, from the perspective of the managers, there may be no need for
anything more frequent than quarterly statements. In fact, a small number of
companies have switched to quarterly closings, thereby cutting the annual
amount of accounting work devoted to periodic closings. If a quarterly close is
used, the controller can place selected monthly information needed by managers
in the company’s management information system, allowing managers to quickly
access such information as sales by customer, outstanding receivables by cus-
tomer, job cost status, profitability by product line, ongoing department costs
versus budgets, and fixed assets assigned to various departments, as shown in
Exhibit 11.1. Managers must be trained in database access techniques so that
they can find the information. However, if the CEO requires company managers
to be informed about company statistics on a frequent basis, they will have to ac-
cess the information regularly.

REDUCING THE LENGTH OF THE CLOSE

A high-quality manufactured product is one that meets the customer’s specifica-
tions and is delivered on time and at the right price. How can that definition be

Exhibit 11.1 Accounting System User Information Needs
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applied to the accounting closing process? To answer that question, we must look
at each part of the definition in detail.

Who is the customer? The customer is whoever uses the output from the pro-
cess. In this case, the customer is any user of the financial statement, usually
lenders, investors, and managers.

What is the customer’s product specification? The specification of this set of
customers is to receive financial information that is accurate. The definition of
the word accurate is crucial, for perfect accuracy is expensive in labor and time
requirements. For example, precise cut-offs of accounts payable require extra
time to wait for every supplier invoice related to the last period to arrive in the
mail—why spend time waiting for a small invoice to arrive that has no major ef-
fect on the financial statements? However, if accuracy is defined as information
that will not lead to incorrect decisions by the customer, then the controller can
cut both the labor and time required to issue the financials by using selected esti-
mates for them and adjusting the estimates after the period close. To use the
same example, the controller can accrue costs based on items that have been re-
ceived according to the receiving log, but for which an invoice has not yet been
received from the supplier.

When is delivery required? The optimum delivery time should be at midnight
on the last day of the accounting period. This may seem impossible, but the goal
should be set. For example, if the current time requirement to close the books is
18 days, then try to shave a day off the process, and once that goal has been
reached, continue to pursue an instantaneous close as an ongoing process.

What is the right price? Closing the period does not add any value to the prod-
uct received by the company’s final customer, so the effort going into it should be
considered a non-value-added activity. Consequently, the goal should be to close
the period at minimal cost, ideally using zero labor and assets. Again, this goal
may seem impossible, but the ongoing process of reducing costs must be estab-
lished. An opposing view is that the information supplied by the controller is in-
valuable and that all necessary costs should be incurred to supply high-quality
information. The response to this view is that the accounting department is a cost
center. It generates no profits, therefore its task is to produce its product (the fi-
nancial statements) at the lowest possible cost to the company.

Thus, we now have a definition for a high-quality close of an accounting pe-
riod: The product of the accounting close must provide information to lenders,
investors, and managers that will not lead to incorrect decisions by those users.
The information must be provided immediately after the close of the accounting
period at minimal cost to the company.

The goals sound impossible. Let’s look at ways to make them possible. The fol-
lowing set of 13 sequential steps, when processed iteratively, will help the con-
troller gradually reduce the time required to produce financial statements:
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1. Clear out the junk.

2. Document the process.

3. Eliminate duplication.

4. Defer routine work.

5. Automate standard items.

6. Set investigation levels.

7. Move activities into the previous month.

8. Reduce cycle time.

9. Automate manual processes.

10. Replace serial activities with parallel activities.

11. Rearrange work space.

12. Train the staff.

13. Do it again.

Note that this sequence should be repeated continually, for additional processing
improvements can always be found. In addition, new technological developments
may appear that will reduce the processing effort even further, and these should
be incorporated into the process as they are perfected. For example, using elec-
tronic data interchange (EDI) for receiving accounts payable will eventually
allow the controller to close the accounts payable subsystem immediately follow-
ing the end of the accounting period, with no time lag whatsoever. A fast closing
requires a well-coordinated organization, teamwork, and good leadership. The
controller must lead the process of continually reducing the time and effort re-
quired to achieve a fast closing.

Clear Out the Junk

This step is similar to cleaning out your garage—you must throw out the trash so
you can have a better look at what remains. For example, Exhibit 11.2 shows two
items that can be eliminated: one is an unnecessary restatement of the receiv-
ables aging report, and the other is multiple filings of copies of the same invoice.
Possible solutions are to write the collection commentary directly onto the aging
report (thereby eliminating the restated report) and to store the invoice on the
computer for easy access (thereby eliminating all four invoices that were filed as
well as a few filing cabinets). In general, the following points should be followed:

• Eliminate items that require multiple approvals; one should be enough.

• Eliminate items that must be filed multiple times (e.g., alphabetically,
numerically, by state); once should be enough.
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• Clean up the accounting area. If it is inundated with paper, then either file
the paper away or (even better) review its usefulness and, if it is not useful,
throw it away. This can include a clean-desk policy—at the end of the day,
everyone’s work must be filed away.

Document the Process

Do not implement solutions without first reviewing the process in detail. You
should use both of the following techniques for documenting the process before
continuing.

Create a Process Flowchart. This is a quick review of how the process
flows. There are few symbols to remember; just start and stop indicators and 
a rectangle for each process step. The only other symbols needed are one for

Exhibit 11.2 Examples of Unnecessary Receivables Activities
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reports and a diamond for decisions points. The process should flow either top to
bottom or left to right. Do not try to loop around the page, since the process can
look too confusing. Instead, continue onto additional pages if the process de-
scription becomes too lengthy. After the process has been charted, go back and
note the time required to perform each step, plus the queue time between steps.
This information highlights the slowest points in the process. Finally, list the job
title of the person who performs each step. This information highlights points in
the process where move and queue times are likely, since these typically occur
when a new person enters the process. A basic process flowchart is shown in Ex-
hibit 11.3, with wait times and process times added in Exhibit 11.4.

The most immediate problem found on such a flowchart is the wait time as
documents move between queues of various employees. Individual process steps
are normally much faster than wait times. One solution is to reduce the number of
people handling each step. This usually results in a small number of people han-
dling a large number of process steps. The problem created by concentrating
multiple steps with a small number of people is that they must be thoroughly
trained in the added steps. Otherwise, insufficient training will lead to a high
error rate, which will then require valuable management time to adjust.

Create a Geographic Flowchart. A geographic flowchart, like the one
shown in Exhibit 11.5, shows where paper travels during a process and allows
the controller to determine where wasteful movement occurs. In Exhibit 11.5, the
flowchart indicates that the controller should swap the locations of the receiv-
ables clerk and the general ledger accountant in order to reduce the receivables
clerk’s move time to the copier room. This type of flowchart can also be used for
tracking moves to fax machines and storage rooms.

Eliminate Duplication

Duplication typically occurs in two places during the closing process. First, in-
formation compiled at a subsidiary location is cross-checked at the consolidating
location. Second, a subordinate’s work is reviewed by a supervisor. Using the
flowcharts developed during the preceding stage, highlight these duplications
and eliminate them. Elimination is not easy if the cross-checking is done to fix
numerous mistakes caused earlier in the process. The process must first be made
error-proof. Then a further review is not necessary. Here are some examples of
error-proofing steps.

Recurring Journal Entries Are Incorrect. Have an experienced staff per-
son create entries for all periods of the year at one time and enter them all in
the accounting software at once (however, some accounting packages do not
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Exhibit 11.3 Basic Process Flowchart for Closing the Period Books
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Exhibit 11.4 Process Flowchart with Functional Responsibilities and
Process/Wait Times
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allow this). Then the entries do not have to be recalculated each period, with
the possibility of errors occurring. If the recurring entries tend to vary slightly
(e.g., when rent invoices are accompanied by a pro rata share of the building
maintenance and utility fees), then enter the unchanged portion of the journal
entry (e.g., the rent), thereby only leaving the variable portion (e.g., the mainte-
nance and utility fees) for which an entry must be made. By splitting the fixed
and variable portions of the invoice, the fixed portion can be entered for the en-
tire year.

Items Shipped Are Not Billed. Create a check-off column in the shipping
log. The receivables clerk must note the invoice number and amount of the billing
right in the shipping log. Then, if an item in the log has no invoice number next to
it, the item should be investigated before being billed to the customer.

Exhibit 11.5 Geographic Flowchart for an Accounting Department
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Items Received Are Not Invoiced by Supplier. Create a check-off column
in the receiving log. For the last ten days of the period, the payables clerk must
note the payables invoice number and amount of the charge right in the receiving
log. Then, if an item in the log has no invoice number next to it, the clerk should
accrue the cost based on the purchase order amount.

Costs Are Allocated to Wrong Account Numbers. This is when a budget
column on the financial statement helps. Look for rows in the financials where
the actual expense has no budgeted amount next to it at all—if there is no
budget, the odds are high that the expense was charged to the wrong account.
And, of course, if the variance between actual and budgeted costs is large, there
may also be a mischarge. This comparison can be done at any time during the
period, not just during the closing process. A quick look at the financials a week
before the close will highlight these problems and leave time to correct them be-
fore the pressures of the closing process commence.

A great way to error-proof the process of charging to account numbers is to
constantly review all accounts, and eliminate or consolidate those that are not
being used. If the account numbers are no longer available, then no one can
charge costs to them. To assist this step, many accounting software packages in-
clude a feature that keeps new activity from being charged to existing accounts.

Defer Routine Work

Take note of those items being performed during the closing process that are un-
related to it and that can be deferred until a later date. For example, performing
account analysis on janitorial supplies is not crucial and can wait until the finan-
cial statements have been issued. Also, most accounts payable will not be paid for
30 days (except those with discount terms), so supplier invoices can be entered
into the system at any time during the 30 days prior to payment (subject to pay-
ment approval procedures that vary by company).

Of course, the closing should not be used as an excuse to stop all other work.
For example, invoices must be generated and mailed immediately after product is
shipped or services have been completed, in order to maximize cash flow. In ad-
dition, payroll must be processed irrespective of the closing date.

Automate Standard Items

Prepare certain accounting entries on a standard basis and adjust periodically, as
in the case of depreciation and insurance. This is a common area for errors, be-
cause standard entries eventually change, and the changes are frequently missed.
To keep mistakes from occurring, the underlying documents that show change
dates should be attached to the journal entry documents. For example, a property
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lease payment amount changes once a year. Rather than file the change schedule
separately, either attach it to the journal entry or conspicuously note the change
date on the journal entry form and cross-reference the source document. The
change date can even be noted on the journal entry header in the computer
record, so the general ledger accountant is prompted to make the change when
the journal entry report for the current period is printed.

Set Investigation Levels

If variances are minor, their effect on the accuracy of the financials will be min-
imal. Investigation can safely be done after the financials have been issued, with
any adjustments appearing in the financial statements for the following period.

The question is, What is the basis from which variances are calculated? The
basis varies by account. For example, the revenue basis should be the total of the
shipping log for the month. As another example, the accounts payable basis
should be the receiving log total for the month (net of many other items, such as
service costs and recurring payments such as lease and loan payments).

Another variance to be reviewed is any disparity between general ledger
balances and subsidiary ledgers. The best guide to deciding what is an unimpor-
tant variance and what is worth immediate investigation is that as little as a 5%
change in the company’s net profit is considered to be misleading information.
Thus, if the net effect of all variances that are not immediately investigated is a
5% change in net profits, then additional variances must be reviewed.

Move Activities into the Previous Month

Many tasks associated with the closing can be performed prior to the end of the
period. Exhibit 11.6 shows examples of closing activities after the period-end
that can be at least partly handled in the previous period.

Prepare Forms in Advance. If journal entries or other reports are included
in the closing process, then complete as much information as possible in advance,
such as descriptions, account names, plan or budget data, and prior-period figures.

Anticipate Problems. Be aware of areas where problems may develop and do
as much analysis and reconciling as possible prior to closing. This could be the case
where intercompany transactions are extensive and reconciliations may be difficult.

Develop Distributions. Create as many allocation bases as possible before
the end of the period. Allocation bases and certain ratios for distribution of costs
may be determined in advance.
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Exhibit 11.6 Closing Activities That Can Be Moved into the Previous Period
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Review Shipping Log. The shipping log must be reviewed in its entirety to
ensure that all items shipped were billed during the period. By reviewing the
bulk of the log during the period, the period-end closing task is reduced to a
quick review of the last day or two of shipments.

Accrue Estimated Bank Charges and Interest Income/Expense. The
bank can be periodically contacted by phone or modem to ensure that all special
items, such as wire transfers, have been recorded on the company books. The in-
terest expense or income can be estimated in advance, with an adjustment to ac-
tual being booked in the following period.

Enter Recurring Journal Entries. Many journal entries, such as amortiza-
tion, do not vary from period to period and can be entered into the general ledger
in advance for the entire year (if the accounting software will allow it), thereby
reducing the number of journal entries to be made during the period-end close.

Reduce Cycle Time

Cycle time is the total time required to complete a process. Frequently, the actual
value-added time is minimal, whereas the wait time between steps constitutes the
bulk of the process time. Target the longest wait times and take steps to reduce them.
Exhibit 11.7 shows typical process and wait times for period closing activities,

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10

Record Invoices vs. Ship Log

Wait Time

Record Late Supplier Invoices

Review Modules for Errors

Close All Accounting Modules

Wait Time

Complete Bank Reconciliation

Enter Journal Entries

Create Financial Statements

Create Financial Commentary

Distribute Financials

Exhibit 11.7 Process Cycle Times for Closing the Books
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showing that the wait times needed for supplier invoices and bank statements to
arrive are responsible for a large part of the time needed to close the books. An-
other common delay is the wait for closing information from subsidiaries.

Cycle time analysis also points out those process steps to which the controller
can assign multiple staff, so that the steps can be completed more quickly. Typi-
cal steps that allow multiple staff assignments are accounts payable and accounts
receivable. On the other hand, individual bank reconciliations are usually com-
pleted by one person.

Automate Manual Processes

After reviewing cycle times, select the manual processes that take large amounts
of time and automate them. For example, taking inventory and extending unit
costs to derive a total inventory valuation is extremely time-consuming. However,
with an on-line perpetual inventory and automatic collection of unit costs
through the accounts payable system, this activity can be reduced to a few key-
strokes on a computer. Exhibit 11.8 compares the number of steps needed to
close the inventory module if the inventory process is manual and if it is auto-
mated. The automated process has been reduced to a review for gross errors,
whereas the manual system is clearly laborious. The following items related to
the closing can be automated.

Cash. Bank reconciliation software is now available for many accounting
software packages. A typical system allows the user to call up a list of checks for
the last period and mark them off in the system as having been cashed by the bank.

Inventory. Perpetual inventory systems give the cost accountant reliable
item quantity information for the end of the period. Note that truly accurate in-
ventory quantities require continual vigilance by the warehouse staff and the in-
ternal audit team, which should conduct an inventory accuracy review every
week. A second piece of automation is the costing of the inventory. Most ac-
counting packages include a number of options for costing (e.g., FIFO, LIFO,
average costing), where the accounting system automatically assigns costs to in-
ventory items based on invoiced costs (for raw materials) or bills of materials
(for work-in process and finished goods). The major problems with automatic
costing of inventory are inaccurate bills of materials (corrected by frequent au-
dits of the bills) and a lack of invoices at the end of the period for received raw
materials (corrected by using the cost listed on the purchase order).

Fixed Assets. Most fixed asset packages can reliably calculate depreciation.
Some electronic spreadsheets do not stop depreciating when the accumulated 
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depreciation balance equals the total amount of the fixed asset, but an expert
user of the spreadsheet can usually revise the depreciation calculation to avoid
this problem.

Accounts Payable. Some of the most advanced payables systems have elim-
inated the three-way matching process entirely. Waiting for late supplier invoices

Exhibit 11.8 Manual versus Automated Inventory Closing
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to arrive at period-end so that they can be matched to purchase orders and re-
ceiving records is one of the greatest drags on the closing process. The new
payables technique of matching the purchase order to the received items right at
the receiving dock, followed by payment based on the purchase order price, is a
much faster way to close the payables module (see Chapter 5).

Replace Serial Activities with Parallel Activities

Based on the flowcharts developed earlier, identify steps that are currently per-
formed in sequence but that could be performed in parallel, and then convert to
parallel processing. For example, when the information on a report is needed by
three people in order to generate their closing reports, don’t wait for them to pass
it along from one person to the next. Instead, give copies to all three so that they
can process the information in parallel. Exhibit 11.9 shows four closing processes
that can be completed in parallel, with minimal need for information sharing be-
tween the processes. The only need for serial activity is when the fixed asset pro-
cessing must wait for late supplier invoices to be processed, in case a late invoice
discloses the purchase of a fixed asset.

The major delay in most serial processes occurs at the beginning of the pro-
cess, when there is a built-in delay caused by information not being available.

Waiting for Bank Statements To Arrive. Bank statements typically arrive
three days after the end of the period. To avoid this wait time, complete the bank
reconciliation after the period has closed, and accrue any expenses related to the
statement. Any adjustments can be booked in the following period. The major un-
recorded expense on a bank statement is the interest income or expense. This in-
formation can be obtained by calling the bank (or accessing the account
information directly by modem) and asking for the information. All other ex-
pense adjustments derived from the bank statement are typically small and have
no effect on the income statement. On the other hand, missing balance sheet in-
formation such as unrecorded wire transfers can have a very noticeable effect on
the balance sheet. To avoid this problem, review the cash book balance prior to
month-end in comparison to the bank’s records (on-line or by phone), and make
any adjustments in advance. Then contact the bank immediately after the end of
the period to confirm any unusual transactions during the final few days of the
period. Not all transactions need to be reviewed (too laborious); instead, only re-
view the transactions that tend to “slip between the cracks,” such as wire trans-
fers and voided checks.

Waiting for Late Invoices To Arrive. Invoices relating to items received in
the previous period can arrive five or more days after the end of the period 
and may still trickle in ten days after the period. To avoid this wait time, use 
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purchase order records from the previous period. Any purchase orders from the
previous period that have been recorded on the receiving log but not matched
with an invoice should be accrued at the price listed on the purchase order. The
journal entry can then be reversed for the next period, and the actual invoices
recorded as they are received. A special problem is the accrual of service ex-
penses that, by definition, do not appear in the receiving log (since they are ser-
vices, they cannot be received). These expenses can still be accrued in two ways.
First, many services are recurring, and contracts describing the periodic costs
are on file. Simply review the contracts and record recurring journal entries for

Exhibit 11.9 Examples of Parallel Activities
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the amounts listed in the contracts. The second technique is both less accurate
and more labor-intensive: review the visitor’s log for the end of the last period,
looking for sign-ins by service personnel (such as computer or building repair
people). Then contact the companies represented by those people and ask for the
invoice amount yet to be received.

Waiting for Subsidiary Closings To Occur. Subsidiary closings usually
take five to ten business days. There are numerous ways to avoid this wait time.
For example, does the information need to be consolidated at all? If the financial
information is only being used internally, management may be more interested in
individual corporate operating results than in the summarized totals. If this is the
case, then consolidations are only necessary for external reporting purposes, and
the entities receiving that information may be content with longer wait times to
receive their information. Also, very small subsidiaries have a minimal effect on
overall corporate results, so preliminary financial information can be booked for
consolidation purposes, and final adjustments can wait until the next reporting
period. Another technique is to focus on the method of transmission to the cor-
porate parent. The final subsidiary information can be transmitted directly into
the corporate computer or sent by fax or overnight mail. A common approach is
to transfer the information to an electronic spreadsheet template on a diskette,
which is then overnighted to the corporate parent and quickly consolidated into
an identical electronic spreadsheet.

Rearrange Work Space

After the closing process has been cleaned up and the paperflow made more ef-
ficient, the controller should review the work space.

Rearrange Work Area. If the work area can be rearranged to reduce paper
movement to a minimum and cut the level of nearby traffic (thereby reducing in-
terruptions), then moving the staff is justified.

Use Cubicles. Concentrating the staff in an open area with cubicles en-
courages more interaction among the staff. Too often, accounting personnel be-
come ensconced in offices with locked doors because of a perception that all
records must be kept close at hand in their offices and that the records are so
confidential that the offices must therefore be locked. To avoid this problem, re-
view all records and send them to a storage facility if they are not being ac-
cessed more frequently than once a month. Then concentrate the confidential
files (usually contracts and personnel-related documents) in a minimal number
of locked rooms. Finally, move the staff into more space-efficient cubicles,
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where the much-reduced files will now fit. Any overflow of documents can be
filed in storage cabinets in an open space. Left-over offices can then be used as
meeting rooms.

Use Low-End Copiers. Most staff do not use the more advanced features of
copier machines, such as stapling of multiple copies, double-sided copies, and
large numbers of sorted copies (with the advent of electronic mail, long copy
runs are much more infrequent, since a file can be sent to the entire company
with a few keystrokes on the computer). Since a full-featured copy machine can
occupy an entire room and be expensive to maintain, a cost-effective alternative
is to purchase a large number of small copiers to be distributed throughout the
accounting area, with just one full-featured machine available in a central loca-
tion. This has the advantages of putting copiers closer to the staff, having many
copiers still available in case one machine breaks down, and reducing the cost of
copying. As an example of cost differentials, a mid-range copier with a full com-
plement of features costs about $15,000 to $20,000, whereas a slow copier with
minimal features can cost as little as $300 to $500.

Use a LAN Fax Gateway. A PC can now be linked to a local area network’s
file server and set up as a fax machine for all users on the network. This allows
PC users to send faxes through their workstations without ever leaving their
desks. The fax gateway will even queue all faxes, redial busy phone numbers, and
notify users via e-mail that their faxes have been sent.

Train the Staff

The accounting staff must be well trained in the closing procedures. Cross-training
the staff will minimize the problems of peak loads, trouble spots, and absen-
teeism. The training should include indoctrination in the closing schedule:

• Tasks to be accomplished.

• Responsibilities for recording, preparing, analyzing, or transmitting in-
formation.

• Exact times (day and hour) by which each task must be completed.

• Specific cut-off dates by subsystem.

• Periods to be reported.

• Number of weeks to be included in each month or quarter.

• The day of the week on which the period closes.
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Exhibit 11.10 shows a portion of a closing schedule. Reviews with all managers
must be held before the schedule is finalized to ensure that everyone fully under-
stands the closing process and can execute it. Any period-specific trouble spots
(such as scheduled vacations) should be analyzed and solved at this time.

Do It Again

This improvement process must be repeated again and again in order to continu-
ally shrink the processing time. There are several reasons for this. First, bureau-
cracy tends to creep into a process via extra filing requirements, added steps, and
additional approvals. Bureaucracy must be guarded against by constant review of
the process. Second, the competition is always refining its processes. If competi-
tors continue to cut their costs and cycle times while your company does not, then
they will eventually gain an advantage through reduced overhead costs. Also,
performance bonuses may be tied to continual improvements—ending the im-
provements may end the bonuses, leading to a drop in staff morale. If the process

Exhibit 11.10 Portion of a Closing Schedule

Task to accomplish: Close the fixed assets module.
Responsibility: Assistant Controller.
Timing: Must be closed by noon on the third day of the new period.
Notifications: Notify the general ledger accountant as soon as the module has been
closed.
Specific steps to complete:

1. Review purchase orders for last five days of the period to ascertain the purchase
of uninvoiced fixed assets.

2. Review previous period invoices to ascertain the purchase of fixed assets.
3. Record all new fixed assets in the detail ledger.
4. Review asset sale records for the period, and remove those items from the fixed

assets detail ledger.
5. Record gains/losses on the sale of fixed assets during the period.
6. Review fixed asset depreciation amounts for depreciation in excess of the asset

balance, and correct any excess depreciation amounts.
7. Compare the depreciation amount to previous-period depreciation amounts for

reasonableness. Investigate any large variances.
8. Reconcile the general ledger fixed asset and accumulated depreciation balances

to the detail ledger balances, and correct any variances.
9. Close the fixed assets module.
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review is always ongoing, then employees will feel that they have a stake in the
process, and they will perform better and support the continuing improvements.

There may come a time when the flood of improvements dries up. This is
when the controller should look outside the organization for new ideas. The staff
can be sent to seminars, college courses, or other companies to collect new ideas.
Consultants can be brought in to review operations and offer suggestions. The
sources of new ideas may be rather unusual; for example, f lowcharting is more
highly developed in the programming field than in most accounting operations.
Therefore, a computer consultant can be brought in or staff can be sent to a data-
processing shop to visit or the accounting staff can work toward computer certi-
fications or go to computer system flowcharting classes.

As another example, manufacturing operations employees are quite familiar
with many techniques for reducing setup times, whereas accounting operations
personnel have not yet considered the concept. Once again, manufacturing con-
sultants can be brought in (several of the “Big Five” accounting firms have large
groups of manufacturing consultants), or the accounting staff can review manu-
facturing materials written by such companies as the Oliver Wight Companies or
the JIT Institute, which specialize in streamlining manufacturing processes.

In addition, interview your internal customers periodically to see if portions
of their needed information can be sent to them prior to the issuance of com-
pleted financials, if there is additional information they need, or if there is infor-
mation they no longer need. Finally, read the literature for ideas—there are many
publications that help controllers who are interested in improving the quality of
their closing procedures.

MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES

The following items should be considered by the controller when devising the
closing process, since they have an effect on the speed of the close.

Create a Chart of Accounts

Develop a practical and uniform chart of accounts. This should include a proper
grouping of accounts to ensure uniformity in reporting, both between segments
of the business and from period to period. A typical account structure is as
follows:

• Two digits for company codes (e.g., Widget Company or Plantagenet
Company).
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• Two digits for department codes (e.g., production, marketing, and
engineering).

• Four digits for expense codes (e.g., rent, utilities, and office supplies).

• Hyphens to separate the codes.

Of course, single companies can omit the company code. The total account code
should be kept short in order to avoid miskeyed numbers. In addition, the depart-
ment and expense codes should be uniform across companies to assist in consoli-
dations. For example, if Company A has the marketing department in code 920
and Company B lists the department as code 818, then an automated consolida-
tion based on department codes can be difficult.

Set Up Report Due Dates

Establish a firm schedule of management report due dates from which to deter-
mine the cut-off of various types of transactions and recording of accruals if ap-
plicable. Be sure to review the report list periodically to see if some reports can
be deleted or modified, thereby eliminating the associated report preparation
work.

Control Output

Control the release of information so that premature or incomplete data are not
given to management. Otherwise, an excessive amount of time may be required to
correct information that may have been inaccurate (e.g., recalling all issued re-
ports and redistributing a new set of information). Also, management may make
decisions based on inaccurate information. Finally, if the information has been
sent to stockholders, bankers, or senior management, the reputation of the ac-
counting department will suffer.

Use Exception Reporting

Where possible, use exception reporting to save management time. Certain vari-
ance levels can be reported, below which there is no effect and no reporting is
needed. One possibility is to have the controller maintain a book that contains all
company statistics, ranging from financial to operating ratios. This information
is accessible on demand, but only large variations are reported to management
each period. Another option is to report all statistics but to highlight large varia-
tions in bold font.
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Create Branch Schedules

Realistic cut-off dates must be established for branches, overseas operations, and
remote locations. It is very important that the corporate controller has clearly as-
signed the accounting responsibility for every operation of the business, thereby
ensuring that there are no gaps in recording and no duplications. Use modems to
transfer information directly to the headquarters computer to avoid data rekey-
ing. The data format is important, since the corporate computer may not be able
to read the transmitted information. A good low-tech approach is to fax the in-
formation to corporate headquarters or to deliver the information on a diskette
by overnight mail

To save time with the consolidated closing, very small subsidiaries can trans-
mit expected period-end results almost immediately after the period end, with
final adjustments arriving later, and being posted to the books for the following
period. The risk of financial misstatement is small, since even the largest adjust-
ment for very small subsidiaries should have no material effect on the consoli-
dated financial statements. There are notable exceptions to this option, such as
those companies dealing with derivatives; even a small company can then be re-
sponsible for large profit and loss swings—using preliminary reporting from
such companies for the period close may backfire.

SUMMARY

In summary, a variety of techniques are available that allow the controller to
close an accounting period much more quickly than before. For example, activi-
ties can be conducted in parallel instead of serial order, which shrinks the total
closing time. Another method is to move activities into the period prior to the end
of the month in order to reduce the number of activities that must be completed
between the end of the month and the issuance of the financial statements. In ad-
dition, a number of methods are available to automate steps that are currently
conducted manually; this reduces the amount of time required to complete the
steps, and reduces the chance of errors creeping into the financial information.
Taken together, these changes result in a considerable reduction of the time
needed to complete the monthly financial statements.
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12
ADVANCED DATA COLLECTION AND

STORAGE SYSTEMS

One of the most time-consuming aspects of the accounting function is the collec-
tion and storage of data. In this chapter, we will review some examples of tradi-
tional data collection and storage systems as background for the discussion of
more advanced systems that can dramatically cut the time required for these
functions.

TRADITIONAL DATA COLLECTION METHODS

One of the more tedious tasks for the payroll clerk is the accumulation of pay
data from each person who is paid on an hourly basis. This information must be
checked for accuracy, approved by a supervisor, summarized, and entered into
the payroll calculation software so that it can be converted into paychecks. These
data collection tasks occupy the bulk of the payroll clerk’s working time—the re-
maining tasks are minor in comparison. This is a particularly laborious and ex-
pensive task if the hourly work force is large. There is an enormous time crunch
at the end of each pay period, when all of the time records must be examined
within a very brief time frame. This problem is further exacerbated if each em-
ployee charges time to specific jobs, because this additional information must be
verified against a list of open jobs, approved by a supervisor, and keypunched
into a job costing database. In most accounting environments, the number one
data collection area is payroll.

Another area in which data collection represents a significant proportion of
the total time spent is in cost accounting. The cost accountant is constantly sort-
ing through records to determine the cost of a job. This can include labor costs, as
just noted, plus the unit volumes of supplies and materials charged to a job, as
well as the time that each item spent on a particular machine. This can be an ex-
ceptionally complicated cluster of records to assemble, and usually requires a
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number of cross-checks and iterations to ensure that the data is both accurate and
completely represented (i.e., no missing data).

A continuing data collection problem area is in the three-way matching of sup-
plier invoices, receiving documentation, and purchase orders. This requires the
collection of data from three different parts of the company (e.g., the mail room
for supplier invoices, the receiving dock for receiving documentation, and the pur-
chasing department for purchase orders). To have all three types of data come to-
gether without any extra investigative work is the exception rather than the rule.

Another area of data collection is the billing function. The shipping depart-
ment must create a bill of lading and forward it to the accounting department,
which matches it with a customer order (which either comes from the order entry
department or is attached to the bill of lading), compares the information to a
standard price list, and creates an invoice. If the price on the order does not
match the standard price, then the accounting staff must track down the sales-
person who took the order to ascertain the correct price. Also, the list of out-
standing customer orders must be compared to the orders invoiced, to see if
anything has been shipped that has not been billed. If there are exceptions, then
this issue also requires investigation.

Data collection is a pervasive part of the accounting process, ranging from the
direct collection of data in the payroll and cost accounting functions to the veri-
fication of data that is forwarded from other departments, as is the case for the
accounts payable and billing functions.

TRADITIONAL DATA STORAGE METHODS

Similar issues arise at the other end of the accounting process, where data must
be properly indexed and stored. Payroll records are a particularly thorny problem
because government regulations require that they be kept available for a number
of years. Time cards are usually batched by week and kept in storage boxes.
Though this may seem like a reasonable approach, even a single search for
records will require pulling boxes from storage, rooting through them to find the
correct week, and then finding the correct time card. Putting all of this back to-
gether is another task that requires time and care.

The data storage problem is less of an issue for accounts payable and receiv-
able, since these are usually filed in separate folders for each supplier and cus-
tomer. Nonetheless, repeated refiling of documents within each folder will also
mix the documents by date, rendering subsequent document file searches more
difficult.

Perhaps the worst data storage problem is presented by the cost accounting
function. Most companies do a notoriously poor job of storing this information,
for they see no reason to keep it for more than a few weeks after the completion
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of manufacturing. However, they are incorrect in this assumption because cost
records are an important part of both the year-end audit and of any government
contracting work. An external or government auditor has a keen interest in these
records, since they can be used to verify the accuracy of year-end inventory
records, as well as of government billings. It can be quite a chore for the account-
ing staff to find the correct records when they have been unceremoniously
dumped into a storage box with no further identification on the box than the year
to which the records relate.

The data storage problems described here are not for the rare slipshod com-
pany—this is the standard storage system (or lack thereof ) for most organizations.
A more organized filing system indexes each file within each storage box, so that
records can be more easily traced. However, the data storage systems described
later in this chapter show how easily even this level of organization can be im-
proved upon.

SCANNING AND BIOMETRIC TIME CLOCKS

The previously described problems with payroll data collection can be almost
completely eliminated through the use of a new breed of electronic time clock.
These can be found in three forms—those that record employee time based on
bar-coded employee cards, magnetic-stripe cards, and biometric measurements
of an employee’s hand.

The first of these clocks requires a person to slide an employee badge through
a slot on its side that reads a bar code that is imprinted along the edge of the
badge. This bar code contains the identifying number for each employee. The
clock then stores the date and time when the card swipe took place. When the
employee is ready to leave work at the end of the day, he or she scans the badge
through the time clock again, which stores this information yet again. The data
stored in the time clock is usually downloaded on a daily basis to a central pay-
roll computer. The application software in this computer will then compare the
two scans to automatically determine how much time the employee worked,
which eliminates the chore of manually calculating hours worked.

The second of these clocks operates in exactly the same manner as the first,
except that it reads an employee badge that contains a magnetic stripe rather than
a bar code. This type of card is usually purchased from the time clock supplier,
as opposed to the bar-coded employee badge, which can be readily created on the
premises with a laser printer. Many companies choose to use the magnetic stripe
card over the bar-coded version, on the grounds that bar codes are easily dupli-
cated on any photocopier, whereas duplication is much more difficult with a
magnetic stripe. This can be an important issue if an employee chooses to create
multiple copies of an employee badge and give it to coworkers, so that they can
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scan that person into the timekeeping system, even if that person is not on the
premises.

The third type of clock virtually eliminates the risk of having employees
falsely clocked into the payroll system through the use of biometric analysis.
This clock records the precise outline of a person’s hand and stores this informa-
tion, so that it can readily identify employees at any time they place a hand over
the scanning pad on the clock. Though a more expensive option than the previous
two, this system eliminates the cost that would otherwise arise from paying em-
ployees for work not performed. The biometric time clock is made by Recogni-
tion Systems and can be viewed at www.handreader.com.

There are a number of important additional features that all three clocks con-
tain. One is a standard report that is issued from the central payroll computer that
compares the record of all employees who have made an entry into the system to a
list of those people who are supposed to be working—the difference is the name of
every person who did not show up for work. This report goes to the production su-
pervisor, who can use it to contact missing employees. Another key feature is that
it can lock out employees to prevent making an entry into the system either too
early or too late; by doing so, it is not possible for employees to be paid for hours
worked before their scheduled start times. Anyone arriving late must find a super-
visor with an override code who can enter them into the system. Yet another fea-
ture is a report that itemizes all missing scans, so that the production supervisor
will be aware of anyone who clocked in, but not out, or vice versa. It can also auto-
matically log employees in and out of the payroll system when they are scheduled
for meal breaks. More advanced versions of these clocks that contain keypads will
also allow employees to punch in the identification numbers of jobs on which they
are working, which is useful if a detailed job costing system is in place.

Despite the numerous advantages associated with these devices, their high
cost requires a cost-benefit analysis before making a purchase. The typical cost
for a fully configured bar code or magnetic stripe scanning clock is roughly
$2,000, while a personal computer must also be allocated to the storage of infor-
mation coming from the clocks. Furthermore, outlying clocks may require a dial-
up access to complete a data download to the central computer, which calls for an
investment in a dedicated phone line to each of these clocks. Offsetting these
costs are the near-total elimination of time card calculations by a payroll clerk
(though missing scans must still be investigated), which can be a substantial cost
if there are many employees who are paid on an hourly basis.

There are two common pitfalls associated with the installation of computer-
ized time clocks. One is that management installs too few of them, on the
grounds that they are so expensive. This is a mistake, for employees must still
clock in and out within specific time periods, which will not be possible if there
are 100 people queued up at a single clock station. This is also a problem if em-
ployees must travel to the far side of a production facility to reach a clock—it is
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better to have them conveniently placed near all major points of entry and exit.
The other problem is that employees are not sufficiently educated in advance in
regard to how information about their hours worked will be stored in the new
system. They are probably used to seeing their time listed on a punch card that
is stored next to the time clock, so they can see a record of their time worked.
The new system uses a scan, with no printed record of time worked. This may
require formal training sessions with employees to walk them through the sys-
tem, showing them how data is stored and what safeguards are in place to en-
sure that their payroll information cannot be lost.

When properly installed, any of the time clocks noted in this section will re-
sult in a startlingly large reduction in the time required to record payroll and ob-
tain job costing data.

BAR-CODE SCANNERS

One of the data gathering options just noted for timekeeping was a time clock
that accepted bar-coded employee badges. The same concept can be used to
gather other forms of data, except that the scanner used does not have to be in a
fixed location, as is the case with a time clock.

A typical application for a bar-code scanner is in the tracking of fixed assets.
Whenever an asset is purchased, a bar code is affixed to it. Then, when the ac-
counting staff conducts a periodic audit of fixed assets, an employee will be given
a portable bar-code scanner with internal storage; this person walks through the fa-
cility, scanning each bar code encountered. The scanner is then taken to a net-
worked or central computer, where its contents are downloaded and compared to a
master list of all recorded fixed assets, to see which ones are still not accounted
for. A more advanced version of this scanner, the radio frequency scanner, will
transmit scanned data back to a central computing facility in real time, so that as-
sets can be compared to a master list at once. The central computer can then trans-
mit back a list of missing assets, so that the person doing the scanning can conduct
a search on the spot. This concept can be taken a step further, so that the person
conducting the audit can enter into the scanner any revised asset locations, which
will update existing asset locations in the central database.

The most common application for bar codes is in the area of inventory man-
agement. Under this approach, a bar code that contains the identifying part num-
ber for each inventory item is affixed to it at the receiving dock and immediately
scanned, which records the receipt in the inventory database. The bar code is
then scanned as it progresses through each stage of the production process, so
that there is an ongoing record in the production database that precisely identi-
fies the location of each item. This is of great use to the cost accountant, who has
a much easier time determining the cost of each item in the production process,
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as well as the overall cost of the inventory. This is also useful for the materials
management staff, which can use this information to locate materials within the
facility. An alternative way to use bar codes in this application is to attach bar
codes only to products at the end of the production process, so that they can be
scanned when a product is completed; this can trigger a backflushing transaction
that will remove all materials from the inventory database that were used to cre-
ate the finished product. Either of these alternatives nearly eliminates the need
for the manual entry of transactions throughout the production process.

A variation on the bar-code scanner is a modified Palm computing platform
that contains an integrated scanner. This device allows you to store scanned in-
formation on the Palm, where it can be immediately viewed on the liquid crys-
tal display (LCD) screen. It can also interact with data that has been previously
downloaded into the Palm from a central database. For example, an inventory
cycle counter can load into the Palm the contents of all inventory items in stock
and then conduct scans with the Palm that will compare actual results to the
existing database contents. The modified Palm computer can be viewed at
www.symbol.com/palm. The primary problem with it is that there are very few
software applications that are specifically designed to run on it. There is inven-
tory counting and asset tracking software available from Steven Creek Soft-
ware, while PC America has developed inventory tracking software that also
runs on it. It can also be used to create invoices in the field with software writ-
ten by Remote Data Systems or PalmX Route Accounting (though these appli-
cations require the addition of a portable printer for on-site invoice creation).
Given the relatively short list of available applications, companies that want to
create their own applications for it should expect to face significant develop-
ment and roll-out costs.

Before rushing to install a bar-coding system in the production process, there
are several issues to be aware of. One is that the resulting data will not be accu-
rate if the part or product codes encoded into the bar codes are the wrong ones.
This problem can occur quite easily, and will result in continually incorrect scans
from that point forward, since it is highly unlikely that the incorrect bar code will
be spotted, unless an alphanumeric code is also printed beneath the bar code and
is regularly compared to the item being scanned. Another problem is that bar
codes are not always scanned as they progress through the production facility. For
example, a materials handler may forget to scan raw materials when moving
them from the warehouse to the production area, which will result in an incor-
rectly high balance in the raw materials account. Though this issue can be re-
solved through the use of automated scanners that will scan everything passing
through a fixed point, these installations can be quite expensive. Yet another
problem is dealing with exceptions. For example, if some parts within a bar-
coded pallet are discovered to be faulty and are removed from the pallet, the
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bar-coded quantity on the pallet must be changed, while another bar code must
be created that will track the faulty products as they move through separate re-
pair or return processes. This can result in a very complex web of interdependent
data-tracking processes—so complex that some errors will be bound to creep into
the process, and which will require the ongoing need for cycle counters and in-
ternal auditors who constantly review the process to check for holes in the sys-
tem. It may also become an impossible system to maintain if the production staff
that is responsible for all of these data collection activities is so poorly trained,
or has such a high rate of turnover, that they are incapable of consistently collect-
ing accurate data.

The cost of scanning equipment must be considered. For example, a simple slot
scanner or light pen that is positioned next to a computer keyboard can be ac-
quired for as little as $100, but is also of limited use since it cannot be moved,
and also provides only a single scan of a bar code, which frequently results in a
missed scan. A better alternative is a moving-beam scanner, which will scan each
bar code at a rate of about 30 times per second, and which will nearly always re-
sult in a correct scan; this type of scanner will cost anywhere from $300 to $600.
If the intention is to make the scanner portable, then it becomes a self-contained
and independently powered computer, which raises its cost to about $2,000 for
each unit. If a company also wants to give a portable unit the ability to communi-
cate in real time via radio frequency, then the cost per unit can easily reach (and
exceed) $4,000. If scanners are to be installed in a fixed location, with an ex-
pected scanning success rate of near 100%, then the cost can be much higher, 
depending on the configuration of the installation. In addition, specialized bar-
code printers must be positioned wherever labels are needed, with each one cost-
ing at least $1,000, and much more if the required labels are exceptionally large
or must be printed on a special paper. Thus, a bar-code scanning installation of
even modest dimensions requires a significant capital budget.

Given the difficulties associated with the creation of a completely operational
bar-coded inventory tracking system, it is best to start with a small pilot project to
ensure that the concept will work within your facility, and then expand the concept
into those parts of the company where there is a minimum risk of incorrect data.
This may result in a combination of automated and manual data collection sys-
tems, which is acceptable as long as it results in the most optimal combination of
accurate data and minimal data collection costs.

ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE

The accounts payable function of the accounting department must rekey into its
computers much of the information on every supplier invoice received. At a
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minimum, this will include the supplier’s identification number, the invoice date,
and the total amount due. A more comprehensive rekeying effort will also include
the authorizing purchase order number for each line item on the invoice (or at
least in total), as well as the cost and identifying number of each item purchased,
plus the sales tax and freight costs to be paid. All of these entries require a great
deal of time and will involve some degree of data entry error. To avoid these
problems, have suppliers send their invoices to the company by electronic data in-
terchange (EDI).

To use EDI, the sender must convert a transaction into a highly standardized
electronic format (of which there are more than a hundred), and then send it as
an electronic message to the recipient. This transmission can go straight to the
receiving party, or (more commonly) be routed through a third party, where the
message resides in an electronic mailbox. The recipient periodically polls the
mailbox to extract any messages.

The key to the EDI system is to ensure that incoming messages are connected
to an automatic interface to the accounting system, so that there is no need to
manually rekey the data upon receipt. By using this interface, the entire data
entry task is completely eliminated. This system can be used for a variety of
transactions, such as purchase orders that are sent to suppliers and invoices that
come back from suppliers.

Though EDI can eliminate a great deal of data entry work, it is a difficult sys-
tem to create, for it requires the cooperation of a large proportion of a company’s
business partners, each of whom must learn how to send and receive EDI trans-
actions. They may be willing to do this if the company’s business is significant,
but less so if not. In the latter case, an alternative is to receive all paper-based in-
voices coming in from suppliers and remail them to a data entry supplier who
will rekey them into EDI format and then transmit the invoices by EDI to the
company. The process can be made slightly more efficient by having suppliers
mail their invoices to a lockbox that is directly accessed by the data entry sup-
plier, so there is no need to remail invoices to the supplier. Though this may seem
like an additional cost to the company, it actually removes from the accounts
payable department any need for a secondary system that requires data entry—
this may allow for the elimination of clerk positions, which can pay for the added
cost of data entry by the supplier.

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT STORAGE SYSTEMS

The traditional accounting data storage system is the filing cabinet—and lots of
them. As soon as a transaction is completed, it is printed out and filed. However, if
the accounting department is a large one, the volume of documents can be excep-
tionally large, which causes clutter, misused space, lost documents, and requires a
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large team of clerks to file and retrieve documents. A better approach is an elec-
tronic document storage and retrieval system.

This system begins with a clerk who scans all accounting documents, such as
supplier invoices, into a digital format, and assigns several index codes to them
so that they can be searched for with several different key words. The digitized
document is usually stored on an optical disk array, which has a great deal of
storage capacity (and needs it, if thousands of document images are to be stored
on it). Since this form of storage tends to have a rather slow data retrieval speed,
the indexes are kept on a higher speed computer instead.

Whenever a user wants to retrieve a document, he or she can go to any terminal
that can access the document retrieval system, type in a search word (such as the
invoice number, the name of a supplier, or even a dollar total) and have the image
appear on the screen in a few moments after the index key has found the image on
the optical storage device. This approach has several advantages. First, as long as
multiple indexes are used, it is very difficult to ever lose a document image in the
database (as opposed to a paper-based system, where documents are readily mis-
filed). Second, there is only a minimal amount of storage space required near the
accounting department—the original documents can be discarded unless there is a
legal reason for keeping them, or can at least be sent off to less-expensive ware-
house storage. Third, employees can call up the same document image at the same
time, instead of having to wait in line for the same documents. Fourth, the docu-
ment search time is completely eliminated, which greatly increases the efficiency
of the accounting clerical staff. These represent serious efficiency and effective-
ness improvements, and make this a solution well worth considering.

The main failing of the electronic document storage system is that it is expen-
sive. A very small installation with adequate in-house computer support may cost
as little as $25,000 but will have primitive software features and limited storage
capacity. A more likely minimum cost expectation for a small company is an ex-
penditure of $100,000, with really large accounting shops requiring much heftier
storage and scanning capabilities that can require an investment in excess of $1
million. Nonetheless, the operational improvements resulting from such a system
are so significant that it is at least worthwhile to conduct a cost-benefit analysis
to see if there is a justifiable basis for investing in such a system.

DATA WAREHOUSE

Even the most perfectly maintained general ledger will not yield a sufficient
amount of management information. One problem is that there may be several
company locations, each of which maintains its own general ledger; if there is a
need for consolidated information that summarizes the contents of all those gen-
eral ledgers, the only option is to manually combine the required information,
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which is both time-consuming and subject to error. Another problem is that many
general ledgers only allow for the storage of information for a limited amount of
time, such as the last two years. All earlier information must be deleted, which
makes it very difficult to create reports that compare information over a long pe-
riod of time. Yet another issue is that the general ledger usually does not allow for
the storage of nonfinancial information, even though various types of operating
data are at least as important as financial information. As a result, other types of
information are stored in alternate databases throughout a company and can only
be accessed or consolidated with difficulty. All of these problems can be elimi-
nated through the use of a data warehouse.

A data warehouse is a central storage facility for a company’s most crucial in-
formation. This may include accounting, marketing, production, or other types of
data. It can contain information that is collected over long intervals, such as once
a month, but is much more effective if it contains up-to-the-minute information,
so that reports reveal the most current status of a company’s condition. It can
also contain data for any time period that a company desires—be it one year or
the past decade, or longer intervals for some types of data than for others. It can
also contain data from all possible company locations. Though this may sound
like a massive repository, that is not the case; the data warehouse is designed to
issue information for further use in a variety of applications, which may allow
the data warehouse designers to screen out data that has no further use than at the
local level, where it was generated. Thus, the data warehouse is really a subset of
the most useful data that are collected throughout a company, concentrated in
one central database.

What are the uses of a data warehouse? Some of the more common ones are:

• Real-time reporting. Anyone with access to a data warehouse can use it to
access up-to-the-minute data about activities throughout the company, as
opposed to waiting for the more formal reports issued by the accounting
department at the end of each month. However, such rapid data accessibil-
ity has its price, as noted later in this section.

• Drill-down capability. With so much data stored in the data warehouse,
one can easily trace summary-level information back through the support-
ing levels of data, so that a user can easily find the supporting details with-
out having to go to the accounting department to request that a formal
search for the information be made. This greatly reduces the research work
of that department, though it does require some training of data warehouse
users to ensure that they can use the drill-down feature.

• Exports to standard on-line reports. The data warehouse can be used as a
source of data for the construction of a standard set of reports that are au-
tomatically posted on-line for general company access (also known as an
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executive information system). This type of report may be updated in real
time or somewhat less frequently. The main point is that the entire process
is completely automated, so that the accounting staff is not called upon to
create the reports at all.

• Automated tax filings. If all sales tax-related information is shifted into
the data warehouse, as well as the format for each tax report that is used to
report to each state, then the entire process of creating tax returns can be
partially or fully automated. This vastly reduces the work load of the taxa-
tion staff, which can shift its efforts from the highly laborious chore of fill-
ing out tax forms to the much more effective task of developing tax
strategies that will reduce a company’s overall tax burden.

Though these advantages of a data warehouse sound ideal to any company that
has trouble marshalling its data, there are a number of issues that make this a dif-
ficult concept to implement, including:

• Cost. Because a data warehouse requires a great deal of custom program-
ming to create a separate database plus a set of automated reports, as well
as interfaces to various files throughout the organization that pull in data
for central storage, the cost of a data warehouse can be enormous. Any in-
stallation costing less than $1 million should be considered a triumph, with
project costs exceeding $10 million being the norm for larger corporations.
Also, the data warehouse requires constant updating, due to the need to in-
clude and exclude data as a company constantly modifies its requirements
for various kinds of information. This will require the services of a number
of full-time programmers.

• Creation and modification of standard reports. Though the output gener-
ated from a data warehouse can be highly automated, this does not mean
that users will not want changes to the output from time to time, as their
data requirements change. Whenever this happens, a considerable effort
may be required to find the requested data, create an interface to the data
warehouse, modify the database structure, and then include it in an auto-
mated report.

• Data accuracy. One of the principal reasons why accounting managers
like to have complete control over any reports that contain financial infor-
mation is that they want to review the data for accuracy before they issue
them to the company. This error-checking step goes away when a data
warehouse is used, since users can now access the data directly. To ensure
that data accuracy continues to be at a high level requires the installation of
any number of control systems at the user level, as well as the assistance of
the internal audit and systems analysis personnel to ensure that accuracy
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problems are spotted and corrected at their sources. This is a prolonged and
sometimes quite expensive process.

• Data collection. When a data warehouse is created, an interface must be
created between every data source and the data warehouse. For a larger
corporation, this may call for the creation of hundreds of interfaces that are
linked to databases scattered throughout an organization. This can be a
huge task, greatly influencing the cost and duration of the installation of
the data warehouse.

• Database customization. The database of the data warehouse must be en-
tirely customized, since there is not a packaged database that will meet
every possible data need. The configuration of the database is an extremely
detailed and expensive process that can take many months to complete, es-
pecially if there is a large quantity of different types of data to be stored.

• Frequency of data updates. The cost of refreshing data in the warehouse
can be high if the frequency of the updates increases. For example, if data
were to be extracted from a subsidiary-level general ledger every few min-
utes, this would require the storage of every data update, while also requir-
ing a permanent data link between the general ledger and the data
warehouse, rather than a batch-oriented access that would require a much
less expensive linkage. More rapid access also calls for a much higher de-
gree of transmission bandwidth between the data source and the data ware-
house. Consequently, many companies prefer to refresh the data in their
data warehouses no more frequently than once a day.

• Long-term data storage. Though it is possible to store an infinite quantity of
data, going back through many years of a company’s history, the cost of such
data storage may limit a company to the storage of only a few years of data, or
to the long-term storage of only a few types of data. The length of data
searches can also become excessive if the database becomes too large.

Given the significant difficulties involved with the creation and ongoing
maintenance of a data warehouse, it is no surprise that it is only installed by com-
panies with a hefty budget for this sort of work and a tolerance for long-term de-
velopment time frames.

CD-ROM STORAGE OF BANK RECORDS

A lesser data storage problem for most companies is the proper filing of canceled
checks that are returned by the bank (or banks). These checks are normally batched
by month and stored in archiving boxes, from which checks are occasionally 
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extracted as part of various company research projects. Each time someone digs
through the checks they become more disorganized. A good way to avoid this
problem is to have the bank convert all cancelled checks to a digital image and
store these images on a CD-ROM.

The CD-ROM contains several indexes, so it is possible to retrieve check images
based on the dollar amount, a range of amounts, the paid date, issue date, or check
number. Given the number of search criteria, it becomes much easier to retrieve
check-related information, and in a matter of moments. Also, the CD-ROM can be
accessible through a network, so there is no need for anyone to have physical pos-
session of the CD-ROM in order to access the information. Thus, there is no longer
a check storage problem or any issue with filing disorganization while the search
time required for check-related investigations drops significantly. However, this
service is only offered by a few banks and requires an extra fee. Though the exis-
tence of this storage option is not normally considered a prime reason for switching
to a new bank, it should be considered as part of a blend of services when evaluat-
ing new banking relationships.

SUMMARY

A number of new technologies can greatly reduce the amount of effort that the
accounting department has traditionally put into data collection and storage. By
doing so, it becomes much easier to keep real-time financial records that are both
accurate and up-to-date at any time, which in turn can lead to the “virtual close,”
or immediate closing of the accounting books to arrive at an accurate set of fi-
nancial statements at any time of the month. Even if the virtual close is not the
accounting manager’s primary goal, the methods described in this chapter will
lead to a shifting of departmental assets away from low-end data entry and stor-
age tasks and into more value-added analysis and reporting activities that will re-
sult in a greater level of service to the organization as a whole.
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PROCESS DOCUMENTATION

An important tool for achieving revised accounting systems is process documen-
tation. It is necessary to thoroughly document the flow of a process before it can
be streamlined. After streamlining has occurred, the new process must be care-
fully documented so that the people performing the function can understand how
to do it. Without proper understanding, mistakes will occur in the process, lead-
ing to considerable costs to correct the mistakes.

This chapter explains how to document both existing and prospective pro-
cesses, using flowcharts and written procedural documentation that are com-
bined into a procedures manual. The procedure being documented in this
chapter as an example is the order-taking process. A manual should describe
not only how to do a job but also who should do it. Therefore, a set of sample
job descriptions is included. Exhibit 13.1 shows how a procedures manual is
organized.

DOCUMENTING EXISTING PROCESSES

Documenting an existing process is not as simple as listing the sequence of events
in the process. If we were reviewing an order-taking process in such a manner, we
might derive the flowchart in Exhibit 13.2. Note the minimal number of flow-
chart signs needed. An oblong shows a process, and a diamond shows a decision
point. Start and end points are also indicated. Many other flowchart signs exist,
but these two signs can be used to document most processes.

This initial f lowchart shows the processing steps but leaves out several key
items:

• Time required to complete each step. Processing times must be docu-
mented, so that process improvement work will be directed toward shrink-
ing the processes that take a long time rather than the short-time processes.
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• Wait time between processing steps. Usually longer than the actual pro-
cessing time, the wait times must be documented to highlight areas requir-
ing improvement.

• Forms used as inputs. Forms need to be documented in order to highlight
those with duplicate information, or unused or missing information.

• Reports used as outputs. Frequently, more reports are being generated
than anyone suspects, because reports were requested for short-term needs
and never canceled once the needs were fulfilled. Also, the information on
several reports may be merged onto fewer reports.

• Who performs each step? Wait times are often so long because the pro-
cess steps jump between employees, and the wait time occurs because the
item being processed enters each person’s work queue and waits there
while previous work-in-process is completed. A typical remedy is to con-
centrate consecutive task steps with the smallest number of employees,
thereby reducing the number of work queues.

• Informal communication paths. When a person needs information that is
not being supplied by the formal system, the employee will go outside the
system to locate the necessary information. By documenting these infor-
mal communication paths, they can be added into the new formal process.

Exhibit 13.1 Procedures Manual Table of Contents 

CONTENTS

1. Introduction
2. Job Descriptions

• Controller

• General Ledger Accountant

• Receivables Clerk

• Payables Clerk

• Payroll Clerk

• MIS Supervisor

• Receptionist
3. Procedures and Related Charts

• Backup

• Financial Statement Commentary

• Personnel Pay Adjustment

• Personnel Performance Review

• Tax Calendar

• Voicemail Maintenance
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Exhibit 13.2 Order-Taking Process: Procedural Steps Only
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• Key control points. Control points must be documented, so that changes
can be made to the system with full knowledge of which controls will be af-
fected by the changes.

• Errors. It is important to find out where errors occur in the process, since
error correction is very time-consuming. To do this, the average number of
errors per thousand can be listed for each process step. An internal audit
study of the process will be required to collect this error information.

Exhibit 13.3 shows the same flowchart but includes process and wait times.
This information allows the user to prioritize activities that should be revised in
the new process. It is clear from the figure that wait times are the primary culprit
in causing long processing times. In particular, the wait time before comparing
the order to inventory and the wait time before shipping the order keep a typical
order from being processed in just a few hours.

There is little reason to spend time and money in enhancing the Receive Order
step, since it only consumes 10 minutes. However, other considerations may re-
quire improvement of otherwise acceptable steps. For example, the marketing de-
partment may want to use “caller identification” in order to call up existing
customer records prior to answering a phone call. This need would only slightly
speed up the process but could be entered in the accompanying documentation of
prospective changes and incorporate into the finished process.

Exhibit 13.4 shows the same flowchart but includes the forms used as input
and the reports used as output. It shows an order form, which could be replaced
by on-line entry directly into the computer, and a cumbersome process of creating
individual purchase orders for each item requiring restocking, when in-quantity
ordering may be simpler.

Exhibit 13.5 shows the same flowchart but includes the position or department
performing each step. It shows when the process switches between people and
enters the work queue of a new person. The process has a number of hand-offs
between employees, resulting in long wait times between process steps. Based on
this information, consolidating process steps with fewer people should eliminate
a portion of the wait time.

Exhibit 13.6 shows the informal communication paths taken by employees to
perform their assigned tasks. The amount of informal communication hints at
inaccurate information in the corporate database. Since informal communica-
tions are being used to verify computer information in the areas of credit and
inventory, it appears that the employees do not trust the information they 
are receiving from the system and are verifying it through informal networks.
Obviously, audits of receivables and inventory accuracy are needed to find the
underlying problems causing the inaccurate information.
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Exhibit 13.3 Order-Taking Process with Process and Wait Times
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Exhibit 13.4 Order-Taking Process with Forms and Reports
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Exhibit 13.5 Order-Taking Process with Responsibility for Each Step
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Exhibit 13.6 Order-Taking Process with Informal Communication Paths
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Exhibit 13.7 shows only those interdepartmental controls related to not losing
orders in the system. The presence of so many cross-checks indicates that loss of
orders has been a problem in the past.

Exhibit 13.8 shows the average number of errors per thousand for each step of
the order-taking process as well as a break-down of the specific error types. The
data indicate a considerable problem with entering accurate information into the
beginning of the process, with the effect cascading through the entire process.
For example, errors are occurring in entering accurate customer addresses dur-
ing the order-taking step, resulting in products being shipped to incorrect ad-
dresses at the end of the process. This problem has many solutions, such as
on-line editing as orders are entered into the computer (e.g., do zip codes match
the entered city name?), reading back item descriptions to customers over the
phone, and auditing inventory accuracy levels, with follow-up on recommended
inventory-tracking suggestions.

DOCUMENTING PROSPECTIVE
PROCESSES: FLOWCHARTS

After the existing process has been reviewed, it is decided to make the following
changes to the order-taking process:

• Merge the order-taking and credit review staffs, so that one person can
handle both tasks. This will eliminate the 2-hour wait time while transac-
tions flow between departments.

• Give the order-taking/credit review clerk read-only access to on-line inven-
tory records, thereby eliminating the 24-hour wait time for information to
come from the warehouse (this improvement assumes a computerized per-
petual inventory system).

• Automatically create a purchase order for items not in stock, to be re-
viewed by a buyer before transmission to a supplier by mail or EDI. This
eliminates the possibility of out-of-stock items not being reordered and
speeds paperflow.

• Initiate periodic audits of inventory accuracy, leading to higher accuracy
levels. This will eliminate the need for informal communications to cross-
check the accuracy of the inventory records and will decrease the number
of errors in the Compare Orders to Inventory step.

• Initiate periodic audits of the accuracy of customer credit history. This
will eliminate the need for informal communications to cross-checks the
accuracy of the credit records.
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Exhibit 13.7 Order-Taking Process with Key Control Points
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Exhibit 13.8 Order-Taking Process with Errors Noted
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• Automatically compare records of orders received to orders shipped, and
periodically audit the remaining orders to ensure that no orders are being
lost. This will reduce the need for continual cross-checks at every step of
the order-taking process.

The flowcharts shown earlier can then be revised to show the new sequence of
events. However, those who use the process do not need to see all the flow-
charts—they just need the basic process flowchart, so that they know how to do
their jobs. The main point here is to briefly show the flow of the process, not to
burden the user with an excessive number of details, like queue times and con-
trol points. The basic process flow of the prospective process is shown in Ex-
hibit 13.9. Once the user has a summary flowchart that shows how to process an
order, more detailed information must be added, so that all common process
variations are covered. This information is written instead of being charted and
is called either a policy or a procedure. Policies, procedures, and flowcharts are
grouped together into a manual.

DOCUMENTING NEW PROCESSES:
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Manuals contain policies, procedures, and flowcharts. A policy is a statement by
top management to be used as a general guide by the organization on how to deal
with a situation. A procedure is a specific rule or series of steps to follow in ac-
complishing a task. Procedures can be developed at any level in the organization. It
is when policies and procedures are written down that manuals come into being.

All entries have policies and procedures. However, many have only informal
systems whereby policies and procedures are created and modified daily; these
systems result in inconsistent treatment of similar activities with resulting ineffi-
ciency and loss of uniformity. It is therefore important that the policies and pro-
cedures be written down and published.

This information will help supervisory employees in the day-to-day handling
of their jobs, for the manual is an instrument of communication. It provides a
common understanding of policy interpretations and clearly states the steps to be
performed to complete tasks.

Purpose and Use of Manuals

As a business expands, responsibility and authority are delegated. Manuals
then become more important, since they become the primary means by which
management communicates its goals and controls the implementation of those
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Exhibit 13.9 Revised Order-Taking Process
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goals. Also, manuals bind together dispersed but similar operations. They are the
device by which the company says, “This is how we do it.”

Policy and procedures manuals are normally prepared for each of the func-
tional units, such as engineering, personnel, materials, quality control, finance,
and accounting. Also, as matrix organizations have become more popular, manu-
als have been prepared for product lines that involve the activities of many func-
tional areas.

Companies may create manuals to fulfill any of the following needs:

• To communicate to all management levels and satellite organizations the
basic policies and procedures of the company.

• To provide a common understanding of policy interpretations and to define
and clarify policy or procedures issues that may arise.

• To promote standardization and simplification: in the preparation of a
manual, alternative courses of action or methods are considered and the
most appropriate ones adopted.

• To train employees assigned to new jobs.

• To implement new procedures quickly and with greater understanding
throughout the company.

• To allow timely communication of changes in policies and procedures.

• To create an internal control tool for management and form the basis for an
audit of performance for compliance.

• To avoid duplication of effort by clearly stating responsibilities: a manual
usually includes complete job descriptions for key positions.

• To reduce the amount of management time required to provide instructions
and directions.

Organization of Manuals

The procedure-writing task may be assigned to either the department primarily
concerned or to a departmental unit organized and staffed primarily for such a
purpose.

The size of the company will probably dictate where the responsibility for pro-
cedure writing is placed. In smaller companies this function may be carried out by
an individual under the direction of the controller. In larger companies the work
may be a function of staff reporting to the president or general manager. There are
several reasons for the controller to be involved regardless of where the responsi-
bility is placed. Internal control is an integral part of the management process, and
trained accounting personnel are uniquely aware of these requirements. Also, the
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controller’s organization normally is involved in transactions that cut across de-
partmental lines, and an overall rather than departmental approach to procedures
is necessary. Many interdepartmental procedures involve paperflow that is of
concern to the accounting department, and many procedures are directly related
to accounting transactions, such as payroll, accounts payable, cash, fixed assets,
and purchasing. In addition, the controller’s involvement ensures that appropriate
checks and balances are built into the procedures.

If the procedure-writing task is assigned to the department primarily con-
cerned, there is a danger that different departments will create manuals that do
not have consistent formats. Top management should distribute a standardized
format to all departments, so that at least the following items are standardized:

• Page numbering. All procedure pages must be numbered. Otherwise, users
will not know if steps are missing.

• Revision dates. Procedures are revised continually. Without revision dates
on every page, users may follow outdated guidelines.

• Step numbering. Long procedure steps are difficult to follow. Guidelines
should have examples of short steps with opening, explanatory, and closing
sentences.

• Flowcharting guidelines. Flowchart symbols may mean different things in
different departments. If a rectangle represents a document in one de-
partment and a process in another department, external users might be
confused.

The time needed to create policy and procedures manuals is appreciable, and it is
imperative that responsibility for manuals be properly placed and that they be ef-
ficiently created to achieve maximum return on the investment.

Example Policies

As noted earlier, a policy is a statement by top management to be used as a gen-
eral guide by the organization on how to deal with a situation. Exhibit 13.10
lists several policies pertaining to the order-taking example. The policies in the
figure clearly state the boundaries within which personnel may operate. For ex-
ample, requested credit of $50,001 to $100,000 must be approved by the credit
supervisor. An explicit statement like this is less subject to misinterpretation
than “excessive credit must be reviewed by management.” Clearly stated poli-
cies lead to minimal staff confusion, speedier transaction processing, and min-
imal errors to correct.
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Example Procedures

As noted earlier, a procedure is a specific rule or series of steps to follow in ac-
complishing a task. Exhibits 13.11 through 13.15 list several procedures pertain-
ing to the order-taking example. All are very specific. Without clear instructions,
an employee will have to guess at the correct sequence of events and will likely
create errors by doing so. Consequently, it is better to write procedures with too
much detail than with too little.

Steps in Preparing a Manual

Effective manual creation starts at the top of the organization. Management
must determine which manuals should be created. Without this high-level deci-
sion, unnecessary manuals may be produced. Manuals are generally needed for
all departments, but management can determine the priority in which manuals
will be created.

Exhibit 13.10 Order-Taking and Related Policies

Policy: Credit Limits

June 6, 2002 Page 1 of 1

Any orders received that are not prepaid and exceed $50,000 will be forwarded to
the credit supervisor for credit approval. Any such orders that exceed $100,000 will
be forwarded to the Treasurer for additional approval. Any such orders that exceed
$250,000 will be forwarded to the Chief Financial Officer for additional approval.

Policy: Order Filling

June 6, 2002 Page 1 of 1

All orders with stock on hand will be filled within two days of order receipt. If stock
must be back-ordered, the order will be shipped with all possible items within two
days of order receipt; back-ordered items will be shipped within one day of receipt.

Policy: Inventory Audits

June 6, 2002 Page 1 of 1

All on-site raw materials inventory will be audited once a week. The audit team will
review the quantity, unit of measure, and location data for a statistically significant
proportion of the inventory. All off-site inventory will be reviewed monthly, using
the same criteria.
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Exhibit 13.11 Order-Taking Procedure

Procedure: Order Taking

June 6, 2002 Page 1 of 1

If Payment Is by Credit Card

1. Enter name as listed on credit card.
2. Enter type of credit card.
3. Enter credit card number.
4. Enter expiration date.
5. Enter product number.
6. Verify product description with customer.
7. Enter product quantity.
8. Calculate total cost.
9. Verify cost with customer.

10. Verify ship-to address.

If Order Is by Purchase Order

1. Enter company name.
2. Enter company phone number.
3. Enter company address.
4. Enter company references.
5. Enter product number.
6. Verify product description with customer.
7. Enter product quantity.
8. Calculate total cost.
9. Verify cost with customer.

10. Verify ship-to address.

Exhibit 13.12 Credit Review Procedure

Procedure: Credit Review

June 6, 2002 Page 1 of 1

1. Contact Dun & Bradstreet automated credit check at (303) 123-4567.
2. Enter the phone number (including area code) of the company under review.
3. Ask to have a payment history sent to our fax number at (303) 765-4321.
4. If average payment days are below 40, accept credit up to a limit of $50,000.
5. If average payment days are over 40, review payment history on previous receiv-

ables. If average payment days are below 40, accept credit up to a limit of
$50,000.

6. If there is no previous receivable from the company under review, give the file
concerning the company to the credit supervisor for further review.
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Exhibit 13.13 Send Order Acknowledgment Procedure

Procedure: Send Order Acknowledgment

June 6, 2002 Page 1 of 1

1. Access the Order Entry software, and enter the Review Inventory Status screen.
2. Enter the part numbers and quantities from the customer order.
3. The software will access the inventory database and reserve inventory for that

order.
4. If necessary, enter Y for items that must be placed on back-order.
5. Once the order has been completely entered, enter Y at the Print Order Ac-

knowledgment? prompt.
6. The Order Acknowledgment will be printed in duplicate.
7. On the customer ’s copy of the Order Acknowledgment, highlight any back-order

items with a yellow marker, and mail to the customer.
8. File the remaining copy of the Order Acknowledgment by customer last name.

Exhibit 13.14 Ship Order Procedure

Procedure: Ship Order

June 6, 2002 Page 1 of 1

1. Access the Inventory software, and enter the Fill Orders screen.
2. Access the oldest unfilled order (press F2 for list of orders sorted by age).
3. Print out the kitting list for that order by entering Y at the Print Kitting List?

prompt.
4. The kitting list is sorted by bin location. For example, start at aisle A and pick

from both sides of the aisle as you progress down the aisle. As items are picked,
check off the item on the kitting list. If items are not available, circle the item on
the kitting list and enter the partial amount picked.

5. Return to the shipping station. Enter the items picked in the Fill Orders screen.
6. Enter Y at the Print Packing Slip? prompt. The packing slip will be printed on the

printer next to the shipping station, along with a shipping label.
7. Enclose the order in container of the appropriate size (all shipping containers are

located next to the shipping station), fill excess space with shipping popcorn, and
add the packing slip. Then tape the container closed, affix the shipping label to
the outside of the container, and place in the UPS delivery box.
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The following general points should be considered when preparing a manual:

1. Determine who will use the manual and how it will be used.

2. Determine the manual’s objectives, and its contents based on those
objectives.

3. Prepare a rough outline of the manual.

4. Define problem areas for each procedure, and note alternative decision
points.

5. Collect all forms and reports related to each procedure.

6. Review procedure steps currently being used.

7. Prepare a draft of each proposed procedure. Drafts should provide suffi-
cient space for reviewers to make changes. Titles should be used in lieu of
personal names.

8. Secure comments on the draft from all interested departments.

9. Prepare a revised draft reconciling conflicting viewpoints and incorpo-
rating suggestions made, to the extent practicable.

10. Establish and obtain the approvals required to publish the completed pro-
cedure. The following approvals are recommended.

Exhibit 13.15 Compare Orders Received to Orders Shipped Procedure

Procedure: Compare Orders Received to Orders Shipped

June 6, 2002 Page 1 of 1

1. The internal auditor will procure the Orders Received log from the sales
department.

2. Access the Inventory module, and enter the Fill Orders screen.
3. Either on a sample basis or in total, take a customer name from the Orders Re-

ceived log and compare the initial order to the amount listed as being shipped in
the Fill Orders screen for that customer.

4. If the amount shipped varies from the amount ordered, access the back-orders
screen and, entering the customer name, cross-check the amount back-ordered
with the variance between the amount ordered and the amount already
shipped.

5. If the customer has waited more than two weeks for the back-order to be
shipped, note this in the audit report. If all or a portion of the customer order
has been neither shipped nor back-ordered, note this in the audit report. If 
incorrect quantities or items were shipped to the customer, note this in the
audit report.
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Title Area Requiring Approval

President or CEO All statements of basic policies
Division general executive All procedures implementing

corporate policies relative to
functions under the position’s
control

Controller All procedures that relate to
accounting and control,
including cash, cost transfers,
and the recording of all
economic events

Procurement executive All procedures concerning the
purchase of materials or
services

Industrial relations executive All procedures relating to
personnel, employee benefits,
safety, labor relations, and
compensation

Research & engineering executive All procedures relating to
technical activities

In summary, all basic policies must be approved by the CEO, those relat-
ing to specific functions by the function head, an those of an operating
unit by the manager of the unit.

11. Determine the distribution list.

12. Prepare and distribute the manual.

Contents of an Accounting Manual

An accounting manual should set forth all the accounting policies and related
procedures. The content and organization of such a manual will vary according
to the size of the business unit, nature of the business, and organizational struc-
ture; however, the following is illustrative of a format and the subjects to be
covered:

General

• Purpose and use of manual.

• Methods for making and approving changes.

• Organization charts—accounting and finance function as well as reference
to the overall organization of the business unit and the company.
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• Functional outlines of all accounting units.

• Job descriptions of accounting and finance positions.

Financial Policies and Procedures

• All policies related to finance and accounting as well as detailed imple-
mentation procedures.

Accounting Procedures

• Chart and text of accounts, including classification and a general descrip-
tion of each account.

• Detailed implementation procedures.

Accounting Closing and Reporting

• Closing procedures and schedules.

• Internal and external reports prepared, stating designated responsibility,
due date, and distribution.

• Master schedule of reports required by and from the controller’s organization.

• Securities and Exchange Commission reports.

Specialized Policies and Procedures

• Specialized reports such as cost determination and allowability on govern-
ment contracts.

• Property control.

• Foreign exchange.

• Payroll.

• Inventory.

• Government contracts.

Accounting Documents

• Standard accounting forms such as payment authorizations, travel expense
reimbursement, budget authorization, customer invoices, and intercom-
pany invoices.

• Standard report formats including profit and loss statements and depart-
ment expense reports.

• Standard letters (e.g., collection follow-ups in series, bank transfers).
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Job Descriptions

Clearly, a manual must tell employees how to do their jobs. However, mistakes
can also occur in the area of who does the work, especially in high-turnover situ-
ations where the staff is not familiar with the allocation of various tasks. Conse-
quently, job descriptions are necessary.

A job description should list the following items.

• Update date. Tasks, staff responsibilities, and reports change con-
stantly, so the job description must be updated frequently to reflect the
alterations.

• Reports to. Surprisingly, many employees do not know who their supervi-
sor is, or alternatively, which of many apparent bosses is the real one. Iden-
tifying the appropriate person eliminates any confusion regarding who is
authorized to assign tasks to the employee.

• Staf f reporting to. Once again, identifying one’s staff is necessary when
assigning work and also avoids conflict with other supervisors regarding
multiple bosses assigning work to the same individual.

• Tasks responsible for. Tasks can be listed under subheadings, such as
daily, weekly, monthly, and annual tasks. The procedure name or reference
number can be listed next to each responsibility, so the person can quickly
reference more detailed information about each task. Reports generated
should also be listed.

Exhibit 13.16 is an example of a job description for a controller of a small
company, with additional responsibilities in the areas of treasury, human re-
sources, management information systems, and office management.

Distribution of the Manual

The individual or organization responsible for the manual should maintain an up-
to-date distribution list of all manuals. The list should be reviewed periodically
to determine that distribution is being made to those with a real need. To the ex-
tent that a manual contains proprietary or classified material, controls should be
established so that the manuals are only distributed to approved personnel and
are not available to outsiders. Care must be exercised so that manuals are re-
turned to the originator when employees no longer have a need for them or when
employees are terminated from the company.

Manuals can also be published electronically. The manuals can be stored in a
central database, distributed by electronic mail, or stored and distributed on a
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Exhibit 13.16 Controller Job Description

Title: Controller

June 6, 2002 Page 1 of 1

Reports to

• President

Staff Reporting to

• General Ledger Accountant
• Receivables Clerk
• Payables Clerk
• Payroll Clerk
• MIS Supervisor
• Receptionist

Daily Tasks

1. Review daily cash balance.
2. Ensure that daily system backup was completed (see Backup procedure).

Weekly Tasks

1. Update weekly cash forecast.
2. Review schedule of MIS projects with MIS supervisor, and alter priorities as

necessary.
3. Attend executive committee meeting.

Monthly Tasks

1. Review general ledger journal entries.
2. Review financial statements.
3. Prepare financial statement commentary and issue to shareholders along with fi-

nancial statements (see Financial Statement Commentary procedure and Monthly
Financial Statement Report).

4. Review tax schedule for tax filings due (see Tax Calendar).
5. Compare voicemail listing of employees to payroll list, and adjust voicemail list

(see Voicemail Maintenance procedure).
6. Review procedures manual for updates, and issue updates as necessary.
7. Review personnel records and notify supervisors of upcoming performance and

pay reviews (see Personnel Performance Review procedure and Personnel Pay Ad-
justment procedure).

8. Ensure that monthly system backup was completed (see Backup procedure).
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compact disc. All the traditional steps used in developing and approving policies
and procedures are followed except that there is no paper flowing between indi-
viduals. The elimination of the typing, retyping, printing, proofreading, binding,
packaging, and shipping is a big cost saver and an even bigger morale boost to the
personnel responsible for completing such tasks.

SUMMARY

Flowcharting and related systems documentation are needed to identify the parts
of existing processes that can be streamlined and should also be used for im-
proved processes, so that employees will know the correct methods for complet-
ing the process.

Manuals are needed to tell personnel how to complete procedures in the correct
manner, thereby avoiding errors that must later be corrected. Each manual should
include a clear flowchart of each process as well as written descriptions of each
step and coverage of the most common process exceptions. Once the manual has
been completed and properly distributed, it must be enforced with periodic com-
pliance audits to enforce adherence to the published policies and procedures. Fi-
nally, manuals are not static—they must be changed promptly as the company’s
processes change, so that users will always have up-to-date information.
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14
OUTSOURCING THE

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT

The concept of outsourcing is taking hold in many parts of a company, such as pro-
duction, marketing, and sales. However, outsourcing begins in many companies in
the accounting area, where there are a number of highly specialized functions that
can be performed better or more efficiently by suppliers than internally. In these
cases, the ultimate way to decrease costs and increase efficiency is to hand over
portions (or, in some cases, all) of the accounting department to someone else. In
this chapter, we will review the advantages and disadvantages of outsourcing the
accounting department, discuss how the outsourcing process works, how to manage
an outsourcing supplier, and the legal issues.

ADVANTAGES OF OUTSOURCING

Why shift accounting functions to a supplier? The reasons vary for each function
within the department, for example:

• Payroll. This is the most commonly outsourced of all functions, and for
good reason. It involves the use of detailed payroll tax calculations and gov-
ernmental remittances that many companies simply do not want to be both-
ered with, and so they are willing to pay a premium to a supplier who is an
expert in these matters. Furthermore, if a company were to miss a payroll
tax payment for any reason, there would be a stiff penalty fine. Usually, the
avoidance of just a few of these fines per year will pay for the entire cost of
outsourcing. Outsourcing payroll also allows a company to avoid the cost of
periodically updating its own payroll software and associated tax tables. It
also gains the use of direct deposit of pay to employee bank accounts,
which is a difficult proposition if handled internally. The supplier can also
handle clerical tasks, such as stuffing all checks or deposit advices into en-
velopes. Suppliers can even link employees directly to a 401(k) pension
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plan, so that the human resources department no longer has to make a sepa-
rate payroll report to a plan administrator—virtually all paperwork is han-
dled automatically by the supplier.

• Collections. If this function is outsourced, the supplier will pursue collec-
tions much more aggressively than is sometimes the case with the in-house
staff because they need to earn their money.

• Internal auditing. There are many auditing firms that are quite willing to
take on a company’s internal auditing work. There can be an advantage to
doing so, for a large auditing firm contains many auditors with a broad mix
of experience and skills, who can be swapped in and out of a company’s in-
ternal audit work to best match skills with skill requirements. There will
also probably be a high level of audit oversite, since this is all the auditing
firm does, and so will have developed considerable audit planning and exe-
cution skills. In addition, these auditors see a broad range of best practices
as they review their various customers and can include this knowledge in
their recommendations regarding changes to company operations. Further-
more, they are an entirely variable cost—when an internal audit is done,
the auditors leave, and there is no further charge for their services (as op-
posed to the ongoing cost of an in-house staff ). Also, if the audit firm has
numerous offices, then travel costs can be reduced for audits of outlying
locations by assigning auditors from the local office to the nearest com-
pany location. Finally, there will be no hiring or training costs for the audi-
tors, since this is all handled by the outsourcer auditing firm.

• Taxation reporting. A smaller firm usually cannot afford the services of
even a single taxation specialist, and so prefers to pay by the hour for ad-
vice from an outside expert who only needs to be called in from time to
time. Larger firms will give only federal taxation issues to this specialist,
on the grounds that the in-house taxation staff is more familiar with state
and local issues that are too specialized for a taxation supplier to be both-
ered with. A very large firm will sidestep the high fees charged by outside
taxation experts and bring the entire function in-house.

• Financial statement preparation. A very small firm may have no experi-
enced accountant available, only clerical staff, and so has an outside ac-
counting firm create financial statements from the books of record once a
month. However, this is only for an extremely small firm. A much more
common situation is to have outside auditors review the format and accom-
panying notes of the prepared financial statements from time to time, just
to ensure that they comply with generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP). This is especially true if a company is publicly held, and does not
have a firm grasp of all the necessary public reporting requirements.
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• Transaction processing. A few of the largest companies have succeeded in
shifting their entire accounting transaction processing functions over to
suppliers. This means that a minimum of all accounts payable and receiv-
able are shifted to a supplier, but this typically results in virtually all ac-
counting activities being outsourced. This makes sense when a supplier has
achieved a high knowledge and practical use of accounting best practices1

that result in lower processing costs that can be passed along to the com-
pany. It is also a reasonable alternative if a company’s accounting functions
are highly fragmented in numerous locations, and can be profitably central-
ized. Another reason for this switch is that a company may have had trouble
finding good management for its accounting function and would now prefer
not to be bothered with a loss of management focus in this area.

Though there are good reasons for using suppliers to outsource all of these
functions, the areas in which their use is most common are payroll and taxation,
primarily because these are the most highly specialized fields within accounting.
Many firms do not want to spend the time or money to develop expertise in-house
in these areas.

DISADVANTAGES OF OUTSOURCING

Outsourcing for accounting also has a number of disadvantages. These will, in
many instances, outweigh the advantages, so they must be carefully evaluated.
The disadvantages of using outsourcing for each functional area are:

• Payroll. It costs substantially more to have a supplier process a company’s
payroll than it would to do it internally. This cost includes a transaction fee
for each paycheck processed, the cost of additional reports, and the cost of
the software that is sometimes needed to batch payroll-related transactions
prior to sending them to the supplier. Another problem is that all of the pay-
roll data are stored on the supplier’s computer, rather than that of the com-
pany, so that it is impossible to automatically link payroll data to other
reports that are compiled by the in-house computer system. It is also difficult
to convert to a payroll supplier if this is not done at the end of the calendar
year, since suppliers will not be held responsible for incorrect partial-year
data that they are given, and which will appear on employee W-2 forms. This
typically means that the company must issue W-2 forms for the part of the
year that they processed payroll, and the supplier will issue these forms for

1 See S. Bragg, Accounting Best Practices, 2nd ed. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 2001).
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the remainder of the year. Another problem is that there is a strong likeli-
hood of some payroll-related information being incorrect after the conver-
sion to the supplier has been completed. This is because of the sheer volume
of detailed information. In addition, the conversion of many companies takes
place right after the calendar year end, which creates an enormous burden on
the supplier’s staff, requiring careful initial attention to the quality of data.
It is also helpful to avoid using any extra payroll features of any kind until the
underlying data issues have been resolved, so that the proper degree of atten-
tion is focused on getting the data correct.

• Collections. A collections firm is aggressive in going after delinquent
payees, which is both their greatest strength and their weakness. If they go
to excessive lengths to collect funds from key customers, the company may
lose some of them. Another problem is that collection firms usually charge
as their fee one-third of the amount collected. For both of these reasons, the
usual outsourcing solution in this area is to give to a collections firm only
the unpaid invoices of those customers with whom a company no longer
wishes to do business, and only after it has expended a reasonable amount
of collections effort through its internal collections group.

• Internal audit. Though a large number of advantages were previously enu-
merated that relate to the use of outside auditors for the internal auditing
function, there are several serious issues that counterbalance them. First is
the cost, which is considerable. Larger auditing firms have very high over-
head and therefore charge rates that are much higher than the amounts re-
quired to cover the salaries of their auditors. Though these rates can be
reduced by promising a minimum number of auditing hours per year, the
cost per hour will be much higher than with an in-house staff. Another
problem is that some companies like to assign promising employees to the
internal audit staff, so that they can rapidly rotate through a number of de-
partments as part of their internal audits—if this function is outsourced,
the training role disappears. Outside auditors also tend to bring in some
proportion of their staffs who have little experience, on the grounds that
they have to provide training for their personnel; this will lower the effi-
ciency of audits, but can be avoided by insisting on the use of more experi-
enced auditors (who are also more expensive). A final key issue is that an
auditing firm is supposed to build “walls” to keep its internal audit work
separated from its financial statement audit work, in order to retain its in-
dependence from the company. This is not always the case, sometimes re-
sulting in the hiring of two audit firms—one to do the annual audit and
another for the internal audit. Given the number of issues with the use of
external auditors, it is more common to see them used in an occasional sup-
porting role than to take over the entire function.
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• Financial statement preparation. Any services provided by an outside ac-
counting firm, such as financial statement preparation, will be much more
expensive than if the same tasks were completed by an in-house staff.

• Transaction processing. Though there is some chance that shifting the
bulk of a company’s transaction processing activities to a supplier will re-
sult in a drop in costs, this will only be the case if the supplier can operate
the department at a significantly lower cost, add on its profit margin, and
still arrive at a cost lower than what was being achieved. This represents a
large improvement in efficiency that a properly managed department
should have been able to achieve without recourse to a supplier. Also, there
must still be a few accountants left at the company to act as overseers of the
supplier’s activities, so their cost must be added to the costs charged by the
supplier. Consequently, the odds of achieving a grand total lower cost by
shifting transaction processing to a supplier are not high.

The single most common disadvantage of outsourcing is its higher cost com-
pared to what a company can achieve through in-house activities. If this is a
major concern, then most organizations will only opt to outsource those func-
tions that will result in a clear improvement in the quality of work performed,
which usually translates into the niche activities of payroll processing and tax re-
porting. Other areas can still be outsourced, but can just as easily and more inex-
pensively be handled internally by investing in the best possible accounting
management personnel.

OUTSOURCING NEGOTIATION ISSUES

There are a number of issues associated with outsourcing any accounting func-
tion. We will touch on these issues for each of the main accounting areas:

• Payroll legal issues. Most payroll suppliers, such as ADP, Paychex, and
Ceridian, are very large companies with thousands of customers. Given
their volume, they cannot afford to spend the time negotiating individual-
ized contracts with each customer. Consequently, anyone switching to such
a service will be in a situation of “ take it or leave it” in regard to contract
terms. The only area available for negotiation is pricing, where some de-
partures from standard rates can be negotiated. Typical pricing is primarily
based on a processing fee per employee paid, plus additional fees for ser-
vices such as custom reports, check stuffing, and check deliveries to multi-
ple locations. A large company will have more influence over prices
charged than a smaller firm with fewer employees.
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• Taxation. The key negotiation factors to consider when outsourcing taxa-
tion work are the pricing structure and the personnel assigned to your ac-
count. A supplier that benefits from a large number of hours of chargeable
time will be much more amenable to a request for a reduction in its hourly
rates than a supplier who is only given a few small tasks to complete each
year. This rate may be particularly susceptible to a reduction if a company
can schedule the work of its tax suppliers so that their chargeable hours are
completed during periods of low activity, rather than during the middle of
the tax season. It may also be possible to negotiate a fixed rate for standard
ongoing services, and pay a variable rate only for extra work that falls out-
side of this predefined area. The other area of negotiation—and a key
one—is the type of staff assigned to a company’s tax work. Since this is a
highly specialized field, the quality of work done is highly dependent on
the experience and training of the person doing the work. Consequently, a
company should clearly define precisely who it wants to work on its tax is-
sues. In terms of cost-effectiveness, this issue is the most important.

• Collections. The key point to talk about when shifting collections work to a
supplier is the fee that the supplier can collect, since this can be up to one-
third of the total amount of each invoice. If a company is willing to hand
over a substantial piece of its collections work to a single supplier, it should
be able to negotiate a large reduction in this fee. Another option is to assign
a law firm to the collections task on an hourly basis, with a maximum cap
on the number of hours to be worked during each period. This sort of
agreement can become even more detailed, listing the average number of
contacts made or letters generated per hour, with reductions in the fee to
occur if these averages are not met. Another issue is whether a collections
company will be allowed to collect a fee on any outstanding invoices on
which it has not collected as of the time of termination of the relationship
with the company. Suppliers obviously want the fee, since they may have
already put substantial effort into the collections task—the negotiated
agreement tends to be closer to the supplier’s position.

• Internal auditing. A key negotiation issue for an internal auditing supplier
is the hourly rate charged for its services. If a company needs the supplier’s
staff during the peak audit season, then it must expect to pay top dollar for
the services of its staff. However, if it is possible to schedule internal audits
for other time periods, when there is little alternative work available for the
auditors, then it should be possible to negotiate a substantial reduction in
these rates. Another negotiating point should be the company’s freedom to
reject auditors who are sent in to work on internal audits; this will keep the
level of expertise as high as possible. A final issue is that the company may
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have already developed its own internal audit methodology, and wants to
continue using it, rather than adopting the system used by the auditing firm.
It can require the use of its own system in the auditing agreement. Many au-
diting firms want to enter the internal auditing business, because the amount
of potential fees can be very high, and so they are likely to give way on all of
these negotiation points to obtain the business.

• Transaction processing. A supplier that takes on a company’s entire trans-
action processing operation is undertaking a highly complex chore, one that
has a correspondingly large number of contractual issues that are nego-
tiable. The most important one is the determination of what services will
be covered by the fixed monthly fee that pays for a set of predefined base-
line services. If a service is not included in this fee, then it will be covered
by an incremental additional fee, which can be very expensive. The more
services that are covered by the baseline fee, the better. A purely variable
fee structure is potentially the most expensive, and should be considered
completely unacceptable. Another issue is that some company employees
may be transferred to the supplier as part of the outsourcing deal; if so, the
company may want to continue to enjoy their services, and so should spec-
ify some minimum time period before they can be shifted to other out-
sourcing contracts by the supplier. Another key issue is allowing the
supplier to make changes to transaction processing that could potentially
impact other parts of the company; prior approval of these changes should
be required. This can be a difficult negotiating point since the supplier may
be counting on the implementation of a number of best practices in order to
drive down the cost of the outsourcing deal. Given the number of issues in-
volved, you should expect the contractual negotiations for a transaction
processing deal to be protracted.

MOVING ACCOUNTING FUNCTIONS
TO A SUPPLIER

The tasks performed by the accounting department may seem routine, but they
are vital to the continuing operations of a company. Any stoppage or reduction in
services in any accounting area will result in difficulties. For example, what if
there were no payroll on the scheduled date, or if no invoices were sent to cus-
tomers for a month or so? The result in the first case would be a rapid reduction
in the work force, and in the latter case a sudden drop in cash flow. These types
of problems can occur when accounting functions are shifted to suppliers, so it is
extremely important to follow the steps noted in this section to ensure that prob-
lems do not arise during the transition phase.
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The first step is to ensure that someone is responsible for the changeover to
the supplier. This is not normally a problem, since the controller is still running
other parts of the department and can either personally supervise this process or
assign it to a qualified assistant controller. However, if the entire department is to
be outsourced, then either the former controller or a similarly qualified manager
should be assigned to the task before any other steps are taken.

One of the easiest functions to transfer to a supplier is the taxation area. Much
of the information needed to compile income tax returns is already in the work-
papers of a company’s auditors, so only a phone call is needed to authorize them
to begin work. If someone besides the auditors has been tasked with this work,
then a senior-level manager must write to the auditors, authorizing access by the
new supplier to the audit workpapers. The tax preparation issue becomes more
complex, however, if additional tax returns are to be prepared by a supplier, such
as enterprise zone, franchise, or sales tax returns. These returns require different
types of information than are found in audit workpapers. Instead, the supplier
should be given direct access to a company’s computer files through a remote
computer linkage, as well as copies of all paper-based information that they may
need. This is a more complex step and requires serious consideration of the secu-
rity issues associated with allowing remote access to sensitive financial files.

A much more difficult transition process is required for the payroll function. The
supplier is taking over a large quantity of extremely sensitive, time-critical informa-
tion that must be used at once to create correct pay calculations and reports. If there
is any problem with this process, the accounting department will find itself with a
great deal of cleanup work to do. Consequently, this process must be carefully
planned several months in advance, beginning with a meeting with the supplier’s
representatives. During these meetings, the due dates for all key tasks and who is re-
sponsible for them should be clearly delineated. These tasks should include:

• Shifting less important items to a later implementation date. If there are
extra features to be added to the payroll, such as automated check stuffing
or 401(k) plan withholding, it is better to include them in the plan for a
slightly later implementation date, so that there will be fewer tasks upon
which to concentrate during the crucial switchover phase.

• Transferring data. The most important step at this point is to transfer to
the supplier a complete set of payroll information about each employee.
This may require either an automated reformatting of existing computer
data to a new format, or else manual rekeying. The company should enter
all of this information into the software used by the supplier for payroll
processing, and carefully review it to ensure that there are no mistakes.

• Providing training. Just before the first payroll processing session, all of
the company employees who will be responsible for this work, as well as
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backup personnel, should attend the supplier’s training classes that show
how to use their software, as well as how to use standard and customized
reports.

• Providing expert supplier personnel. When the time comes to update the
supplier’s files with the first few sets of payroll data, it is very important
that the supplier make available one or more of its staff members, who can
immediately correct any problems that the in-house payroll data entry em-
ployees are having. Without their assistance, there will almost always be
serious problems with the first few payroll processing runs.

A much simpler transition is required when shifting the creation of financial
statements to a supplier. This primarily involves a prior meeting to go over the
manner in which individual general ledger accounts are to be summarized into
the financial statements, as well as a periodic review of performance every few
months to ensure that these summarizations are taking place correctly. There
should also be a periodic joint review of the accompanying notes to the financial
statements to see if there is any need to revise them from time to time.

If internal auditing is to be shifted to a supplier, then the success of this action
will depend primarily on the quality of the personnel assigned to the work by the
supplier. Accordingly, the controller should spend a great deal of time reviewing the
qualifications of these personnel to ensure that there are no weaknesses in the first
audit teams sent out to work in various parts of the company. This is particularly
important at the start of the outsourcing engagement, for company employees may
be suspicious of the notion, and can request a return to the previous system if they
see that the replacement auditors are less qualified. Also, if the company has a spe-
cialized business in which particular areas of control weakness must be closely re-
viewed, such as the gambling, oil, software development, or retail industries, it may
make sense to require the supplier’s auditors to follow the auditing programs that
have already been developed over the years by the company, rather than using stan-
dardized methodologies that may put the auditing focus on the wrong areas. The
next step is to meet with the supplier’s audit team manager to discuss the most ap-
propriate sequence of audits to be conducted, as well as the expected timing and
cost of each one. This is not just a single meeting, but rather an ongoing dialogue
that is concerned with the planning of upcoming audits, the status of current ones,
and the results of completed ones. These meetings require intensive and continuing
interaction with company management. The internal auditing function cannot sim-
ply be outsourced and forgotten about—on the contrary, this is an important area
that should be closely connected to ongoing management decisions.

The most complex shift of functionality to a supplier involves transaction pro-
cessing, because this involves the basic ongoing functions of the department, as
well as the bulk of its staff. The following steps are necessary to ensure that the
transfer proceeds smoothly:
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• Transfer staf f. In most cases, the majority of the existing accounting staff
will be hired by the supplier, if only because these people have the knowl-
edge required to run the existing systems, and so have at least short-term
value to the supplier. There should be a formal meeting with all of these
employees to announce the changeover, with supplier representatives on
hand to go over its employment and benefit policies.

• Offer additional training. Even if the company’s own staff is staying,
there may be supplier personnel who require training in the company’s sys-
tems. Consequently, the most experienced company employees should be
assigned the task of training these people. If there are to be layoffs of com-
pany employees, then the most experienced ones should be offered reten-
tion bonuses to stay long enough to complete these training sessions.

• Shift data to supplier computer facilities. Some suppliers will operate the
existing accounting operations without shifting them—others will want to
move everything to a central processing facility. In the latter case, the ex-
isting systems must be kept fully operational while data conversion pro-
grams are written that will reformat all accounting data into the format
needed by the supplier’s accounting systems, and then tested. The testing
process should be extensive, including the running of a large number of
sample transactions through the new system to ensure that their results ex-
actly match those of the same transactions that were run through the old
system. There will then be a brief system shutdown while the latest data is
reformatted and loaded into the supplier’s accounting systems.

It is evident that there are widely varying degrees of management effort
needed to shift an accounting function over to a supplier, with minimal effort
needed for financial statements, slightly more for tax form preparation (depend-
ing on the types of tax forms being outsourced), and considerably more effort for
payroll and transaction processing. In these later cases, it is best to assign one or
more people to the task on a full-time basis, with regular milestone review meet-
ings that will cover all scheduling problems and risks that could result in a break-
down in the function transferal process.

MEASURING SUPPLIER PERFORMANCE

Whenever any accounting function is handed over to a supplier, do not just walk
away from all contact with the outsourced work, for the supplier may be very inef-
ficient or not be processing transactions with a high degree of quality—both prob-
lems that will reflect on the accounting manager’s abilities. A good way to stay in
touch with these activities is to design a set of measurements and calculate them
regularly, plotting them on a trend line to see if performance is changing. It is also
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useful to plot measurements against preset targets that were specified in the orig-
inal outsourcing agreement with each supplier. Here are some of the key mea-
sures to track:

• Collections: Percentage of accounts receivable collected of dollar volume as-
signed. The only reason a supplier is retained in this area is if it can col-
lect more than the in-house collections staff. Consequently, this measure is
the only one that really matters for outsourced collection activities. Since
there may be a considerable time lag between the point when receivables
are handed over to a supplier and the point when they collect funds, it is
best to only calculate this measurement at long intervals, so that the time
frame used will not exclude many cash receipts that were collected late. A
quarterly or even annual calculation period might therefore be appropriate.

A lesser measure may be the percentage of funds collected for different
size ranges of invoices. Collection agencies are prone to focus their efforts on
only the largest invoices, since these have the greatest dollar return, at the ex-
pense of smaller ones that may never see any collection effort at all. By strati-
fying invoices by dollar size and measuring funds collected in each range, one
can determine if smaller invoices are being ignored to an excessive degree.

• Financial statements: Time to generate statements. The supplier should be
able to create financial statements by the date listed in the outsourcing agree-
ment. This can be useful to track on a trend line in order to spot the number of
agreement violations. This is a particular problem for very small companies,
as they will find that their suppliers may treat them as “second class citizens”
in comparison to their larger clients, and only get around to completing finan-
cial statements if there is no other work to be done at the moment.

• Financial statements: Accrual accuracy. A key element in the accuracy of
a financial statement will be both the number of accruals made and the ac-
curacy of the amounts accrued. Someone who does a slipshod job of prepar-
ing financial statements will ignore most accruals, since it takes time to
determine which ones are needed and how much they should be. This is a
difficult measurement to perform, but some estimate of a supplier’s capa-
bilities in this area can certainly be achieved by having the accounting staff
(or yet another outside firm, such as one’s auditors) review the financial
statements in detail for selected months, determine what should have been
accrued, and compare this information to what was actually done.

• Internal auditing: Audit cost. A supplier will charge on an hourly basis for
all audits completed, so it is important to see if a company is receiving a
sufficient return in terms of audit results for the cost incurred. This can be
calculated by dividing the total billed internal audit cost by the number of
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audits completed. If the supplier is aware of this measurement being made,
it can manipulate the results earlier in the reporting year by completing all
of the shortest audits first, but the measure will eventually become more
accurate as the supplier is forced to complete lengthier audits as well.

• Internal auditing: Proportion of audits completed. The supplier should
agree to the completion of a specific number of audits at the beginning of
each year, as specified in the annual audit plan. You can easily measure the
success of the plan by dividing the number of audits completed during the
year by the planned number. This measure will only weed out the most
grossly incompetent suppliers, for most auditing firms will cheerfully com-
plete all scheduled audits on time, if not ahead of time, because they are
being paid on an hourly basis, and so would like to bill for many hours as
soon as possible. This measure is of the most use when a supplier has
agreed to a fixed fee payment in exchange for completing all scheduled au-
dits, and so has less reason to complete them all on time.

• Payroll: Processing cost per employee. There are a large array of fees
charged by most payroll processing suppliers, ranging from a per-person
transaction charge for the basic calculation of payroll to the additional fees
for check stuffing, automated clearing house (ACH) money transfers into
employee accounts, and even 401(k) deductions or the further handling of
401(k) funds (if they are integrated into the payroll system). There may
also be minimum processing fees or fees related to custom reports, which
can be skipped for the purposes of this calculation. By summarizing these
variable costs and comparing them to the fee structure of other suppliers
from time to time, one can see if supplier pricing is excessively high.

• Payroll: Proportion of properly delivered payroll packets. A payroll sup-
plier is responsible for shipping completed payroll reports, checks, and de-
posit advices to each of a company’s locations. This is usually not a
problem if there is a single company facility near the payroll area, since the
supplier will simply use a courier to deliver the materials. However, when a
company has multiple locations that require deliveries, the risk of having a
payroll mislaid or incorrectly delivered is much higher. If this happens even
once, it is a serious problem, for employees will not receive funds on time
(unless they have direct deposit), and must be given advances until their
paychecks arrive. Consequently, tracking this measurement should be con-
sidered mandatory.

• Taxation: Dollar amount of tax penalties incurred. A supplier who com-
pletes a company’s tax returns or gives it advice may sometimes cause the
company to incur tax-related penalties from the government, either due to
improperly completed tax returns, incorrect tax advice, or late filings.
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Since this work may have originally been outsourced precisely to eliminate
these problems, management should be aware of such penalties. The ac-
counting manager should initiate a search for a new supplier if the total of
its fees and all tax penalties is higher than the cost of doing the same work
internally.

• Taxation: Number of late or missing tax filings. When tax work is out-
sourced, it becomes the supplier’s responsibility to file returns on time. If
not, the company will find out soon enough, when various government enti-
ties send it notices of delinquent filings or tax penalties. You should keep
track of these problems and transmit them back to the supplier during reg-
ular meetings, and verify that the problems with specific returns are not re-
peated (which may be indicative of a systemic problem with the
preparation of tax returns).

• Transaction processing: Cost per transaction. The fee charged per trans-
action is usually covered by a minimum baseline payment that is charged
every month, no matter how many transactions are actually processed.
There is no way to obtain a reasonable calculation of the cost per individual
transaction if this pricing structure is used. However, if there is a variable
fee per transaction processed, or if there is a variable fee just for excessive
quantities, then these rates should be calculated (or found on the supplier’s
monthly billing statement) and compared to the preset rates noted in the
supplier contract to ensure that the proper prices are being charged.

• Transaction processing: Error rate. There is a very high cost associated
with fixing any transactional errors, both in terms of the time spent by
staff to research and repair them, and in terms of lost business partners
who have become fed up with incorrect invoices or payments. Conse-
quently, a company should schedule an ongoing set of audits that review the
transactions already completed by the supplier who has taken over transac-
tion processing. The measurement should be the number of errors found,
divided by the total number of transaction reviews made. This can be com-
pared to a targeted error rate in the legal agreement with the supplier, or
tracked on a trend line to spot any changes.

• Transaction processing: Average error resolution interval. A competently
managed transaction processing function will promptly track down the
causes of any errors and fix them at once, rather than let them linger and
cause problems months after they occurred. The reverse will be true if the
supplier is not doing its job. Measuring the resolution interval is extremely
difficult, since it involves tracking down any correcting entries made (usu-
ally in the general ledger, sales journal, or payment journal), and then back-
tracking through the supporting documentation to find the date when the
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problem being corrected first occurred. This calls for the periodic use of a
team of auditors to conduct the investigation.

• Transaction processing: Proportion of payment discounts missed. One of
the most basic measures of supplier competence is their ability to process
accounts payable transactions within a short enough time frame to take ad-
vantage of all early-payment purchase discounts (if the discounts make eco-
nomic sense, which is not always the case if the discount is too low or the
payment interval too short). It is easiest to have the supplier track this mea-
surement, and then send in auditors who can periodically review the re-
sults. It is best to determine precisely which discounts are being missed,
for this may be indicative of systemic problems, such as not identifying the
existence of a discount for the same supplier for a whole series of payments,
and never making note of this discount in the computer system, which
would otherwise have flagged the discount for future payments.

These are a few of the many types of measurements that can be applied to the
task of determining supplier performance. Measures other than those listed here
can be constructed that will more precisely fit the exact circumstances surround-
ing each outsourcing situation. The main point is to use some type of measure to
ensure that a supplier’s performance is being tracked, so that this information
can be used not only to negotiate better performance, but also used as the basis
for switching to a different supplier if performance levels drop to a sufficiently
low level.

MANAGING THE OUTSOURCING PROCESS

The person who normally oversees the outsourcing work of any accounting sup-
pliers is the controller. The reason is that a company only very rarely outsources
its entire accounting function, which leaves the controller to manage both the re-
maining in-house functions and everything that has been shifted to suppliers.
This person is the one most highly trained in all accounting functions, and so is
in the best position to oversee suppliers. The only exception is in a large organi-
zation, where the management role may fall on the shoulders of an assistant con-
troller who specializes in a particular accounting area. If the accounting tasks
being outsourced involve a very large volume of work, it is also possible that the
controller or assistant controller will require some help in reviewing supplier
work. If so, a small team of analysts may also be needed for the review of work
products, transactional quality, and performance measurement.

The job description of the person(s) responsible for overseeing any outsourc-
ing suppliers should include the following tasks:
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• Negotiate and approve all agreements entered into with suppliers, assisted
as necessary by corporate legal staff.

• Approve all supplier invoices for payment.

• Monitor contractual terms and compare to actual performance.

• Measure supplier performance in each outsourced area and regularly meet
with supplier representatives to discuss any shortcomings in performance
levels.

• Manage the transfer of functional areas to new suppliers, as well as back to
the company if a supplier is being terminated.

• Collections specific: Approve the transfer of overdue accounts receivable
to a collections supplier.

• Taxation specific: Review and approve all tax returns prepared on behalf
of the company by a supplier.

• Internal audit specific: Review and approve all scheduled internal audits,
and discuss their results with supplier management.

Though the controller or assistant controller may have great experience in the
areas that have been outsourced, he or she may be unfamiliar with the particular
skills needed to interact with those suppliers who now handle the work. Accord-
ingly, a company should send these people to training classes that deal with the
selection of suppliers, contractual negotiations, and ongoing oversight of supplier
activities. If such classes are not available, an alternative is to bring in an expert
who can provide assistance in these matters.

SUMMARY

Outsourcing is a viable option for those managers who are interested in improv-
ing the efficiency and effectiveness of the accounting department. However, it
can also be an expensive approach that does not necessarily produce better re-
sults than could be obtained by performing the same tasks internally. The key to
ensuring the best results is to segment the accounting department into a group of
functions and to explore in great detail the efficacy of outsourcing for each one.
It is quite likely that there will be a role for outsourcing somewhere in the de-
partment after this analysis has been completed, though probably not for the en-
tire department. For a larger accounting department that is fully staffed in all
functional areas, it is less expensive to keep all work internal, as long as all areas
are properly managed.
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15
EFFECTS OF CHANGE ON EMPLOYEES

This chapter differs from the previous ones because it does not deal with the me-
chanics of streamlining accounting transactions or with the resulting problems
caused by control points, new technology, error rates, or reports. Instead, it dis-
cusses the effect on employees of the many changes advocated in this book. More
than a hundred changes are listed in the previous chapters, and implementing
even a fraction of them will cause significant disruption in the work of the ac-
counting department as well as in departments that interact with the accounting
group. In particular, one study shows that 84% of the labor in the accounting and
finance departments is devoted to transaction processing—the precise area that
this book focuses on shrinking, meaning that the majority of accounting employ-
ees will be affected by these changes. This chapter warns the reader of organiza-
tional problems caused by change, details the effects of disruption on the
organization, and explains how to deal with change in a positive manner.

EFFECTS OF CHANGE ON THE ORGANIZATION

Many improvement projects never reach completion because the organization re-
jects them. Minor changes have a greater chance of not being rejected by the or-
ganization, since employees do not feel threatened by them, but major changes
require a quite different implementation approach.

A major change probably will not be accepted by an organization for a variety
of reasons. First, many employees are comfortable operating within the set of
procedures that defines their jobs. By changing the procedures, their jobs are
changed, which causes a considerable amount of uncertainty in their lives. They
will react to any such changes by trying to reintroduce their comfortable former
procedures. Second, many changes will cost employees their jobs; reaction to this
type of change by the affected employees is understandable. Also, changes may
require new lines of authority, so that employees find themselves reporting to
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new supervisors. Finally, certain types of employees react negatively to all types
of change and will continue to do so no matter how well they are educated about
the reasons for change. Any or all of these problems will surface during the im-
plementation of a major change.

When a major change is in the process of implementation, the organization will
pass through a well-defined set of responses. The first response is only by the
management team, which is optimistic that the group is finally working toward a
worthwhile objective. Then, after a detailed analysis of the project requirements,
pessimism regarding the extent and cost of change sets in—this affects the entire
set of employees affected by the project, not just the management team. Many proj-
ects fail at this point. Then, as the project proceeds and roadblocks are overcome,
a cautious sense of optimism begins to pervade the organization, optimism that
grows as the project nears completion. There will then be a period of rejection at
the end of the project when the new system replaces the old system and questions
are raised about various problems (perceived or real) with the new system. It is
still possible for the project to fail at this point. Finally, after the last objections
are overcome, the organization accepts the new system.

When an organization makes lightning-fast changes, it becomes so unstable
that the work force becomes transient. When whole departments are formed and
dissolved over very short time periods, it becomes evident to the employees that
the company is not willing to provide any tenure on the job. Therefore, they tend
to become focused on their positions—becoming the best accountants, marketing
managers, engineers, and so on. This is good to an extent, because the company
ends up with a highly skilled work force. However, those employees who are
loyal to their professions rather than to the company will not stay long, and will
take their skills and knowledge of the company’s procedures with them when
they leave. Change results in a short-term work force.

In summary, the project must pass through several phases when the organiza-
tion is likely to reject the project, and changes may result in major staff turnover
and minimal employee loyalty to the company. How does the management team
ensure that projects will survive this obstacle course of emotional trauma and
reach a successful conclusion? The next section offers some suggestions.

HOW TO OVERCOME ORGANIZATIONAL
RESISTANCE TO CHANGE

Project implementation teams tend to focus on the technical aspects of their
projects and are taken aback when the organization fails to support their projects
for reasons entirely unrelated to the benefits of the projects. However, by being
aware of the various reasons why organizations reject projects, it is possible to
circumvent the problems presented by change.
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The first step the management team should take is to ensure that a project has a
strong sponsor. This must be a senior manager who is deeply committed to the
project, and who is willing to intercede for the project team whenever necessary to
ensure that the project will be a success. When the organization realizes that this
senior manager is totally committed to the project, it will realize that this project
is “inevitable” and “cave in” to the desires of the project sponsor. However, this
can be construed as forcing the project onto the organization. It is better also to
persuade the organization to accept the changes. How can this be done?

The project team must meet with a variety of employees who will be affected
by their new project and show them the problems that will occur if the project is
not completed on time, such as higher costs that lead to future layoffs or longer
processing times that make the company less competitive and that also may lead
to layoffs. The delineated crisis must be real or else employees will suspect that
management is making up reasons for forcing the project upon the company. This
gloomy view of the future can be followed by a clear picture of the benefits to be
gained from the new system as well as by a detailed, step-by-step plan for how to
get to that point. This information should be laid out in as much detail as possi-
ble, so that employees know that the project team (and management) is not hiding
any information from them. As the project progresses, members of the project
team should meet with the company’s employees from time to time and update
them on the project’s progress. This sharing of information helps to gain the ac-
ceptance of the organization for the project.

If information sessions are not enough, the project team should schedule edu-
cation sessions for key users from the organization that gives them an in-depth
view of the changes being implemented. Training can come from many sources.
The information contained in training classes can come from experimenting with
new ideas, comparisons with other (possibly unrelated) organizations, and for-
mal training courses. This level of involvement is sufficient to persuade the
majority of employees that the project should be implemented.

There will always be a few employees who are unchangeably comfortable with
the status quo and who will attack any proposed changes that will alter the cur-
rent set of procedures that defines their jobs. The project team should listen to
the concerns of these people and address any problems that can be accommo-
dated without jeopardizing the successful (and timely) completion of the project.
However, if these people continue to oppose the project after all reasonable ef-
forts have been made to accommodate them, they should be removed from the
part of the company that is affected by the project. This is a painful step to take,
but is necessary to avoid continuing sniping at the project by those employees
even after the project has been implemented.

If some employees are shifted out of the project area as a result of a new 
project, new employees must be hired into the focus area. This is a considerable
opportunity for the project team and company management to hire the right kind
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of employees, who readily accept change and who are comfortable in that type of
environment. Interviews for these new positions should be rigorous, focusing in
particular on the candidates’ level of comfort in a changing environment, current
technical skills, and willingness to assist further change efforts.

Many new proposals will result in a reduction of the company work force.
Rather than leave employees guessing about who will be asked to leave the com-
pany, it is more fair to define standards of performance for the company staff as
soon as possible that define how the company will choose who stays when a lay-
off becomes necessary. This performance measurement system allows employees
to measure themselves against the standard and determine for themselves if they
will be laid off. This system greatly reduces the uncertainty of the staff during a
period of intense competitive pressures and ensures that management can rank
its employees so that the most productive are retained as the core group of neces-
sary employees.

Finally, fully implemented projects may still fail if the compensation system
is not changed to support it. If a new system is not supported by an altered com-
pensation system, then employee behavior may be so constrained by the com-
pensation system that it is impossible for the changes to be accepted by the
organization. Involving the human resources and management team in this as-
pect of the project implementation will ensure that supportive compensation
plans are in place once the project has been completed.

If the project team has a strong sponsor, communicates a detailed project plan
to the organization, removes “snipers” from the focus area, hires new employees
who are comfortable with change, and alters the compensation system to support
the changes, then the project team has a good chance of success.

CHANGE MANAGER

This book is about implementing changes, not rising to the top of the corporate hi-
erarchy. As process improvements take hold in corporations, those with an ability
to implement the changes will be more valuable than those who supervise continu-
ing tasks. Currently, a higher pay level is awarded to the manager who controls a
department with lots of staff and expensive fixed assets such as mainframe com-
puters, whereas lower pay goes to those employees who run lean operations with
minimal staffing and fixed assets. If this compensation system continues, man-
agers may be concerned about improving the efficiency of their departments, since
the resulting reduction in assets and personnel may lead to a “demotion” in pay.

Since a more efficient, f lattened organization has fewer managers, people 
in the work force will have a more difficult time achieving exceptional 
compensation by rising through the corporate hierarchy—after all, there won’t be
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much of a hierarchy to rise through. Instead, these employees must derive their
satisfaction based on projects completed, skills gained (both on the job and
through the traditional methods of earning college degrees and other certifica-
tions), and problems overcome.

In companies with many layers of management, most managers spent their
time (and are rewarded for) communicating within their areas of specialization;
for example, the accounting department is only concerned with having perfect
accounting controls, while the production department tries to meet its production
volume controls. In a flatter hierarchy, it is logical that managers must now com-
municate sideways (between departments). This means that problems caused by
the self-centered behavior of individual departments are exposed by the “new”
departments with whom they are now communicating. For example, the produc-
tion department in a flat organization will realize by talking to the sales depart-
ment that it is meeting production volume goals but only at the price of shipping
defective products, which hurts the sales of the company when netted against re-
turns and the long-term prospect of customer ill-will.

In the new, rapidly changing world of the highly efficient corporation, many
companies will relegate transaction-processing management tasks to low-grade
managers and promote their star managers into project management roles. These
are projects with definite beginnings and endings, with specific deliverables. A
project manager will not compile a portfolio of previous job titles but rather a
portfolio of completed projects. As more change projects appear in an organiza-
tion, the project manager role proliferates. This is a difficult position, for the
project manager must handle a team drawn from multiple departments, achieve
the goal with a limited budget, and will be out of work when the project is com-
pleted, hopefully going on to an even larger project with more visibility (and
risk) that will lead to ever-larger projects. The unique skill of the project man-
ager is in project management and in handling a diverse set of department man-
agers who may be funding the project and who are likely to be contributing their
staff to the effort—these people must be kept happy so that resources will con-
tinue to flow into the project, resulting in a successfully attained target.

A unique variation on the change manager is not an individual but a group of
top-notch employees, the “hot group.” The hot group is a small group of employ-
ees who are totally dedicated to a particular task. There is not necessarily a
leader—this role may change as the task progresses. The hot group will organize
itself and prioritize tasks without outside assistance. These groups are usually
short-lived, terminating when their task is complete. They originate in com-
panies that do not have stif ling administrations in place. Team members come
from multiple departments—this means that hot groups can only form in com-
panies where different departments are allowed to intermingle. Hot groups
should not be supervised closely, which is hard for formal managers who want
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regular status reports and meetings. Hot groups form most readily in crisis situa-
tions where the normal plodding form of interdepartmental decision making is
the norm. The people who form these groups are typically possessed of strong
egos and don’t mind sharing the credit for work performed. The leaders do need
some skills in managing groups, however—as is the case with any management
role, it is important to involve all team members in the decision-making process
and to acknowledge their input in the final decision. This leads to better group
commitment to the final decision, attachment to the group, and trust in the group
leader. Organizations do not like hot groups because they work across boundaries
at high speed, f louting normal conventions, such as reports and feedback ses-
sions; they also work at odd hours and give the impression of being prima donnas.
Given the problems with forming and maintaining hot groups, it is clear that the
top management group must be highly supportive of these unique creatures of the
corporate environment in order to see worthwhile results from their efforts.

In short, the traditional manager will be relegated to the corporate junkyard of
managing transaction-based operations while the top-notch managers will lead
project teams that push change through the organization. A unique variation on
the top-notch manager will be the hot group, which has no clear leader but is ca-
pable of generating top-quality results by being a dedicated group of employees
who bring projects to a rapid and successful conclusion.

ULTIMATE CHANGE: THE REENGINEERING PROJECT

A reengineering project usually involves a radical redesign of an existing process.
Radical change requires considerable changes to the organization, which can
cause considerable disruption among employees. This section discusses how to
implement a project that involves a great amount of change.

Reengineering projects fail more frequently than they succeed. Part of the
problem is that reengineering is not an incremental change—it involves tearing
out the old system by the roots and installing an entirely new system that may not
mesh very well with the existing organizational structure. To make a reengineer-
ing project more successful, it is necessary to convince as many employees as
possible of the need for change. Arguments can include loss of market share, spi-
raling costs, and a poor showing in comparison to the industry benchmark. Even
a tour of a company that is world-class in regard to that process may be needed to
convince unbelievers.

Some of the people requiring convincing will be top management. If the man-
agement team does not throw its support behind the project, as well as assign one
of its members direct responsibility for it, the project should not be undertaken.
This is because top management may pull out all monetary and personnel support
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of the project if it can be convinced that other projects are more important or that
the benefits to be derived from the project will not occur. Instead, the top man-
agers must be so enamored of the project that they are constantly backing it when
meeting with other members of management, inquiring about it, and pushing for
earlier completion dates.

A problem encountered when convincing managers of the need to change is
their level of discomfort with the degree of change involved. They may be willing
to make a few alterations to procedures, but the wholesale dismantling and re-
assembling frequently encountered in a reengineering project may be more than
they are willing to support. One way to avoid this problem is to reengineer on a
pilot basis, so that the company can see how the reengineering project is affect-
ing the performance of a small area of the company. If the pilot project goes well,
then acceptance of the project as a whole is much more likely. If the pilot project
does not proceed according to plan, then it may not have worked on a large scale
anyway and should be refined at the pilot project level before being expanded
throughout the organization.

A more acceptable approach for the existing organization is to come up with
radical changes at the planning stage but to implement the changes slowly and in
segments, so that the organization has a better chance to assimilate the changes.
However, this slow-change model embodies the risk of being too slow. If the orig-
inal project is watered down and strung out over a long time, the project team
supporting the project may become discouraged and drift off to other projects.
Also, if a company is in dire need of change, the implementation must proceed at
full speed in order to keep the company from failing—the effect of the changes
on the organization become a secondary consideration.

Another problem with reengineering is its dependence on advanced technol-
ogy to add efficiency to a process. If the technology is too advanced, then it may
not stand the test of actual usage on a day-to-day basis. To avoid this problem, the
company should conduct pilot tests of new technology or at least send a team to a
company that has successfully implemented the technology to inquire into any
problems that may have been encountered during implementation. Another solu-
tion is to back away slightly from the most advanced technology and instead
adopt technology that has been tested in the marketplace for a few years.

A reengineering project may fail if it is not staffed with an adequate number
of people who are well trained and skilled in completing the project. This is par-
ticularly important for a reengineering project where advanced technology is fre-
quently used, skills for handling recalcitrant employees are paramount, and
project management skills for handling a diverse group of highly talented indi-
viduals is necessary. Project management skills are especially hard to come by. A
top project manager must be able to keep the project within a time and a money
budget, schedule and administer project reviews, coordinate subprojects, and
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communicate about the project’s progress with upper management. Keeping the
expectations of the top management group in line with reality is particularly
important, since there should be no fallout at the end of the project if the system
delivered to the company does not meet with its expectations. At lower organiza-
tional levels, the project manager should also be involved with obtaining accep-
tance of the project by those individuals or departments that will be affected by
the reengineering project. If there is resistance in those departments, the suc-
cessful conclusion of the project will be in jeopardy.

Perhaps the most important issue for a reengineering project is that it must be
planned adequately to convince the many nay-sayers who will arise when the
project is announced. The plan must detail the project’s staffing needs, time line,
role-out schedule, training requirements, costs and benefits, and (especially) ef-
fects on the existing staff. It is best to be as detailed and forthright with this in-
formation as possible, both to convey an image of integrity to the staff (even
those whose jobs may disappear as a result of the changes) and to provide infor-
mation to employees who may offer valuable advice that may result in changes to
the plan and contribute to its ultimate success.

In short, the reengineering project, which is the most difficult project of all to
implement, can be completed by following the guidelines listed in the section
that discussed overcoming organizational resistance to change. The main issue
that sets apart a reengineering project from other projects is that all the guide-
lines must be followed, for the organization most certainly will not accept the
project otherwise.

ROLE OF TOP MANAGEMENT IN
IMPLEMENTING CHANGE

A company’s top management team will find that its methods of controlling the
business will not help the organization to absorb rapid change, which means that
top management’s way of doing business must change to accommodate the com-
pany’s conversion to a change-based organization.

Top management is used to tightly controlling the direction of the company by
requiring lower management to report results in great detail, both through com-
puterized reporting systems and formal structured meetings. The willingness of
lower managers to present innovative new approaches for running the business is
reduced when they are preoccupied with providing reasons for variances that are
generated by the formal reporting system as well as with preparation time for
formal meetings that strictly follow predetermined agendas. In short, the formal
control system tends to inhibit creativity and initiative.

An alternative approach for senior management is to avoid the formal meet-
ing and instead to have frequent personal contact with their subordinates, which
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provides a forum for the junior managers to make recommendations that might
otherwise never be presented to senior management. Also, the information-
reporting system can be turned around and presented to the lower levels of
management for their decision making. This frequently forces the lower levels of
management to arrive at the same conclusions that senior management arrived at
with the same information, which engenders unity of purpose across the manage-
ment hierarchy of the company.

Also, as the senior management group learns to stop controlling lower man-
agement so tightly, it finds that there is an alternative way to encourage the em-
ployees of the company—by increasing their time devoted to human resources
topics. This shift of focus requires senior management to think about where to as-
sign the company’s brightest employees. If the company’s strategic direction lies
in a certain subsidiary of the company, senior management should ensure that the
company’s best people end up in that subsidiary—this is a better approach than
simply theorizing about strategic direction in the corporate headquarters. An-
other human resources issue for the senior management team is the reward struc-
ture used to motivate the lower management group. By subtly altering the reward
system, senior management can have a direct effect on the actions of company
personnel.

Finally, senior management must avoid reliance on information systems, since
they only report on information that has already occurred and tell senior man-
agement absolutely nothing about what to except in the future. For the best clues
about that, it is still best for senior management to network among the lower
levels of management, which may have a better grasp of what is going on in the
market.

In short, the top management group must reduce its reliance on the formal re-
porting system and instead focus on attaching the company’s best employees to
the most important projects as well as pushing information back down to lower-
level managers, who can then make decisions based on better information.

EFFECTS OF STRETCH GOALS
ON THE ORGANIZATION

Many firms are now using stretch goals as a means of motivating employees into
making great leaps forward in productivity. A stretch goal is a target that is so
difficult to reach that entirely new means of conducting operations must be in-
vented to reach the goal. Though a successfully completed stretch goal can ener-
gize a company and rapidly take it to highly efficient levels of operations, it can
also have several less welcome effects on employees. First, if a stretch goal is
imposed without any accompanying support in the form of funding, the staff
may look upon the goal as a veiled message to leave the firm. This message may
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appear to be confirmed if the company imposes strict penalties on failure. If em-
ployees do reach the goal with such support, it is probably because they are
spending more of their personal time (the only resource they have that is free and
available in some quantity) on the work; this results in overworked and stressed
employees. Also, it is not a good idea to impose stretch goals on the company’s
most productive employees because the most efficient employees have already
figured out how to perform tasks in their assigned areas with an economy of mo-
tion; imposing a stretch goal on them will almost certainly not result in the goal
being achieved while imposing great stress on them. Also, since the high achiev-
ers (who are used to completing their goals) will not have achieved the stretch
goals, they will now feel like losers. With a negative effect on morale, the overall
performance of the organization may decline.

In summary, stretch goals must be carefully developed and targeted at the areas
of the company that have the most “fat,” so that the prospects of attaining the
goals are not completely impossible. Also, the company must devote sufficient re-
sources to the effort to make the odds of success fairly high while not penalizing
employees if they put forward their best efforts but do not achieve their goals.

SUMMARY

As more companies attempt to bring change to their employees, they find that
many projects are not being successfully completed. This low success rate is
caused by the discomfort the organization experiences when existing systems are
replaced by new procedures, technologies, and reporting relationships. These
problems can be overcome by gaining strong management support, assigning the
best employees to project teams, planning each project in detail, communicating
change plans to employees, moving dissenters away from the focus areas, and al-
tering the compensation system to support the new systems. These changes im-
prove the odds of a project’s success.
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AP P E N DI X

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Many recommendations are scattered throughout this book. In this appendix, the
key streamlining suggestions from Chapters 1 through 11 are listed to facilitate
review by the reader. Those suggestions considered to be common knowledge
(e.g., tracking receivables with the days of receivables measure) are not included
here. No recommendations are listed for the final two chapters, since those chap-
ters are devoted to describing the flowcharting existing systems (Process Docu-
mentation) and anticipating the organizational problems that will occur when
changes are implemented (Effects of Change on Employees).

Chapter 1—Setting Up the Accounting Department

• Use a cash forecast

• Document all legal agreements

• Construct job descriptions

• Conduct performance reviews

• Create work calendars

• Write policies and procedures

• Manage employee training

• Plan departmental capacity

Chapter 2—Cash

• Implement a lockbox system

• Implement an area concentration banking system

• Start a zero balance account

• Eliminate compensating balance agreements with banks

• Implement an electronic data interchange (EDI) system
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• Reduce the number of approvals in the purchasing and payables system

• Pay for more items through the petty cash system

• Install a computerized accounting system

• Enforce a minimum dollar limit for approval of purchases or accounts
payable

• Track invoice payment dates with a computer database

• Have the computer software store the next check number and print it on the
check

• Automate the application of cash to receivables with an EDI interface

• Have the computer software calculate invoice payment due dates

• Have the computer software match supplier invoices to purchase orders for
payment

• Pay from purchase orders instead of supplier invoices

• Send invoices using EDI transactions

• Have the computer software spot duplicate supplier invoices

• Report on customers and suppliers with large order volumes (for EDI
conversion)

• Compare the check date to the clearing date to track float time

Chapter 3—Sales and Accounts Receivable

• Move transactions between employees by electronic mail

• Preapprove customer credit

• Hand the invoice to the customer when the product is delivered

• Eliminate the mailing of month-end statements

• Immediately update receivables records when they are received

• Consolidate the number of receivables and collection systems

• Automate the collections tickler file

• Install a commercially available collections software package

• Send invoices to customers using EDI transactions

• Call customers about invoices prior to the invoice due dates

• Have customers pay based on approved purchase orders

• Report on orders in the computer software with no related invoice

• Report on preapproved customer credit

• Report on received EDI acknowledgments for invoices

• Measure the time from receipt of order to production scheduling
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• Measure the time from receipt of cash to updating of receivables records

• Measure the number of value-added steps in the transaction cycle as a per-
centage of the total number of steps

• Install collections software

• Automatically link corporate travel policies to expense reporting

Chapter 4—Inventory

• Combine the quantity and actual cost databases

• Move fasteners to the production area

• Pay suppliers based on production records

• Require a purchase order for incoming items

• Eliminate obsolete inventory

• Use just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing techniques

• Use accurate bills of materials to cost products

• Maintain highly accurate perpetual inventory records

• Create a segregated area for consigned inventory

• Certify suppliers

• Limit access to unit of measure information

• Provide multiple units of measure for inventory parts

• Use bar codes for receiving data entry

• Use computer limit checks

• Limit access to bill of materials records

• Create overlapping bill of materials change sources

• Measure the cost of maintaining the inventory

Chapter 5—Accounts Payable

• Simplify the ordering process for commonly purchased items

• Automate the expense report processing function

• Purchase a packaged expense report processing solution

• Automatically link corporate travel and entertainment policies to the ex-
pense reimbursement system

• Pay suppliers from the purchase order instead of the invoice

• Eliminate approvals for purchase requisitions

• Have suppliers include their ID numbers on their invoices

• Pay the supplier based on production records
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• Pay suppliers immediately

• Shrink the number of accounts payable systems

• Use corporate purchasing cards

• Download credit card information from the issuing bank

• Use an on-line purchasing catalog

• Report on the payment dates of long-term contracts

• Create office and manufacturing supplies order forms

• Report on pricing and parts quantity disputes with suppliers

• Report on missing expense report receipts

• Report on transaction times for electronic expense reports

• Measure the percentage of payments with related purchase orders

• Measure the percentage of total payments made from production records

• Measure the speed of expense report turnaround

• Measure the number of payables transactions per payables employee

Chapter 6—Cost Accounting

• Review targeted materials costs versus actual costs

• Review the average labor rate

• Review the amount of overhead capitalized

• Move activities into the period prior to the month-end closing

• Create a volume variance table

• Revise the monthly variance report

• Measure inventory accuracy

• Measure bill of materials accuracy

• Measure labor routing accuracy

• Measure the variation of actual costs incurred to targeted costs incurred

Chapter 7—Payroll

• Give employees direct access to their deduction records

• Create a policy of not allowing company purchases of merchandise for
employees

• Adopt a simpler commission calculation system

• Install a bar-coded time card system

• Consolidate the payroll, benefits, and human resources databases
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• Link the payroll system to employee events

• Reduce the number of payroll systems

• Use direct deposit to pay employees

• Send payroll payment advices to employees via electronic mail

• Include the vacation and sick time accrual on the payroll remittance advice

• List the employees who are not using direct deposit

• List the manual changes to payroll records made by the payroll department

• Measure the volume of data being manually input to the payroll system

• Link payroll changes to employee events

Chapter 8—The Budget

• Limit the budget range with the maximum amount of available funding

• Do not budget detailed expense items until the high-level budget has been
approved

• Include an analysis of working capital in the high-level budget

• Break out all fixed costs

• Create and distribute a budget manual

• Determine how well budgeted projects match the company’s strategic goals

• Reduce the budget from a monthly to a quarterly plan

• Reduce the number of accounts listed in the budget

• Use a flexible budget based on changes in the revenue level

• Determine the drivers of key costs

• Link a performance measurement and reward system to the budget

• Summarize the line items of small-dollar department budgets

• Change the color of user-defined cells in the budget spreadsheet

• Cluster all key variables at the front of the budget model

• Use video conferencing to reduce the number of single-location meetings

• Measure the total number of hours spent to create the budget

• Measure the number of accounts listed in the budget

Chapter 9—Electronic Data Interchange

• Validate incoming EDI transactions

• Eliminate management review of outgoing EDI transactions

• Link EDI transactions to existing accounting systems so that manual rekey-
ing is eliminated
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Chapter 10—Internet and Intranet Accounting Applications

• Monitor credit card activity through the Internet

• Process payroll through the Internet

• Post commission calculations on the Intranet

• Post policies and procedures on the Intranet

• Create an on-line purchasing catalog

• Process transactions through an application service provider

Chapter 11—The Quick Close

• Eliminate items requiring multiple approvals

• Eliminate the filing of multiple copies of a single document

• Flowchart the existing process

• Eliminate duplicate activities

• Automate recurring journal entries

• Defer routine work

• Set variance investigation levels that ignore small variances

• Move closing activities into the previous month

• Automate manual processes

• Replace serial activities with parallel activities

• Rearrange the work area for reduced staff move time

• Create a closing procedure

Chapter 12—Advanced Data Collection and Storage Systems

• Use scanning or biometric time clocks

• Use bar code scanners

• Use electronic data interchange

• Use electronic document storage systems

• Install a data warehouse

• Use CD-ROM storage of bank records
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A

Accounts payable:
control issues, 171–183
cost /benefit analysis, 186–193
current system, 155–164
dollar limits, 35
duplicate payment, 44
implementation considerations,

205–209
performance measurement,

202–205
premature payment, 43
quality issues, 183–186
reports, 193–199
revised system, 35, 165–171
system consolidation, 171
technology issues, 199–202

Accounts receivable, see Sales and
accounts receivable

Activity-based costing (ABC),
282–284

American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, 15

American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), 308

American Production and Inventory
Control Society, 15

Application service provider,
341–343

Approvals:
for allowances, 78
cost /benefit analysis, 49–50

for customer credit, 74
invoices, 74
payments, 32
reduction of, 57

Area concentration banking:
cost /benefit analysis, 48
defined, 29
implementation of, 56–57

Audits, periodic:
of accruals, 181
of advance payments, 180
cash transactions, 38, 46
of duplicate payments, 180
electronic data interchange, 

326
expense reports, 166
inventory process, 121–122,

137–137, 149–150
outsourcing of, 405, 409–410,

414–415
petty cash system, 37
sales and accounts receivable,

76–77
of supplier prices, 181
of supplier returns, 180

Automated Clearing House (ACH),
31

B

Bad debts, 40, 77
Bank reconciliation, 36
Bank records, storage of, 378–379

INDEX
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Bar codes/bar code scanning:
cost accounting, 235
for data collection, 371–373
inventory process, 126, 141
prices, 54
shipments, 201
time card system:

benefits of, 252
control issues, 258
cost /benefit analysis, 263–264
implementation issues, 

272–273
technology issues, 269–270

Benefits, employee, 241
Bill and hold transactions, 77
Bill of materials:

access to, 127
accuracy of, 123, 143, 178, 215
audit of, 181–182
changes to, 125, 127
function of, 113, 119, 153
reports, 234

Biometric time card system, 252,
369–371

Bonuses, 241
Budget process:

control issues, 284–285
cost /benefit analysis, 290–291
current system, 275–278
implementation considerations,

301–303
performance measurement,

300–301, 302
quality issues, 285–289
reports, 293–299
revised system, 278–284
summary management model,

294–299
technology issues, 299–300
variables included in, 288–289

Budgets, generally:
manual, 281, 302
meetings, 281

procedure reports, 293–294
process, see Budget process
review time, cost /benefit of

reduction in, 291–293
Budget spreadsheets:

calculation errors, 286–288
merging, 285–286

C

Call report, 93
Capacity planning, 16–18
Capital, working, see Working

capital
Cash disbursement systems:

large sums, 42
revised,
typical, 23, 26–28

Cash flow, speed of, 55
Cash forecast, 3–6
Cash receipts system, traditional:

application cost, 97–98
cash, 19–20
flowchart, 20–21
value-added analysis, 222

Cash register, periodic audit of,
38–39

Cash transactions, generally:
application, 44
control issues, 33–43
divided responsibilities, 38
follow-up, 40–41
implementation considerations,

56–58
measurement of, 55–56
revised system, 28–33
transfer authorizations, 41

Cash volume reports, 52
Change:

effects of, organizational,
419–420

management function, 422–424,
426–427

reengineering, 424–426
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resistance to, 420–422
stretch goals, 427–428

Checks, generally:
chemically-treated, 54–55
daily deposit, 39
empty spaces on, 41
mutilation, 41
number sequence, 36
signing, 32, 36–37

Chemically-treated checks, 54–55
Close, time reduction strategies:

automation:
of manual processes, 357
of standard items, 353–354

branch schedules, 366
chart of accounts, 364–365
clearing out junk, 347–348
cycle time reduction, 356–357
duplication, elimination of,

349–353
exception reporting, 365
geographic flowchart, 349
investigation levels, 354
output controls, 365
parallel activities, 359–361
period-end activities, moving,

354–356
process documentation, 348–349
reduction in length of, 345–347
report due dates, 365
routine work, deferral of, 353
serial activities, 359–361
staff training, 362
work space rearrangements,

361–362
Closed job review, 123, 212–214
Collection tickler file, automated:

cost /benefit analysis, 86–87
function of, 70–71

Collections:
call report, 93
outsourcing of, 405, 407, 409, 414

Collections cost measurement, 98

Commission structure, payroll
system:

benefits of, 249–252
control issues, 260
implementation concerns, 

271–272
on-line posting of, 338–339
process flow, 241

Compensating balance agreements,
31

Computerized accounting system:
check register, 32
implementation of, 58

Consignment sales, 77
Continuing professional education,

14–15
Contracts:

accounts receivable, 75
long-term, 179–180, 205
report, 194

Corporate purchasing cards:
audit of, 182
cost /benefit analysis, 50–51,

186–187
excessive use of, 206
function of, 174–175
on-line monitoring of, 336–337
reports, 52
technology issues, 53, 199

Cost:
actual, 117, 152
planned, 127
standard, 117
work-in-process, 133–134

Cost accounting:
control issues, 222–227
cost /benefit analysis, 227–229
current system, 210–214
formulas, 238
implementation considerations, 

237
performance measurement, 237
reports, 229–234
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Cost accounting (Continued)
revised system, 214–222
technology issues, 235–236

Cost drivers, determination of, 282,
302

Credit approval /authorization, 77
Credit cards:

card sales, 23
corporate, see Corporate

purchasing cards
documentation, 180

Customer credit:
information updates, 74
preapproval:

control issues, 74
cost /benefit analysis, 82–84
implementation issues, 99
purpose of, 69

report, 92
review of, 78

Cycle counting report, 137
Cycle time, reduction strategies, 310

D

Data collection, applications of:
automated time clock, 369–371
bar code scanners, 371–373
electronic data interchange,

373–374
traditional methods, 367–368

Data storage, applications of:
CD-ROM storage of bank records,

378–379
data warehouse, 375–378
electronic document storage,

374–375
traditional methods, 368–369

Deposit slip, audit of, 39
Direct deposit, payroll distributions:

benefits of, 255
control issues, 260–261
cost /benefit analysis, 264–265
employee list, 268
implementation of, 273–274

E

EDIFACT, 309, 316
Electronic data interchange:

benefits of, 309–313, 313–315
cash payments, 31
communication software, 317
conversion service, 319–320
cost accounting, 235
cost /benefit analysis:

cash transactions, 48–49
general, 331–332
sales and accounts receivable

system, 87–89
for data collection, 373–374
defined, 307–308
financial ratios, 333
hardware requirements, 315, 

317
history of, 308–309
implementation considerations, 

57, 322–326
installation cost /benefit analysis,

331–332
invoices, 45, 71
payment schedules, 332–333
program expansion, 330–331
quick installation of, 321–322
record layout, 320
security, 326–327
technology issues, 53–54
terminology, 333–334
transactions, 31, 321, 327–330
translation software, 315
value-added network, 317–318

Electronic forms, 312
Electronic funds transfer (EFT):

automated, 312
controls, 33
defined, 23
reports, 31, 52

Electronic mail:
payroll distributions:

advantages of, 255
control issues, 259
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cost /benefit analysis, 265–266
quality issues, 261

sales and receivables system:
cost /benefit analysis, 81–82
function of, 68
implementation of, 99

Embezzlement, 223
Emergency service invoices,

205–206
Employee deduction records, access

to:
benefits of, 248
cost /benefit analysis, 262–263
implementation process, 271

Employee event, linkage to payroll
changes, 253

Employee expense reports, see
Expense reports

Employee kiosks, 257–258
Expense reports:

audit of, 166, 177
automation of:

benefits of, 166
cost /benefit analysis, 188–189
implementation considerations,

177–178
technology issues, 199–200

linkage to corporate travel
policies, 177

processing, 209
transaction times, 198

F

Fasteners, move to production area,
111–112

Financial statement preparation,
outsourcing of, 405, 408, 414

Flexible budget, 282
Floor stock, inventory process:

cost /benefit analysis, 129–130
elimination of, 151–152
strategies for, 118

Funding, budget process and, 278,
302

G

Garnishment, payroll deductions,
241

General ledger reconciliation, 78
GetPAID, 71

I

Institute of Internal Auditors, 15
Institute of Management

Accountants, 15
Internal audit, see Audits, periodic
Inventory:

accuracy of, 113, 115, 143,
214–215

audit, 39, 121–122
consignment, 151
control issues, 116–124
cost /benefit analysis, 128–137
counting, 115
current system, 102–110
customer-owned, 131–132, 151
implementation considerations,

144–154
location records, 125
obsolete, 112, 121, 216
on-line systems, 140–141
performance measurement,

142–144
perpetual system, see Perpetual

inventory system
quality issues, 124–128
reports, 137–140, 233
revised system, 110–116
support cost, 143
technology issues, 140–142
tracking software, 145–147
turnover, 142, 234
usage report, 139–140
valuation report, 138–139

Invoices:
cost, 97
deliveries of, 69–70, 75
delivery cost /benefit analysis,

85–86
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Invoices (Continued)
duplicate, 45
electronic data interchange, 45, 93
elimination of:

as control issue, 75
cost /benefit analysis, 90–92
implementation of, 100–101
strategies for, overview, 73

issuance confirmation, 77
mobile systems, 201
mutilation, 41

J

Job descriptions, 7–9
Just-in-time manufacturing:

control issues, 117
cost accounting, 236
inventory, impact on, 113

L

Labor costs, analysis of, 219
Labor efficiency variance:

control issues, 223–224
cost /benefit analysis, 227–228
report, 230–231

Labor rate variance:
average, 216, 232
cost /benefit analysis, 228
mix change, 224
report, 230

Labor routing, accuracy of, 216, 234
Lapping, 39
Legal agreement summarization, 6–7
Limit checks, 127
Lockbox system:

controls, 33
cost /benefit analysis, 47
implementation of, 56
overview, 28–29

M

Mail float, 310
Mail room staff, cash transactions

role, 33

Manufacturing resources planning
(MRP II ), 236

Material requirements planning
(MRP), 119, 236

Materials, excess, 119
Materials, review of, 219–222
Materials price variance:

cost /benefit analysis, 228
overview, 225
report, 232

Materials usage variance, 224–225,
228, 231–232

Missing receipt report, 198
Month-end statement, elimination of,

70, 74, 84–85

N

Number of days’ sales outstanding,
96

O

Obsolete inventory, see Inventory,
obsolete

Optical scanning, 200–201
ORDERNET/NWDA, 309
Order processing:

cost, 97
simplification, 165

Outsourcing:
advantages of, 404–406
disadvantages of, 406–408
management of suppliers, 

417–418
moving functions to a supplier,

410–413
negotiation issues, 408–410
performance measurement of,

413–417
Overhead, cost accounting:

analysis of, 217
capitalized, 217
defined, 218–219

Overhead efficiency variance, 226,
231
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Overhead spending variance,
225–226, 231

Overhead volume variance, 226–227,
231

Overtime:
cost accounting report, 232–233
review of, 216

P

Part numbers, inventory process, 
148

Payables:
approvals, 57
batching, 37
locations, 203

Payment approvals, cash transaction
cost /benefit analysis, 49–50

Payment date, computerized tracking
of, 36

Payments, generally:
due dates, 45
duplicate, 44
immediate, 169–171
premature, 36

Payroll, generally:
control issues, 39, 257–260
cost /benefit analysis, 262–267
current system:

data input, 240–243
payment distribution, 244–248
processing, 243

databases, 253, 273
implementation considerations,

271–274
on-line processing of, 337–338
outsourcing of, 404–405,

406–407, 408–415
performance measurement,

270–271
quality issues, 260–261
reduction in the number of,

254–255
reports, 268
revised system, 248–257

technology issues, 269–270
transfers to bank accounts, 242

Pension plan, payroll deductions, 241
Performance review, 9–10
Period-end cut-off, review of, 78,

120, 135–136
Perpetual inventory system:

cost /benefit analysis, 128–129
features of, 117
implementation process, 144

Petty cash system:
audit of, 42–43
controls, 32, 37, 44
deposits to, 42
implementation of, 57–58
purpose of, 28
storage of, 46
vouchers, 42

Policies and procedures manuals:
contents of accounting manual,

399–400
distribution of, 401–403
job descriptions, 401
need for, 13
on-line posting of, 339
steps in manual preparation,

395–399
Positive pay, 54
Price list comparison, 76
Procedures, need for, 13
Process documentation:

existing processes, 380–388
flowcharts, 388–391
new processes, 391–399

Production records, supplier
payments based on, 153–154,
168, 191–193, 208–209

Production supply reports, 233
Purchase orders/requisitions:

accounts payable system, 45
authorization of, 122–123
control over, 172–173
costs, inventory process, 125
elimination of approvals, 168
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Purchase orders/requisitions
(Continued)

form control, 173, 206
matching, 45
need for, 112, 152
number sequence, 122, 178–179
payment based on, 175–176,

206–207
performance measurement,

203–205
receiving based on, 120–121
requisition elimination,

cost /benefit of, 190–191
Purchasing cards, corporate, see

Corporate purchasing cards
Purchasing catalog, on-line, 340–341

Q

Quick close, see Close, time
reduction strategies

R

Rack layout, inventory process, 147
Radio frequency bar code scanners,

141
Receivable confirmation, 76
Receivables records, updating of, 70
Receiving function, elimination of,

110–111, 134–135
Receiving log, 123
Refunds, requests for, 40
Remittance advice, 255–256,

258–259, 266–267
Request for quote, 312
Reward systems:

budget process, 284
inventory function, 151

Robotics, inventory system, 141–142

S

Safety stock, 310
Sales and accounts receivable:

control issues, 73–78

cost /benefit analysis, 81–92
current system, 59–66
implementation considerations,

98–101
performance measurement, 

95–98
quality issues, 79–81
reports, 92–94
revised system, 67–73
system duplication, 70
technology issues, 94–95

Sales tax, 207–208
Scrap information, inventory, 124
Service agreements, 205
Service charges, audit of, 182
Shift differentials, payroll systems,

242
Shipping charges/fees, 207
Sick time accrual, payroll systems:

advantages of, 255–256
cost /benefit analysis, 266–267

Signature cards, updating, 42
Signature plate:

locking up, 41
use of, 32

Subsidiaries, consolidation of, 214
Supplier(s):

certification, 120, 153
disputes report, 197
invoice elimination, 166–168
number of, 202
payment based on production

schedule, 112, 120
reduction in number of, 206

Supplies order form, 174, 195, 196

T

Taxation, payroll deductions, 241
Tax preparation, outsourcing of, 405,

409, 415–416
TDCC, 309
Three-way matching, 176–177
Tickler file, collection, 70–71,

86–87
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Time keeping system, automated:
cost /benefit of, 263–264
function of, 252, 369–371
implementation of, 272–273
quality issues, 261

Trade-ins, 39
Training programs:

closing process, 362–363
employee, 13–16
warehouse staff, 147

Transaction processing, outsourcing
of, 406, 408, 410, 416–417

Travel policies, 177

U

UCS, 309
Unacknowledged EDI invoice report,

93
Units of measure, inventory process,

124–125, 126, 148

V

Vacations:
enforcement of, 38
time accrual, payroll systems:

advantages of, 255–256
cost /benefit analysis, 266–267

Variance analysis, cost /benefit of,
228–229

Video conferencing,
cost /benefit analysis, 289–290
technology issues, 300

Voided checks, 41
Vouchers, 42

W

Warehouse area, inventory process:
elimination of:

cost /benefit analysis, 132–133
strategies for, 110–111, 119

locked, 147–148
WINS, 309
Wireless transmissions, cost

accounting, 235–236
Wire transfers, see Electronic funds

transfer
Work calendars, 10–13
Working capital, budgets and,

279–280

Z

Zero balance accounts, 29–30
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